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ABSTRACT

This thesis is the result of virtually a year's research conducted in three

adjacent villages in northern Zulliland, in the district known as KwaNgwanase. This

carr:munity is distinguished by being subject to historical Zulu conquest, to a

continuing influx of migrants fron neighbouring countries and to more recent social

and econanic transfo:r:mation. It therefore exhibits a considerable degree of

structural variation and cultural corrplexity, which in divining practice is

registered as 'divinatory syncretism'. The theoretical stance adopted to make sense

of this complex of v~riants is praxeological, with an enphasis on understanding

divination from within, for which purpose the field method of participant

observation is particularly suitable. Built upon close and prolonged interaction

with some twenty diviners, the thesis examines divination from two interconnected

perspectives; as a mystical perfo:r:mance, in which the inspired diviner endeavours

to uncover the truth of a client's condition, and as a professional business in

which the econanic motive is pararrount and in which the more successful corrpetitors

flourish as entrepreneurs. KwaNgwanase itself emerges as a workshop of

experimentation in mystical and syrrbolic forms, while it begins to export its

innovative techniques to a broader market.
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This dissertaion is the result of close on a year's intensive field-research

arrong diviners in northern KW9-Zulu-Natal, South Africa. By way of introduction, it can

be briefly characterised by three najor areas of interest. In the first instance, it

is a Holistic study of divination. The focus is not confined to any single aspect or

ciitrension of divining, but covers the whole spectrum of the institution. Divining is

understood to be a profession and the dissertation eXplores what might be tenred the

'career path' of the typical diviner, from calling to possession, fran training to

initiation, fran associational solidarity to corrpetition for clients, from local to

foreign fo.qns of divination, from professional practice to expansion into business

interests.

Secondly, the study of diviners is finnly anchored in its social context, a

pp.rticular local cc:mrunity that displays rrany of the features of a heterogeneous

multicultural society. This society nay be described as narginal, in two senses. It

exi$ts in a rerrote irrpoverished rural area, but enjoys ready access to two najor urban

and industrial hubs, namely Durban and Johannesburg, where its inhabitants seek

errployrrent. In addition, it is situated on the border between national states of

unequal economic and political strength, a powerful. industrialised South Africa and a

weakened Mozarrbique, scarcely recovered from the ravages of internal warfare. The

earrmunity is, therefore, characterised by the uneasy acccmnodation of foreign

inmigrants with their susPeCt activities and influence. It is a earrmunity, then, that

in several senses represents a society in transition.

Thirdly, the study in concerned with the relation between institution and

context. There are ty.x) ways in which the divining institution is affected by its

social context. As might be expected, it is subject to cultural borrowing, thus

expanding the divining repertoire. The second effect is that divination is not a

locally circumscribed activity; the influence of the local practitioner reaches out to

attract urban clients and neophytes. While divination thus fits itself to the kind of
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society in which it inheres, it is rrore difficult to assess the irrpact that divining

has on society. However, i,t is possible to argue that, although divination is in

general a conservative social force, in this cormu.mity its ready assimilation of

foreign spirits nay point the way for the social and cultural integration of foreign

inmigrants.

The ethnographic setting for the study is the district of KwaNgwanase, situated

in the northern coastal corridor of KwaZulu-Natal, which borders on t-bzambique and

Swaziland. Although assimilated into the 19th century Zulu Eirpire, KwaNgwanase is

predominantly inhabited by the Tsonga-speaking Therrbe-Thonga and, since then,

considerable cultural fusion has occurred between Zulu and Thonga conponents of the

population. This has been conpounded in the second half of the 20th century by the

arrival of Shangaan inmigrants fran Mozambique. Since the area has been quite densely

settled, I concentrated my research on three villages and their imrediate surroundings

during my year's residence there.

While the area itself is socially and culturally conplex, the rrain challenge

was to bring sare conceptual order to the confusing appearance of divination in

KwaNgwanase. OVer a century of close interaction between the Thonga and their Zulu

overlords has produced a state of 'divinatory syncretism' . t-bre recently, najor

economic and social changes and a narked increase in the rrerrbership of Christian

congregations, particularly those of the Zionist type errphasising the agency of the

Holy Spirit, has caused a rrelding of (at tines conflicting) ideas about the spirit

world and of associated ritual practices. This study adopts a theoretical approach,

that is eclectic and praxeological to the description, clarification and, where

possible, the interpretation of the conplex phenorrenon of divination in KwaNgwanase.

The thrust of this approach is to ertphasise close observation of what it is that

diviners actually do, not only in consultations with clients, but in various other

aspects of their lives. In particular, it serves to widen the theoretical focus beyond

the current anthropological preoccupation with cognitive and psychological aspects of

divining to introduce the perspective on divination as a profession, with all the

practical, economic and social considerations that this involves.
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Close and protracted association with three diviners and their novices and

regular acquaintance with eighteen others, out of a local corrplement of sone hundred

diviners, provided Ire with a rich source of ethnographic data, TlOst of which I have

endeavoured to include in this thesis as supporting evidence in my ~loration of

religious dynamics. It becarre clear that KwaNgwanase was an extraordinary divinatory

"workshop", that enjoyed a widespread reputation for particularly powerful divining

and that, consequently, attracted a ready sUWly of fresh novices frcm far and near.

Its distinctive repute undoubtedly derives from its border location and the syncretic

developrrent of i ts divining resources. Historically,' KwaNgwanase has acCLmllllated an

amalgam of different divining patterns, now recognised generically as 'ngoma'

possession, that incorporates Zulu-tyPe 'ukuthwasa' possession, the technique of

reading the 'bones' (amatharrbo), as well as elements of Thonga-style 'hakata' (tablet

inteIpretation). Grafted on to this is the rrore recent Shangaan irrport of possession

by a foreign spirit (ndawo). For the totality of this divining corrplex, I have adopted

the term 'ngarna-ndawo alliance'. In addition, KwaNgwanase is subject to cross-border

trade in rredicines irrported from Mozarrbique, the foreign character of which corrmmds

them to Zulu diviners as unusually powerful. Not sUIprisingly, therefore, KwaNgwanase

is elsewhere regarded as a hub of divining prowess.

Contrary to received indigenous and scholarly wisdcm that Zulu diviners are

possessed by their collective lineage spirits, the "theology" of ngarna-ndaw:) is mlch

rrore varied and corrplex. In the first place, the diviner is "possessed by" by one or

rrore identified ancestral spirits. Secondly, it need not be a lineage ancestor, though

the relationship renains one of descent. These departures are indications of Thongan

influence, emmating from a society where, unlike the Zulu fomation, lineages were

shallow (if they existed at all) with a narked structural bilaterality in which

ancestors belong to both sides of the family. Thirdly, the possessing ancestor is

qualified by having been a practising diviner in his or her lifetirre. Fourthly, the

novice can exert sone influence over the choice of possessing ancestor, though not

over the receipt of the invasive ndawo foreign spirit. Another departure that is

entertained in practice is that the 'foreign' ndawo spirit is as often as not related

to the diviner by descent. Furtherrrore, around each errergent diviner is spun a carplex
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web of esoteric mystical connections, that sets up relations between the dead, between

the living and the dead, and between the living. These relationships are spelt out in

a kinship idiom that draws on the rnxiel of the family. At the centre of the web, the

diviner, irrespective of gender, becomes 'wife' to the dangerous ndaW) spirit who,

whether nale or female, becomes a dorresticated 'husband' and thus 'son-in-law' to the

diviner's ancestral spirits, with whom 'he' becomes reconciled and incorporated. As

'son-in-law', he is deerred to keep the sorrewhat errant descent spirits under control

in their divining activities. At the sarre tine, the diviner enters as a bride and

becorres 'daughter-in-law' to the pre-existing 'family' (inpande) of diviners

represented by the 'father' diviner, i.e. who has trained him/her. While 'daughter-in

law' in one set of relationships, the sarre diviner converts to 'fatherhood' in

relation to any 'daughters' (Le. novices) that (s)he acquires, and all novices who

train together under the sarre 'father' diviner relate to one another as 'sisters'. To

corrplete the profile; on joining a particular inpande (divining sodality), the diviner

assurres the narre and identity of the descent spirit (ngorra) that has prinarily laid

claim to her/him as successor in the divining profession. This network of kinship and

quasi-kinship relationships, that knit practitioners and their spirit agents together,

bears the weight of concluding that there exists a 'society of divining' (a society

within society) that consists of an unknown mmber of rival 'families' or sodalities

corrpeting for custom. While the linkages within each sodality nay span great distance,

e.g. connecting Johannesburg and Durban to KwaNgwanase, they are governed by an ethos

of solidarity and cooperation that is regularly expressed, both instrurrentally and

ritually, but particularly on the occasion of admitting a new diviner to the

profession.

The phenorrenon of spirit possession is central to the 'theological' syncretism

of divination in KwaNgwanase, but it exhibits contrasting forms and different degrees

of passivity on the part of the diviner. It is believed that the ngorra (descent

spirit), with whom the diviner is identified, is an insider and resides within his/her

body, expressing its presence by explosive emissions of breath. The trance-like

condition of possession is induced by inhalation and drurrming, a technique that is

acquired by training. Yet, it is an observable fact that, while in this state, the
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diviner is in full possession of his/her analytical and interpretative faculties. Who

possesses wham is a debatable point. An inportilllate client will not await the

spontaneous manifestation of spirit and, if the diviner is to remain in business,

(s)he ImlSt produce possession on demand. It is also admitted that diviners rilll the

risk of losing control of their ngorra spirits, by way of expressing a failure to win ;//

clients, and to offset this it is desirable to have an ndawo spirit to keep them in

place. While ndawo possession also occurs in response to clients' requirerrents, the

diviner behaves as an i.rcrrobile and passive pure medium, a dumb instrument through

which the spirit directly addresses the client. The syrrbolic manifestation of ndawo is

in direct contrast to that of ngcna. Ndawo possess~on cones, not fram within, but fram

outside the body. Ideally a foreign spirit, the ndawo before being enlisted as a

divining agent has its habitual abode in cool water. Diviners characterise the ontset

of possession as a chilly breeze entering the hut, the coldness first registered on

the feet and gradually rroving up into the body. The diviner is seen to shiver

illlcontrollably all over, while otherwise remaining in a rigidly seated position. Drums

are replaced by rrore subdued rattles to reproduce the sound of wind rippling through

foliage and buildings. The salient point is that diviners in KwaNgwanase ccrnronly

acquire the capacity for entertaining both kinds of possession, though obviously they

cannot be entered sirrultaneously. Some diviners have added to this repertoire

possession by the Holy Spirit, by themselves becoming prophets in Zionist

congregations.

Underpinning the 'theology' of divination, and all too often overlooked, is the

corrrrercial nature of divining. Divining is essentially a business in which

practitioners vie with one another for fee-paying clients and, as such, it is a

ma.rket-orientated profession. The carpetitive edge is all the keener, given the

plurality of fresh recruits entering the ma.rket. Carpetition is strongest between

different sodalities but, even within the sane sodality, the ideology of cooperation

scarcely obscures the fear of rivalry, every new recruit being seen as a potential

rival. Every consultation constitutes an economic transaction for financial reward.

This was forcefully borne in upon me early in my research when, during an interview, a

diviner cannily went into possession to repeat the sane infonnation and demanded a R20
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consultation fee. But the natter does not end there, for the economic rrotive suffuses

all other activities associated with divining. It is not uncormon in a tine of

economic recession for new recruits, especially men, to calculately choose (despite

the ideology of mystical calling) the profession for the financial benefits that nay

acrue, and these can be considerable . .Many diviners have a constant and plentiful

turnover of novices, referred to them by those they have already trained, fram whom

they gamer and accurrulate large sums of rroney in payment for the expertise they pass

on, while unasharredly using these resident novices as a source of unpaid labour on

their prcperties. Such accumulated wealth can be deployed to acquire land or

cormercial outlets and to diversify the range of economic interests into other

entrepreneurial and business activities. Sone are nere successful than others in

pursuing such acquisitions and enterprises. And, in a period of greater rrobility and

instant conmm.ication, a few economically astute diviners have successfully exploited

the possibility of expanding their client base into the najor cities, thus exploding

the limitations of the local narket, while touting a unique KwaNgwanasen product.

The rrore detailed presentation of these findings in the body of the thesis

follows a fairly logical sequence. Chapter one opens a review of the anthropological

scholarship on divining and divination systems, that takes cognisance of theoretical

and nethodological shifts that have occurred in approaches to the subject, and leads

to a justification for my own preference for the praxeological approach.

The second chapter outlines topographical and demographic features of the

region in which the study in set, together with a social history of the hurran

population. It also presents a social profile of the ccmnunity of KwaNgwanase with

particular attention given to the provisioning of health and well-being. Chapter three

consists of the statutory report on fieldwork, with an errphasis on the nethods of

investigation that I enployed as a participant observer. In chapter four, I begin to

address divination with a survey of the beliefs and symbolic rreanings that underpin

its practice. Within the frarrework of belief obtaining in KwaNgwanase, I explore the

neans whereby new diviners are recruited.. Thus, chapter five traces the path of the

candidate diviner, from an intractable illness that is diagnosed as a mystical

calling, to a period of seclusion at the horrestead of a rraster-diviner for purposes of
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purification and training, to a gruelling ritual initiation into diviner ranks. Here,

I first introduce the combination of genealogical and foreign divining spirits, that

is distinctive of the profession in KwaNgwanase.

Irrpression m:magerrent is central to the art of divination and nothing sutpasses

the inpact on a client's credulity as a state of spirit possession elicited by the

diviner. The nature of spirit possession is discussed in dlapter six. By contrasting

the state of 'calling' with that of the diviner in consultation, it bee<:>rres clear that

possession is an acquired technique over whidl the diviner has control, though the

latter elerrent is not as marked in possession by a foreign spirit. Ancestral spirit

possession is also deerred to be fragile, pointing to the need to have a foreign spirit

to keep fickle ancestral spirits in place. While, in a sense, it is the rranifestation

of possession that makes the diviner to be a diviner, it also admits hiro/her to a

fellowship of specialists. Ps dlapter seven will show, the links binding rranbers of

sudl a sodality together, and drawing boundaries between sodalities, are expressed in

the idiom of mystical descent and marriage and appeal to a 'family' rretaphor.

Chapter eight takes the dissertation into the consultative arena, where

diviners ply their trade. Here, two fonns of spirit possession are contrasted in the

context of their respective m:xles of consultation. By far, the greater attention is

accorded to the more cormonly practised indigenous form of bone-throwing. Through the

liberal use of case material, the structure of each divining form is laid bare and

carefully analysed, and the chapter ends with a discussion of the degree of syncretism

that is achieved. The penultimate dlapter nine focuses on the entrepreneurial

activities of the more successful diviners and discusses how they circumvent the

typical dilenma of the entrepreneur in his/her corrmmity. The dissertation ends,

appropriately enough with a Conclusion.
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CHAPIER CNE

LI~~: SHIFl'IN3 PAEU\DIGM CN '!HE S'lU>y OF DIVINM'ICN

The lit.erabu:e en divinatial, like the suPject i~, is
pxegnant with intni.tial and fine hunches. The need is to
substantiate SCIIe, and c:1:i.scm:d others, in the light of
di%ec:t and closely dco:uen1:led observatien (Wel:!:aer,
1972:1439)

Evans-Pritchard's pioneering exposition of the use of oracles arrong the Azande

(1937) narked a turning point in the anthropological study of divination. Earlier

investigati9ns, such as those by callaway (1870), Bryant (1917), Henry Junod (1927) and

H. P. Junod (1938) in South Africa, nade a valuable contribution to the ethnographic

record, but rarained at the level of purely descriptive accounts. Evans-Prithard's

powerful analytical approach plurrbed the logic of Zande thinking that suffused the

divinatory oracle and, in this way, suggested that divination was a pivotal institution

in African societies. While the oracle (and the diviner) was consulted for the overt

purpose of detecting witches, and, thus opened the way for re-ordering social relations,

a rrore penetrating insight was that it was an explanatory device that nade sense of

random misfortune in such a way as to enable people to actively cope with adversity.

Subsequently, nurrerous ethnographic analyses (Krige, 1974; Kriges, 1943;

Hammond-Tooke, 1962, 1981; Middleton, 1964; Hunter, 1961; Gluckman, 1965, 1972),

without focusing particularly on divination, have confinred its pervasiveness as a

witch-finding technique in Africa and as an agency prorroting social conformity. other

anthropologists pursued different options, bypassing Evans-Pritchard's errphasis on

explanation, and the psychological satisfaction to be derived from it, in favour of the

rrore social benefits of divination. These studies focused nainly on two aspects of

divination, narrely, its errployrrent as a decision-naking rrechanisrn and as a therapeutic

instrurrent. It has been shown by Peters (1972) that divination can be used to drum up

support for decisions being fomed in another foun or to convert a personal suspicion

to a comnmal consensus. Park (1963) sees divination as giving the inpress of

legitirretion to a decision to re-grade an individual's social status. Similarly, the
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diviner's intervention nay be drawn upon to articulate public opinion in a corrpetitive

debate (Colson, 1966; Lan, 1985), with the inplication that divination can be accessed

tactically to stigrratise a rival in a struggle for succession or ascendancy in the

political arena. It is well known that diviners present themselves as healers and that,

as often as not, they are consulted to get relief from Sate personal affliction or

nalady, hence their c;lients are often referred to as patients. In CQIlI[K)n with rituals

of affliction, however, it is not only the physical or rrental indisposition of the

patient that is subjected to treatrrent. Most attention is given to rrending the ruptured

relations in which it is inbedded, and that are considered to give rise to it, in an

effort to restore social equilibrium. The diviner is, therefore, a social therapist,
- -- ~ --_.------

acting through the physical body upon the social body, of.whidl it is a microcosm

(Turner, 1967:107; Douglas, 1970:70).

While all of these findings constituted real advances in anthropological

knowledge, they were limited by the adoption of a singular perspective, that left gaps

still to be explored. Virtually all such research was conducted within the then

dominant theoretical paradigm of functionalism. All social institutions have their

functions, to col,1tribute to the stability of society as a whole (Radcliff-Brown,

1952:153-177) and divination was no exception. The properties of this perspective were,

to view divination from an outside standpoint and after the fact, so to speak. It

focused on the outcorre of divination (the verrlict and its aftermath), its irrpact on

society, in short its social function. The role of divination is thus reduced to that

of a rrere "inst.rum=nt for restoring or consolidating social order, tradition and

convention" (Devisch, 1985:62). What is lacking from this perspective is inside

knowledge of what actually transpires within divination, its inner dynamics. A

processual analysis of divination as an activity is thus called for, as well as Sate

understanding of divination as a transaction between freely interacting social agents

pursuing self-interest. At the sane tirrE, it would be a gross misrepresentation to

claim that none of those operating within the functionalist paradigm gave any attention

whatever to what happens in the course of a divining seance. Rather, it is a question

of skewed errphasis on a dominant concern with divination as a social instrument. Thus

several anthropologists detected a recurring pattern in the diviner's discourse, a
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gradual unscrarrbling of the general to reveal the particular (Fortes, 1966:419; Bascom,

1941; Lienhardt, 1961:68), though Werbner was to show this to be an oversinplification

and that the opposite rroverrent was just as likely or that the general could be used to

nask or occlude a darraging fact (1972:1414). Colsen (1966:228) was aware of some give

and take between diviner and client; the diviner "will not suddenly redefine the

situation in his own te.rrns and dEffi3Ild that his clients accept his dictation. He can be

used because those who consult him are prepared to carry out the decisions he helps

them reach" (my emphasis). Park (1963:202) stresses the importance of '1nutual

resistance between diviners and clients in order to produce conviction". Placing

himself as a client before a spirit rrediurn, Beattie provided a full description and

narrative of the ensuing seance, but weakly.concluded that "whatever else the

possession cult is ... it is, or nay be, good theatre" (1967a:64).

In his study of the Zulu diviner, Femandez (1967) nay be credited with

foreshadowing a fresh approach to the subject. He analysed his naterial in te.rrns of the

carplerrentary opposition of backstage and front stage and of the traffic between them.

In this theatrical m=taphor, the diviner rroved back and forth between the real

interaction of structured social living and her own super-structural psycho-somatic

state, rendered as the realm of spirit, and invited her clients to follow her

(1967:12). Undoubtedly, the najor impetus towards a new approach was that of Werbner,

in his insistence on direct observation of diviners at work and on a detailed recording

of the discourse of seance. The approach has been variously labeled by Werbner himself

and others (Hirst and the contributors to Peek's volurre arrong them) as semiotic,

episterrological, dialogical and praxeological. Although I shall adopt 'praxeological'

as a rrore general tenn, it should be noted that it rrore properly denotes a

rrethodological direction, e:rphassing a focus on praxis, MUch in turn gives rise to

analytical and theoretical perspectives indicated by the other labels. 'Praxeological'

is therefore the tenn of choice because other te.rrns, being derivative from it, are in

that sense included in it.

Werbner's (1972) study of local diviners arrong the Kalanga of Zarrbia is an

exe:rplar of its kind. Providing extensive data on two diviners and a full exposition of

a seance held by each, in a social context with which werbner himself was familiar, he
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shows how the diviner constructs an argurrent from random configurations of four tablets

thrown by the client, that yield sixteen possible corrbinations. Each corrbination has a

generic abstract meaning ]mown to the client, frem which the diviner subtly extracts

lIDre specific meanings for an event, while suppressing others, by means of ,rhetorical

devices, such as indirect reference, metaphor, allusion, inagery and the selective use

of verse praises. In so far as the diviner is seen to employ language, that has a logic

of its own, to wrest meaning frem a situation, the thrust of Werbner's analysis is

semiotic. And he notes that the search for meaning is ongoing and is not concluded in

any single seance. Unlike their Zulu counterparts, however, these Kalanga diviners are

all men and are not possessed by spirits.

Writing after the publication of Peek's volurre, Hirst (1993) adopts a

praxeological approach, but follows the exarrple of Werbner by presenting a full

exposition and close analysis of t;w) consultations, each with a different diviner and

set of clients. The research was conducted arrong the cape Nguni (Xhosa) of South

Africa. The procedure errployed by these diviners is discursive and interrogative (the

siyavurra - we agree-method) but, unlike Zulu-speaking exponents of the art, they have

no additional recourse to an instIUrrental device. Following Peek and conpany, Hirst

derronstrates how, in divination, the truth is socially constructed through the

authorizing process of rhetoric. But he goes beyond this. Based upon his observation of

how the diviner lIDves between an oracular m:xie (being the lIDuthpiece of ancestral

spirits) and a confessional IIDde (speaking for the client, indeed assuming the client's

identity), and perhaps mindful that he is writing in a journal with a medical

readership, he argues plausibly through not convincingly from this latter fonn of

transference that divination is an indigenous variant of Freudian Psycho-analysis.

However, this fonus but one strand of his conclusion that the diviner's art is a

synthetic hybrid or corrbination of the bricoleur, mediator, trickster and psychoanalyst

(1993:110) .

Peek's timely volurre (1991) is devoted to redressing a situation in which

divination has been historically rrarginalized in anthropological literature, including

the occasional rationalist lIDCking of divination as 'an act', 'a garre', or 'gibberish'

(1991:9). Noting that is Africa no aspect of life is left untouched by divination
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(1991:3), he asserts that "a divination system is often the primary institutional rreans

of articulating the episterrology of a people" (2). Hence, the divining session is to be

positively view:rl as a workshop for the production of knowledge and the c;leneration of

truth (4). To African people generally 'real' knowledge is occult, hidden, secret and

privileged, yet they Irnlst have access to a sufficiency of such knowledge to corrplete

their life-patterns and to give rreaning to their travails, and frequently this

knowledge is available to them only in divination (14). However, as Peek and both

Devisch and Shaw arrong his contributors are at pains to point out, this occult

knowledge cannot be accessed in divination without a strong elarent of logical

reasoning, thus giving the lie to the supposed dichotomy between the 'sacred' and the

'profane' . All divination forms, despite their astounding variety throughout the

continent, would appear to involve a non-norrral state of enquiry (revelation) followed

by ':rational' interpretation of revealed infomation (analysis). Both 'analytical' and

'revelatory' dimensions are present (12).

While Turner was aware of the logic in divination - the diviner "is as logical

as Linnaeus hllnself" (1968:34) - he refuses to follow a consultation through, stage by

stage (33), for the very good reason that his knowledge of divining was derived from

his conversation with his diviner infomant, Muchona, and that he never himself

attended a divining session (Peek, 1991: 9). He never witnessed a diviner in practice.

This cannot be said of the essayists in Peek's volurre. Following, Werbner, they have

studied divining from within and have adopted a semiotic and sanantic approach to it.

This allows divination to stand on its own and not to be sirrply viewed as a

representation of social structures, although social structures are unquestionably a

part of it - "the social system exists through divination" (4). The praxeological

stance of these writers enjoins focusing on the aesthetic aspects of divining, on

semiotic patteming, dramaturgical features and transfo:r:national processes,

particularly those affecting the client (10). In ad:lition, it draws attention to the

transcultural dirrension of divining, registered in a growing tendency for clients to

seek out 'foreign' diviners for consultation. In itself, this is but an acknowledgerrent

of the fact, rarely alluded to, that, while scholarship is laying down new tracks, the

practice of divination is undergoing change on the ground. 'Thus, in South Africa alone,
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the 'whistling' or 'ventriloquist' divining technique has virtually disappeared (Hirst,

1993:97), while there is a narked mx:iern tendency to incorporate 'foreign' elerrents

into custonary practice. Going beyond rrerely consulting 'foreign' diviners, an

'outgoing' tendency, this dissertation will reveal a corresponding 'incoming' pattern,

whereby local diviners acquire foreign and Christian divining spirits, so that they

effectively assurre a plurality of divining rrantles to be put on or off as the situation

dictates. The point is that such cross-cultural transposition W)uld only be uncovered

by the close internal observation of diviners at work, that is espoused by the

praxeological approach.

Devisch (1985) is the forerrost exponent of the praxeological approach, for whom

it is not a rigid theoretical orthodoxy but is broadly eclectic, building upon previous

anthropological paradigms and those of other disciplines, such as semiology, syrrbolic

interpretation, history, cultural studies, poetics and aesthetics, theatre and

structural analysis. Devisch is particularly interested in applying this approach to

divination. Divination systems are creative, open-ended and ever-changing institutions,

which are well suited to an emic focus on diviner and client(s) collal:;lorating in the

construction of rreaning or truth within the frarrework of the seance. Studies of

divination, conducted from this perspective, have been used to explore a variety of

interests, e.g. gender relations (Shaw, 1985), the construction of self-consciousness

(Whyte, 1990), the recreation of the self in relation to others (Hirst, 1993), the

historical background of divining phenarena (van Binsbergen, 1995), the rrnlti-cultural

and rrnlti-ethnic context (Devisch, 1991). In the hands of these scholars, divination

errerges as a creative process that produces 'efficacy or transforrration. It is an

interactive dramatic perforrrance, in which autonorrous individuals-extract__ne~ureanings

from a troubled social environrrent, so as to produce a licensed reconstruction of
-------------- --- -------------._--------- _._----~----

reality. From this staterrent, I select three interrelated fundarrental features for

further elaboration. The first is that divination is a drarnatic perforrrance. The second

is that it exhibits a plot or a sequence, similar to that of Turner's 'social drarna' .

The third is the centrality of the actors or participants.

Without explicitly acknowledging it, praxeologists owe a considerable debt to

Victor Turner. Turner had the exceptional gift of grasping the drarnatic aspects of
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everyday social life arrong the Nderrbu, while equally appreciating the drarraturgical

nature of ritual. Divining has all the appearance of a staged ritual. The stage is set

on the floor of the di.vining hut and the participants ImlSt assume their prescribed

positions on it, and dress up or dress down accordingly (Hirst, 1993:105). There is

already drarratic tension in the encounter between diviner and client; how will the

bones fall, what will they reveal, will the rressage accord with our desires as clients

in search of the truth? The diviner is also on edge, for his/her artistry and

reputation is once again on trial. Will (s)he produce from diverse fragments of

knowledge a corrposite picture that wins over the client (s)? The drarra is heightened if,

as is more usually the case, the diviner is believed to be under the direct influence

of the spirit W)rld. Even from the emic point of view, the diviner is playing a part;

stepping out of everyday roles such as mother or husband to assume that of mystical

agent, artist and tedmician at various points in the perfonnance. The drarratic irrpact

is all the greater if, as happens, the diviner becc::rres a spirit medium, so that she

cedes her identity, not only to that of her possessing spirit, but in succession to the

spirits of living persons not physically present, and even to those of anirrBls. kid to

this diverse elements of stage craft, such as drurrming, dancing, singing, aromatic

smoke and the casting of lots, and there can be little doubt that the divining session

is a drarra unfolding. Nor is the consultation with clients the only form of ritual and

drarratic perfonnance in which diviners become engaged in the course of their lifetirre.

Secondly, as Turner points out, the social drarras that errerge out of conflict in

everyday corrmmity life may be analysed each as a social sequence of four distinct

stages, narrely, a breach of moral norms, crisis, redressive action followed by

reintegration or recognition of schism (1957:92). Turner recognises that, at stage

three, "the divinatory consultation is the central phase or episode in the total

process" and refers to the 'cybernetic' function of divination as a rrechanism of social

redress (1967:361). Thus divination takes its place in a diachronic process of known

events. However, if we adopt the praxeological perspective on what happens within

divination, a different picture errerges. The diviner casts back to the past and looks

to the future. (S)he recreates the past to :m=nd or reconstruct the present situation so

as to provide for the future. Because of the regression, analysis and projection
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involved in this exercise, divination nay be said to incapsulate a carplete social

drarra in its plot. Selective and speculative dredging of the patient's private history,

to give significance to half rert"lffibered events that are neither public nor witnessed,

uncover a rtoral breach; the patient has been negligent regarding obligations to

ancestors and/or has invited the unwelcorre attentions of a witch, that has led to the

present crisis in the fonn of illness or misfortune. By way of redressive action, the

diviner advocates the holding of a ritual or the application of a healing or

retaliatory medicine. This action nay lead to a cerrenting or rupturing of brittle

social relationships. But, object the praxeologists, this rrodel of the divining process

nay be all very well for the hom::geneous corrmunity that is based on a single tribal or

lineage system; how 1M:)uld it work in the increasingly heterogeneous and multi-cultural

societies of roodern Africa, where no consensus on social nonus nor on what constitutes

a rroral breach can be asst.rrred, and where relationships are ITUlch rrore fluid and not tied

to perrranent bounded social groups, the unity and subdivision of which becare pararrount

concerns?

Special attention will need to be paid to the role that the
syrrbolic manipulations of divination play in clarifying and
drawing attention to the diverse overlc;lpping danains of life,
the different rrode of production, the different principles of
social organization and the contradictions between these, as
well as the widening in scope and corrplexity of the social
life of Africans that has occurred since the advent of
capitalism and the roodern state (Devisch, 1985: 77)

Thirdly, in praxeological tenus, the divining process is actor-driven. Again,

Turner has had a profound influence on the introduction of this errphasis, narked rrost

noticeably in his social profiles of Sandorrbu (Turner, 1957) and of Mlchona, himself a

diviner of note (1967). In their different ways, both were socially handicapped and

narginalized within Nderrbu society. Equipped with different sets of resources, each

engaged in a personal struggle to overcorre their disadvantage and to achieve a

position of praninence. Ultirrately, Sandornbu failed in his bids to becorre the headman

of his village, while Mlchona succeeded in achieving recognition as an eminent doctor-

diviner. The point is that, in a departure from functionalism, Turner presented these

rren, not as passive cogs in a social system, but as individuals beset by their own

personal difficulties, nursing burning arrbitions, pursuing personal agendas, naking
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their own choices and reaching their own decisions, all in order to achieve goals set

by reigning self-interest. As social actors, they operated within the constraints of

cc:mnunal nonns, rules and values but their activities were explained as the product of

enlightened self-interest. Turner recognized that people were central agents in their

own tragedies and triurrphs.

The praxeological take on this is that, while divination is a dramatic

perfonnance, it is the participants who produce the perfonnance. Particular attention

must, therefore, be accorded to the actions and utterances of all those engaged in it.

Undoubtedly, the diviner is the principal actor in this perfonnance, assuming the rrost

prominent and perhaps dominant part in the proceedings. However, much the diviner is

bent upon solving a puzzle to the benefit of the consultees, we cannot escape the

presupposition that (s)he brings a degree of self-interest to bear on the process, and

that this must exercise sane influence on the outccrre. At the very least, the diviner

wants to give a good perfonnance and to produce a version of the truth that is

acceptable to the client(s). His/her very livelihood depends upon attracting and
,

satisfying paying customers. (S)he cannot afford to estrange or alienate clients, by

riding roughshod over them. Even in rrediumistic divination, whereby the diviner can

plausibly deny any personal agency and abrogate responsibility for the construction of

the true reality, an elerrent of self-interest cannot be excluded. The perfonnance has

to be carpelling and win the assent of the client. While not as creatively involved as

the diviner, the client and his/her support group are nevertheless actors in their own

right. They cone with their own agenda, having discussed the natter am::mg themselves

and will have forrred their own, hypothetical truth, for which they seek validation

from the diviner. By the frequency and intensity of their interventions, questions and

responses, they can try to nudge the enquiry towards the resolution that they prefer.

Even when their responses are token or rote, they can corrm..micate with the diviner,

and their participation is crucial to a successful divination. The focus on this kind

of ccmmmication and interaction between actors in a perfonnance has been labeled

'dialogical anthropology' by Julet-Rosset (1994:164), although Hirst (1993:107) takes

the dialogical perspective to rrean 'standing in for' another, i.e. the diviner takes

on the ident,ity of the client.
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While, in this dissertation, I errbrace the tenets of the praxeological rrethod

and view divination as a dramatic performance in which relatively free actors engage

,in the creative R!;Qcess of constructing ~a.n:\:!l.9:f1:1l r~ality and authentictruth, this'---_...._._--._---_.._.- ' -- ~-_.- ----- ,. --- - - -- -,_._-- ----_. --,._._-'.-

is not an investigation of anything called a 'divination system', a la Peek. Rather,
--- ----------

it is a study of a selection of diviners, and their trainees, at work in a rural

carrm.mity, taking into consideration their beliefs, practices and aspirations. Nor is

it limited to understanding what unfolds in the course of consultations with clients.

Diviners are not only engaged in the creation of meaning and truth. They are also

preoccupied with the creation of new diviners and with the construction and

rraintenance of networks of association between diviners. And in quite a few cases,

they are creating wealth. The focus of this dissertation is, therefore, broader in

scope and follows the performance of diviners along a career path or business

trajectory, frcm initial choice of profession, through apprenticeship and training, to

licensed practitioner and beyond, rrost of this progression being dramatic in nature.

From long and close association with these diviners, I have cone to think of

them in a certain way and to place them within a conceptual frarrework. Hirst

(1993:111) sees the cape Nguni diviner as a synthetic hybrid artist, who ccnbines the

skills of bricoleur, rrediator, trickster and psychoanalyst. To this list, he might

have added from elsewhere (100) the entrepreneur. From Hirst's analysis, the diviner

errerges as a 'jack of many trades' . While I see no reason to dispute these several

characterizations of the diviner, I prefer to place the diviner's activities within

the arrbit of a singular dominant conceptualization. From the perspective of my

research arrong Zulu-speaking diviners, I conceive the diviner to be primarily a

broker-rrore specifically a knowledge broker, but secondarily and derivatively as an

entrepreneur, in short an entrepreneurial broker. In what irmecliately follows, I

concentrate on developing the analogy of the broker in relation to divining, leaving

that of the entrepreneur for later consideration in a separate chapter.

The broker has been depicted as a 'middle-man' and as a 'fixer' (Perry,

1973: 138; Paine, 1976: 67), though a better term might be that of 'fitter', i.e.

someone who seeks and fashions a fit between discrete systems of rreaning or exchange.

It is the existence of cognitive boundaries between irreconcilable systems that
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enables the broker to operate in the disjunctions between them, that place individuals

and groups "out of ccmnunication" (Paine, 1976:76-7). The broker enjoys access to both

systems, can move freely between them, can establish linkages by opening channels

between them (and equally closing them), and can render them mutually intelligible to

one another. The systems in opposition have been tenred variously, though their

characterization remains constant. Thus, for Bemstein (1964), it is 'restricted' and

'elaborated' in application to linguistic conrmmication. For Earth (1966), it is

'incorporation' and 'transaction' in reference to systems of social exchange. For my

purposes, in relation to systems of knowledge and neaning, Paine's more general

distinction between 'closed' and 'open-ended' is the preferred terminology (73). The

closed system is characte;tized by an errphasis on group, social conformity, shared

interests and comron structure. In contrast, the i\ldividual, choice, divergent

interests and strategy take precedence in the open-ended system. Paine (1976:79)

stresses the broker's relatively open-sYstem location as opposed to the client's

relatively closed system location and suggests that the broker a) strives to retain

his open system capabilities, while b) keeping his clients happy in their own closed

system. As we shall see, the diviner-broker 'W:lrks in the reverse direction from a

closed system to the client's open system.

Perry's (1973) case study of a village broker in Lesotho shows how the broker

negotiates arrangerrents between a peasant conrmmity and the national administrative

structures. While these 'worlds apart' are not exactly irreconcilable, the open system

of central govemrrent is irrperrneable to peasants operating in a closed system of

values and ideas. The broker, living arrong them, had prior experience of existing

links with, and inside knowledge of, the administrative structures that left the

peasant confused and frustrated. Situated in the disjunctures betwet;m local and

national systems, the broker was ideally placed to offer his infomation and

expertise, so as to facilitate ccmnunication between the peasant and the encapsulating

system (138). While this broker required no payrrent for his services, Perry notes

(148) that he gained considerably in status and polller, and indirectly in economic

rewards.
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To portray the diviner in such terms, as a third party or middleman, when

divination is ostensibly a transaction involving tv.K:> parties only, might seem sorrewhat

absurd. But when clients step over the threshold of the divining hut, they cone to

consult the spirit world, to hear what the ancestors have to say about their problems.

The diviner is clearly the 'go-between' in a c::orrm.mication between living and dead,

between spiritual and corporeal domains, bet~ a sphere of occult knowledge and

knowledge that is gained from everyday experience. The role of the diviner-broker is

to reconcile such disparate kinds of knowledge, to make them not only corrpatible to

one another, but rrntually relevant to a particular event. Clearly, these fields of

knowledge are not intrinsically incorrpatible or irreconcilable, but the point is that

the occult knowledge lodged in the spirit world is inpenetrable to the client, who may

receive unsolicited info:mation from ancestors (e. s. in dreams) but cannot initiate

such cormunication without the help of et 'broker'. Whether the diviner does or does

not actually have access to what the ancestors know is a question that need not detain

us. "As long as the client(s) credit(s) the diviner with having such access, the

diviner is thereby qualified to act as knowledge-broker.

Moreover, the two ways of knowing that converge in divination correspond very

closely to the closed and open systems depicted by Paine, following Bernstein and

Earth. The occult knowledge attributed to ancestors has the character of a closed

system, for ancestral concerns relate to cormon structure, cormunity cohesion, shared

values and groups conformity. The knowledge that clients carry into the consultation

has to do with singular events, differences of opinion, self-interest and self

advancerrent. Of course, this is too stark a distinction. Nevertheless, the distinction

holds between a dorrain of no:mative knowledge controlled by ancestors and the

clirrension of experiential knowledge derived from social living, the difference between

ideals and practice.

That the diviner negotiates between these two realms, in order to construe

neaning and construct a rressage, is all too clear from what a diviner confided to

Hirst(1993). A diviner has two eyes. One, closed and inward-looking, records received

images relating to the client's problem. The other openly studies the participant's

body language and their reactions to his propositions (102). We could say that the
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diviner has both 'insight' and 'outsight'; has the benefit of 'revealed' knowledge

while accumulating clues about the client's state of mind and social circumstances. As

a broker between two sets of knowledge, (s)he wakes sense of the client's experience

by showing how their behaviour and that of others have fallen short of the ideal. That

the broker's inward eye is fastened on knowledge of the nonnative becorres all the

clearer v-ihen the diviner has recourse to an instrurrental rn:rlium. In such cases, the

higher-level knowledge of the diviner, off-lirnits to the clients is waterialised and

codified as reiguing nonns, values, ideal relationships, as well as deviations

therefrorn, and the broker's expertise lies in decoclifying their arrangement to

explicate a set of particular real-life circumstances.

While this is central to the discussion of data in this dissertation, it leaves

out of consideration the question of v-iho beccxres a broker and by what means. Who gains

access to special expertise in the closed system of knowledge, that sets the diviner

apart fran others, and how this knowledge is acquired are questions that form a

necessary part of our enquiry. Attention is, therefore, devoted to the aspects of

selection, training, but above all, to the validation of the diviner's special

knowledge by way of ritual endorsement. It is this ritual authorization that. enpowers

the diviner to act as a broker. Finally, unlike Perry's village broker, the diviner

broker is in gainful enployment. Successful brokerage undoubted1y leads to higher

social status and to increrrents of power but, in the case of the diviner, it can also

directly realize an accurrnlation of wealth, especially since diviners generally favour

a sirtple life-style. Many diviners are free to beccxre entrepreneurs by channeling the

surplus rewards of brokerage into corrmerce and business ventures, or to give greater

visibility to their achieved status in the carrmunity. Not all succeed in getting their

feet on the entrepreneurial path, because diviner-brokers are handicapped in a way

that did not apply to the Iesotho village broker. Barely, if ever, is the diviner the

only practitioner in his/her village or neighbourhood and some niches are quite

overcrow:ied. Clients enjoy the luxury of choice and tend to exercise it in favour of

so~ diviners and to the detriment of others in the vicinity. Consequent+y, divining

is a highly corrpetitive and risk-laden occupation, and this is a therre that will run

through this dissertation.
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1. Geog%:apty, Histo:r.y and a.u.tm:al Identity

Ingwavuma district is the IIDst northerly coastal magisterial district in the

province of KwaZulu-Natal. The territory of Ingwavuma covers approximately 4225km2 and

occupies the lowveld plains between the Indian Ocean and the Lebombo Mountains. The

adrninistrative boundary of Ingwavuma district stretches on the west from Lake Sibayi

across the lowveld plain to the Pongola River, which creates a southern boundary from

the neighbouring Uborrbo magisterial district. The northern boundary coincides with the

Mozambican border, while the western boundary is dararcated by the Leborrbo Mountains.

To the coast lies the Indian Ocean. Literally known as 'range of nose' or 'long range

of rrountains', the Lebombo rrountains stand between Ingwavuma district and Swaziland.

Then the Leborrbo Mountains gently curve out towards the Indian Ocean and physically

dararcate Ingwavuma from the rest of KwaZulu-Natal. Due to this physical dararcation,

which causes geographical isolation, the people of Ingwavuma have developed their own

cultural markers and shaped their own group identity.

In ecological terms, Ingwavuma is by no rreans an ideal place for human

residence. The climate is unfavourable for both people and cattle. The surmers are

unbearably hot, often exceeding 40°c between Decerrber and February. This is also the

tine when deadly malaria epidemics occur fairly regularly. Pongolapoort (alternatively

known as Jozini dam), lakes and swarrps in Ingwavuma provide ideal places for malaria

rrosquito breeding. Although malaria epidemics are not an annual occurrence, they cause

a serious threat for the people of Ingwavuma. Malaria epidemics severely attack cattle

and this makes C4ttle herding extremely difficult (Krige, 1982:3). The climate in

winter is mild. This season also has frequent rain which softens the soil, providing

good conditions for ploughing. The annual average rainfall is about 500 to 700 rrm p.a.
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and of this about 75% falls during the winter. Surmer has infrequent rain that is

quickly swallowed up by sandy soils and evaporated by the intense surmer heat.

The land is generally infertile and acidic. Due to poor soil conditions, people

are forced to live in environrrentally demarcated areas. Tl1ey cluster around

riverbanks, swarrp areas, forests, and coastal areas where the soil is relatively

fertile. However, even in these fertile areas, agricultural and husbandry practices

are generally difficult due to unpredictable rainfall and high terrperatures.

Nevertheless people have developed ecologically suitable crops and animal husbandry.

Leslie's diary illustrated that in this area, "the soil seems to be pure sand.. yet it

grows good crops of rice, beans, ... yams, rre.ize, kaffir corn... pigs and fowls ... do

pretty well. .. " (1875:244). Struthers also gave similar accounts in 1854: "The Natives

(Thonga) here have no cattle... but they cultivate a great variety of grain-Maize,

Mabele (Kaffir corn or sorghtml), ... Rice .. , Cassava...watenrelon" (1991:54). Sorre of

these crops, particularly Cassava and wate.rrrelon, are known as 'cultural rre.rkers'

(Harries, 1983:239-245) as these are unique to Ingwavuma. And all these ecological

features, which will be rrore clear in following sections, have enabled Ingwavuma to

rre.intain unique cultural and political entities for centuries, apart from the

rre.instream of Zulu culture.

Legends often provide good rre.terials to trace the origin of a particular social

group. Thonga legend tells us sorrething about the history of Thonga migration. Sore

legends show how the first Thonga people errerged into Ingwavuma (Junod, 1927,

vol.I:2lff) .

The Ba-ka-Baloyi (an early ancestor of Thonga) ... came
down the valley of the Linpopo in very rerrote tines: "It is
the old, old road of Gwambe, the first rre.n on earth who
errerged from the reed (Junod, 1927, vol. I :22, my words in
brackets)

This legend rretaphorically reveals the historical route through which Thonga-

speaking people migrated and thus creates a Thonga identity. Jilllod further records, "as

regard the Terrbe clan, it is said to have corre down as far as D::lagoa Bay from the

Kalanga COillltry by the Nkorcati river on a floating island of papyrus, and to have

crossed the Terrbe river and settled to the south of the Bay" (Junod, 1927, vol. I :23) .
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The geographical feablres of IngwaVt.Hn3. have cordoned the social and cultural

life of the area from the rest of KwaZulu-Natal for centuries. Ingwavuma was

historically known as AmaThongaland and the people of IngwaVt.Hn3. were collectively known

as the Thonga-speaking people. A literal rreaning of Thonga is derived from "Orient" (-

Ronga) in Thonga language and probably underw=nt phonetic change, R- into Th- in Zulu

(Junod, 1927, vol. I : 15). Sate earlier travellers and missionaries corrrnonly left

historical records on this tenn (Fynn, 1986:35-50; Junod, 1927; Leslie, 1875). For

instance, Bryant states:

The Zulu... applies it indiscriminately and generically to
the Terrbes, the Ntlwenges, the Nyenbanes, in a word to every
variety of east coast Bantu, people dwelling between himself
and the Zarrbezi, and not belonging to the Soto or Nguni group
- peoples, all of whom... Tongas! (1964:99)

Fynn also argues that the "natives of Delagoa and the surrounding country are

called Amahlwenga by the Zulu, and differ from the latter in manners and language"

(1986:46). Amathonga is therefore a tenn that is particularly assigned to those who

live betw=en the north shore of St. Lucia and southern reach of Delagoa Bay.

The tenn 'Thonga' gains sone political irrplications often given to it by

outsiders, particularly, by neighbouring super powers, adapted by missionaries and

later officialised by colonial adninistrators. It was probably in the tirre of mfecane,

during which Shaka Zulu shook the political stability of southern Africa and subjugated

rrany neighbouring African societies. The Thonga began to be regarded as subject, thus

inferior, to the conquering Zulu1
• Many chiefs in ArraThongaland paid tribute to the Zulu

and were regarded as one of the subjugated groups (Webster, 1991:248). Probably for

this reason, the geographical setting of AmaThongaland conveys a political and

ideological perception that the Thonga are subordinate to the zuld.

AmaThongaland was one of the major labour markets of Porblguese and British

colonialists. Since the 18th cenblry, massive nurrbers of voluntary and forced labourers

left AmaThongaland to work in, Johannesburg, Transvaal and Natal as mining and

$ugarcane labourers3
• These migrant labourers were exposed to foreign cultural elerrents,

particularly the Zulu, who might have been favoured as labourers4
• Jl,s the mining

labourers returned to their hones, they brought with them foreign (Zulu) cultural

elerrents and Westernisation. As rrost of the migrant labourers were male and Zuluised,
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two distinctive cultural darains nay have developed: Zuluised rrale and Thongan farale.

Even today, the discourse on dual identity (Zulu-Thonga identity) along gender lines

can be heard arrong the local people.

The cultural irrportation and assimilation was a slow process, in ~ch the

KwaNgwanase people were gradually assimilated to the Zulu. Bryant states that "the

consequences of this all-penreating Zulu-Nguni ascendancy was that the distinctive

Tonga character of the Terrbe people becarre considerably m:x:lified.. , assimilating itself

even rrore and rrore to the Zulu type" (1964:104).

The extensive developrent of a Zulu identity might be at the root of politically

oriented protest led by the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) during the early 1980s. The

South African government agreed to hand sorre part of KwaZulul-Natal to Swaziland

(Webster, 1991:248). IngwaVlRTla was part of this deal and fierce reaction followed when

the IFP under Buthelezi rejected this deal (Buthelezi, 1982). The deal fell through as

the Suprare Court of South Africa decided in favour of the IFP (National Survey,

1983:375-379). Zulu jingoism has developed since then as the IFP tried to consolidate

its political power in IngwaVlRTla. Sorre evidence shows that, after the IFP becarre a

political agency in KWaNgwanase, the people of KwaNgwanase had to be registered as

Zulu. otherwise, social and econcmic disadvantage followed (ibid). As we have seen,

then, Zulu identity is the result of historical construction arrong the local people in

changing social and political environments.

Geographic classification entails hierarchical order in reference to cultural,

political and economic d:iIrensions. Therefore, when people call those who live in

Thongaland the 'ArraThonga', it signifies not only a geographical distinction (those who

live in Thongaland), but rrore irrportantly a deeply ingrained cultural and political

bias. For instance, umhlaba uyalingana (the land of unvarying flatness) has been used

as an identical tenn for Thongaland. It might have been used as a mild fonn of

degrading the people of Thongaland in the past. Therefore, the meaning of umhlaba

uyalingana is not favoured arrong the local people. To the outsiders, particularly to

the Zulu, umhlaba uyalingana was a narginal, unpleasant place to live, heavily infested

with nalaria and tsetse fly. The people of unhlaba uyalingana were outsiders5 •
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Marginalisation, in a secular context, particularly in political and economic

terms, means being powerless, forgotten and subject to the centre. Well aware of this

historical disadvantage, the people of Ingwavuma do not like, and actually avoid using,

the term 'Thonga'. It is often taken to be insulting or derogatory to the people. A

local informant told rre, "now (outside) people know (that) we are Zulus. In the past,

when I was still young, when (outside) people hear [sic] that I am frem umhlaba

uyalingana, they said, 'you are Thonga'. This nakes rre angry and I fight [sic] with

them. "

It is a widely held notion that Ingwavuma is a narginalised land. both socially

and geographically in South Africa and such historical and political narginalisation

eaI!l'l3.rks cultural inferiority.

The distinctive feature of language has long been accepted as a najor index of

ethnic identity. For instance, Zulu-speaking people, Xhosa-speaking people and Sotho

speaking people have been accorded separate ethnic identities. A rough linguistic nap

of African people seens to have existed even before the advent of Europeans.

While it is clear that the language spoken in Thongaland had not been classified

as Zulu by missionaries and travellers in the 19th century, the official language in

the area today is isiZulu. However, it does not rrean that the spoken language in

Ingwavuma is the standardised Zulu. In fact, the spoken Zulu in Ingwavuma differs frem

the rest of KwaZulu-Natal. Arrong !l¥ informants was a divining novice who cc:m=s from

Durban. He was under divining training (becoming a diviner) and often carrplained to rre

that he could not fully understand. the Zulu which the locals spoke6
•

The hc:m=stead structure is built in a lineal pattern rather than in the

circular form that is coraronly found elsewhere in the region (Krige, 1982: 31). Webster

considers this a cultural distinction setting off the area frem the rest of Zululand

(1991:250). The household compound consists of a number of traditional huts, Western

styled houses and gardens. Each hc:m=stead has both traditional huts (izindlu), built

in the form of thatched roof supported by rotmd shaped mud walls, and rrodern

buildings, built of cerrent blocks and with corrugated iron roofs in an oblong style

(locally called "four-cornered house"). This rrodern building is favoured by the local

people, although the construction cost is IIDch greater than for traditional huts. The
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floor is plastered with cerrent and regularly srreared with a red wax in order to give a

polished look.

Each horrestead has a nurrber of gardens surrounding it. Gardens are ilrportant to

the people both for subsistence and corrrrercial purposes. Various kinds of green

vegetable (imifino), (sweet) potatoes, purrpkins, chillies, onions, tc:matoes, amadurrbe

(Etyptian taro) and cassavas are planted, mainly by worren7
• Green vegetables,

particularly spinach and purrpkin leaves, are crucial for the local people's dietary

pattern which is otherwise deficient in green vegetables. Products from gardens are

also a source of cash incorre for SOIre local people, who hawk these products at the

market place and on the street.

The cattle byre (isibayi) is generally absent from horresteads. As Felgate claims

in Krige (1982: 5), the absence of cattle byres is due to the harsh ecological

conditions, the direst of which are the ubiquitous and malaria-bearing rrosquito and

tsetse fly. This might have been true in the past. There is, according to my field

research, another practical reason for the lack of cattle. Traditionally, male rrarbers

of a household are respoIf.sible for herding cattle. Therefore once an increasing nurrber

of male rrerrbers began to be drawn out of their horres into migrant labour, cattle

herding becarre difficult to sustain on a horrestead basis. ]is a result, professional

cattle herders have arerged. The fee charged by the professional cattle herder varies.

Mrs. Busisiwe, the farale head of my residence during fieldwork, errploys a professional

cattle herder to look after her cows. This cattle herder has agreed to take a calf or

its equivalent cash value for a year's service. Besides cattle, chickens and goats are

a popular husbandry among the people. These animals are of crucial ilrportance, not only

for consurrption but, rrore irrportantly, they are the main ritual sacrificial victims in

ancestral veneration. People generally do not kill goats or chickens except to hold a

feast to make a ritual sacrifice.

Each horrestead is structurally divided into two spaces: a sacred space for

ancestors and a profane space for residents. M::x:iern buildings are generally assigned to

the everyday life of residents. Ancestral spirits are believed to prefer the

traditional huts as their dwelling. In particular, among the number of huts, the great

hut (indlunkhulu) has a crucial ilrportance for ancestral veneration. In addition to the
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great hut, each honestead has a sacred shrine called ikandelo sonewhere in the house

corrpound. This sacred shrine is often narked by a special tree. Generally it is located

in the middle of the honestead or near the great hut. Ho~ver, this is not a strict

rule that must be followed. The trees in the sacred shrine represent ancestors. M:">st

ritual cererronies are held in one or other of these sacred places.

Sorre well-off households in KwaNgwanase have modernised kitchens and are

equipped with fancy m:xiern electric cooking facilities. But rrost honesteads have their

'kitchen' in the yard. The cooking place is generally located in a corner of the yard

enclosed by bushwood. Prominent trees shaqe the 'kitchen' and provide protection from

the rain.

2. Social and Ecxacmi.c Life of the~

KwaNgwanase is the largest sub-district of Ingwavurra nagisterial district. The

district population is approximately eleven hundred thousand, but illegal irnnigrants

may add about twenty percent to the tota18
• The exact nurrber of households and

population in ~ field areas is not known. However, it is possible to roughly estinate

the population size in KwaNgwanase as 13 to 15 hundred thousand9
•

Manguzi is a fast growing town and has a relatively dense population; houses are

packed close together, sanitation is rather poorly developed; srrall shebeens and

tuckshops are sprawled ov~r the area. Manguzi is a gateway for the local people to

contact the world outside, as it has the last bus terminal in the north-eastern part of

KwaZulu-Natal. Also there is a taxi rank which serves local people travelling to

Johannesburg, Durban, eMpangeni and many other places. In contrast to Manguzi, which is

a corrrrercial and industrial centre, Thandizwe and eNgozini renain purely residential

areas. Houses are generally built in ecologically suitable places as Felgate observed

earlier (Krige, 1982:28). Riverside sites provide permanent water sources and are

favoured as rrnch as bush areas, for bush provides good shade during the hot s1..lIItIer.

While the distinctive structure of honestead and village in KwaNgwanase has an

ecological basis, it has mystical inplications as ~ll. People try by all rreans to live
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a comfortable distance away fran neighbours who are not agnatic relatives. This nay be

explained in tenns of practical considerations, in order to secure enough space for

gardening. However, the pervasive fear of witchcraft is reflected in the camon pattern

of horresteads outside of Manguzi. A good distance between houses and the openness of

the homestead are seen as fundarrental neans of gaining protection frcm witchcraft. The

general distance bet~n haresteads varies from a few neters up to a fifty neters.

Intervening between them are fannland or gardens. The explicit reason given to ne for

the scattered pattern of houses is that the local people are afraid of witchcraft.

Felgate (Krige, 1982:28) makes the same observation. Physical proximity is

uncomfortable to them, particularly with strangers whan they are prone to suspect of

being witches. The fear of witchcraft is additionally represented in the structure of

the homestead. Most homesteads have no fences or gates. Although this means that one

can enter the homestead frcm any convenient direction, the visitor IlUlSt be cautious

about using custorrarily unapproved entrances. Only the direct frontal approach is

deerred to be appropriate. It is a suspect and insulting way of behaviour to the rrerrbers

of homestead to take any other route. The homestead owner does not like it, and does

not allow it, because of witchcraft.

KwaNgwanase rraintains a typical dual social and economic system as camonly

observed in South African rural corrmmities. It is nalve to insist that the people of

KwaNgwanase still naintain the traditional way of social and economic life. While the

local pecple preserve traditional and custorrary ways, at the same tine, there are rrany

significant indicators of growing corrmercialisation, westernisation and mxlernisation

in their lifestyle.

KwaNgwanase naintains a distinguishable dual economic system: self-sustainable

fanning and a narket oriented economic activity, but the boundary between them is not

clear-cut. Most households possess some fannland and gardens on which they practise

horticulture. The products from fanns and gardens provide the nain diet for the people.

When local people plough, often several thousand square neters at a tine, they need ox

traction. Mrs. Busisiwe has gardens of about five thousand square rreters in size.

Annually she had errployed an ox-ploughing fa1l'ter to plough her fann and paid about

R650. The work is slow and it nomally takes some clays to corrplete. But in 1988, Mrs.
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Busisiwe was one of the few people who errployed a tractor instead of ox-ploughing. She

paid only RSOO and the ploughing was done in a single dq.y.

In the planting season, extra labour is required and, due to poverty,

unerrployrrent and corrrrercialisation, many poor local pecple are errployed in daily 'piece

jobs'. The payrrent was R20 a day. But there was keen corrpetition for the available jobs

arrong the local poor, and foreign llrmigrants were willing to work for half the going

rate.

Land is an essential economic resource for the people of KwaNgwanase and

traditional regulations govern the land relationship (Junod, 1927, II:5-9). Ultimately

land ownership belongs to the chief frem the Tembe royal lineage, who subsequently

releases sections of land to his headrren (izinduna). Therefore actual land transfers

occur between local headrren and individual applicants. If an individual wants to

possess a particular plot of land, (s)he must broach the matter with the local headnan.

The headnan examines the location of the land, solicits opinion from adjoining

landholders or neighbours, and then makes his decision. Olstcmarily, once the

individual is entitled to the use of land, it becorres a private property on the

condition that it is not negotiable for cash transaction. But occasionally corrmercial

transactions in land can occur with the local headnan's tacit consent.

Rosalin, a ferrale diviner in eNgozini, bought a piece of land (2,000 square

m=ters) adjoining her fann frem a neighbour. She paid R400 for this. The previous

landowner, Mr. Msheli, did not alert the heactnan to the transaction. Rosalin, after

purchasing the land, planted gum trees on it. Severe protests were registered by her

neighbours, claiming "gum trees will eat up water" and therefore their crops will not

get enough water. They wanted Rosalin to cut down the gum trees. Rosalin responded by

taking the case to the local heactnan who was a close friend of hers. One day, the local

headnan acconpanying Rosalin, her husband and local policerren (no carrplaining

neighbours attended) visited the disputed site. His judgerent was that "it is totally

up to the owner of the land whatever she plants on that land. People cannot conplain

about it", to which the policerren agreed. After that they went to the tribal court to

draw up a docurrent for signature and that was the end of it.
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This is obviously against local custom in KwaNgwanase, whereby selling and

purchasing land is prohibited. But some people argue that, in these conmercial

transactions, it is not land that is being sold but irmovable property, i.e. trees,

building and crops, on the land. A local informant clearly stated that "land cannot be

sold and purchased. But you can sell trees, buildings and any other valuable things on

your land". Still others hold that even this offends against CL1Stom, that land cannot

be involved in any way in a comnercial transaction.

In fact, Rosalin's case is one of infrequent occurrence, for there are still

plenty of uncultivated plots available for residence and fanning. Local people sirrply

clear out an area of bush and plant crops on it without having to infoun the headrran.

It belongs to the people who reclaimed the wild bushland, provided that (s)he does not

cross the boundary of another's faun.

Crops and fruits are comnercialised as well. Maize and peanuts are the two

staple crops in KwaNgwanase, planted twice a year (July and February) and stored in an

ithala (granary) behind the house, mainly for household consunption. If the harvest is

good and there is a burrper crop, the surplus can be sold, though 'A' grade peanuts only

fetch R3 a kg at the market. Some natural fruits, such as mangoes and oranges, are

sold. During the mango season, local people spend days on end harvesting mangoes, but

Indian merchants only pay R5 per bucketfull of mangoes (about twenty of thEm). The sale

of these agricultural products clearly does not meet the people's material needs, hence

they must engage in the cash economy in other ways, e.g. hawking, paid errployrrent and

so on.

:Manguzi has long served as a reservoir of migrant labourers for the mines and

large sugarcane faims (Harris, 1959; Harries, 1983; Pevenne, 1995). MOst grown men have

one or more periods of experience as migrant labourers on the mines, as sugarcane

labourers and as factory hands. But mainly due to South Africa; s depressed economy,

many of them have been retrenched and have returned home. The manager of a local

recruiting agency told me that he had a long waiting list of labourers who want to go

to Johannesburg for mining work, but there is no derrand for their service.

Some local people have turned themselves into petit-entrepreneurs by conducting a

self-errployed business, such as running a tuckshop or a shebeen. But these businesses
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are so nurrerous that they swarrp the market and leave little scope for success. Scree are

fortunate to have saved rroney fran migratory work, so that back hare they manage to buy

a bakkie (small truck) and use it as a rreans of business, or to operate locally and

further afield as an unregistered 'pirate' taxi10 •

People have becarre dependent on these illegal operators for local transport.

Pirate taxi owners also scmetines undertake rrore serious illegal business which will

provide them with a better income. The case of Mr. Mterrbe (33) will illustrate many of

the foregoing points. A tuckshop owner, he also has a bakkie, bought from his savings

after several years w::>rking in Johannesburg. He uses his bakkie mainly for fetching and

carrying goods for the tuckshop. For instance, to supply one of his custorrers' main

demands, injem:mill (a locally brewed beer from Mozarrbique), he goes to KwaPhuza (lit.

the place of drink) Vlhere cross-border injem:mi trading between Mozarrbican suppliers

and local clients is held every Wednesday and Saturday.2. Mterrbu carries his own 251

containers and fills them with injemani. This injem:mi cannot be consurred in its raw

state, for it is very strong, and Mterrbu waters it down before selling it to his

custorrers. He minimises his travel costs by taking passengers Vlho also go to KwaPhuza

for the same purpose. Mtenbu charges passengers R4 for the round trip. During the day,

he uses his bakkie as a local taxi13
• For a trip to Manguzi, Mterrbu charges R2 per

passenger and R20 (called "special taxi") for a single passenger who wants to use the

bakkie alone. This form of 'pirating' does help Mtanbu to get a satisfactory incare

corrpared to sone other locals. He does, however, conduct another dangerous taxi

operation. Mterrbu often goes out at night, close to the South African-Mozarrbican

border. There he organises illegal inmigrants from Mozambique and carries them into the

thick bush near Manguzi. For the inmigrants this is the safest way to get deep into

South Africa. Another bakkie waits for these illegal passengers and offers them

transportation wherever they want to go, rrostly Johannesburg and Sovveto, where they

believe rroney awaits them. Mterrbe w::>uld not give details about this business14 and he

told me that he does not like it, for there is the constant risk of being picked up by

soldiers and policernen15
•

There has been significant growth in the market-oriented economy, especially in

Manguzi, since the beginning of the 1980s. Jabulani, a local informant wno grew up in
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eNgozini, infonred. Ire that there was only one tuck shop in Manguzi prior to 1980. 'The

nearest big town by then was KwaTerrbe and rrost of the local people found work in that

town. KwaTerrbe is a MJzanbican town but since the national border has been drawn

between South Africa and Mozarrbique, it is no longer possible (or desirable) to go over

there. Manguzi began to open up its narket to the outside in the early 1980s when

regular; transportation became available and, by the middle of the 1980s, the

introduction of the mini-taxi had transfonred everything. As ccmm.m.ication with the

outside expanded, Manguzi has grown rapidly.

3. OUtsiders and Local ldenti.ty

Patrilineality and patrilocality are both ideal and practical principles of

family structure. The patrilineal principle stresses bonds betw=en agnates, rre.rrbers of

a corporate group who congregate particularly for the purpose of ancestral veneration

and ritual perfomances. Agnation is also the principal line of inheritance. Ideally

agnatic ~ers need to live together or in close proximity. However, today when a nan

narries, he rroves out of his agnatic cluster and establishes an independent horrestead.

But the new horrestead is never far rerroved from the natal horre, so that they can

physically naintain their corporate identity.

Preferential narriage still operates in KwaNgwanase. For instance, cross-cousin

narriage and narriage to wife's younger sister is the ideal fonn of preferential

marriage (Krige, 1982: 113-5; Junod, 1927, vol. I: 253). I have a record of the occurrence

of this narriage in Ekuthukuzeni.

I I

~ 0 0
Jarres c;Mabe E1ma (Q.mede) CWabe Rose (Gurrede) CWabe

Jabulani, a diviner infomant, is eager to narry his wife's brother's daughter

(sibali). He often rrentioned, "I can narry TI¥ wife's brother's daughter. Actually my

wife's brother is willing to do that." Parallel-cousin narriage between people of the
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sane surnarre is regarded as a breach of the incest taboo frcm v-trich will follow a

severe punishment frcm the ancestors. People of course can marry SOIreOne who shares the

sane surnarre, though the case is extrerrely rare and it requires a special ritual

cererrony known as 'break the blood relationship' (Junod, 1927, volurre I: 254) .

I have collected a total of 60 cases of rnarriage from 40 households in the field

area. No fewer than 43 of the 60 marriages were between local partners, whilst only

four local people (tw::> ferrale and two rnale) were married to MJzarrbican partners. There

is only one Mozanbican married couple in eNgozini. There were only four Swazis in my

genealogy data and only one has found a local spouse. Therefore the rnarriage pattern in

KwaNgwanase is predominantly in-rnarriage within the boundary of Ingwavuma district. But

there is one thing ITUlSt be rrentioned about the practice of local rnarriage. The location

of my field area, Manguzi, Thandizwe and eNgozini, is only 20km away frcm MJzarrbique.

And it is no rrore than two decades since the concept of national boundary has been

consolidated in local thinking. Before that there was fairly free rroverrent and

corrmunication across the border: local people even had jobs in MJzarrbique. Shangaan

speaking people are, of course, quite different frcm the local people in social and

cultural background. But MJzarrbicans who are living near the border are not strangers

to the local people. Even today, although under heavy military rronitoring, the local

people enter into regular social contact and economic exchange with M:>zarrbicans. Thus

the people's ideas of locality rnay be rrore social in scope and not confined within

state-decreed boundaries. It is therefore difficult to draw a firm line between 'in

rnarriage' and 'out-marriage', as sorre M:>zanbicans rnay be by now considered to be locals

(cf. Webster, 1991),

Webster (1991) presents the local ethnographic situation as one in which

identity is reconstructed by changing the surnarre. According to Webster's description,

an informant's identity is determined by his/her political situation. One such

informant, known as Mkhukhu, altered his surnarre from Terrbe to Mt'hembu. He knew that he

was on the point of being ousted frcm a politicql office that by tradition vas still

vested in the Terrbe-Thonga lineage group, and to which his fomer name gave him claim.

His new narre gave him a bona fide South African identity by rrea.ns of which he could

enter the migrant labour market (ibid:253). My collection of genealogies offers similar
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exarrples of reshaping identity by altering the su.rnarre. Sakile, a tuckshop owner,

revealed to me that his father's surnarre is Terrbe (from Swaziland). But when stating

his own identity, he stressed that he is Mtharbu, not Terrbe. The reason given to me for

the su.rnarre change was that he was born in KwaNgwanase.

Daniel Mlarrbo (42) claims that he was born in KwaNgwanase. His grandfather,

Matshuba Gu1rede, was also born in KwaNgwanase. His grandfather, however, migrated to

Mozarcbique along with Ngwanase (eponyrrous founder of KwaNgwanase) and Mbiya (a local

headrran), and became an~ (a warrior) of the Shangaan leader Gungunyane. Daniel's

father, also born in KwaNgwanase, had five sons and five daughters. Daniel is the

eldest son arrong them. His parents, after producing ten children, emigrated to

Mozanbique. He was, however, brought up by his uncle (urnzala, rrother's brother?) whose

surname is Mlanbo. Daniel consequently discarded his su.rnarre (Gu1rede) in favour of his

uncle's surname (Mlanbo). The local people do not accept his genealogical history. They

challenge as illogical the historical explanation that his grandfather was Gungunyane's

~. Gungunyane was the last of Shangaan chiefs in 1850s, and Ngwanase defected from

Portuguese rule in 1890s and never returned. Neither do they accept that Daniel's

birthplace was KwaNgwanase. However, according to Daniel's own explanation, his family

did originate from KwaNgwanase, but later went to Mozarcbique to serve Gungunyane, while

his parents also relocated to Mozanbique. It left unexplained how Daniel's father was

born and living in KwaNgwanase if his grandfather was in Mozarcbique. Furthemore, the

local infonrants told me, by way of further evidence to the contrary, that his language

is different from that of the people of KwaNgwanase. True or not, Daniel's recount is

but one instance of a tendency for claiming or contesting local identity on the basis

of mmipulating genealogical reckoning and of fabricating personal history.

But since the early 1990s, foreign migrants cross the Mozanbican border into

South Africa in increasing nurrbers, either following the lure of a legendary city of

gold (Johannesburg) or rrore pragmatically to gain access to bright South African

cities. They leave their economically disrupted countries to look for a change of

fortune in South Africa. Sane of them settle down in KwaNgwanase, but the rrajority wish

to push on to 'big cities'. They stay in KwaNgwanase terrporarily, atterrpting to save

enough rroney to get them to the large UIban centres.
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The living conditions of illegal imnigrants are miserable. They are without

rroney and sustenance and easily suca.mb to criminal activities. A couple of migrants I

cane across told me that they had walked and walked for rronths to get to South Africa.

Not all are Shangaan speakers fron Mozarrbique.

I met Frank George in Manguzi, an 18 year old who cane fron Dar-es-salam,

Tanzania, where he had lived with his rrother and sisters. The life of Dar-es-salam was,

according to Frank, miserable. "fuck-off Dar-es-salam" was his surrmation of his home

city. He had no job, no education; hunger and starvation were part of everyday life. He

was without hope in D:ir-es-salam. He often heard of the glittering cities of South

Africa and rrany people around him actually abandoned their homes and headed for South

Africa with only a slender hope of naking rroney. Frank one day joined such a group but

he hild barely enough rroney for the bus fare to Maputo, and was forced to continue the

journey on foot. He spent a rronth at KwaTerrbe on the Mozarrbique side of the South

African border. While there, he picked up sorre Zulu words and sentences and was able to

save a little bit of rroney. Then four rronths after setting out fron D:ir-es-Salam, he

crossed the border and arrived in Manguzi. He wanted to get a job (nonnally illegal

migrants are privately errployed as houseworkers) at Manguzi for a while and to save

enough rroney to travel to Soweto, his ultimate destination.

Illegal imnigrants nonnally take to the thick bush at night to avoid being

caught by the police and anny patrols. Illegal imnigrants are greatly disliked by the

local people, who regard them as unfair corrpetitors for limited errployrrent. The

newc:crrers will work as housemaids or gardeners in Manguzi for as little as R1S0 a

rronth. Should they save enough rroney for transportation, they will leave their jobs to

go to any of the najor cities, the rrost favoured places being Johannesburg, Soweto,

eMpangeni and Durban. But here the exposure to arrest is greatly increased. They do not

possess South African identity docurrEIlts, they cannot reply to police questioning them

in Zulu, and can be given away by their nark of :i.nmmisation (South Africans and

Shangaans are said to have imnunisation on different parts of the ann). If the suspect

cannot meet two of these conditions, answering questions in isiZulu and displaying the

proper nark of imnunisation, producing the identity docurrent will be of no avail. 16
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There seems to be clear ethnic distinctions drawn between KwaNgwanase residents

and the rrostly Shangaan irrmigrants from Mozarrbique. First of all, local people claim

that Shangaan is inccnprehensible to them and coin a tenn "kwerekwere" to indicate its

unintelligible nature, its being a phonetic rendering of sone Shangaan. The tenn

"palanpalam" is used similarly. "Don't speak 'palanpalam'. Policenan will catch you" is

a joking staterrent often ad::iressed to illegal irrmigrants. Local people also attribute

genetic differences to Shangaan (and other illegal irrmigrants) to underpin their ethnic

identity. There might be a slight physical difference between the locals and

irrmigrants, but it is not so marked. Nevertheless, some local people argue that the

Shangaan person is black. Zakhele, a neighbour of mine, used to point his finger at a

Shangaan and exclaim, "they (Shangaan) are black". I jokingly responded that "your skin

is blacker than the Shangaan (Indeed he has darker skin colour than the Shangaan he

pointed out)". But he fiercely insisted, "No. I am not black. They (Shangaan) are

black."

This construction of alien imagery based on alleged genetic difference is soon

developed into a cultural bias. "Shangaans and other foreign illegal irrmigri3i'lt.s are

uncivilised" is another carrm::m stereotype arrong the local people. This lack of

civilisation is considered to be intrinsic to the character of the illegal irrmigrant.

"They are tshotshis (ruffians). They steal our food, our clothes and even our

husbands." 'Stealing husbands' is a description particularly applied to relationships

between local married men and unmarried female irrmigrants17
• One local informant

typified Shangaans as inmoral thieves. She continued, "when they cone, we accorrm::x:iate

them, feed them, and they run away with our food and clothes." Consequently,

housebreaking and stealing are most often attributed to the depredations of such

illegal immigrants.

This stigmatisation of illegal immigrants is further developed into their being

depicted as mystically imJbed anti-social agents. Illegal irrmigrants are labelled

"witches". Local people are not reluctant to point out the houses of Shangaan

irrmigrants and to stigmatise them as "witches". These illegal immigrants have no means

of appealing against this stigma. They have no legal standing and are said to bribe

local heaclrren to get a piece of land. For now, land pressure is not so high in
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KwaNgwanase and hence no case of witch accusation has errerged out of a land dispute.

But the issue of foreign illegal irrmi.grants can erupt into accusations of witchcraft at

any time once land becc::m=s a scarce resource.

4. Health and Health Facilities

The people of KwaNgwanase have considerable interest on their health and

wellbeing, and in many cases they link them to the realm of the supernatural. They

clearly distinguish between physical affliction derived from inadequate dietary

patterns and poor hygiene, and disability derived from mystical pollution caused by

breaking of taboos, even accidental transgression. Social (or wilful) non-confornri.ty

(fail~e to maintain good relations) further triggers ancestral anger or leaves one

open to witchcraft. The KwaNgwanase people do not entirely depend on mystical agents,

such as diviners, and do not blindly pursue mystical resolutions for the prevention and

restoration of health. Rather they make rational choices as to whether an affliction

will best respond to treatrrent by a medically trained doctor or to the ministrations of

a traditional healer.

The core medical institution in Manguzi is the Manguzi general hospital. The

Manguzi hospital was established in the 1960s by missionaries, when it was known as the

Manguzi M:thodist Hospital. It was handed over to the provincial governrrent in 1981,

since when it has been sponsored by the KwaZulu-Natal governrrent. Manguzi Hospital is a

IIDst influential medical institution, both socially and economically, in the lives of

the local people. This hospital charges jobless local people a rrere four rands for

consultation and treatrrent (including a basic prescription). It can accontoodate about

one thousand patients in an errergency, for instance, during a malaria epidemic. The

hospital also has sc::m= advanced rredical facilities and deals in alrrost every dirrension

of health provision. It errploys a nurrber of health workers, each of whom is allocated a

particular area of households. The health worker's mission is to inform people of the

danger of chronic disease, AIDS, and carman afflictions found in KwaNgwanase and of how

to prevent them. The general response of the local pecple is apathy. Most are living
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from hand to rrouth, and the inproverrent of their economic conditions is their first

priority.

The problem of this hospital, however, is that there are too few doctors
18

and

rrost of the rredical facilities are outdated. High blood pressure (for the aged) and

asthrra (children) are corrnon forms of sickness that the hospital can treat with sorre

success. If the hospital is not capable of treating patients, it transfers them to rrore

advanced hospitals in Dw:ban at no extra charge. Local people are quite confident about

sorre of the rredical facilities, such as x-ray, to the extent that they explain clearly

the problem of suffering.

The attitude of local people towards the Manguzi hospital, however, is not

uniformly positive. Although it has sorre advanced rred.ical facilities, the basic

facilities are seriously limited. The shortage of rred.icine is particularly serious.

Patients often have to wait for half a day to consult a doctor. It causes quite a

disruption to their lives, for many locals live day by day, relying for their

livelihood on hawking in market places. Thus, a visit to the hospital equals the loss

of a day's incare. Moreover, the indifference of doctors towards patients is a major

corrplaint. Doctors are not permanently errployed; they are on goveITJIrent contract and

when they finish their tenn (nonrally two or three years) they rrove to other hospitals.

It is difficult for a patient to establish any ongoing relationship with a doctor.

One day, I had occasion to visit the hospital with on old womm and her

granddaughter, who was corrplaini,ng of pain in the chest. We waited rrore than five hours

and were quite exhausted. Finally we were granted a five-minute consultation and were

prescribed Panado (a pain killer). I asked that old womm about the consultation. The

old woman was a bit angry, "He said to Ire that my granddaughter has no problem and gave

Ire panado only." Sorre other patients ca:rplained, "doctors never show seriousness to

patients. The only rred.icine they give us is panado. We have waited for four or five

hours for nothing. They say that there is no problem." Of course there may be a degree

of exaggeration, for despite this problem, local people keep going to the hospital.

Still they clearly have expectations that are not being net.

The Local Izinyanga Association is a traditional healers' association. Although

the association is narred after traditional herbalists (izinyanga) its rrerrbership
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includes all other traditional healers, such as, diviners (izangona) and prophets

(amapropheti) and prayers (amathandizo). This organisation was founded in 1996 at the

suggestion of the KwaZulu-Natal governnent. Currently, about sixty traditional healers

are registered with this association.

The prirrary long-tenn aim of the association is to build traditional healers'

hospitals. At present, traditional healers are practising their business on an

individual basis. In the rreantine, there is a lack of infomation exchange and no

existing standardised curing procedures. The chairrran of the Izinyanga association

expects that his association will facilitate a fluid exchange of specific rredical

infomation arrong traditional healers. This 'scientification' of traditional treatrrent

is the dcminant i.mrEdiate aim of the association, but it is likely to be a cloak for

the achievement of bureaucratic control rather then 'scientific' openness. Another

nain purpose of this association is to bridge the gap between the Western hospital and

traditional healers. To achieve this goal, the association and the staff of Manguzi

hospital rreet rronthly to discuss rredical co-operation. Traditional healers are to

register with the Manguzi hospital within their specialised areas of healing and, if

doctors should fail to heal a patient, they will send him/her to one of registered

traditional healers. Alternatively, a patient nay be referred in the other direction.

Sate traditional healers are, ho~ver, sceptical about the Izinyanga

association. I asked Isabel, a farele diviner infonnant, about the Izinyanga

association. She replied, "I have heard of.it, but nobody (the staff of the

association) carre to infonn us about this. I will not register with this association,

for I don't want to reveal my way of treat::rrent to other traditional healers." This

inforrrant apparently disagreed with the idea of sharing her specific knowledge about

treat::rrent with other traditional healers. Her staterrent is understandable if considered

in tenus of a business operation: divining practice is highly corrpetitive arrong

traditional healers and no one would like to share his/her unique prescription of

herbal rredicine with other diviners for nothing. Jabulani, a local diviner, rejected

the izinyanga association as "Shangaan diviners' association" in order to get influence

over the local people. Although the statement is based on groundless speculation, sorre
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traditional healers hold the opinion that the Izinyanga association is only for a

number of traditional healers, not for all.

Attitudes towards traditional healers, especially, diviners, vary franone

person to the other. Sorre believe that diviners are fearsome and dangerous, for they

are believed to possess mysterious supernatural pow=rs. These people believe that

greedy diviners can abuse their powers for selfish purposes or channel them into

witchcraft. Greedy diviners can, for instance, lure away your ancestral spirits to

fortify their own divining power. Some suspect diviners of being, solely interested in

extracting rroney rather than being interested in the welfare of their patients.

How=ver, the rrajority of local people respect diviners for possessing extraordinary

abilities of gaining access to ancestral spirits. Diviners are believed to be agents of

ancestral spirits, who reveal thEmSelves through izangana's bodies. Nevertheless and

despite such divided opinion, diviners and other traditional healers carry on the rrajor

portion of healing practice in KwaNgwanase.

5. Pelig:i:.on, M::lrality and Well-~

The network of custanary regulations is a fundamental social mechanism that

governs the life of people in KwaNgwanase. These customary regulations are principally

designed for rraintaining social order, but another crucial role they have is to release

sanctions upon those who violate them. Often mystical beings, as in other African

societies, are agents for irrposing these sanctions upon the people who break social

order in KwaNgwanase. Hamrond-Tooke (1974: 324-35) has correctly stated that "Religious

and rroral SystEmS .. , lay down norms of behaviour and provide occasion for the syrrbolic

expression of these norms - and sanctions to prevent their breach". There are, he

continues, "other social mechanisms for coping with conflict situations ... But these

mechanisms are inperfect: the fundamental norms and values must be restated with a

greater than hurran authority - and everywhere this authority is conceptualized as

residing in supernatural or super-errpirical beings". Harrrrond-Tooke's assertion stresses

the :i.rrportance of supernatural sanction as a prine means of social regulation arrong

South African people. These supernatural sanctions are closely related to the concepts
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of health and wellbeing, both individual and social. The KwaNgwanase people are keen to

rraintain social order and to keep disorder within bounds. To be in a situation 'out of

order' is something dangerous and to be feared, and it must be fixed up before the

rratter gets out of hand.

In rrany cases, threats to nornal health and social wellbeing come fran disorder

in relations between the living and supernatural powers. To the people of KwaNgwanase,

preserving the traditional cosrrological order is crucial to rraintaining a healthy life

for all. Many afflictions are originally derived fran darraged relationships I:;>etween

ancestors and their progeny. Ancestors are essentially regarded as benefactors to their

progeny, looking out for their descendants' well-being, prosperity and health. In

response, ancestors ciem:md regular offerings and a show of family unity. Being asked,

"when do ancestors rrost get angry?", Jabulani answered Ire by saying, "it is when

ancestors are forgotten. People have to do some services fran tirre to tiIre. There is no

particular tirre, but they can offer something at any event. For instance, if you have a

party, you can slaughter a chicken or a goat and say, 'thank you ancestors'. That's

all. It is not difficult. Ancestors will be happy with that and they will protect you.

Another tirre they (ancestors) get angry is when people (of the same family) argue with

each other, brother to brother, father to children, husband to wife and so on. The

noise fran these quarrels rrake ancestors angry, for they want to see their sons and

daughters live in hanrony."

Witchcraft is one of the rrost prevalent, though not always openly acknowledged,

causes of affliction in KwaNgwanase. The following is an exarrple of a patient who had

been suffering fram witchcraft.

Mbongeni (34) is an unmarried rran who finished school some years ago. Like rrany

young rren in Manguzi, he has no job. So I arranged with him to be my personal

interpreter on an early exploratory visit to my field area in 1996. When I arrived to

begin my fielclwJrk, however, I found that he was unable to help Ire. His left upper body

was alrrost paralysed and he could hardly speak. He personally believed that he was

'bewitched'. Initially, he went to see a rredical doctor, but the doctor failed to cure

him. The doctor could not understand what was wrong with Mbongeni. But Mbongeni

believed something was Iressing up his brain and he felt severe pains around his heart.
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So he consulted an isangama but the diviner did not satisfy him (the diviner told him

that his ancestral spirits were angry). By the t.i.Ire I saw him, he was already planning

to consult another diviner. About a week later, he came to see me and said, "now I am

alright. Another diviner told me that sorrebody bewitched me. She gave me imithi

(traditional herbal medicines) and after taking it I felt better and now I am perfect."

His condition had visibly improved.

As people view the matters of health and misfortune in conjunction with the

violation of social and cosmological order, they have recourse to various types of

rituals to remedy these situations. The fonn and content of such rituals vary fran

simple and irregular beer offerings to the elaborated coming out ritual of a diviner

candidate which lasts at least three full days. Rituals also vary fran an exclusively

private and secretive activity (only the afflicted person is engaged in this type of

ritual) to m::>re open and public occasions (a whole lineage group or corrmunity

participates) .

Misfortunes and health problems are often related to supernatural beings or to

malevolent forces, such as witches and their farniliars, or to the invasion of evil

spirits. The greatest concern of the local people is to expel evil forces out of

his/her proxirnitt 9 and to prevent its recurrence. For instance, there are three roajor

rituals of expellation: ukugeza (washing out darkness), ukufutha (steaming out

misfortune) and ukubethela (exorcising evil spirits) 20 • All of these rituals are geared

to the perennial fight against evil, particularly mmifest in the alleged malevolence

of witches and their farniliars. First of all, the afflicted person places his

misfortunes and health problem before a diviner. If the diviner reveals the problem to

be caused by evil spirits, for instance, the patient is directed to perfonn a

particular ritual according to his condition, the seriousness of the problem and the

state of his financial situation.

If bears repeating that rituals are not the only means the afflicted person can

resort to; the patient will try every other possible means, especially that which is

Imlch cheaper and m::>re effective, to deal with misfortune and health problems. Rituals

are virtually the last resort the afflicted person would go for, even though in the

mind of the KwaNgwanase residents, misfortune and illness have hot so Imlch a biological
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or environrrental foundation but rather spring from the broken relationships within the

social and supernatural spheres. Ultimately, people are pragmatists in their appmach

to health issues.

From the foregoing, it errerges that KwaNgwanase is a loosely organised,

iIrpoverished and cash-strawed carrm.mity. While the presence of entrepreneurs has been

noted, opportunities locally are fast drying up and existing niches are filled. For

rrost residents, life is a grinding hand-to-rrouth struggle for survival. In such a

situation, health problems loom large and people oscillate between the relatively

cost-effective but superficial services of the rredical doctor and the costly but

culturally rrore satisfying treatnent provided by diviners. In addition, KwaNgwanase

has been depicted as a culturally plural society in a sensitive border dorrain, in

which the foreign irrmigrant is denigrated as a witch and as a source of social

disorder. Not only does the consequent social strain, and the contest over identity,

constitute work for the diviner, but the fact that foreigners are imbued with

rralicious mystical power has inplications for the way in which diviners themselves tap

into this power to establish ascendancy over their corrpetitors.
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I first arrived in KwaNgwanase in July 1996 and, between then and February 1999,

I conducted field research in the area for a total of twelve rronths, spread over three

stages; 1) July to September, 1996 (3 rronths); 2) June to August, 1997 (3 rronths); 3)

September 1988 to February 1999 (6 rronths). In the first period, I concentrated on

getting to know the commmity and its social life. In the second period, while

continuing to extend this experience, I conducted a pilot study of local diviners and

their practices, and this was later followed by a trDre prolonged and intensive

engagement in the daily life of selected diviners.

My choice of KwaNgwanase as a locus of fieldwork was quite fortuitous and

opportunistic rather than planned. My focus on divination as a topic for study arose

out of my broader interest in the anthropology of religion, but was greatly stimulated

by the awareness that the study of divination had been relatively neglected in South

Africa, witness the absence of any conterrporary South African contribution to the

subject in Peek's (1991) collection on African divination, highlighted all the rrore by

the inexplicable inclusion of callaway's 1871 publication on the Zulu diviner. While I

was casting about for a suitable location in which to conduct the research, to which I

could have reasonable social access and where I would be relatively safe from the

political and criminal violence that erupts on occasion in parts of KwaZulu-Natal, I

happened to mention my problem to a postgraduate colleague. She ilrrrediately recorrrrended

KwaNgwanase, her horreplace, as being apt for my purposes and virtually sealed my

decision by saying that her rrother, Mrs, Busisiwe, would alrrost certainly provide me

with local accarrnodation.

That being settled, I turned my attention to literature on the field area. My

supervisor rec<::ItrIreDded Junod's (1927) ethnography on Thonga-speaking people. I

initially entertained reservations regarding the relevance of Junod to my needs, on the

ground that his data recorded in the 19th century were passe and in any case did not
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pertain to the Zulu-spekaing population of the area. It was only rrnch later, while

conducting my pilot study, that I began to realise that his accnunt of marriage

arrangerrents, residential patterns, economic activities, the system of land tenure and

methods of cultivation are still faithfully replicated by the people of my field area.

More to the point, the belief system and religious practices described by Junod a

century ago still hold sway in the contemporary situCltion. In particular, no other

source provided richer detailed information regarding a foreign divining spirit that is

a distinguishing characteristic of this area. I therefore acknowledge my indebtedness

to Junod's ethnography. Later, my supervisor advised me to read Felgate (listed under

Krige, ed. 1982) and Webster (1991), both of whom had done fieldwork in the region.

Felgate provided useful information on ecological conditions and on kin-structure based

on census data, while Webster concentrated on the manipulation of ethnic identities in

a mixed population. Neither, however, attended to the religious dirrension, rrnch less to

the activities of traditional healers, thus exposing a convenient gap in the

ethnography of the region that I could explore. Nevertheless, their writing gave me a

feel for the area and its people and made the transition to fieldwork so rrnch easier to

negotiate.

I was introduced to Mrs. Busisiwe by her daughter. We arrived in cold mid-winter

but the wanrrth of Mrs. Busisiwe's welcc::rre, a large, hurrorous and industrious woman,

were rrore than corrpensated. Initially, I rented a room from Mrs. Busisiwe an the

understanding that I would cater for my own needs, but I soon found this to be too

isolating. Consequently, I prevailed upon her to allow me to eat with the family for a

share in household expenses. While this arrangement served to break cbwn barriers, a

further advantage was that Mrs. Busisiw= was a chef at Manguzi hospital and I came to

enjoy Zulu food during my research.

Nevertheless, my existence in the field area was far from idyllic. My place of

residence was one of the few homesteads in the village to have electricity, tap-water

and, by the end of 1999, a telephone. The great majority of households were rrnch too

poor to afford such amenities. These deprived families gained access to water by paying

a rronthly levy of R20 to a tap owner for the right to draw a daily allowance of 100

litres of tapwater. The quality of the tapwater, however, left a lot to be desired. It
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had a dark yellowish appearance and, as often as not, it gave off a foul srrell. It was

certainly not suitable for drinking and, when ingested 1.illtreated, it may have acco1.illted

for periodic outbreak of cholera in the c01.illtryside. To make matters worse, the supply

of this water, and also of electricity, was anything but reliable. It was not 1.illcorrm::m

for households to be without water or electricity for two or three days a week. There

were occasions, while I was in the field, when the supply of both water and electricity

was interrupted for a whole week. A few horresteads had built tanks to store rain for

drinking, but the less fort1.illate had to journey several kilorretres to the river to

fetch water, thus increasing the risk of cholera. Since this was the comnon lot of

ordinary people, I 1.illcorrplainingly shared in their deprivations and, although my health

was fort1.illately 1.illaffected, I becarre accustorred to going without washing for several

days at a tirre.

How to sunro1.illt the language barrier always poses a problem for the fielciworker.

Despite a previous acquaintance with Swahili (as an 1.illdergraduate in Seoul), which

shares scme corrrronality of vocabulary and expression with Zulu, and despite having

taken a course in Zulu language at the University of Natal, I did not enter the field

with a carpetence in spoken Zulu. I therefore had to rely to a great extent on the

services of a field assistant, both as companion and interpreter. The local, with whom

I made the first arrangement, was 1.illable to f1..U1ction at all. Upon my arrival in the

field, I f01,ll1d that he had been struck down by a kind of paralysis, a state that he

attributed to witchcraft. After sare tirre, I recruited a y01.illg man, who turned out to

be a very good field assistant, who had an excellent grasp of the nature of my work.

Unfort1.illately, he was 1.illable to continue after three months. Thereafter, I carpleted

the research with the able assistance of a y01.illg unrrarried mother, who had corrpleted

matric and who supported herself by selling beer from her hare. I also made good use of

a tape-recorder to capture what transpired during interviews and in the course of

divining sessions. In all such cases, I was careful to acquire the participants'

permission to do so and no objections were raised. Each evening, after fieldwork, we

reviewed with greater deliberation the content of these tapes, so that I maintained a

good sense of what was going on. This tirre-consuming activity becarre progressively less

burdensorre as prolonged research inevitably improved my grasp of spoken Zulu, though
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never to the point where I could fully follow it entirely unaided. Later still, upon my

return from the field, these tapes were carefully translated and transcribed for

greater accuracy. Adopting the tirre-honoured approach of participant observation, my

first task was that of 'fitting in'. Initially, I anticipated great difficulty in

transcending my status as a foreign national but, as luck would have it, this appeared

to reinforce a perception that I was an 'innocent' anthropologist, whose interest in

local affairs =uld not be politically tainted and whose presurred ignorance of all

things Zulu elicited a willingness to tutor Ire. And the fact that I had acquired the

ruciirrents of the language, not only facilitated my 'education', but rrade Ire all the

rrore acceptable. All the better to fit in, I slowly learned how to confonn to local

nouns and custcm, often enough by trial and error. In my own culture, it is

disrespectful to avoid eye contact with another person but when, interviewing an old

ferrale diviner, I crouched before her to establish eye contact, I was adrronished by my

assistant to sit in line with both of them. "As a junior, I was behaving in an offensive

maIll1er towards my senior. Even sc:nething as c:::ormonplace as walking along a road or

pathway can lead to a breach of custom, with perhaps rrore sinister irrplications. "As my

preference is to walk in the centre, I had to learn not to maintain my line so as to

walk through an oncoming group of people, e.g. in the gap between male and female, as

this could be taken to indicate a desire to drive a wedge into their social relations

and might invite mystical reprisal.

While learning a new code of behaviour, I let it be known that I wished to

conduct myself as a rrerrber of the corrm.mity by joining in daily or routine activities.

"As a result, I was invited to participate in social activities and in rmmdane physical

tasks, such as ploughing fields, planting crops, building houses, clearing gardens and

sometirres travelling long distances on foot (I did not have a car of my own) to carry

locally-brewed beer. In addition, despite my limited Zulu, I took every opportunity to

engage in casual conversation with local PeOple. Tuckshops in the village w=re ideal

places for striking up conversations, as people tended to congregate there and beer

drinking was a cormon daily occurrence in their vicinity. In this way, I gradually

became privy to local gossip and it afforded Ire an insight into various social

networks, while enriching my general knowledge of the local corrmmity. In this regard,
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my landlady Mrs. Busisiwe was an invaluable, constantly available, sounding board,

against which to test the accuracy of data gathered from other sources. She had COIre to

the village of Ekuthukt+zeni as a young girl and had resided there for most of her life

tirre and she proved to be a most reliable informant on the social history of the

conm.mity. It was also my practice, in the early stages of fieldwork, to wander about

the village and into neighbouring villages in the corrpany of a group of friends, with

whom I often played soccer. They were neighbourhood rrates of Mrs. Busisiwe' s son and I

was almost naturally grafted on to the group without thought or effort on my part. They

showed Ire around, sponsored Ire, introduced Ire to people; they helped Ire to learn the

topography of the area and to form a social map of the ccmnun.ity. Unwittingly, they

also alerted Ire to its fault lines by pointing out the dwellings of recent imnigrants,

whom they tended to stigmatise as witches. Later, this prarpted Ire to collect

genealogies fran 56 hClIresteads which showed how, over the years, imnigrants of

Mozarrbican origin have consistently used rrarriage as a rreans of becaning integrated

into the corrm.mity.

During the four months of the pilot study, I thus becarre comfortable in the

corrmmity and W2l1 acquainted with its norms and routines, its social tensions and

cohesion. All of this was made relatively easy by the warmth and hospitality of the

people themselves. In this period, I also began to establish contacts with the n1..lrterous

diviners in the area. My first contact was entirely unsolicited and took Ire by

surprise, as it followed close on the heels of my arrival. Since I was "the first

umlungu (white person) to stay in our village", people were curious about my presence

and resorted to one pretext or another to visit Mrs. Busisiwe in order to satisfy their

curiosity. They did not address Ire directly but quizzed my landlady as to who I was and

what my purposes were. Arrong these early visitors was a ferrale diviner who lived

nearby, VIlho also left without speaking to Ire. But it was a good portent for my research

as, later on, several diviners let it be known that they were eager to speak to Ire. I

did not undertake this task in any systematic way by, for instance, first identifying

all the diviners in the area of study and then pursuing a randan sarrple of them. It was

virtually irrpossible, in the tirre at my disposal, to interview the more than a hundred

diviners in the KwaNgwanase area, so I limited myself to two villages and their
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surroundings, eKuthukuzeni and eNgozini, and held interviews with 26 diviners,

including SCire novices in training. These diviners were largely selected for ne, as I

acted on infomation supplied by my male assistant or by my friendship group. From the

interviews, I acquired detailed infomation on their personal histories, calling

experience, training in divination, the character of their divining spirits, the art of

reading the bones and other related topics. Their accounts of divining rituals were

particularly valuable as, in the second phase of the research, I was unable to see all

of these rituals for myself. Crosschecking the content of these interviews threw up

discrePancies 'in their accounts which, in tine, revealed the existence of different

divining families or networks, each with its own ritual tradition.

After a respite from the field, which afforded ne and opportunity to write up

and analyse my rraterial, and return to the field for a more prolonged period of

intensive study. My purpose was to pursue in greater depth SCire of the questions

arising from my prirrary data but, above all, to observe at first hand the diviner at

work. To this end, I concentrated more particularly on the activities of three or four

diviners, with whom I had established a special rapport. These were Isabel, in my own

village, and Jabulani, Aldina and her mother Rosalin in the neighbouring village,

eManguzi. I was able to SPend several days and nights at a tine at their hCiresteads and

in their corrpany, observing their interaction with clients and novices, witnessing

their rituals and training nethods, recording their transactions and consultations, and

probing the provenance of their divining spirits. They willingly took ne into their

confidence and afforded ne on insider's view of the divining art. I even accorrpanied

Aldina on one of her trips to the city to service her burgeoning ne~rk of urban

clients. At one point, she assured ne that she would teach ne the divining technique of

throwing and interpreting the bones, and she offered to accept me as a novice to train

me as a diviner in my own right. This was towards the end of my research, so I did not

take her up on her offer. Besides, the expense that I would so incur was by then beyond

my neans, as I was carrying out my research without the support of a research grant and

at my own expense.

The friendship and confidence that these diviners vested in me was regarded as

being quite extraordinary by my assistant and my group of friends. They were of the
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opinion that no African researcher could have gained access to divining knowledge and

lore to the extent that I had. Paradoxically, my classification as an umlungu (white)

proved to be, not a handicap, but a considerable advantage. Divining knowledge is

privileged, excll.!-Sive to the divining family and its recruits, and is to be jealously

withheld from those outside the fold. The fact, how=ver, that I was a foreigner, and

from distant parts, stood in IT¥ favour, as IT¥ diviner infonoants correctly calculated

the unlikelihood of IT¥ using the knowledge irrparted to Ire to set IT¥self up in

corrpetition with them. While there are inherent limits to the researcher's capacity to

transcend his/her outsider status, it is equally clear that there are situations in

which that limitation can be counted as a positive boon to the research effort.
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CHAP'1ER EOOR

DIVINERS, SPIRITS AND SYMB:JLIC DE.VICES

1. Diviners in Africa

DiVination is a mystically-driven problem-solving rrechanism and in which rrore

than humm agents are actively involved. Cormonly found in humm societies, in Africa

alone it displays a considerable variety of pattern and practice. While sone form of

sorting device is corrrronly, though not necessarily, resorted to by African diviners,

the choice varies fran strings or chains of seeds, nuts, seashells, favoured in west

Africa (Bascom, 1941; Bohannan, 1975; Peek, 1982), to aninal rrortality under the

influence of poison (Evans-Pritchard, 1937; Middleton, 1969), the tracks left by living

creatures (Beattie, 1967:220; Bourdil1on, 1987:282; Zeitlyn, 1993), and a basket of

miscellaneous objects, rrost usually aninal bones, being the preference in Southern

Africa (e.g. Turner, 1975; Sirron, 1940). Similarly, although spirit inspiration is

alrrost a given, it need not be rendered indirectly through a device, but can be voiced

directly without any rrechanical intervention (e.g. Beattie, 1966, 1967b). And different

kinds of spirits may be drawn upon, ranging from lineage spirits, to foreign spirits

and nature spirits (e.s. animals).

This great diversity has challenged scholars to place African diviners in some

organised typology. Not that people on the ground are unable to do this to some extent

for themselves. Thus in parts of each Africa, people rank diviners in a cultural

classification from "Arab" diviner (top), to "Swahili" diviners, down to "Giriama"

diviners (Parkin, 1991). There have been a number of rrore theoretical atterrpts to

classify this rrulti-faceted phenomenon of divination in Africa, but I shall confine

myself to an elaboration of that offered by Devisch (1985).

Devisch enploys two crucial indicators for this pw:pose: the degree of spirit

possession or involverrent and the manipulation of divinatory techniques. Based on these
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indicators, he categorises African divination into three patterns: interpretative,

rrediumistic and oracular-interpretative divination (53-54).

Interpretative (or mechanical) divination is characterised by the manipulation

or interpretation of the divinatory apparatus. Spirit possession does not play a part

in this pattern of divination. Interpretative divination reqUires the diviner's

consciousness and the technique of manipulating the divining apparatus. Therefore,

individual intelligence and clairvoyance are salient qualifications for interpretative

divination. Diviners sinply cast the divining apparatus and mechanically interpret

them. Thus the divining apparatus "guide[s] ... [the diviner's] intuition and

clairvoyance" (52). 1he principles of interpretative divination are the indigenous

logic and rationality by which diviners construct divinatory themes during seances.

Cleromancy (divining by lots as arrong the Tiv) and geamancy (divining by lines or

figures) are typical forms of interpretative divination. Augury (the flight of birds

and the trail of an.inals) and haruspicy (anatomic examination of a ritually killed

an.inal, Beattie, 1967) also belong in this class.

Mediumistic divination is concerned with direct spirit possession of a diviner.

Once a particular person is chosen by spirits, (s)he has to serve them throughout

his/her lifetime. In reward for the service, spirits are said to errpower a particular

person with a mystical capacity to transcend normal experience and explicate esoteric

events. Mystical experiences (dreaming, hallucination and spirit possession) are the

initial conditions of becoming a medil.ITIlistic diviner. These esoteric experiences are

technically rrastered in the course of training. Divining objects are not errployed in

this kind of divination. Instead diviners act as mere mediums and the spirits directly

engage in conversation with patients. Although the level of spiritual involvement

varies (from direct possession to an indirect revelation), there is a corrmon basis to

mediumistic divination. Medil.ITIlistic divination stresses the inportance of esoteric and

direct carmmication between the spirits and the patients or clients. Diviners provide

only the physical space in which spirits are terrporarily errbodied during the divinatory

seance.

Oracular-interpretative divination is an ecJ-ectic style of divination, which is

rrost corrmonly found in current African divination systems. Apparently, it has acquired
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its rrajor characteristics from interpretative and rred.iumistic divination. The rrain

feature of oracular-interpretative divination is the corrbination of aspects of these,

i.e. spirit possession and the use of a divining apparatus. Devisch states that, in

oracular-interpretative divination, "rredi.umistic phenarrena or oracular rrediurns

intervene but they do not rranifest themselves in the body of the diviner and they are

decoded by a specialist using more standardised divinatory repertoire or procedures"

(i}Jid). Oracular-interpretative divination might be the result of cultural

transforrration in rrany African societies. The divining bone Irethod, which is widespread

across Southern Africa, is the typical case of oracular-interpretative divination,

although as we shall see the diviner does corporeally express sarre rranifestation of the

presence of spirit.

2. Diviners and Divinaticm in KwaNgwanase

Sarre diviners use a calabash in conducting the divining seance. But it is a rare

divining practice and unfortunately I have not observed any of this type of divination.

Daniel, also a renowned herbalist, is a diviner who uses a calabash as a divining

apparatus. Daniel explained to Ire how he uses the calabash. He puts SOIre questions

concerning the patient to the calabash which is said to register a "yes" or "no" that

is clear to Daniel and the clients alike. Johannes, an ithwasa (a novice), infonrecl Ire

of one case of calabash divination. In his own words: "I went to see an urnlozi21

(whistle diviner) with my wife. As we entered the indurrba (divining hut), we saw one

calabash standing on the left side of the divining hut. The calabash suddenly fell over

on its side but stood up again on its own! I was scared. My wife was also scared. The

fear was so great that my wife wanted to go out. But I told my wife, 'wait. We will see

what happens next.' The calabash fell down again. Then the whist;le diviner entered the

divining hut and told us, 'why don't you sit down. The calabash wants you to sit down.'

So we sat on an icansi (reed rrat). The whistle diviner took out a couple of ropes. One

of them, he tied around his head, the other across the chest. Then he moved the
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calabash in front of him. A whistling sound seerred to cone out of the calabash. The

whistle diviner interpreted the whistling sound for us."

Sorre diviners use watered umuthi (herbal rredicine). It is called isibuko.

Kapela, an old female diviner, says that her rrain divination is by isibuko. Kapela

showed Ire two bottles containing liquid herbal rredicine, which were white and brown in

colour. The white one was new and the brown old. When clients corre to ask for

divination, she gives them three teaspoons of this herbal rredicine, after which she

prays to the ancestors and to god. She then leaves the client (s) alone in the divining

hut, where they sit facing a brown paper or cloth on the opposite wall. Client(s) claim

to be able to see and hear sonething on and fran the brown wall covering. That

something, Kapela insisted, comes from the clients' ancestors. In fact, it is a kind of

hallucination, induced by the herbal rredicine. Sibongile, the wife of a diviner friend,

infonred rre that once people drink this herbal rredicine, (s) he feels something like

dizziness. (S)he can experience some humm-like objects, although they are not clearly

outlined.

Whistle diviners (abalozi) are also in evidence in KwaNgwanase. In such a

divination the diviner remains "perfectly silent, the spirit itself doing the speaking"

(Bryant, 1917:141). The divining spirit (ilozi) is believed to speak fran the roof of

the divining hut or from its innerrrost recess. The narrative of the spirit is so

esoteric that clients hardly understand it. Therefore it is the whistle diviner's duty

to interpret what the spirit conmmicates. Bryant suspects that the whistling sound is

sinply the diviner using ventriloquism. The diviner does not enter into spirit

possession, ho~ver, so that this style of divination is sllnilar to rrediumistic

divination, because the principal rrethod of divination is direct discourse between

spirits and patients, or at least this is the belief. These fonns of divination, by

calabash and by rreclicine, are rarely conducted in KwaNgwanase22 •

The rrost comron rreans of divination found in southern African society is 'bone

throwing' 23 • According to Bryant, the speculative origin of the arratharrbo (divining

bones) rrethod is Sotho (1917:142). The bone throwing rrethod has two general types:

hakata (or hakati, or ihakathi) and arratharrbo. According to ethnographic evidence, the

hakata rrethod was devised by Shona-speaking people (van Binsbergen, 1995; Gelfand,
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1964; Bourdillon, 1987a; Bucher, 1980) and developed in neighbouring African societies

(Krige and Krige, 1980)24.

The bone throwing rrethod is the second popular rreans of divination. A set of divining

bones consists of thirty to forty bones, which will vary according to the preference of

diviners. A bone may have a particular assigned rreaning or rrn.l1tiple rreanings. Dependant

on its configuration and the particular situation, one particular rreaning of a bone is

highlighted in conjunction with those of other bones. Divining spirits mayor may not

be involved in the seance. But experienced diviners have enough skill and knowledge to

read bones without the assistance of divining spirits.

3. '!be~ Diviner

According to Bryant (1966: 11-12), - nanga is a comron linguistic root for a

healer or a diviner arrong the Bantu-speaking people. Arrong Shona-speaking people, an

nganga is a diviner-healer (Bucher, 1980; Gelfant, 1964; Bourdillon, 1976). However, in

KwaNgwanase, the term (i)nyanga is exclusively assigned to the herbalist and the term

(i) sangorra is exclusively reserved for the diviner. It is on these grounds that the

local population clearly distinguishes between isangorra and inyanga.

An inyanga is a traditional herbalist with extensive and practical knowledge of

indigenous herbal corrponents and their uses. The inyanga diagnoses and treats patient's

ailrrents with these herbal ingredients. Although the inyanga may prescribe sane

rrystically charged rredical corrponents, such as a luck charm, the practice of the

inyanga is predominantly errpirical. The profession is inherited in the agnatic line by

passing down a jealously guarded, accunulated, extensive body of errpirical herbal

knowledge.

An isangcma, on the contrary, is a spiritual rredium. The healing source drawn

upon by the isangorra is a supernatural power, particularly in the form of lineage

ancestors who were diviners in their lifetine. However, in practice it is not easy to

so precisely distinguish between isangcma and inyanga, since it is not unccmron for

izangorra in South Africa to be in possession of herbal lore and to prescribe herbal

applications for their patients in addition to rrystical interpretation of the illness.
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In the interests of clarity, therefore, it seems advisable to insist on a distinction

of functions rather than of practitioners and to recognise that any particular

practitioner may corrbine several functions. Thus, as functions, divining (mystical

diagnosis) and doctoring (applying herbal rerredies) are quite distinct. But where the

exclusiveness of such specialisations is not maintained by sorre transcending authority,

there is an inevitable tendency for than to transgress upon one another and for

practitioners to package the corrplete process. Hence, heLbalists provide a diagnosis

and diviners provide therapy. In sorre extreme cases, an individual practitioner may

corrbine the services of diviner, herbalist and Zionist prophet. However, the self

styled diviner has the edge over the herbalist in being able to provide a deeper, and

hence rrore satisfying, level of diagnosis by mystical means than is within the capacity

of the sirrple heLbalist.

Since both traditional kinds of rredical practitioner possess a ccmron healing

capacity based on traditional therapeutic sources, they are known locally as

'traditional healers'. But in local thinking the level of spiritual involvement is the

crucial indicator of difference between isangoma and inyanga. The isangoma is known as

a mystical agent who uses the pow=r of occult forces, while the inyanga is sirrply able

to manipulate the accumulated hereditary and errpirical knowledge of heLbal medicines.

The diviners of KwaNgwanase share similar patterns and Irethodologies with sorre

neighbouring African societies, particularly, with Sotho, Swazi, Shangaan and Shona

diviners. The rrost influential diviners arrong them are of Shangaan origin. It is,

however, unfortunate that no definitive ethnographic study of Shangaan diviners has

been produced as yet, and I have had to support my own field observations with bits and

pieces of infonnation gleaned fron rrore general ethnographies.

Two major divining patterns emerge in KwaNgwanase. The bone throwing (known as

ukubhula ngatharrbo) 25 does not follow the Shangaan and Shona patterns. Instead, the

divining bones c:onsist of thirty to forty individual bones, mainly extracted fron

sacrificed anirrals. Knuckle bones and joint bones are favoured for divining. This is a
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quite corrrron divining rrethcx::i arrong Southern Nguni, particularly arrong the Zulu and the

Xhosa, and the Thonga. The ukubhula ngatharrbo rrethcx::i is rruch rrore corrplicated than

hakata (use of tablets). Influenced by Shangaan diviners, sone of the local diviners

also cast hakata. But they never use it independently. To the local diviners, hakata is

only a supportive set of divining bones.

The divining spirit involved in bone throwing divination is known as ngoma. The

ngoma is a part of the general bcx::iy of ancestral spirit known as arradlozi, but refers

specifically to a class of professional divining spirits. For this reason, a bone

throwing diviner is also called a mmgoma in KwaNgwanase. ]!m ngoma does not directly

manifest itself during the seance. Rather it is said to be standing by or to whisper

into the diviner's ears. Aldina, a well known fenale isangoma, described her experience

during ngoma possession in the seance. "My divining spirit does not c.cxre out on

ukubhula directly. It just stands by rre. I can feel it. It whispers in my ears during

divination. It is rre who reads arratharrbo (divining bones). But s6Iretirres I feel dizzy

and my eyes bec.cxre blurred, just like in a daze, during the seance. I do not rerranber

anything about divination." Ngoma spirits express their will via the divining bones by

detennining the sides and directions in which divining bones fall. The diviner reads

and interprets these rressages on behalf of the divining spirits. Therefore the

diviner's narrative is authoritative. No client is able to hear the ngoma spirit during

the seance. Therefore, it is crucial to the diviner to read divining bones correctly.

Divination by an ngorra diviner belongs to the type of oracular-interpretative

divination. There are no divination systems in Zulu societies in which the ngoma spirit

is revealed in order to comnunicate directly to clients during the seance.

The seGQnd type of divination is ukuferrba. Ukufemba is quite carrron arrong Swazi

diviners (Janzen, 1992). The salient feature of ukuferrba is that it invariably relates

to spirit possession, although the degree of spirit possession differs according to the

context. Diviners in KwaNgwanase are classified with reference to responsible spirits

into two groups: izangoma diviners and abandawo diviners26
• These two groups of diviners

are distinguished fran each other in several ways. Firstly, the guiding spirits are

different. Izangoma diviners are said to be guided by a class of ancestors who are

generally lineage ancestral spirits, both fran agnatic and affinal groups.
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Ndawo spirits are rcalevolent foreign spirits. However, in KwaNgwanase, sone

diviners claim that ndawo spirits are lineage ancestors, but rrost diviners agree that

abandawo are indeed foreign spirits. HCMever, once they are ritually accepted by the

possessed, they are henceforth incorporated into the possessed's lineage structure as

lineage ancestors.

The ndawo diviner represents the class of rrediumistic divining. These diviners

are directly possessed by spirits and are responsible for a particular type of

divination, ukuferrba. When they conduct ukuferrba, they are called illllferrbi. The

definition of u)<uferrba is not known. However, one of my diviner infomants explained

ukuferrba as "divination through dialogue with ndawo". No divining apparatus is errployed

in the ukuferrba seance. Spirits directly possess a rrediurn (diviner) and ccmnunicate

directly with clients. The power of ndawo is well mmifested when it introduces

multiple spirits during the ukuferrba seance. An urnferrbi has the power to bring into

play spirits of the dead, of the living, of anirrals and of witch familiars. Thus the

power of ukuferrba is that it brings the patient into direct comrn.mication with the

source of affliction.

The local population regards ukuferrba as a rrore powerful form of divination than

bone throwing divination. The reason is that in ukuferrba various spirits, such as, the

dead, the living, anirral and spirits, are directly involved in commmication with

patients through the possessed. Consequently, ukuferrba is in high demand arrong both

clients and diviners. The clients believe that ukuferrba gives a direct revelation of

the spirits and, therefore, the diagnosis is rrore clear and effective. For diviners,

ukuferrba is economically rrore profitable. Ukuferrba is ten tirres rrore expensive than

ukubhula. The basic charge of ukuferrba is two hundred rands, while ukubhula ngatharrbo

is about twenty rands. It is therefore understandable that diviners in KwaNgwanase

should desire to have ndawo spirits in their repertoire. Acquiring the technique and

knowledge of ukuferrba is a necessary condition for becoming a powerful diviner, both

spiritually and economically. The diviners of KwaNgwanase have therefore synthesised

these two divining spirits, the locally based ngoma and the irrported ndawo, and have

produced a new pattern of divining, which I prefer to term the "Ngoma-Ndawo Alliance".
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The patterns and styles of divin.ll1g in KwaNgwanase are thus closer to those of

Swaziland and :tvbzarrbique, even to Shona, than to other parts of South Africa. This is

due to the historical and geographical position of KwaNgwanase. Bophiwe, a fenale

isangorra, inforned ne that the nethod of divination in KwaNgwanase has an ethnic rrark.

She said, ":tvbzarrbiquan diviners prefer to throw (phonsa) divin.ll1g bones, while Zulu

diviners prefer to push (hlohla) divining bones away." But another diviner sirrply

belittled Bophiwe's opinion by saying that the style is sinply one of convenience. If a

diviner has too rrany divining bones, (s)he is not able to contain thEm all in the

hands. Therefore, the diviner prefers to lay them down on the divining rrat and to

scatter thEm by shoving thEm forward. On the contrary, if the diviner has just enough

pieces of divin.ll1g bones, (s)he can throw thEm with ease.

There are further distinctions between Zulu diviners and :tvbzarrbiquan and!or

Swazi diviners. Gertrud, a fenale isangorra trained in Swaziland, states that the

address form of Zulu diviners is "makhosi" (kings), however, in :tvbzarrbique and

Swaziland, "thokoza" (blessing) is used for addressing diviners27
• Different styles of

gida (divin.ll1g dance) is another rrarker of difference between the Zulu diviner and the

Mozarrbiquan. The Zulu diviner shuffles his/her legs back and forth, while barely

lifting the feet from the ground. The :tvbzambiquan style is much rrore energetic.

Diviners heavily starrp their feet on the ground and sone young rrale diviners actually

'j1..lUp' in the air.

Janzen's study of the Thakoza28 divining pattern (1992) in Swaziland provides a

good carparative study to the ngcroa.-ndawo alliance of KwaNgwanase. He defines the

difference bet:w=en thakoza diviners and neighbouring Zulu 'tangorra' diviners. Tangcroa.

diviners invariably use the pengula (bone throwing divination) nethod and are possessed

only by their own lineage ancestors, whilst Thakoza diviners are possessed by a number

of lineage and foreign spirits during the seance. Benguni (foreign spirits, notably the

Zulu victims of Swazi wars), Manzawe (natural spirits), Tinzunzu (victims of drowning)

and other foreign spirits, such as, Thonga and Shangaan spirits, are the rrain

possessing spirits of Thakoza diviners (ibid:37-39). Thakoza diviners use pengula (by

Benguni spirits) and femba (by Man2;awe spirits) .
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The attire of lI'hakoza diviners also significantly differs from Zulu Tangona

diviners. Thakoza diviners are syrrbolised in red, while Tangona diviners are

represented by white colour. Thus Thakoza diviners wear "red orchirded and oily

dreadlocks" (Janzen, 1992: 37) in contrast to the Tangoma diviners whose hair remain

black with bead strings on it. Both groups of diviners nark drurrming performance (

ngoma.) off as a nain ritual practice. The rrost narked difference betw=en Thakoza and

Tangoma diviners is in the pattern of spirit possession. A mmber of foreign spirits

are freely associated with Thakoza diviners, whilst Tangoma diviners keep to the

lineage ancestors. In fact, the association with foreign spirits is not unique to

Swaziland and KwaNgwanase. Am::mg the Shona-speaking people, foreign spirits play a

crucial role in the divining performance. Diviners, nganga, arrong the Shona-speaking

people share similar characteristics with Shangaan and KwaNgwanase diviners. The nganga

conducts two distinctive styles of divination. The nganga casts hakata and is also

involved in spirit possession (Gelfand, 1964; Bourdillon, 1987; ran, 1985; Bucher,

1980) .

The divining style of KwaNgwanase is quite close to that of Thakoza and Nganga

diviners; nevertheless, KwaNgwanase diviners retain sone variables, which nay

distinguish thEm from Thakoza and Nganga diviners. First of all, to thakoza diviners,

benguni spirits are foreign spirits, which in the rrain are tribal or lineage spirits

arrong diviners in KwaNgwanase. Secondly, the ngoma-ndawo alliance uses three styles of

divination: ukubhula ngatharrbo (bone throwing), hakati (divining tablets) and ferrba

(direct corrmmication). The hairstyle of the ngoma.-ndawo alliance is eclectic between

thakoza and tangoma. In the ngoma-ndawo alliance, the diviner sirrplyattaches bead

strings to the hair, which is the custom of the Swazi tangona diviner. However, during

the ukuferrba seance, ngoma-ndawo diviners wear reddish dreadlocks. But the rrost

significant difference between the KwaNgwanase thokoza style and the Swazi thakoza

style is the absence of drum performance in the seance of ukufemba in KwaNgwanase. In

fact, Janzen understands that thakoza diviners are sirrply a subcategory of the ngoma

cult. In Swaziland, Janzen illustrates in full detail the beating of drums (ngoma) as

occupying the central phase of the ukufenba seance. In KwaNgwanase, rattles are the

only musical instruments in the seance of ukufernba.
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As rrentioned earlier, the isangorra diviner is an inclusive te.rrn for diviners.

However there is a definitional problem with the isangoma diviner. For Janzen, isangorra

is "one who (1-) does (sa)ngoma" (1992:291). NgoIffi is not only a IIDsical instrurrent but

also, rrore significantly, a central healing rredium, which is, as Bryant rmintains, a

comron ritual perforrmnce across central and southern Africa (1917:142). Therefore

ngoIffi might be classified as 'rituals of affliction' or 'drums of affliction' following

Victor Turner (1968). Ngorra certainly occupies the central position in healing rituals

and drums (ngoma) are necessary IIDsical instrurrents for healing rituals in KwaNgwanase.

The diviner stands at the centre of such Fituals. By perfo.rrning a divining dance, the

diviner cormands the ritual of affliction. This is the reason why Janzen categorises a

thakoza diviner, who practises pengula and ukufernba, under the ngoIffi cult (1992) in

that the perforrmnce of ngana is the central practice for thakoza diviners.

I want to focus my attention however on the perforrmnce of ukufemba. According

to Janzen, the practice of ukuferrba is concerned with "the use of drum" (1995: 150). In

KwaNgwanase, ukufernba is in no way related to the use of drum (ngoma), the central

IIDsical instrurrent of ukufernba being a rattle. And diviners in KwaNgwanase clearly

distinguish an umfernbi from an isangorra. The umfernbi is a diviner who does ukufenba.

Therefore, the generic te.rrn isangorra is used merely for convenience and each divination

has its specific name, ukufernba and ngana. Arrong izangoma in KwaNgwanase, ukuferrba is

not prirmrily concerned with ngana perforrmnce. Therefore Janzen's classification of

the thakoza diviner underthe ngorra cult does not apply in KwaNgwanase. I would rather

include ngorra within the thokoza pattern or alternatively the ngorra-ndawo alliance, for

the thokoza pattern always involves boK> kinds of divining spirit, ngana and ndawo.

5. Divi.n.ing Methods and Special; sts

Divining practice is not a corrrron topic of conversation in KwaNgwanase.

Nevertheless the majority of the KwaNgwanase people have had at least one consulting

experience of diviners. It is particularly true that when confronted by undesirable but
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unaccountable events, people turn their attention to divination. However, divination

offers only one roode of healing practice arrong others.

There are a mmber of divining trethods practised in KwaNgwanase. One strong

trend is that rrany diviners are partly Christianised in KwaN9wanase29. They are not only

Christianised but also invoke the power of Jesus to deal with their patients. Many

diviners are at the sane tiIre prophets (abapropheti) or prayers (abathandazo) in

Zionist Churches. Significantly, there is no charge for prophecy and praying.

A) '!he t:harrlazo (prayer specti a1 j st)

A patient may corre of his/her own accord or people may care on behalf of

patients. They care with various kinds of problems. The ultimate aim of clients is to

'know' about affliction and misfortune: what is the cause of the problem they have and

how to resolve these problems.

Aldina is both a renowned diviner and a prayer specialist. She often uses the power

of God (or Jesus) to heal people. But she has no power of healing people by drawing on

the holy spirit. I have observed Aldina praying for a ferrale patient. The patient was a

rrernber of the Zionist church attended by Aldina. The praying cererrony was h.eld at

Aldina's divining hut. Aldina has a cross planted on the ground at the back of the hut.

A huge blue cloth with a printed yellow cross was also hanging down from the ceiling in

the middle of the divining hut. The patient is given a piece of white cloth with which

(s)he either covers the lap or wears over the head and shoulders. Aldina wears the sane

kind of white robe in similar manner. No instrurrental device is used by the prayer

specialist. They sit facing each other and pray.

In two words, of the Son and of the holy spirit, our
generous father is with us (ElPangarreni ababili elendodana
nelikarroya ongcwele). The angel of kindness open these gates
and be our guard, rerrove the evil spirits (Baba olungile
yibonathi ngelosi yorrnsa vula baba kulemaso~ube n9uJ.inda
ususe irroya emibi). Here is the son of your WJrd in front of
us (Nansi indcx:lana yezwi lakho ipharrbi kwethu ngicela isizwe
susa izibopho) ... Holy Lord, creator of heaven and earth,
please bless him. I curse the evil spirit and powers of satan
(Ngiqalekisa baba UIIDya cm.Jbi, narrandla ka sathane.) ... I urge
your supernatural powers to react where I did cover in my
prayer (lapho ngingafikanga khona ufinyelele ngawakho
arrandla) .

She then interprets her prayer to the client.
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As I have been praying I found that you are a worried
person because your things go bad. It is your ancestors vtlo
cause this interruption. You Im.lSt have red and white clothes
and you rrust put them under your pillow. You Im.lSt use the
cloth as a blanket to sleep on. Get a goat and a white chicken
to slaughter. Use the cloth when talking to and entreating
your ancestors.

Clearly, prayer is here being used as a divining technique to invoke a

Christian source of revelation, to give authority to her diagnosis and prescription.

B) Divination thxough an~ (UkufEllba)

Ukuferrba seems to be regionally confined to Swaziland, Southern Mozarrbique and

the KwaNgwanase area. The study of ukufernba has not been elaborated rruch arrong

anthropologists, although Junod earlier recorded the practice of this techniquel9-.

If a patient is supposed to be possessed by one of these
shipoko (evil spirit), the exorcist will proceed with the
ferrba in the following nanner. .. The patient lies cbwn in
his hut ... The magician touches one of his (patient) lirrbs
with the hari (a magical ring), blows upon it, brings it
close to his lips and draws in his breath. If nothing
happens, he touches another lirrb, the ann, the side, the
leg, the head, drawing in his breath each tine, searching
for the ghost. Suddenly he is seized by a fit, and falls
down unconscious! The ghost has entered him, he has
swallowed it. His attendants raise him up and take him
outside the hut. They begin to ask him: "Who are you?" He
tells them his name; he also informs them that he has been
sent by so and so, a wizard. This wizard may be "an
inhabitant of your village, someone with whom you eat
porridge every day!" The shipoko continues his confession:
"Yes! This man has sent me to kill the patient." (1927,
II:488-489 (n)31

This illustration of ukuferrba basically corresponds with my observations in.

KwaNgwanase and Janzen's illustration in Swaziland, although there are differences as

will be seen in chapter 8 (5).

Ukuferrba is an elaborate foun of divination, which normally takes about two

hours. The basic tactic of divination is that the diviner (umferrbi) draws diverse

spirits, i.e. the living, the dead and the animal, from the patient's body. These

spirits are directly concerned with the patient's affliction and are generally close

acquaintances of the patient.

The leading divining spirit of the ukufernba is the ndawo spirit. The nawo spirit

is like a gate. It gives entry to the seance. It invites various spirits and exercises
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control over them. Therefore the ndawo spirit is known as a master arrong divining

spirits.

C) Bane t:hrowi.D;J divination (Uku1;:hu1a apthanbo)

The patient mayor may not be physically present. Relatives or friends might

come to consult the diviner (isangorra) on behalf of the patient. They might be local

people whose personal background the diviner knows fairly well. Or it might be a total

stranger who cares from afar, e. g. from Durban or Johannesburg. When clients enter the

diviner's hcxrestead, they generally wait at the benches, which are nonnally placed

under a large tree just by the gate. It is normally an initiate or one of the family

rrembers who first address the clients. The client explains the purpose of the visit

(asking for ukubhula or imithi), but without revealing the nature of the problem, and

soon after is led into the divining hut. My observation shows that the clients are

invariably asked to sit inside to the left of the open door. This side is the only part

of the divining hut on which daylight falls. Soon after the clients have placed

themselves on reed mats, the diviner accorrpanied by one or rrore trainee assistants

enters the divining hut. The diviner either sits to the side opposite the clients or at

the rear of the divining hut (urnsarro).

The consultation is spatially structured. The right hand side is traditionally

regarded as the male's place. This rreans that the diviner during the divining seance

takes on the male role, and the clients address the diviner (even if female) as "baba"

(father). The rear of the divining hut (the urnsarro) is the residential place of

ancestors (amadlozi), but as the representative of the ancestral divining spirits, the

diviner is qualified to occupy this space. Besides, these two places assigned to the

diviner are cool: the open door creates shade behind it, and the deepest recess of the

hut (urnsamo) is also the coolest part. In mystical terms, coolness is a propitious

condition. The ancestors, the urnsarro, the diviner are cool, i.e. life-giving, sources

of health and blessing. The patient (and representatives) is hot, sick and unhealthy,

mystically infected.
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Aldina explains, \\A divining spirit likes to stay in a cool and dark place.

Patients have to sit in a bright place, therefore their ancestors can freely care out

from their bodies."

Clients also have to sit with their legs fully stretched out. No crossing of

legs, a stance in fact not nonnally adopted by people in any case, is allowed. If one

frequently crosses one's legs, the seance will fail, because by crossing the legs the

patient blocks the way through which the ancestors care out, i.e. through the lirrbs,

the extremities.

The diviner wears a printed loin cloth (ibhayi), upon which sorre of the big five

in the aninal kingdam, such as lion, tiger, and elephant, are typically irrprinted.

These are images of natural power but they are also iconic evocations of the mystical

power that pervades the wild.

The trainee/assistant unfolds the divining mat (icansi, goat skin or reed mat)

in the middle of the "hut. Then (s)he burns incense (isibunge) to invoke the divining

spirits. The diviner takes out irrphepho (a sweet-srrelling stick of umuthi) and chews a

piece of it. This he spits out into the divining basket (isikwama) and then blows air

into the basket. The trainee asks one of the clients to likewise blow air into the

basket. Air, breath (umoya) represents life and ancestors as the source of life and, by

blowing air into the basket, the diviner and clients' ancestors are symbolically

mingled for the duration of the consultation.

The diviner asks the na:rre and surna:rre of the patient. Then (s) he praises the

divining spirits, inviting them to conduct the consultation, and shakes the divining

basket in the meantine. After the praising, the diviner opens the divining container

and throws its contents (the 'bones') on to the divining mat.

The divining session is divided into three distinctive but serial phases. The

initial phase of divination is carprised of short verses. The verses are quite b:r;oadly

inclusive and varied, to cast the diagnostic net as widely as possible.

Isangorra: ezofunga phakathi kwekhaya, ~
(we are going to make an oath in the house, agree)

Clients: siyavuma. (we agree)
Isangorra: bese sikhulurra ngezifuyo ezahlatshwa, vuma.

(then we speak with (sacrificial) aninals and traditional
beer, agree)

Clients: siyavuma. (we agree)
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Th,e rrutual cooporation betw=en the diviner and clients· is a key element in this

initial phase of divination. The diviner needs to diagnose the patient's problem

correctly, but this is inpossible to achieve without the voluntary cooporation of the

patient/client. In fact, the participation of clients is so irrportant that the client

who fails in this role is often subject to blame. I frequently observed diviners

correcting the attitude of clients during the seance. In one instance, the patient sat

with her legs crossed and answered in a flat tone, hardly audible, "siyavtma". The

diviner stopped the questioning and urged the client to participate rrore actively in

the proceedings. This rn=ans that the client rrust provide clearly audible responses to

the diviner's probings. The answer is given in a digital fonn. The diviner (and

assistant) draws a rough picture by describing broad social relationships aroUnd the

patient. The client answers in only one fonn: "Siyavtma" (We agree.) The diviner has to

detect the truth or falsity of his diagnosis by the tone and errphasis of the client's

response. If the diviner's description is close to the client's expectation, the client

will answ=r in a vigorous tone, "SIYAWMA!" otherwise, the tone of the answ=r will drop

into a flat unenthusiastic, "siyavurna". Detecting by this digital response, the diviner

narrows down the abstract possibilities to the concrete reality.

The initial phase is a difficult and risky part of the consultation. AA aCCUrate

diagnosis in the initial seance builds up the client's trust in the diviner. Therefore,

by allowing his junior to begin the procedure at the initial stage, the diviner

achieves two goals: first, it is a practical training for those under tutelage;

secondly and rrore irrportantly, the diviner is protected from the risk of misdiagnosis

and can deflect the blame for it on to the trainee.

After attaining a successful diagnosis, the diviner begins to dominate the

session by interpreting the divining bones (arratharrbo). Here, the diviner rrore or less

instructs the client. Exposing the complete problem to the client, the diviner weaves

the symbolic rreanings indicated by the elements of the divining apparatus together and

constructs a logical narrative. The patient's wrongdoings are admitted and the possible

rerredy, particularly in the fonn of rituals, is proposed by the diviner.
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The client is free to bring out additional problems. The diviner does not force

the client to close down the seance, but will wait illltil the client ~resses

satisfaction with the consultation. The session will be corrplete vvhen the client pays

the consulting fee, nomally tWenty rancls. The rroney is pushed illlder the divining rrat,

and the divine~ throws a pinch of inpepho ashes over the rroney. This is to purify the

polluted rroney and to protect the diviner hem any possible attack from witches through

its rredium. If payrrent is given and no rrore questions are asked, the diviner collects

the divining bones and puts them back into the divining bag. The seance is finally

over. It nomally takes about forty minutes.

6. A FEml1e Professicn?

Female daninance of divining practices is prcminently asserted by

anthropologists in Southern Africa (Bryant, 1917; Hammond-Tooke, 1955, 1962; Lee, 1969;

Ngubane, 1977). The reasons given by anthropologists for female dominance are either

psychologicall or sociological. For instance, Bryant insists that "an 1..lITNgara rray be a

rran or a womm, a youth or a girl. As a rratter of fact, the great rrajority (full 90 per

cent) are rrarried warren" (1917:142). Hammond-Tooke suggests that the rrajority of

diviners arrong Bhaca are wanen. "This is probably due to the fact that the profession

hecessitates a highly errotional, semi-hysterical state" (1962:245) and a strong-minded

and intellectual womm rray rranipulate an "opportunity to raise herself above the corrm:m

level of wife and rrotherhood and becccce a respected, wealthy and influential rrerrber of

society" (ibid). Ngubane also rraintains that "divination is a womm's thing" (1977:50)

and "if a rran becarres a diviner, he becomes a transvestite, and he is playing the role

of a daughter rather than that of a son" (88). The principal logic of female danination

of divination is this: in patrilineal and patriarchal African societies, gender

hierarchy is a prominent social rrechanism. Females are oppressed and are subject to

rrales. Under these social conditions, the female has no fomal path of achievement to

enhance her social life and standing within her social network. Therefore she is prone

to rely on mystical resolutions and spirit possession as a typical rrechanism for
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achieving this. These unfavourable custcxnary rules and regulations straitjacket females

and cause psychological hypertension, which is a prime indication of spirit possession.

There is no doubt that worren's subjective social position in Zulu society causes

tension and stress that could well find cultural expression in spirit possession. But

it is hazardous to stereotype divination as a worren's thing, for it not only rules out

any other possibilities of explaining spirit possession but also excludes historical

and regional variations. There are many other patrilineal and patriarchal African

societies other than the Zulu in which the ferrale's role is restricted and minimised.

However, in sorre such societies, divinership is exclusively taken by (senior) nales, or

there is a gendered division of types of divinership (Shaw, 1985 and 1991). Even in

Zulu society, Berglund stresses that divining is not the 'property' of either gender

and anybody can claim to be a diviner (1976:136).

It seems to be obvious that a socially depressed person, like the female in Zulu

society, is prone to take up divining. But the category of the depressed is determined

by prevailing social conditions, which at one time might favour the preselection of

worren, but at another time might point to a rrore extensive category of the depressed,

including rren. In m:x:lern industrialised societies, such as South Africa, economic

and/or political oppression can affect whole populations, not just one gender.

Nieuwenhuisen (1974) provides interesting infomation that shows how the mantle of

divinership has been historically determined by social and political fact~rs. During

the height of Zulu military power, there were two groups of people who gained exarption

from being recruited for anny service (anabutho): the disabled and diviners. He

continues that in those times nale diviners were not insignificant in ntlIIber in

corrparison to female diviners. Later, economic conditions in South Africa, i.e. the

introduction of a capitalist economic system and the creation of migratory labour, nade

it difficult for African rren to practise as diviners, not only because white

authorities did not allow migrant workers to perform divination in town (28), but also

becoause in a period of economic boom paid enployrrent is readily available and earnings

are relatively high. The present economic slurrp, with a steep rise in unerrployrrent,

will have nade divining once again an attractive proposition to narginalized rren.
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My survey in KwaNgwanase reveals that rrale diviners are alIrost as nurrerous as

their ferrale counteLparts (11 to 15). It is, however, undeniable that the status of

diviners is syrrbolically faninised. Diviners are regarded as "wives" or "daughters" to

their divining spirits. Once the novice corrpletes divining training (ukuthwasa) and

becorre a fully-fledged diviner, (s)he achieves an independent identity, rmmgorra. Arrong

diviners in KwaNgwanase, however, novices, rrales included, are regarded as "daughters"

whilst teaching diviners are addressed as "baba" (father), even when ferrale. This is a

purely syrrbolic feminisation of the subordinate novice and the transvesticism that goes

with it. The genderising of the diviner's role is taken further, because tllis

'daughter' can in turn becorre a 'father', and usually does, once (s)he enrols initiates

as his/her 'daughters' at a later stage of life. Peek is correct to assert that a

diviner accorrmxlates the features of 'both sexes' in one individual (1991:196). This

androgynous state syrrbolises the arrbiguous state of a diviner who does not belong to

either gender but synthesises and transcends both. The syrrbolic attire of diviners is a

further indication of this androgynous state: male diviners may dress in ferrale attire,

and ferrale diviners may carry spears (tmlkhonto), a knobkerrie (iwisa) and shields which

are syrrbolic markers of maleness.

7. ~tical and SyJIbolic Relationships

There are two types of ancestors: one is the generalised category of ancestors

(amadlozi) and the other is the group of divining spirits (ngorra, ndawo, mnlozi and so

on). Sorre of the divining spirits are included in the category of ancestors. Divining

spirits are allocative: these spirits were diviners themselves and chose their

successors after death. Arrong Ndarbu, the diviner is ''possessed by the spirit of a

diviner-ancestor" (Turner, 1975:215). This is also observed in KwaNgwanase. Diviners

invariably inherited divining powers from deceased divining ancestors in their family

or descent line.

Diviner spirits are again categorised into tID groups. The first group is the

lineage divining-spirits, who were diviners themselves. In South Africa, these lineage

divining spirits are rrostiy known to be responsible for the calling of candidates. The
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relationship between divining spirits and the descendant is approxirrate to the way of

filling up a vacant professional position, except that it is arranged through mystical

succession. However, ethnography shows that, in Central and Southern Africa, foreign

and natural spirits are also responsible for a calling (Gelfand, 1964; Bucher, 1980).

Most of these alien spirits are 'deprived' spirits. They have either "died away from

homeH (Bourclillon, 1987:282), or are the "spirit of a servantH (Bucher, 1980:69) who

had been badly mistreated by a rraster, or a victim of the war. These desperate foreign

spirits are not a phenomenon of Southern Africa only. In Central Africa, Sirron notes

that an esualali is a "spirit of a warrior of another tribe who died in the territory

of the OvimbunduH of Angola (1940:200). An unlucky person who passes the place where he

died ma.y be 'chosen' by this stranger spirit, which will cause illness until given a

home. Likewise, there are Siarnbulu, Onganji and epupuangarbe that are the spirits of

suicides, or of persons who have died away from hone and have not had a proper burial.

These spirits wander around seeking a shelter, and are likely to choose any person they

find in the open (Silron, ibid). Although it is not a commn and dominant phenaroenon,

the spirit of any deceased person is saretiIres held responsible for a calling

(Bourdillon, 1987:282).

Conclusively, divining spirits are grouped into two general categories. The

first category is that of descent spirits. Both patrilineal and ma.trilateral ancestors

can be divining spirits. The second group is that of foreign and natural spirits32 ,

which have no root in the possessed's family. But soon after these foreign spirits have

possessed a particular person, they tend to rrove perma.nently into the person's lineage

and to be absoIbed into the category of descent spirit.

Diviners in KwaNgwanase are ma.sters of syrrioolic inplication, and weave their

divining activities into a symbolic structure that links them, not only to the dead but

also to the living. Divinership is an exclusive and secret profession. On a mystical

level, the professional knowledge acquired by a diviner is attributed to a particular

divining spirit. In practice, however, the divining knowledge is derived from a senior

isangama.. Therefore the selection of a good teaching isangama. is a critical decision

for a novice in this context.
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In KwaNgwanase, diviners and novices constitute a peculiar kinship structure

among thEmSelves. It is called irrpande. The literal rrea,ning of irrpande is a 'root' and

this rretaphorically irrplies the genealogy of a particular isangorra family. "Inpande is

like a family tree", Jabulani asserts, and, of course, he does not rrean a biologically

constructed family genealogy, i.e. people fran the sarre root. Irrpande is rather built

on a spiritual kin-relationship. It stands for the line of succession that is passed

from trainer to trainee ('father' to 'daughter'). For exarrple,

(1)

Majoy

Nyambose

Manzana

Turrbu

Dungamunze

Mahlalagodweni

Mapagethe

Vutsha

Nyoni

Delani

(2)

Mapewa

Mapewa

Mangatu

Standar

iZulu/lozalina

Rosalin

Aldina

Gugu

Neither of these two exarrples conveys all the linkages within an irrpande. Since

it is unlikely that a diviner will recruit only one follower in his/her lifetirre, there

are rranifold lines of succession or 'descent' within the structure that are not

presented in these skeletal outlines. These are tree trunks without their branches and

are sufficient for the most recent recruit, e.s. Johannes or Gugu, to trace his/her

mystical genealogy in the profession. Thus, Johannes (though Delani is actually the

narre of his divining spirit by which he prefers to be known) knows that he was

recruited by Nyoni, who was trained by Vutsha and so on. And he knows, by tracing these

links, that he belongs to a particular association, of which Majoy was the root or

founder.

Bernard states that irrpande serves "to denote the indigenous associations of

diviner-rrediums i. e. the collection of diviners one is connected to through training"

(1998: 9). Of course the 'line of succession' is established or constructed by each
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living diviner by way of legitimating his or her claims to be a diviner. The irrpande,

in this sense, will differ nore or less from one diviner to the next unless they

trained together. In the Majoy iItpande, for instance, Delani will be aware that Nyoni

was not Vutsha's only novice and will readily recognise other 'descendants' of Vutsha

as being part of his (Majoy) irrpande. In this sense then inpande has the secondary

meaning of denoting an indigenous association or sodality. While it represents a line

of connections stretching back into the past, at the same time, it knits a nurrber of

living diviners together into a kind of hierarchical structure of seniors and juniors.

The structure of a sodality is spelt out in the idiom of fictive kinship.

Vertical connections are translated as parent-child relationships, specifically father

and daughter. While Nyoni is 'father' to Delani, he is also 'daughter' to Vutcha (as we

shall see later, 'daughter-in-law' is a nore precise rendering), thus effectively

making Delani a 'grand-daughter' to Vutcha. Lateral connections are transposed into

'sister-sister' sibling relationships, Le. 'daughters' of the same 'father'. At the

same time, these who are 'sisters' to Nyoni becorre, by extension, 'fathers' to Delani.

The point is that these structured relationships form a body of knowledge known only to

diviners and of which ordinary people are quite unaware. The Majoy iItpande, as

constructed by Nyoni, goes back to Majoy who was born in Mozarrbique. The divining

techniques and knowledge handed down to Nyarrbose, Manzana, and on to Nyoni span nine

generations depth with the initiation of Delani. The production of these successions

covers a IlUlch shorter time than that of biological generations. Mapewa irrpande only

consists of six generations; however, it is one of the strongest, nost powerful,

irrpandes in KwaNgwanase becarre of its labyrinthine branches. Aldina alone has produced

countless diviners and sarre of them will break away from her irrpande while sorre are

willing to rem:rin.

The irrpande is of crucial irrportance to diviners. It does not rrerely bestow a

group identity, but rrore inportantly it forms a co.r:porate group. A corporate group is

identified by its corrrron estate, in this case, a store of accurrulated knowledge and

expertise in which all rrerrbers equally share. Between them they exchange IlUlch

infonnation on disease, rredicine and other matters concerning divination and are

unwilling to inform others outside the 'farrtily.' This appropriation of a pool of
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knowledge and techniques also explains the extrerre reluctance of such diviners to

register with the governrrent-sponsored Association of Traditional Healers, mentioned in

a previous chapter. Junior diviners who have been trained together are solanly bound

together by ties of cooperation and IlUltual support. For instance, if Nyoni has an

irrportant ritual function, such as Delani's finishing cererrony, he has to invite his

sister diviners as well as his father diviners. While other diviners might be invited

to the cererrony, they renain observers only. The rrajor roles are taken by izangorra from

the same irtpande.

8. '!be Elaboration of SyDbolic Meanings

The set of divining bones (arratharrbo) is the essential divining device for

diviners in KwaNgwanase. The set of divining bones is prirrarily collected from

sacrificed anirrals and ritualised seashells, but often diviners purchase S<:.lre cardinal

divining bones from rrarkets. In KWaNgwanase, I carre across a nurrber of traditional

ID2dicine sellers, who also sell sorre precious items of divining bones. I got to know

one of them quite well, Mr. Khurralo fran Mozarrbique, who rrakes regular visits to local

diviners. His bag is always full of precious herbal ID2dicines and divining bones that

local diviners cannot get easily, such as, bones of lion, baboon, elephant, crocodile

and other wild beasts. He is said to smuggle them in from Mozarrbique. These bones are

expensive, and generally the price is not affordable to rrany local diviners. For

instance, a piece of lion bone, which is a crucial piece of arnatharrbo, costs rrore than

RlOO. Sorre diviners purchase their divining bones at big herbal ID2dicine rrarkets in

Johannesburg and Durban. Jabulani, a young and arrbitious male diviner from eNgozini,

purchased his set of divining bones fran his father diviner in Soweto. The price given

to ne was Rl,500 for the set.

However, the ideal and rrost powerful set of arratharrbo is said to be acquired in

a mysterious way. It is given by divining power. Aldina provided an interesting

illustration of this. A diviner goes to the sea and gets into the water, fully

irtIrersed, so that nobody can see her anyrrore. After several days or even rronths, she
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ern:rges from the water in full diviner regalia and with divining bones in her hand.

Aldina herself has had such a mystical experience of obtaining divining bones. "CA1e

day, I and father were sitting under the roof of a divining hut. Suddenly a dog

appeared and approached us. It excreted in ~ront of us and disappeared. It was curious.

My father examined it carefully and found that it contained divining bones. My father

told rre that they were given by my ancestors. That is my divining bones, which I still

use." This kind of divining bones, acquired or delivered in an esoteric rrenner,

obtained by mystical rreans, is believed to be rrore powerful than the divining bones

purchased in the market.

A) ']he M:m1i.nq of Anat:halli:Jo33

Amatharrbo are classified into three kinds; animal bones, seashells and non

bones. Animals bones are exclusively extracted from the knucklebones or joint bones of

sacrificed animals. The sex of the animal tends to determine the characteristics of the

bones. Generally astragalus (ankle) bones represent structured s«cial elerrents: social

status, such as, a king; kin-relation, e.g., ancestors; people living in a certain

physical territory, Le. a village. Junod states, "arrong the bones, sone belong to

donestic animals, goats and sheep, and consequently represent the people dwelling in

the village." (1927, II: 543). Astragalus represents not only living people but also

ancestral spirits. These bones largely represent people and spirits from the same

lineage. The size, colour and age of the bones relate to their gender and social

status.

Wild animal bones generally represent malevolent spirits, such as, witches and

farniliars. For instance, a lion bone represents a witch, for the lion devours the flesh

of an animal, just as the witch gorges on hurran flesh. Baboon bones typically delineate

farniliars, as baboons themselves are said to serve as farniliars.

Seashells generally represent people and spirits. The size and colour of

seashells denote the characteristics of the objects they stand for. For instance,

bigger sizes and darker colours stand for old people. Smaller sizes and bright colours

rrean young people. A white colour indicates the ferrale and a dark colour male. A

prominent seashell arrong diviners in KwaNgwanase is a big oliva with purple dots on its
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surface. It represents ndaVD, for ndawo is a spirit of the sea (or water). It stands

out from all others by its size. When a diviner holds the divining bones for casting,

this oliva is the last one placed on top of the rest. Shells also represent some

divining objects, such as, clothes and spears. These shells are easily collected.

Diviners collect seashells on the shore of Kosi Bay, just fifteen kilometres away from

Manguzi. A particular ritual is perfonred before the collection of seashells. Singing

and dancing are the najor perfomences of the ritual. Reporting to ancestors is also

inportant, for without this ritual seashells cannot possess extraordinary divining

power. These seashells are not put to use imrediately after collection. Seashells

should be rredicated for sorre tilre before they are used in the divining seance.

Non-bones generally represent the condition and spatial structure of society and

people, abstract concepts, such as, sickness, misfortune. These non-bones represent

danger and luck. The influence of westernisation is apparent upon non-bones. Coins,

plastic items, particular stones, pieces of branches are co:rrrron corrponents. Therefore,

these non-bones Iso stand for sorre western influences: school, hospital, police, car,

gun, aeroplane and so nany others.

Divining bones have a number of elementary characteristics according to their

assigned meanings.

(1) There bones ... There bones nainly represent the patient(s) and those ilio

are troubled. The there bones in the seance are therefore not fixed in reference. These

bones are rather changeable according to the problems posed by clients. For instance,

if clients corre with a particular affliction of a baby, the child will be represented

by a there bone. In the course of consultation, clients nay ask another question about

rrother, father or anybody else. Then the there bones will be switched from the baby to

refer to those naned in the particular questions. There bones thus reflect shifting

foci of attention.

(2) Protective bones ... Invariably these bones represent lineage ancestors.

Also there are some bones representing luck, good wishes and benefaction. These bones

are not, however, always protective. For instance, there is bone called mnkhonto

(spear) Wrich is protective if it points towards malevolent bones (thus protecting
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therre bones fran evil forces). It is, however, extrerrely dangerous if it points towards

the therre bones.

(3) Malevolent bones ... The rrost cortn'On malevolent bone stands for a witch or a

familiar.

(4) Assistant bones ... These bones construe relationships aIrong the three types

of bones already rrentioned. Some psychological states, the state of sickness, hatred,

happiness, jealousy, killing, grieving, away from, and many social and structural

conditions and relations are expressed by these bones. Divining bones contain male and

female, elder and younger, ancestors and. progeny, evil forces and benevolent forces and

so on.

The set of divining bones is basically a classification system. It separates one

class fran another and. keeps positive and negative relationships apart. For instance,

therre bones and benevolent bones (rrostly ancestral spirits) are categorised as "weH and

malevolent bones as "othersH
• "WeH

, bones try to maintain their distance from "other"

bones: that is a basic cosrrological regulation.

B) Configuraticn and exegesis of divining bones

An individual divining bone is rreaningless until it exhibits a structural

relation to other divining bones. Therefore a diviner gives weight to the total

configuration of divining bones during the divining consultation. It is noticeable that

each divining bone holds several rreanings according to the position and direction in

which it falls or points. Two pairs of binary opposition, as Junod (1927, especially,

pp. 539-572) observeq, are arployed to draw rrenaing from the configuration. 0I'le is a

positive-negative polarity. A divining bone can cone to rest either in a convex

position (overturned) or in a concave (upright) position. The first carries a negative

charge (-), the secorrl is viewed positively (+). There is of course a third

interrrediate possibility that is not provided for in the binary system. It happens

quite often that divining bones actually fall down on their sides, but no special

significance is attached to this.

The convex position rrechanically registers a positive rreaning because it

indicates a creature walking upright, hence lively and active. In fact, when a bone
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falls in this position, it actually conveys an irrage of an anirral standing on all

fours. It, therefore, rreans active, healthy, lively, untroubled. On the contrary, the

supine irrage of the concave position indicates negative rreanings, such as, passivity,

death, sickness, vulnerability, helplessness. However, this does not rrean that a convex

position is alvays favourable, Le. positive is not the equivalent of favourable.

Rather the qualitative rreanings of divining bones is affected by their standard

rreanings. When a divining bone represents a person or an ancestral spirit, the convex

position is favourable, for it signifies healthy or protective activity. On the

contrary, if the divining bone designates a witch, its convex lie is bad and negative,

for it indicates that the witch is active in malevolence.

The second binary pair of rreanings has to do with the direction in which the

bones point. A therre bone is always at the centre of a bone reading. The placerrent of

the therre bone is not llrportant. In any case, the therre bone being the centre of the

configuration, the other bones are read in relation to it. Therefore, when a witch bone

has its head towards the therre bone, it generally has a negative rreaning (-) for the

therre bone: i.e. it indicates sickness or declining health for the person it

represents. If the witch bone points away frcm the therre bone, the rreaning becorres

positive (+): getting better, becoming full and increasing in power.

Aligned (with them bone) Deflected (frotn therre bone)

Convex

Concave

++ + -

Benign active Benign influence
agent donnant

- + - -

Malign influence Malign agent
donnant active

The side on which bones fall generally expresses the 'condition' of bones, such

as, sickness, health, dead and alive. The direction towards which they 'look' indicates

the 'rrovarent' or 'action' of the bones, such as, getting better, crying, speaking,
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being angry and so on. Therefore, it can be seen that, in addition to its standard

representative or substantive meaning, each bone can display anyone of four possible

qualitative meanings, errerging from the conjunction of its position and alignment. The

following diagram illustrates this.

C) '!be cxnfi.guration of aDBthaDix:> and social structure

The divining set encarpasses the range of social relationships in a c:arrm.mity.

As Junod declares, "It is a resun:e of their whole social order, of all their

institutions, and the bones, when they fall, provide them with an instantaneous picture

of all that may befall them" (Junod, 1927, II:571). In fact, it constitutes a syrrbolic

map in miniature of the whole social and cosno1ogical order.

~
\:Y

Nature

Migration

Intrusion @
bon

Therre
bone

Danger

Social relations of KwaNgwanase Corrposition of divining bones

The social and cosnological configuration of KwaNgwanase has three layers:

individual (thare bone), group or corrmunity (beneficent bones) and the extraneous world

(the foreign and the wild). For purposes of consultation, an individual occupies the

centre of the social structure and has a netv-ork of social relationships with other

members of the corrmunity. The individual as a social rnerrber, however, is regulated by

layers of nor:rrative constraints in the form of social values, rules, obligations and

expectations. The individual rrember and the social body are Imltually interdependent and

are bound together within a shared cultural frarn=work. In KwaNgwanase, this dorrain of

culture is challenged from within and without. Terrptation (ulaka) is cited as a core
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feature that characterises the nature of a witch (umthakathi). At the sane tine,

terrptation is a weakness in the nakeup of every hurran being. Therefore, every hurran

being is a potential witch, and consequently any individual who poses a challenge to

the existing social order and structure tends to be stigrra.tised as a witch. Such a

person nay be categorised as a witch from within. There are, however, witches frc:m

without and these tend to loom large in KwaNgwanase.

Illegal migrants who bring in foreign cultural elerrents with them are conceived

to be a danger to local arrangerrents. Illegal inmigrants are therefore readily depicted

as being "witches", for they are conceived as being an intrusion that is threatening to

the society. Suspecting them of witchcraft contains the wish to expose and eject them.

These illegal imnigrants are easy targets for being redefined as witches; they can have

no recourse to legal redress, for the police and the courts are there to apprehend and

expel them. While being structurally present, they are culturally (and often

physically) rejected.

These real social relationships are reflected on the divining nat. The therce bone and

beneficent bones (ancestors) stand against malevolent bones (most notably abathakathi) .

The intrusion of witches into the sphere of benevolent bones and the theme bone .spells

danger. The theme bone and benevolent bones are the source of resistance to witches,

and this reflects the tense social relationship between the local society (the living

and their ancestors) and illegal inmigrants.
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1. Ukuthwasa

The process of becaning a diviner is called ukuthwasa. The tenn is applied to

the whole pericd of transformation, spanning recruitrrent and apprenticeship, but

particularly to the final ritual performance that confers the status of an authorised

diviner. Ukuthwasa is the preliminary condition to becoming a fully-fledged diviner, a

cardinal marker that sets diviners apart as a group of distinctive traditional healers,

and is a fonn of legitimisation of the divining profession. DUring ukuthwasa, a novice

undergoes a series of ritual processes to master carpiex divining techniques and

acquires practical knowledge of various afflictions, herbal medicines and appropriate

remedies. It is only after the proper acquisition of these divining properties in the

course of ukuthwasa that the novice is deened to be qualified to practise as an

authorised healer. Therefore, frem a professional perspective, ukuthwasa is the only

route an aspirant can travel in order to becare an acknowledged diviner. The neans of

acquiring these divining skills and knowledge are set in both mystical and practical

contexts.

The primary and rrost mystical event of the ukuthwasa process is a 'calling' from

ancestors, or rrore accurately, frem lineage divining spirits. The calling is the

transmission of the divining profession frem ancestors who were diviners in their

lifetirre to a particular rrarber of their progeny. Sane anthropologists unwittingly

convey the idea that ancestors (arnadlozi) in general are responsible for the 'calling'.

For instance, diviners are those ''possessing certain occult po~rs (popularly called

sirrply an idlozi, or ancestral spirit)" (Bryant, 1917:95). Harmond-Tooke asserts that

"initiation is prefaced by a definite 'call' from the ancestral shades" (1962:245).

Krige states in similar vein that "the spirits sirrply possess anyone whem they wish to

be a doctor' (Krige, 1974:299). And Lee regards the diviner as the "end result of

possession by ancestral spirits" (1969:134). Ngubane also agrees with these
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anthropologists by saying that "the diviner is principally possessed by the spirits of

her own descent group" (1977: 142).

Lineage ancestors are clearly responsible for the calling. However, these

staterrents oversirrplify the nature of the calling relationship. On the ground, the

calling happens in a particular context. Only lineage ancestors who were izangama in

their lives are responsible and have the power of calling'l4. My own field notes reveal

that all twenty-six diviners, fran whom I have collected divining genealogies, have

been called by lineage ancestral spirits who were diviners during their lives. One

exarrple of such genealogies will at this point suffice by way of illustration.

~
I
~
I

~
I
o

Bophiwe, a female diviner, has an ngoma spirit. It is her great-grandfather who

himself was a diviner. In the customary context, her father and grandfather have rrore

influence over her daily life as her closest lineage ancestors. But in the context of

divination, it is Bophiwe's great-grandfather who exercises domina,nt influence over

Bophiwe. The claim that her rrore rerrote ancestor was a diviner can scarcely be

challenged, if only because his life is probably beyond recollection arrong the living.

It seems that, at least in theory, ancestral spirits that have not been diviners

cannot transmit divining properties to their progeny and cannot be the guardian spirits

of diviners. It is only lineage ancestors who were themselves diviners who qualify to

hand down the profession of divining. It is as if a particular living descendant within

the lineage structure inherits a vacancy in the profession fram a deceased diviner.
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Ukuthwasa has often been understood in reference to chronic aillrent,

particularly rrental disorder, and its relevance to social corrpetence (Bergltmd, 1976;

BuhImann, 1984; Guessler, 1976; Hammond-Tooke, 1955, 1962; Junod, 1927; Hunter, 1961;

Krige, 1974; Janzen, 1992; Kriges, 1943; Lee, 1969). Hunter argues that "it is certain

that the preliminary to initiation ceraronies is always severe illness, and ukuthwasa

(the performance of the initiation cerarony) is regarded as the only cure" (1961:320).

Sorre psydJ.ologists and pathologists define ukuthwasa as a kind of rrental and physical

affliction whidJ. is carrmon qrrong the Zulu (particularly female nembers). Lee (1969) and

Berglund (1976:122) describe the nature of ukuthwasa in teDJIS of psydJ.ological and bio

psydJ.ological approadJ.es. PsydJ.ological anthropologists give it priority in the

recovery of health (Lee, 1969; Burhmann, 1984).

Ukuthwasa is undeniably regarded as a process of healing. But the question of

health in Nguni societies is causally related to the mystical and social milieu. In

many cases, an individual's physical affliction is said to be caused by provoking a

lineage ancestor. In this sense, it is a kind of punishrrent for the descendants'

wrongdoing and breadJ. of social regulations. Ukuthwasa, however, differs from this.

Often the afflicted is an innocent person, or not a first-hand offender. (S) he is

afflicted sirrply because divining spirits want her/him to be a diviner. It is under

this understanding that the particular person requires special supernatural skills and

knowledge. For this reason, SOIre anthropologists describe ukuthwasa in teDJIS of

training (Berglund, 1976; Krige, 1974). Berglund however admits a twofold aim of

ukuthwasa: the first is to rerredy a personal health problem, which it is assurred has

been initiated by divining spirits, and the second is to adopt selected people into the

profession of divination. The illness is not a punishrrent for transgression :rreted 01,lt

by an angry ancestor, but a painful reminder that a restless divining spirit needs a

living replacarent. It is a badge of election that singles out an individual for

special service to the corrmmity. lis (s) he SU1J'OC)unts his/her own illness by ukuthwasa,

so ukuthwawsa acquires hiro/her to heal the afflictions of others.
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2. Underst:.arldin Ukuthwasa

Burhmann is correct men she states that there is no physical affliction without

psychological and sociological causes and there is also no rrental affliction without

SonE disturbance of saratic ftmctions (1984:26). Therefore she focuses attention in the

treatrrent on striking a balance between individual physiology and the environrrental

milieu (ibid:40ff). The significance of ukuthwasa is that it is not rrerely a ritual

corrpletion of a mystical calling and the healing of a mystical affliction, but it also

serves social pw:poses.

The word - Thwasa has multiple rreanings: 1) emerge for the first tine, 2) becorre

possessed by a spirit, 3) 'witch-doctor' during apprenticeship, 4) change (of season,

noon, or personal state) (Doke Malcolm and Vilakazi, 1990: 812). A cornron rreaning can be

extracted frcm the above definition: an emergence of a new status or condition. It is

during ukuthwasa that a once ordinary person emerges as a mystically errpowered

professional.

A particular person mo was once a stable social IIHtber is selected in a

mystical way: by calling. The acceptance of calling requires a ritual segregation from

society although the experience of the calling in itself has already set hiro/her apart

frcm others. The period of ukuthwasa is therefore a period of transit;ion. During this

period, the novice (ithwasa) is expected to discard his/her previous social status,

preparatory to entering into a specialised profession, thereby assuming the status of a

diviner. In this sense, a sociological tmderstanding of mat happens in ukuthwasa will

provide an alternative perspective to that of the mystical dirrension of beocming a

diviner.

Once divining spirits select a particular descendant, all the characteristics of

the fomer diviners (now divining spirits) are handed down through a special procedure,

Ukuthwasa. Becaning a diviner (isangara) through ukuthwasa is therefore basically a way

of confinning a personal privileged relationship between a person and a deceased

relative. There is, however, another aspect of significance. The mystical link

established between a divining spirit and a particular descendant shifts the level of

consciousness frcm the personal to the social. The practice of divination is a public
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undertaking as rrnch as it is a personal realisation, for ukuthwasa transfonns an

individual into a social being as the protector of society (Krige, 1974:297).

In a sociological context, ukuthwasa is the rite of passage frem one status to

another. The novice enters upon ukuthwasa as a desperate and socially rrarginalised

person. Ukuthwasa gives the novice the rreans of altering his/her consciousness in the

context of mystical experiences and a mystically charged environment (Berglund,

1976: 151). In this vein, van Gennep's influential paradigm for rites of passage (1960)

is a useful frame of reference in analysing the rrajor features of ukuthwasa.

3. '!be~s of Ukuthwasa

A) cal.li.nq (inbi zo)

The preliminary condition leading to ukuthwasa is a mystical 'calling' reoeived

from divining spirits. Theoretically one cannot reject the calling. Once the divining

spirits have placed their nark upon you, there is supposedly no way Qut. The calling

nonnally ccrees with physical and rrental affliction accorrpanied by mystical happenings:

dreaming, hallucinating and wandering through the bush. These biological and

phenorrenological changes affect the social status of the afflicted. (S)he begins to

retreat from social activities.

If the afflicted does not acknowledge the calling, the signs frem the divining

spirits beccrre harsher. Either way, the called is corrpelled to consult diviners. Novice

infonnants all told Ire that they had consulted at least one diviner to reach the

conclusion that they were being called by divining spirits. Scree tried by ail rreans to

avoid following such an onerous and unpleasant calling. They slaughtered goats and

chickens to appease the divining spirits. These efforts to close out the ancestral

spirits had but terrporary success. They agreed that the one who has been called rrust

undergo the process of ukuthwasa35
•

Those called invariably suffer mysterious affliction and misfortune, although

the syrrptoms and their duration vary. However, the afflicted person lIDst ccmronly

carplains about stabbing pain in the sides, headaches, a buzzing sound in the ears,

swollen feet and arms, breathlessness and so on (Berglund, 1976:137). Black-out or
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corrplete loss of consciousness is also comron. Aldina, a female diviner, describes her

experience: "while I was attending class in school, tears began streaming down my face,

so rwch so that I could hardly read the blackboard." Mentally the af:q..icted becc:mes

disoriented, often losing consciousness, bec<::m=s a house of dreams36 by dreaming about

particular animals and ancestors (Hamrond-Tooke, 1962), goes wandering about in the

bush and walks into rivers.

There is also a social clilrension to the calling. The victim becc:mes preoccupied

and self-centred and adopts asocial and anti-social fonns of behaviour. The afflicted

becorres asocial by retreating fron nonral relationships becorres aggressive and violent

towards neighbours.

The ancestors also "indicate their calling through frequent sneezing, yawning,

belching and hiccups" (Berglund, 1976:137). These abnonnal fonns of behaviour becorre

habitualised and are rreant to indicate the carpany of spirit (urroya, nEaning both air

and spirit). Frequent yawning, sneezing and belching are also technically learnt as

well. One day I CanE across a senior novice teaching a junior novice "how to yawn

properly" as a diviner. There is a cormon phonetic utterance, "yiyo, yiyo", which is

regarded as typical of the sound rrade by a divining spirit.

The final decision of taking ukuthwasa rray happen irtm=diately or, as it is the

rrore cormon pattern, rray happen years later (even one or two decades). The affliction

COnES and goes: but at one rrorrent, the affliction or misfortune is irresistible. The

person has no way of escaping fron the calling. It rwst be obeyed.

The prototype of physical affliction is not a necessary condition of the

calling. Sorre diviners infornEd nE that they never suffered any physical disability,

yet they were definitely called by divining spirits.

[Jabulani' s misfortune]

Jabulani was born in Johannesburg and he canE to eNgozini
with his rrother in 1968. He did not like going to school and
soon quit it. Instead, he spent his tinE herding cattle. His
disposition seerred to be aggressive. He often engaged in
physical fighting with other boys. Jabulani left h<::m= for
Johannesburg in 1975. In Johannesburg, he worked as a house
builder. Although he was an excellent w::>rker (he stressed
that), his w::>rk did not progress well. His aggressive
personality often offended friends and he used to fight with
them. He returned to eNgozini in 1990. But there was no
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irrproverrent in his life. He wandered a=und the village
every day and often fought with people. Neighbours regarded
him as a ''madman''.

In 1995, he dreamt for the first tine about a mystical
event. In his dream, he saw only an ann and a hand. The hand
held irnithi (traditional rreclicines). He did not realise what
that dream meant. His aggressive assaults continued. One
day, as he felt that he was tired of his life, he decided to
hang himself (attenpting suicide). He packed his luggage and
pocketed some hundred rancf 7

• He wandered. He passed by mmy
houses and he saw sorre diviners. But he unwittingly passed
them. As he had nowhere to go, he suddenly asked sanebody
the whereabouts of a diviner. He did not know what he was
intending to do. The people indicated back the way Jabulani
had come and showed him a particular diviner's horrestead. He
went there and asked for arratharrbo (bone throwing
divination). That diviner consulted arratharrbo and said, "you
have been called." There was no second thought. He accepted
it. He returned to his horre and, acconpanied with his rrother
and step-father, went to the diviner's horrestead. They
confimed again that Jabulani had been called. Jabulani took
ukuthwasa in 1995 and it took alrrost twJ years.

An interview with Tamy Wilson Sibiya is an interesting case to provide evidence that

social and econcmic envirorJrI¥:mts can urge a person to chcose ukuthwasa. Sibiya was a

healthy boy. He was born and grew up in Urnlazi, a township near Durban.

Q: Is it your choice to be a diviner? Is it an alternative

to the job you had?

A: It is not like that. It is not that I chose to be a
diviner l I was forced to be a diviner. My ancestors wanted
me to be a diviner. But first they wanted me to be educated.
Because they did not interrupt my study until I corrpleted
the matric. Mter that they might be satisfied with my
study. I know it because when I tried to register at
university. I was being prevented by ancestors (financially)
to register.

Q: When did you feel that you had been called for the

first ti.Ire?

A: It was when I was about eleven years old. I used to
dream about spirits. In 1983, while I stayed at KwaMakhuta,
one rroming my rrother called me while I was preparing to go
to school. Mother said, "you must be a good Christian. Then
you will be a good person. You will stay with mmy people.
Then all p=blans you have will be vanished . . . I had sorre
bad relationship with my friends. I consulted a diviner. The
diviner told me that "your friends' do not like you". "I
agree". "You have a problem with your girl friend." "Yes.
Indeed" "You dream about big sea" "Yes. Indeed" (he said
that he used to dream of a big snake or crayfish in the
sea). "You dream about flying in the sky" "Yes. Indeed". The
diviner told me that I was called by my (divining) ancestors
and need a healing (ukuthwasa). Now it is about time to do a
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job for the ancestors. But it is up to Ire. If I refuse (to
do ukuthwasa), I am going to go nad. So I accept it. 38

"

Tamy told Ire that he had been a gangster in Urnlazi and was regularly engaged in

gang fighting. He confessed to Ire that he becarre sick and tired of them and began

looking for a new job.

These cases show that they have not suffered from physical affliction, but a

series of misfortunes, particularly an economic setback in the fonn of unerrployrreht and

disaffection with their lifestyle, were the nain reasons for undergoing ukuthwasa.

Jabulani and Tami' s stories might be considered as exceptional cases in contrast to the

classical rrode of calling. It is, however, undeniable that the economic reason is one

of the strongest motives for undergoing ukuthwasa. Bhewula's case also bears this out.

Bhewula is a Zionist urrpropheti (prophet) in Jozini,
which is about 150 km away from Manguzi. In the last couple
of years, rrany people carre to him and asked about ukuf~
(a fonn of divination), which he did not know about.
Instead, he used to take them to Manguzi, where ukufemba is
popular. He wondered why so rrany people carre to ask him to
do ukuferrba, despite his lack of knowledge of the subject.
So he finally w=nt to Manguzi to consult an ukuferrba diviner
(urnferrbi). The diviner becarre possessed by Bhewula's

naternal grandrrother, and she spoke to him and said that she
wanted him to be a diviner of this kind. She added that all
those people who carre to him to ask for ukubhula were sent
by her to alert him to his calling. "You cannot work for
people for nothing. I need money. I want to see people bring
money to you." That was also a constant refrain of his
grandrrother when she appeared in his dreams.

B) Ukuthwasa traini.I1q

One of the ultirrate goals of undergoing ukuthwasa is to assimilate and

accumulate the power of divining spirits. In other words, it is a struggle to establish

and maintain control ov~r divining spirits. In the beginning of ukuthwasa, the novice

has no control over the divining spirits. On the contrary, (s)he is under their

control. Indeed, the novice has no real knowledge of these spirits. (S)he nay know

their identity, but is lacking in knowledge regarding the specialised powers they

possessed in their life-time.

There are rrany different patterns of divination in KwaNgwanase to be handed on

to new recruits and different kinds of divining spirit are involved. However, these

divining spirits can be classified into two groups. The first group consists of ngoma.
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spirits, who are lineage spirits, and these are the major spirits nost prominent during

ukuthwasa. They are relatively easy to gain control over, for they are often remembered

by and certainly known to the novice and his/her family rrembers. The second category

consists of ndawo spirits, who are essentially foreign spirits. These spirits are

considered dangerous and nore difficult to manage, for they are totally unknown to the

novice. The general fashion anong diviners in KwaNgwanase is to acccmrodate both kinds

of divining spirit in one body. OUt of this errerges a rather unique group of local

diviners, who represent the rreeting point of two very different styles of divining.

So far, no attarpt is being made to rrerge their operations into a new divining

synthesis although, as we shall see when the matter is treated at greater length, the

spirits are strongly perceived to be related in a ranking order. For the m::rrent,

diviners engage these different kinds of spirit in separate seances. To the extent that

these spirits uneasily cohabit in each diviner, I refer to this phenarenon as the

'ngoma-ndawo alliance'. It is the function of the training diviner to lead the novice

towards becoming adept in exercising control over both types of divining spirit during

ukuthwasa. However, the double endovm:mt of the ngara-ndawo alliance is achieved only

during the finalising rituals of the training process. The nore dangerous and volatile

ndawo spirit is held back until the very end.

The duration and pattern of ukuthwasa varies according to the novice's ability

to cope with it as well as the directing diviner's judgerrent of his/her progress. In

KwaNgwanase, a tightly scheduled training prograrme is virtually non-existent.

Ukuthwasa is punctuated by a series of rituals, and these rituals mark out distinctive

phases, that give a structure to the process. Junod drew attention to the principal

rites of ukuthwasa: ukusukuma (or drum performance); igobo (ablution rite); ukugida

(dancing rites) and imfihlo (finding concealed object). For corrparative purposes, I

will draw upon Junod's account of the ukuthwasa process in conjunction with my own

observation of its occurance in two different divining 'schools' (inpande) in eNgozini.

Johannes Manzini had undergone ukuthwasa for fifteen nonths between Fpril, 1998

and June, 1999 under the guidance of Nyoni of the Majoy (the spirit narre of Jabulani)

divining school.
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Johanrtes was born in George, 1964. His two brothers were
killed in a rrotor accident, leaving h:iJn with a sister only.
He left school at St.7 because of poverty and went to
Johannesburg, to earn rroney, where he rerrained for seven
years. On the death of his brothers he returned herre to
support the family, but things did not go well for h:iJn. His
inability to find enployrren.t gave rise to family quarrels.
In 1995 he consulted a diviner about his troubles and was
advised to take ukuthwasa. As the diviner had predicted, he
divorced his wife and rerrarried two years later (1997).
Johannes consulted a second diviner who also advocated
ukuthwasa. Yet another diviner confi.r.med this verdict,
Johannes desperately wanted to know what exactly his
ancestors required of h:iJn. So he went to Jabulani's
homestead to request (a fourth) divination.

De1ani (ngara)

o Lilian Ngubane (ndawo)

Theng~Manr-ZllU_'dl_._a__A....,I.----_=+= 0 Sibiya

A\ D Johannes 0
As a result, Jabulani together with his own father diviner

(who had trained h:iJn) arrived at Johannes's homestead to
perfonn ukufemba (ndawo divination), in the course of which
Johannes's great-great-grandfather was rendered (mystically)
present to berate h:iJn for not heeding his derrands (the
calling to becare a diviner). The death of his brothers was
entirely due to his non-corrpliance. He was to proceed
irrmediately with ukuthwasa.

In April 1998, Johannes arrived at Jabulani's home to
comnence ukuthwasa. The reason Johannes chose Jabulani to be
his guide and rrentor was that he liked Jabulani's divining
and dancing (gida) style. He paid R450 to begin the process
and rrore at regular intervals, e.g. RlOO when he first
perfo.r.med divining dance. Altogether, his ukuthwasa fees
were R2000, with an additional R80 rronthly outlay on food.
At the outset, he had also to supply two chickens (male and
ferrale) by means of which he could report to his male and
ferrale ancestors.

Jabulani divided the process of ukuthwasa into distinct
phases, each stage being highlighted by a ritual. The first
of these rituals was the SACRIFICE OF THE CHICKENS.

The ritual is held inside a divining hut, where the novice is sprinkled and

cleansed with the blood of the chickens, and then inhales the stroke from burning
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incense (ibaso). The fundamental aim of this ritual is to appease the calling ancestors

and, thereby, to expel urmyama (darkness, misfort1.ll1e), fram the novice.

The novice is asked to sit with liIrbs outstretched and chest pushed out to

facilitate the entry of the afflicting spirits into the body. The novice is enveloped

in a blanket. The diviner beats a drum 1.ll1til such tine as the novice begins to trenble,

a sign of spirit possession. This ritual is called 'ukushayela' (to beat) the drum for

ancestors. 'Beating' is the first ritual in which the novice's divining spirit puts in

an appearance. After 'beating', the novice rerrains calmly seated on the floor. (S)he is

regarded as being still as an infan,t who is not able to stand up and walk aro1.ll1d. The

novice occasionally trenbles as the diviner continues drurrming and praising the

ancestors.

This is followed by a ritual called ukuhlehla39
• The literal meaning of ukuhlehla

is to "retire and withdraw", which obviously refers to the novice being about to

retreat fram all social activities and relations into a state of liminality. The

duration of the period of 'retirem=nt' varies, but nomally it takes three to four

rronths of preparation for ukusukuma40 (to stir up divining spirits), for the novice is

not self-supporting and IlU..lSt rely on the help of divining spirits. Nonnally 'stirring

up' is accorrpanied with dance (gida). One or two days are required for the perfonnance.

The timing of 'stirring up' is unpredictable. Although the preferred tine is midnight,

the novice may shout out - a sign of possession - at any tine.

'Stirring up' is followed by the stage of ubiza inkani, lasting six to eight

rronths. At some point during this period, the novice's divining spirit can claim "it is

enough now. I want to go back horne". This means that the novice's divining spirits are

satisfied with the novice's knowledge of medicine (the knowledge of which is crucial

fOr divinership) and wants to be left alone.

The actual process of learning/training is from the beginning of 'retirement' to

the end of ubiza inkani, 9 to 12 m::mths. During this period, the apprentice accurrulates

extensive divining knowledge and skills, and (s)he needs great insight and clairvoyance

to maximise these opportunities. The pedagogic relationship between teacher and student

requires that the novice should carefully observe the diviner at work and follow

his/her instruction.
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Once ubiza inkani is called, the diviner finally begins the preparation for qeda-----
ukuthwasa (finishing ukuthwasa cererrony). It consists of sorre rituals, which will bring

the divining spirits back to the scene and the novice will undergo a test. Once the

noVice has successfully canpleted divining training, (s)he is now allowed to attach

gall bladder (inyongo) to the front or back of the head. This is the sequence followed

in the Majoy divining school to vtUch Jabulani belongs. We can now look at the latter

stages of this process in rrore detail.

~ is the gateway to the divining training. Its purpose is to arouse and

to boost the power of the genealogically linked divining spirits (ngaral. Of the two

types of divining spirits, ngOIffi and ndawo, roawo is believed to be stronger than ngOIffi

and always corres after ngo:rra41
•

The period of 'stirring up' varies for each novice. It might take one day, a

week or even rronths to arouse the ngOIffi spirit. Philip, a recently joined novice, was

in the phase of 'stirring up'. He infonred Ire that "I feel sorrething like corrpressed

air rising up and down in my body. But the air hardly corres out of my body. It is when

the air corres out of my body, through my rrouth; it is called "calling" (imbizo,

literally, a calling together). The calling is perfonred in front of the senior

diviner. The novice thus possessed by an ngorra spirit shouts out to the assenbly,

"thokoza" (be happy or be grateful). Then the ngorra spirit pronounces the familY

surnarre and reveals its own narre. Then the novice is able to stand up (sukuma).

Before calling and 'stirring up', the novice is expected to renain in a divining

hut inactive. In particular, dancing and. singing are not allowed before calling and

'stirring up' . After 'stirring up', the novice gets into a state of hyper-action and is

often said to 'jurrp up to the ceiling', yelling and dancing vigorously, often for an

entire night. (S)he also speaks in a foreign tongue during 'stirring up' .

'lhe IG:B:> rite is basically a purifying ritual. Junod records this ritual arrong

the Thonga-speaking people as a traditional baptism and purification (1927, II:489). He

also asserts that the purpose is to show that the novice is entering upon a new life.

Igobo itself is a watery type of herbal Iredicine, a mixture of various herbs

with the consistency of gravy. No boiling or cooking is restored to. While the contents

differ slightly from diviner to diviner, its usage, however, rEm3.ins the sane. It is
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usually k~pt ready-made in a bucket in the corner of the divining hut. Twice a day,

Johannes took the igobo and beat it until a heavy froth covered the surface. In a

regular cerem:my, once at day break and again at sunset, Johannes drinks the froth

only, .so that he vomits (purifies himself). "In fact, this is the hardest thingll
, he

said. "I have to wake up as early as three 0' clock in the morning. The first thing is

to beat igobo. I beat it while praising my divining spirit. It is beaten into froth.

Then I sip froth and spit it into the four sides of the hut; east (npumalanga) - west

(ntshonalanga) - south (ningizirrul) - north (nyakatho). This is for addressing the

ancestors who are omnipresent (the four corners syrrbolically represent the world).

After that I drink froth and phalaza (vomit).1I In the morning rite, he faces the rising

sun, and in the late afternoon, he looks towards the sunset. Sickness and weakness is

'rerroved' through this regular purging.

tM;IOr is also an everyday ritual perfonred in the Majoy division. Johannes

perfonns ngoma gida (dance) everyday at six p.m. for about forty minutes. Divining

dance is always accorrpanied by irnfihlo (hiding and finding out) .

At the dancing perfome::! in Jabulani's divining hut, the only ITUlsical

instrurrents used were two drums and Jabulani's family fome::! the audience. Johannes sat

in the centre facing east. He held a wooden spear in his right hand and a knobkerrie

(iwisa) in his left. Within a couple of minutes, he was possessed by Delani (his ngoma

divining spirit). He had no ndawo spirit yet. His dance was typical of the "Thokozall

style that requires energetic jurrping and starrping on the ground.

Songs expressing therres were sung in the course of the dancing.

Inkukhu ikhala ekuseni, inkukhu yavusa abalela.
Yiyo ya, yiyo ya, khale ekuseni. Yiyo ya, yiyo ya,

vusabalele
(A chicken cries in the morning, Cl. chicken rises up while

people are sleeping. Yiyo ya, yiyo ya. Cry in the morning.
Yiyo ya, yiyo ya, rise up while people are sleeping)

and

Sabingelela Nkosi yami, sabingelela Nkosi yami. Yiyo ya
Sabingelela Nkosi yami, sabingelela Nkosi yami. Yiyo ya
(I salute you my king (the divining spirit), I salute you

my king, Yiyo ya. I salute you my king, I salute you my
king, Yiyo ya.)
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Johannes had an occasional break fram the divining dance. Jabulani unrolled a

reed nat (icansi) in front of him, and Johannes kneeled on it, facing him. Jabulani

chanted, "Thokoza, Thokoza". A dialogue between novice and diviner was the dominant

feature of the break. It is called "imfihlo" (hiding and finding out). Johannes had to

find out what Jabulani had hidden: it could be either a tangible or an intangible

object. It might be a real thing hidden sorrewhere. It might be an inaginable concept

secreted in Jabulani's mind. Johannes proceeded by surmise: "there is sorrething strange

in this room (indurnba)". Jabulani answered, "Yes. indeed..". "The thing which is strange

is a living thing." "Yes. indeed". At one point, Johannes got stuck in the micklle of

his inquiry. He rose up to dance again, casting his eyes aro\lI1d the divining hut.

Thereafter, he successfully narrowed down the hidden object and finally pointed out the

living thing, i.e. myself. He approached me and led me to the micklle of the divining

hut. Jabulani led the audience in enthusiastic whistling and cheering, in

acknowledgerrent of the novice's successful 'hiding and finding out'. Johannes had a

final r01..ll1d of divining dance and then lay supine on the nat. He stretched out his legs

and a:rms, twisting his head and neck. Soon the ngona spirit released Johannes and left

his body. Johannes perfo:rms this 'divining dance' and 'hiding and finding' daily from

Monday to Friday until the final day of divining training.

C) other training~ and xules

Apart fram the foregoing fixed and recurring ritual practices, other procedures

do not have to follow a regular scheduled prograrrrre. The novice fills out the day by

doing various tasks assigned to him: assisting his 'father' diviner in divination;

collecting herbal medicines (imithi) from the bush; drying, chopping and pounding these

herbs into pow:ier. Accumulating the narres and efficacy of such indigenous herbal

corrponents is not an unusual or particularly challenging task. It is a fairly nonnal

ongoing activity in the corrmunity at large. I often observed villagers collecting herbs

and roots of trees fram forest and bush to prepare their own medicines, and rrost

novices WJuld have sane prior experience and knowledge of this kind.

Although they c:orrplain bitterly about it (to me), novices also routinely

undertake various dorrestic work: cutting grass, rrend:ing fences, herding goats,
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collecting firewood, plastering the floor of the divining hut, building construction

and so on. While they are paying gue~ts of the training diviner, they tend to be

treated as free labour in the upkeep of the homestead.

In the afternoon, if there is nothing else to be done, Jabulani practises

divining bones (amathambo) by himself. From tirre to tirre, the diviner nay visit the

divining hut to check on his progress. When the diviner considers that he is ready, the

novice is allow=d to take charge of the opening session of an actual consultation. He

begins with one or tWo:) staterrents only, but with experience he learns to take natters

further. As his confidence in his own clairvoyance grows, so does his divining ability

develop.

There is also a set of strict rules to be observed by the novices. This also

varies senewhat from one divining division (irrpande) to another, but there are sene

taboos that are corrnon to all. First of all, sexual activity is strictly prohibited; it

pollutes the novice and is offensive to the divining spirits. During divining training,

novices are not allow=d to visit their homes, except in a case of ernergency42. They nay

not eat anything sliwery, such as pork, eggs and fish43 . They do not sit on chairs;

they sit only on nats. They do not raise their voices, but rerrain alW3.Ys calm and

obedient. Quarrelling is tabood. In short, novices are expected to be subordinate and

corrpliant. Jabulani recalled the hardship of his own divining training. "There were a

lot of problems. I was not allow=d to eat eggs, peanuts, Rarra (nargarine), fish ... Many

things you don't eat. You eat only bread. They (senior diviners) tell you rrust do this.

Why? I don't know. You don't drink milk. You don't sit on a chair. You just sit down on

the floor. Many things you don't do, until you finish (ukuthwasa)."

The appearance of the novice is distinctive in nany respects. Unlike a fully

fledged diviner, the novice has to wear a red skirt and the iIrbanba (fibre belt),

reddish dreadlocks, which symbolise his/her status. A nurrber of bead strings,

dominantly red and white in colour, are worn across the shoulder and under the opposite

arnpit. Once the novice graduates as a diviner, the pattern of dressing up is a natter

of personal taste. But during divining training, the novice has no choice.
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D)~ N:iawc

Shaya ndawo (beating up Ndawo) is the ritual revelation of the ndawo divining

spirit. It is the final phase of fomal training in the M3.joy divining school. The

ritual begins with the burning of incense, a cormon rrethcxl of bringing divining spirits

to the scene. Johannes knelt on the floor of the hut and faced eastwards. The burning

ibaso was put in front of him and Jabulani covered both with a white cloth. Johannes

inhaled the srroke for about two minutes. When Jabulani reroved the white cloth, the

pupils of Johannes' eyes were distended. He looked slightly shocked, but still remained

in a quiet state. JOhannes was kneeling upright. He was again a:::npletely confined under

the white cloth flanked by Nyoni's daughter and two nephews. Rattling, drurrming and

singing followed.

Shikwirrbu shanzuza erratini, shikwimbu shanzuza erratini44

(Ndawo ancestor in water, ndawo in water ... )

After three minutes, his body was seized with trembling. About four minutes

later, the singing stopPed and Nyoni's daughter pulled off the white cloth. Johannes's

face was totally transfomed, an indication that he was now possessed by the ndawo.

Jabulani kneeled down by his side, clearly a hurrble supplicant at this point. Jabulani

wanted to know who this ndawo was that possessed his novice. The ndawo spoke through

Johannes in a high-pitched but tired and scarcely audible voice. It was that of an old

woman.

Nyoni: "Thokoza, who are you?"
Ndawo: (silence)
Nyoni: "Thokoza, thokoza, who are you?"
Ndawo: (silence)
Nyoni: "who are you?"
Ndawo: "Li .. li .. an, Lilian Ngubane"
Nyoni: "this ndawo's nane is Lilian Ngubane (Jabulani's

daughter jotted down the nam: on a notebook.). Lilian
Ngubane, who are you?"

Ndawo: ". . . I am leaving. . . "

The ndawo never fully revealed her identity. She sinply gave her narre and left

the scene
45

• Instead she wanted to dance. Drurrming began once again. This dance is known

as "ukugida amadoloba" (the dance on the knees). The dance is a violent twisting bodily

rrovement while the possessed is on his/her knees. During the dance, which lasted about

ten minutes, the ndawo spirit, through its rredium, swept the floor by hand and appeared
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to be sniffing out sarething, rroverrents that are characteristic of this kind of

dancing.

In order to proceed to the 'coming-out' rituals, the novice has to claim inkani,

by relaying a demand from the divining spirits, who now want to corrplete divining

training. The claim often arises when the novice is in spirit possession. Dreams are

also often the vehicle through which the divining spirits express their demand.

Johannes hqd a series of dreams around the middle of February 1999. Sorrebody, whan

Johannes failed to identify, was informing him in his dreams about divining training.

It was, Johannes recalled, an old rran's voice that he heard. The voice assured him that

he should not "W:'rry about the tine of ending divining training, that it would be soon.

Eventually, he was told that it "W:'uld be sarretine in April. The dream was relayed to

Jabulani, who agreed that this would be about the right tine.

4. Ukuthwasa Rituals (canin} out rituals)46

The rrajor function of divining training is purification as a preparation for

receiving and being filled with the 'divining spirit'. The successful trainee is

finally irrbued with the fullness of the divining spirit at the final protracted 'coming

out' rituals (Ukuthwasa); To distinguish these corrpletion rites from the preceding

regiIren of training (ukuthwasa), I use the sane term, following local usage, but with a

capital '~' (Ukuthwasa).

Johaness's 'earning out' rituals w=re held at the harestead of his trainer,

Jabulani. Once ritual satisfaction had been expressed regarding Johannes's readiness,

and the tirre and place of coming out rituals settled by mutual agreerrent, certain

preliminary arrangerre:nts had to be rrade by Jabulani. Being himself a diviner of fairly

recent provenance, he had to consult and enlist the help of the diviner in Soweto,

named Hloza, who had 'fathered' him just two years previously. Jabulani visited Hloza

in Soweto for this purpose and ordered a new set of divining bones (arratharrbo) and a

divining switch (ishova) for Johannes47
•

Secondly, since Jabulani had not been long in independent practice, he had not

yet planted his pair of sacred trees to syrrbolise the pow=r of his divining ancestors,
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one in the ancestral abode (urnsarro) within the divining hut and the other outside in

the yard of the harestead. The sacred tree is literally a branch, in this case of the

calpurnia shrub or :rrarwa tree (umzilazarbe), which has three or four prominent forks

from the stem. Without the appropriate sacred tree, Jabulani could not initiate

Johannes. The branch in the hut is to represent ferrale ancestors, the one outside

representing male ancestors, a reversal of the norrral association of male ancestors

with the inside and ferrale with the outside. This gesture therefore signifies

unification across the gender opposition. For the same reason, 1Nhen the errerging

diviner carries the sacred tree during the 'coming out' rites, (s)he holds it with

crossed anIlS.

In the rreantime, Joharmes' family has to prepare and bear the cost for the event

by providing beer and other drinks, food, anirrals for sacrifice, clothes for the

ancestors and the transportation of guests. And they ITRlSt arrange as large an

attendance as possible in an irrpressive show of support for Johannes48
•

In KwaNgwanase, the 'coming out' rituals last for three days. The first day is

for arousing the ancestral spirits. The second is exclusively for endowrent by ngcna

spirits and the third is set aside for the reception of ndawo spirits. Anbther thematic

pattern can be detected beneath the surface of this overt sequence. There is a sense in

which the corrbined ritual over three days is a rrore public and corrpressed ritualisation

of the 1Nhole process of rraking a diviner from the raw rraterial of an acutely afflicted

individual. It can be seen to contain a re-enact:Irent or reprise of all the stages of a

rite of passage, from the setting apart of scmeone weakened by calling spirits, to the

transitional period of purification and achieverrent of divining skill, to a state of

proficiency and of full spiritual errpow:ment. These steps are not replicated in exact

order or sequence, but they are nevertheless recalled or enacted, saretimes repeatedly,

as in the course of divining training.

A) Retirement rimal (Ukuhl.ela)

This ritual (ukuhlela), its underlying :rreaning being that of withdrawal and

retirerrent, is a thematic return to the ritual of entry ·upon 'coming out' rituals. It

is repeated only in the Majoy divining school and anitted by the Mapewa divining
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school. For the Majoy occasion, no less then twelve diviners (seven of them being

female) of the Majoy divining school were asserrbled in Jabulani's divining hut at eight

in the evening. Arrong them were four diviners who fonred the supervisory team and

assurred the leading roles in the cererronies. As Johannes' instructor, it was Jabulani

who would formally initiate him. But, since he was a diviner of short experience and

perhaps uncertain of how to proceed in his first induction ritual, he required the

backing of his own initiator, Hloza. They were assisted by two female diviners. The

younger female diviner (FD 2) was a 'sister' diviner to Jabulani, that is, they had

been in the sane noviciate and unde.rwent initiation together under Hloza. The senior of

the two (FD 1), Vutcha by naIl'e, was the local diviner who first directed Jabulani to

Soweto where he took instruction from Hloza. Jabulani respects her as highly as he does

Hloza, and often seeks her advice when he encounters problems. She is 'sister' diviner

to Hloza, as FD 2 is 'sister' to Jabulani.

Jabulani first spread out a red cloth (the ibayi worn by diviners) on the floor

of the divining hut and placed all his bead accessories (necklaces and bracelets, even

items adorning the wall) upon it. The other diviners followed suit, adding what was in

their bags to what they were wearing. The heap of beadwork was carefully wrapped up in

the cloth and placed behind the recently erected sacred branch in the rear of divining

hut. Jabulani later infonred ITE that this action syrrbolised the massing of divining

power in support of the errerging diviner. Jabulani then mixed a red coloured m=dicine

with an oily base (indumani) and srreared this sticky mixture all over the face, upper

body and legs of Johannes. It will provide extra power to Johannes in the process of

'coming out' rituals as the colour of red syrrbolises 'struggle and power' to the

novice.

Naked fron the waist up and with his legs covered by a divining cloth, Johannes

sat in the centre of the divining hut. He sat on crossed legs and a cloth covered them.

A fully attired female diviner (FD 1) sat facing him. Each presented a mirror image to

the other, a knobkerrie in his right and in her left hand, a spear in her right and in

his left hand. Knobkerrie and spear are two iIrportant itans of diviners. In a short

while, signs of incipient spirit possession began to appear. The female diviner (FD 1)

emitted a sharp screech followed by the .rtm1bling rroaning from Johannes. This was a
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signal for the whole corrpany to erupt into rhythmic song and drurrrning, as violent

trerrbling took hold of the bodies of the two central participants and their heads

snapped back and forth. Spectators from outside began to crow::i into the hut. Sitting

directly behind Johannes, I could see his body drenched in sweat. After about fifteen

minutes of these convulsions, his partner broke off the divining dance (gida) for a

short rest, during which she and Johannes stretched and flexed their legs. The dance

resurred, punctuated by regular breaks. The partner was relieved by another fatale

diviner (FD 2) and eventually by Jabulani himself, until sorre two and a half hours

after its inception, the dancing was terminated by Jabulani's father diviner, Hloza,

who at midnight instructed the c:inmrrers to stop.

The dancers were relieved of knobkerrie and shield and the spirits left them at

rest. Johannes was enveloped in a blanket and the assenbly dissolved to partake of tea

and bread. All the diviners lay down in the hut to sleep, but Johannes had to rerrain

propped up against the wall. Once his spirits had been aroused, they sbould not be

allowed to depart.

In these events, the dominant thsres of spirit arousal (to action) and of

withdrawal (on the part of Johannes) were clearly displayed. Johannes had been

terrporarily drawn into the w::>rld of his divining spirits, by entering a rrore or less

continuous state of trance. During the might he occupied a space apart from the other

diviners, corrpletely concealed in the blanket and sealed upright against the wall.

B) '!he~ rite (Day blo)

Preparations began at 8 a.m. and took two hours. While Johannes rerrained

blanketed in the divining hut, IIDSt of the activity took place in the ikandelo (a

ritual shrine in the courtyard narked out by stones, in the centre of which Jabulani

had planted his second sacred tree, i.e. branch of rrarula tree, dedicated specifically

to his ngOIPa divining spirit. (see diagram in appendix 2)

Hloza dug a rectangular vomiting pit within the edge of the arena. Jabulani

fetched switches from the divining hut and draped them on the sacred tree. The ferrale

diviners who had partnered Johannes in the dancing brought frothing rredi.cine (igabo),

dishes and knives to the arena. Red and white divining cloths were hung on the fence
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around the shrine. Hloza gathered the diviners together for a brief rehearsal. "The

neaning of today's Dmction", Jabulani explained to ne, "is that Johannes o::xres into

the Majoy family (inpande) as a bride (umakoti)". Hloza conveyed the sane neaning by

jokingly saying: "today, Johannes is going to becone my wife" (i.e. the only recognised

way in which an outsider can becc:me a rrerrber of a family or descent group). Fresh

frothing nedicine was prepared while Hloza and Jabulani retrieved their beads fran the

divining hut and put them on49
•

The cerercony began with drurrrning and singing. Johannes was led by his ferrale

partners of the night before fran the hut to the arena, crawling on his hands and

knees. He sat, legs outstretched and uncrossed, before the shrine with the rrorning sun

on his face. Hloza assUIred the leading role by pouring black pow:iered nedicine into

Johannes' rrouth and by taking up a knife and synbolically stabbing him in the sides.

IrrIrediately, a goat was placed against his back, its forelegs over his shoulders, and

was stabbed in the neck so that the blocx:i spurted all over his body"°.

Johannes repeatedly drank frothing nedicine (igobo) to induce puking where he

stood, and this purification continued for a gocx:i ten minutes, each regurgitation being

greeted by applause. In the neantine, the goat was skinned and certain parts designated

for special purposes were cut out and set aside, nanely, the gall bladder, pieces of

still quivering ("living") flesh, and an ankle bone depending on the identity of the

divining ngorra spirit. If the ngorra is on the paternal side, a right anklebone is to be

worn on the right wrist. The opposite applies to a 1lI3.trilateral spirit. At the

conclusion of the internal purification, the initiand was externally washed by Jabulani

with nedicated water. He was once again covered with a blanket and was led back into

the hut.

The presiding specialists prepared for the next phase. Hl9za dissolve::1 black and

brown povrlers in a pot of water, to which he added the pieces of neat that had been

palpitating when cut off, and instructed Jabulani on how to go about boiling the

contents. Two 1lI3.le diviners brought the skin and gall bladder of the goat, contained in

a dish, into the divining hut, and another entered with the roasted right foreleg (that

had rested on Johannes' right shoulder during the slaughtering). A fEm3.le diviner
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(Vutcha) srreared the bottom of a basket with chirre to render it leak-proof and placed

it outside the hut.

Having srreared Johannes' body with the gall, Jabulani was instructed by the

female diviner (Vutcha) to pour the contents of the cooking pot into the basket

outside. Johannes, on his knees, began to eat from the basket and continued to do so as

Vutcha slowly drew the basket towards the arena. The consurrption of the flesh selected

for its remaining signs of life is syrrbolic of the acquisition of active spiritual

power. Its evident dynamism, reflecting an active spiritual agency (ngona), is ezpected

to give a boost to the intiand's divining power, a power that w:;)uld shortly be put to

the test. That this food is not rreant to serve ffi3.terial, but spiritual, needs is

confir.rred by the fact that, on arrival in the arena, Johannes was again subjected to a

prolonged period of purging"l.

The afternoon was devoted to a test of Johannes' divining poweES. This is called

imfihlo (concealrrent trial), an exercise in ..mich the diviner in-the-ffi3.king is required

to find hidden objects. For this purpose, Vutcha and Jabulani concealed two basins in

different places, the one containing medicines, the other holding the goatskin and gall

bladder. The ffi3.jor task is to identify the items. They might possibly be placed in the

open for all to see, but their identity is hidden in the minds of Vutcha and Jabulani.

Johannes, therefore, had to enter upon an interrogation of these two, or rather into a

discourse. with them, by reading their responses to assertions ranging from the general

to the rrore particular. At the same tine, he behaved as one possessed, either kneeling

in front of the testers or standing up to dance, ..mile being fully aware of his

surroundings and casting his eyes about for the objects of his quest. He was also alive

to cues from the audience (who were in the know), expressed in loud applause when he

seemed to be on right track. Vutcha and Jabulani, on the contrary rrocked his false

leads and taunted him with the possibility of failure.

At the end of an extensive discourse, Johannes rose up and ran out of the

homestead, followed by sone of the audience. In the bush, he went to a tree, at the

bottom of ..mich he found the basin containing the goatskin and gall bladder. This, he

brought back and presented to Hloza and Jabulani, ..mile the audience showed their

appreciation in loud applause and joyful dancing. He was told to look again. After a
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second rOillld of interrogation, he confidently strode out to the arena to return with

the second basin. The audience was enraptured at his success. He had emerged from the

concea1rrent trial confimed in his status as a diviner'i2
•

The ngoma cererrony closed with the perfonrance of the diviner dance (izangoma

gida). Johannes emerged fron the divining hut, clad in full diviner attire, and danced

solo for about ten minutes. He was followed in succession by Jabulanj.' s sister diviner,

Jabulani, Vutcha, and, finally, by Hloza.

During this day's cererronies, four najor interrelated themes were articulated

and developed, narrely, sacrifice, purification, corrmuni.on and confirnation of powers.

That the sacrifice took place on the shoulders and back of the diviner-to-be and

closely followed his own symbolic death (rrock stabbing) not only indicates a strong

connection between him and the victim, but that in a sense he was himself a sacrificial

victim srreared in blood, the identification being further reinforced by his

bloodsucking actions. His syrrbolic death expressed the loss of his previous identity

and his dedication to the service of ancestral spirits in his new role of diviner. His

body was then purged and purified of the rerraining dross of his old existence in

readiness for being joined to the world of spirit. The carmmion rite required him to

consume, first those parts of the sacrificial goat that had displayed vestiges of life

after death, i.e. the presence of spirit activity, and secondly the right foreleg that

was identified with his specific divining spirit. The effect of these ritual actions

was that he syrrbolically becane one with, and was assimilated to, his ngoma guiding

spirit. That Jabulani partly joined in this carmm.ion in a display of corrrrensality was

both recognition and a strengthening of the spiritual bond that had been forged between

them during the period of seclusion and training and that would continue to define

their future relationship. Finally, the cl).ange that had been ritually wrought in

Jabulani had to be publicly authenticated. He must prove and confirm, in a test of his

prowess, that this ngoma spirit has indeed given him the power to divine, to reveal

what is hidden and to nake transparent what is obscure. cnly then nay he show himself

before all, in full regalia, as a legitirrate diviner.
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C) 1he Ndawo rite (Day thX'ee)

This ritual took place very early in the rroming, after a thirty minute walk to

the river (Mahlarrbane, the rreaning of hlarrba being 'to wash, swim, undergo

purification' ). The particular river is chosen for being a convenient distance from the

hooestead (See diagram in APPENDIX 3). Unlike Jabulani, who wore full ndawo attire,

Johannes wore a white skirt with a blanket draped over him. The procession was led by

Jabulani and Hloza; Vutcha and Jabulani's sister diviner carrying between them an ndawo

basket (rrutundu); the other diviners bearing their switches, spears, knobkerries and

rattles.

At a section of the river in a srrall wooded valley, a space was already being

cleared for the cererrony for about 3 rreters along the bank. To the acx:orcpaniIrent of

singing and rattling, Johannes put the blanket aside and stood at the water's edge

facing east and the assenbled corrpany. Hloza and Jabulani threw white coins into the

river, asking the ndawo spirits to favour Johannes on this special occasion. One after

the other two red chickens (male and ferrale) were killed and SWlll1g upside down over the

heaq of Johannes so that their blood fell upon him. I was assured that ndawo spirits

abhor goat flesh and even the srrell of goat. They much prefer chicken's flesh, hence

the two lifeless chickens were thrown ipto the river. Johannes then stepped into the

water and was fully subrrerged for about one minute. Meanwhile, Hloza took brown power

and another oily roodicine from the ndawo basket and mixed these with the chicken blood

collected for this purpose and sooe beer (utshwala). Back on the riverbank once rrore,

Johannes drank this rredicinal potion, before Hloza began to administer caba, Le. to

rrake incisions on his body, on the forehead, tongue, joints, back and chest. These are

the standard areas chosen for diviner incisions for it is believed that the divining

spirits take up their abode in these openings, either to protect the diviner or to

enhance his or her abilities. lID incision on the tongue helps him to speak with greater

authority and precision, while a cut on the eyebrow gives him rrore incisive insight.

The cererrony was over at 06:30. Johannes, his upper body clad in a white cloth

and visibly trarbling under the blanket, led the procession horreward. The whole group

adjourned to the divining hut wh~re Johannes becarre possessed by his ndawo divining
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spirit and perfomed the dance of an ndawo diviner for about ten minutes. Whereupon

Hloza publicly announced the successful corrpletion of Johannes' 'coming out' rituals.

He was now a fully-fledged diviner and accepted as a :rrerrber of the Ma.joy sodality

(inpande). It remained for the new 'graduate' to be invested with his 'cap and gown' in

a fomal 'coming out' ritual. It began in front of the divining hut, with only Hloza,

Jabulani, Vutcha and another rrale diviner in attendance. Here the gall blad::ler

(inyongo) of the sacrificial goat was attached to the back of the new diviner's head as

a syrrbol of legitimacy. The practice varies from one divining 'family' to another, but

it is ccmronly worn at the front or at the back; worn to the side it would indicate

failed 'coming out' rituals.

The party then !roved to the ritual shrine (ikandelo) where three holes were cut

in the middle of the goat skin, one for the head, the other for the anns. Johannes was

invested with this ready-made gannent or goatskin vest (iminkwarrba). A final round of

incisions (caba) brought these proceedings to a final conclusion.

Johannes was not yet free to set up practice as a diviner. For that, a fomal

cererrony of installation would have to be conducted at his own horresteacf 3
•

The events of the nclawo rite follow a fairly logical and coherent progression

from sacrifice, to irrrrersion, to incision, to possession. Being in essence foreign

spirits, the ndawo are associated primarily with the sea but also with river water.

Rosalin's syrrbolic recreation is a poor corrpranise, from which her advanced years and

limited Jrobility might excuse her. Why chickens should be the preferred sacrifice of

such foreign spirits is not at all clear. Their being winged creatures providing white

neat was never offered in explanation, although white is indubitably the colour rredium

of nclawo spirits, hence the white clothing worn by Johannes and the initial throwing of

white coins by way of appeasercent. l'bney too is part of the syrrbolic repertoire of the

ndawo. Following sacrifice, the full irrrrersion of the candidate is tantarrount to a fonn

of conmunion, an expression of being joined to the ndawo spirits in their distinctive

elercent, while carrying the blood of sacrifice upon him. The incisions subsequently

made upon his body are by way of creating openings which are explicitly understood to

be filled with the ineaning spirit and to be the outposts of its power. These actions

cu11ninate in a derronstration of full possession by the spirit. It seems strange,
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however, that the Majoy branch does not take the process to the next logical step, as

is the case in the Mapewe inpande; that of subjecting these new-found ndawo powers to

the test of solving a real problem, even a contrived one.

D) '!be C'.eD!Ur41y of inauguration

The cererrony of establishing the new diviner at his/her awn horrestead is tenred

ukubuyisa, literally 'to bring back', 'to return'. The tenn does not exclusively refer

to the rroverrent of the diviner as such. The other cirCl.m1Stance for which the tenn is

rrore corrrronly arployed is the final step in the rraking of an ancestor, at t-trich point

the deceased spirit nust cease its waywardness, accept its role as structural ancestor

and settle into its prepared abode in the horrestead. There is a clear parallel to be

drawn, therefore, between bringing back the ancestral spirit in this situation and

introducing the divining spirits to the diviner's horrestead. In both cases, this is

ritually accomplished.

The inauguration ritual for Johannes had not occurred by the t:i.rre I left the

field. Not only was the expense beyond his rreans, but neither had his family been able

to raise the rroney to settle his outstanding divining training fees. He was still bound

to the service of his trainer and, until he was released from his obligation, he could

not secure an independent status for himself. The account that I present here is of a

perfo:rrnance that I only witnessed being done by Rosalin in the Mapewa division. It took

place at the horrestead of the new diviner, in this case Madondo, where he had already

constructed a divining hut (indurrba). The first exercise was to cleanse the horrestead,

but especially the divining hut, of evil spirits that had taken up residence there

during Madondo's absence. A group of neighbouring diviners assarbled with Madondo at

the gate of the property, all dressed in their distinctive red robes and white shawls,

and marched through into the divining hut to engage with the evil spirits. Each sniffed

on the floor and then dashed out to mimic the act of vomiting over the boundary fence.

In this syrrbolic representation, all the in<:lw:Uling evil spirits were ca\lght up and

expelled from the premises. To positively protect the horrestead against their possible

return, Rosalin burned ibaso54 outside the divining hut for Madondo to inhale the srroke.

The process was repeated at each of the dwellings of the horrestead. Rosalin mixed black
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and white :rredicines outside the divining hut, the black symbolising the stopping of

unwelcorre spirits by the power of ancestral spirits expressed in white. The mixture was

then strewn along the fence and across the main gate. The harrestead was now mystically

cleansed and secure.

AA extended session of divining dancing followed, to the accorrpaniIrent of

drunming, in front of the divining hut. This lasted about an hour and a half, by which

time the light had faded and a fire had been lit. After a brief adjoumrrent for supper,

people returned to the dancing arena to witness a divination, not by Madondo but by

Rosalin. Eirerging fran the divining hut on hands and knees, and dressed as an umfenbi

(ndawo diviner), she stood in the centre of the arena and was possessed by her ndawo

spirit. In the ensuing narrative, Madonde's ngoma ancestors, namely his paternal

grandfather ad granclrrother, were introduced to voice their dissatisfaction with him and

to castigate him fo):: his neglect of thffil. The inplication was that, because he had not

offered thffil food (sacrifice), they had removed their protection fran the harrestead,

thereby allowing evil spirits to have free play. They also warned Madondo about his

ndawo spirit. Since ngoma and ndawo spirits cannot long cohabit in the sarre hut, his

ancestors wanted him to provide a separate nclawo hut. They warned him that, should he

fail in this provision, conflict might arise between the two sets of spirits and this

would not be conducive to good divining. At the end of the seance, dancing and singing

resurred into the early hours. I took the opportunity of putting my head down in one of

the huts but was rudely awakened at one point by Madondo rushing in and out, apparently

in a state of possession.

The ceremony continued next rroming with the planting of two sacred trees, cut

from the sarre marula tree, to represent Madondo's two ngoma spirits, i.e. his paternal

grandparents. The female branch was planted in the umsarro (the inner recess of the

divining hut, the male branch planted outside). The rite was designed to errphasise the

unity of male and female ancestors. This was accentuated by the manner in which each

sacred tree was handled by Madondo and his wife, his right hand above her right and,

below that, his left above her left. In this position, their anns were crossed. As

Rosalin explained it: "Madondo's right hand represents grandfather and his left is his
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grandrrother. As he crossed his hands, grandfather and grandrrother were rrade

harrronious" .

Then incisions were rrade on Madondo's body in the usual places, but also on the

heads and toes, the knees and elbows, and into these Rosalin rubbed a mixture of white,

black and brown pow:iers (she called it inyongo, literally gall) in what was clearly an

action of errpow=nrent. While Madondo sat with legs outstretched befo;r:e the sacred tree

outside the divining hut, two chickens w=re sacrificed in the approved rranner above his

head and naked torso, one a red rrale, the other a white female. Their extremities were

cut off, head, legs and wings, those of the white hen being buried beneath the sacred

tree in the hut and those of the red cock under the shrine outside. A goat was

dispatched by having a spear thrust through its throat, after being placed on Madondo's

back. The goatskin was taken outside to dry and the body fat was collected and

preserved for the rraking of ibaso rredicine.

Finally, some herbal rredicines were boiled, and Madondo' s wife washed his boc;iy

with this rredicated water. His divining apparatus, i.e. bones, switch and stick, were

also dippect in the water in a cererrony called "coo.king the bones", for they are no

longer just bones bu are mystically transfomed. by "cooking" into ancestral

instrurrents. This ended the fonral. ritual and the remainder of the day was given over

to celebratory dancing and singing.

It is not at all clear that all these activities constitute essential

ingredients of the inauguration rite. The ndawo divination (ukufemba) rray w=ll have

been an unscheduled attenpt by Rosalin to put Madondo in his place and to publicly

rebuke him for some unspecified act or default in the course of his training. The core

of the returning ritual would then consist of home cleansing, a display of possession

during a divining dance, the placing and. spirit occupation of shrines, sacrifice and

"cooking the bones". The goat was clearly a sacrifice for the ngorra spirits who took up

residence at the shrines. The sacrifice of the chickens, being the preferred meat of

ndawo spirits had nore interesting irrplications, the body parts being laid to rest at

each of the ngana shrines. The significance of this conjunction was that it

syntJolically expressed the incorporation of foreign spirits into the descent group of

the ngorra spirits.
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5. Analysis of Ukuthwasa RibJals

The rtlaking of a diviner is rrore than a signal mystical conversion experience. It

entails undergoing a ritual process which is itself the pinnacle of a rrore general

purposive social process. Both are essential to the production of a diviner, both are

htmla11 constructions and each displays its own inherent pattern and structure. Here I

will attarpt to set out the structure of the 'coming out' rituals before turning

attention to that of the longer period of the reconstructive social process.

Despite sometiIres arbitrary deviation from the pattern, such as Rosalin's

inprovised river and her irrprorrptu interpretation of an ndawo seance, the shape of the

ritual structure can be clearly discerned.

As we have seen, the second and third day of intensive ritual are dedicated to

the activation of each of the two kinds of spirits (ngorra and ndawo) that together

corrplete the spiritual arrroury of the KwaNgwanase diviner. The first day lays the

groundwork for this by sparking the new diviner's capacity for spirit possession. Here

the candidate is surrounded and supported by his/her new-found family (inpande) of

diviners, into which he/she is to received as a "bride", while the family of origin is

in attencjance to witness this transfer. The ritual proceeds by the pooling of the

assembled mystical resources (beads). and the devolution of this massed power from the

collective through successive pairs to the individual candidate, who IIRlst then renain

apart to hoard what (s)he has received. The identity and nature of the spirit

possession rerrains indete:mri.nate, and this lends credence to the supposition that the

candidate has been primed or charged (like a battery) with the spiritual force of the

diviner family. It is a process in which the candidate is literally inspired by his/her

family-to-be. The candidate is now ready to be intimately and formally filled with

his/her own designated divining spirits.

The major difference between these two infusions is that one takes pla,ce in the

ritual spaces of the homestead, the other is conducted at a river (though not in its

entirety). The river, nature, the wild is the appropriate abode of foreign (ndawo)
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spirits, who by definition do not belong to any known family or descent group. They are

outsiders to the mystical economy of the horre, that is supervised by ancestors (in this

case by ngoma spirits arrong them). The ngoma spirits are family, hence considered

close, familiar and benign. They are not disposed to harm their diviner, but they can

slip away, leaving him/her exposed, hence they Imlst be carefully cultivated. Inhabiting

the uncultivated wild, beyond the ambit of cultural nmITIS, ndawo spirits are seen as

dangerous predators that indiscriminately attack and harm the unwary. Only those on

whom they exercise a legitimate claim (as revealed in divination) may approach them,

and even then the encounter is not without risk. In a sense, they Imlst be seduced and

pacified with the offer of a family and a herre. Hence the rnoverrent in the second of the

two rituals frem herrestead to river and back again, in order to fetch and dorresticate

these wayward foreign spirits.

Nevertheless, the two cererronies follow a very similar procedure, the logic of

which might be expressed as that of achieving ever closer familiarity, intimacy and

unity with the spirit(s) concerned. Stripped down to essentials, the sequence is as

follows:

Day 1 (ngoma): Sacrifice ---- Purification ---- Ccmnunion ---- Possession

Day 2 (ndawo): Sacrifice ---- :Irnrersion ---- Incision ---- Possession

Attention has already been drawn to the corrrron elerrent in these sacrifices of

the appropriate animals in each case, a comronality that sets them apart from other

ancestral sacrifices. The candidate is in close proximity to the victim and is drenched

in its outpouring blood. Clearly, this is a staterrent of identity between candidate and

victim in an act of self-imrolation. The candidate offers his/her life to the spirit.

This is followed on the second day by rigorous purging to attain a state of inner

mystical purity suitable for an indwelling divining spirit. This stage of purification

is omitted from the following day's ritual. Going into the river may be literally

cleansing, but there is no expulsion of any possible remnant of evil influence from the

body. There is no need. After all, the body is already pure enough to have received the

possession of the ngcma spirit (s). Rather, the i.rrrrersion (corrplete and sustained) in
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the river should be Seen as a fonn of cormn.ming with ndaw:> spirits, rruch as eating the

sacrificial meat in which the ngana spirits are said to share is also a fonn of

mystical corrmunion. For reception of the ndaw:> spirit only, the candidate requires

further treat:Irent in the fonn of incisions. In this instance, not only do the cuts

indicate spirit access but these openings are fortified with strong rredicines. Perhaps

it is because the ndaw:> spirit is considered to be extrerrely dangerous in its raw state

that the candidate needs ad:iitional preparation. The culmination of the ritual on both

days is a state of full intimacy with the respective spirit, exhibited in the outward

signs of possession. The rcain difference here is that ngana possession is put to the

test, whereas the effectiveness of ndaw:> possession does not require any proof. I can

only speculate on the reasons for this. It will be rerrembered that revelation of an

ndaw:> divining spirit is rather sprung on .the novice towards the end of training, in

contrast to the dedicated cultivation of the ngoma spirit throughout the training

period. MOreover, an ndawo divining performance (ukuferrba) is rruch roore derranding,

requiring a degree of theatrical ability, mimicry and voice variation, in which the

novice apparently receives little or no practice. Only skills that have been practised

and acquired are put to the test.

The ukubuyisa (inauguration) ritual at a later date displays a different pattern

with its own logic. Here the errphasis is on place (the horrestead) rather than on person

(new diviner) . .Al.rrost literally, the ngoma spirits have to be 'planted' in the

diviner's honestead. Curiously, the ndawo spirit is not catered for. However, Rosalin's

unscheduled ukufemba revealed that it was the wish of the ngorra spirits themselves that

the ndaw:> spirit should be acccmrodated in its own hut at a later stage. This w:>uld be

done when the diviner could afford it, and I was unable to observe such an event.

The essential steps of the inauguration rite were, purification, installat~on,

settlerrent and sacrifice, all pertaining to the location of spirits in definite space,

Le. hut, shrine and horrestead. The hOIrestead itself had to be thoroughly cleansed of

accumulated evil presence. Secondly, the places designated for spirit occupation

(shrines) were created and their outward syrrbols installed. What happened next

literally caught Ire napping. While the possessed diviner rudely disturbed Ire from

sleep, the significance of the occurrence escaped Ire at the tine. He, and the spirits
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possessing him, had not singled rre out for harassrrent, but were dashing in and out of

huts at randan. The spirits were displaying a frenzied restlessness, as expression of

honelessness that is a characteristic theme of all inauguration rituals, before finally

settling down in their appointed places. The ritual is carpleted with a sacrifice, in

which once again the diviner is identified with the victim of ngcroa perfomance in an

act of self-offering. This is but the first of nurrerous sacrifices that the diviner

must provide to retain the assistance and support of his ngoma spirits in his work.

It is noticeable that each cererronial set (the three-day ritual, and the

inauguration ritual) is rounded off with an act of diviner endcwrent, the first with a

formal investiture with the regalia of office, the second with the release of the

instrurrents (bones) of practice.

The ritual process just considered is the end phase of a broader social process

that begins with the decision to answer the calling and to submit to the tutelage of a

chosen diviner. It is essentially a transformative process and this transformation has

multiple strands or dirrensions to it. It is possible to distinguish several levels on

which this transformation takes places before outlining the rreans whereby it is

accooplished.

The first level of transition is from physical and psychological affliction to

personal well-being to therapeutic specialist. The stricken person becones an adept and

a healer. Secondly, a raw recruit is processed into a 'fully cooked' (ritually

errpowered) diviner. Thirdly, there is a It'Dverrent from an induced social disablerrent to

a publicly endorsed professional proficiency. Fourthly, in what is probably the It'Dst

crucial corrponent of the change, the transfomation proceeds from manifest control by

spirit to a derronstrated control of spirit. Fran being the play-thing of calling

spirits and suffering their irrpositions, the novice patiently learns how to control

them, until as a diviner he can surmon them at will to carry out his/her w::>rk.

These transfo.rtrations are brought about in several corrplarentary ways. Most

obviously, they are achieved by rerroval fran society into a protracted period of

seclusion that is tenninated by integration into an elite social corps. Secondly, they

are achieved by discipline and training in techniques of disorientation and

introspection. The third way is through observation and the accurm.l1ation of pragrratic
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knowledge of rredicines and procedures, and finally by the ritual endowment of mystical

power that sets the seal upon the diviner's authenticity.

While the transfonna.tive process is wrought by these means, it is also traced or

recorded symbolically by the use of colours, principally the black-red-white triad

attended to by writers such as Breidenbach (1976), Ngubane (1977) and Turner (1967).

The broad consensus from these sources is that black and white are at opposite poles of

the symbolic spectrum. White represents life, goodness, purity and perfection, while

black stands for death, evil and negation. Red is a transitional colour that is

arribivalent, partaking of meanings associated either with black or white, but in

addition signifying power and danger. I have not observed the use of black medicines in

the rituals that I recorded, but I have on occasion noted the wearing by a black shawl

or a novice. This was taken to indicate a state of being dead (to the world). In other

words, black here signified the liminal state as a negation, cessation or suspension of

nonna.l social engagements. Red is the prevailing colour il'K)rn by novices throughout

their training. Their transitional status is inscribed on their bodies by the wearing

of a red skirt and the sporting of reddish dreadlocks. Red (and brown) medicines were

quite often resorted to in the course of the 'coming out' rituals, for the explicit

purpose of protecting them 'from danger', ertpOwering and strengthening them in the

transforrrative process. In KwaNgwana$e, white is unarribiguC?usly the colour associated

with ancestors and in this context, with ngorra divining spirits in particular. Hence,

during consultations, diviners wear a bright white robe. As Aldina asserted: "white

colour is the colour of ancestors. I wear it during divination (ukubhula), because it

will help my ukubhula". At the sarre time, white is perversely associated with the

foreignness of ndawo spirits, in the sense that glittering western things are taken to

appeal to them (witness the throwing of nickel coins into the river). As to the use of

white medicines, the perfect exarrple is the frothy white mixture (igobo) that is

regularly drunk to induce vomiting, so as to achieve a level of purification akin to

that of the ancestors.

Ndawo are spirits of different colour. Being foreign strangers, they are not

accorrtrodated within the more broadly prevalent colour triad. Instead they are depicted

by purple or violet. My infonna.nts assured me that this stood for their violent and
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grudging nature, whereas the ngorra spirits and ancestors in general are unfailingly

benevolent (white) towards their loving descendants, even when they beckon them with

suffering to becare their diviners. Ndawo spirits do not issue a calling, Le. they

have no direct legitinate claim on living individuals. Rather, they hold a grudge

against one or other of the individual's ancestors, who are believed to have aggrieved

them in the past. All of this is eventually revealed in the legend supplied by the

tutoring diviner. They cannot exercise their claim to corrpensation against the dead

upon the living until the diviner becorres one with his/her ngorm spirits. At this

point, the diviner accedes to the claim by captivating the ndawo spirit and reconciling

it with his ancestors. Once this rrerging of different spirits has been achieved, the

ndawo spirit is no longer wild and dangerous, but becorres content and pliant in the

diviner's h<:l!restead. This reconciliation is signified by the checked coloured cloth

worn by the ndawo diviner (umferrbi). The inzithi cloth carbines purple and white,
--,

purple patches on a white background.

While rrnch has been rmde, quite legitinately, of the process:i,ng of a raw recruit

into a fully fledged diviner, I want to avoid the irrplication that the novice is like a

lurrp of clay to be IIDulded, that (s)he submits passively tb the irrpress of events

without exercising any influence on the outC<:l!re. I have sufficient evidence to show

that the elerrents of agency and choice are not suppressed by an inexorable process but

are inextricably entwined with it. While the trainer has IIDre obvious freedcm of

decision-rmking, the novice is not without resources for swaying a decision his/her

way, resulting in a contentious interaction between the two, a low-key battle of wills

to control the outcorre. This tends to occur in the context of IIDre crucial decisions,

IIDst notably in determining the identity of the calling spirits, and even of ndawo

spirits. Here, the training diviner initially has the edge in being able to pluck

revelation from spirit possession. But, as the novice grows in experience and

confidence, (s)he can play the trump card of personal truth revealed in dreams. To
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illustrate how this works, I briefly rehearse the case of Gugu, a female novice whom I

interview=d twice during her training, with a three-month interval in between (See

APPENDIX 4) •

On the first occasion, she related the cirCLllTStances under which Aldina (who

becam: her trainer) revealed to her that her calling cam: from her maternal great

grandrrother, who paradoxically had reneged on her own calling and, after an abortive

atterrpt to pass the burden to Gugu' smother's sister had settled on Gugu herself. At

this point, Gugu professed no knowledge of who her ndawo spirit might be. Three IlDnths

later, this account had been drastically changed. She had produced her own ndawo legend

from her dreams. Her ndawo spirit had revealed itself as an unusually dark-skinned

Sotho speaker, a traditional healer who had been killed by Gugu's maternal forebears

for supposedly practising 'black magic'. His terrible revenge accounted for the death

of five of her IlDther' s siblings, but he now wished to negotiate reconciliation through

Gugu. Again, on the basis of her dreams, GUgu had switched her calling spirit frcrn the

maternal side to her paternal grandfather. To understand this reversal, we need to

appreciate Gugu's family situation. Because her parents were unmarried, she took her

sumarre from her nother, yet she was counting on her father's financial support to see

her through her apprenticeship. In her dream, her father's father told her that he was

"frustrated with the narre Nkosi (IlDther's sumarre). They Imlst marry soon. Your father

is responsible for everything until you corre out (of divining training). He ImlSt build

a hut for your (his) ancestor". Gugu used this dream to prevail on her father to make a

down payrrent on 100010, sufficient to allow her to change her narre to Hlatswayo. Gugu's

agency in each of these episodes is all too clear, and in the second case she had

successfully negotiated a change of guiding spirit that was to her personal advantage.

The other area where personal notives may play a significant part is in the way

in which individuals choose to respond to the calling itself. It is clear from

virtually all the life histories of diviners known to Ire in KwaNgwanase that they had

ignored or resisted the advice that their suffering constituted a calling and that they

continued to cling to the semblance of nomal social life for some indefinite period.

What circumstance or consideration detennines the crucial IIDIrent in which they

eventually reach the decision to accept and follow the calling? Their suffering did not
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suddenly beco:rre so unbearable that they could profess (as they do) that they could see

no way of escape. It is rrore likely that, at least in part, their econcmic

circumstances tilted the balance between escaping from the calling and escaping into

the calling. Their affliction was sirrply a precondition that could be parlayed into a

rreans of econcmically bettering themselves. The life-histories of Johannes (Delani) and

Tamy certainly support this interpretation. For an initial capital outlay, one could

buy access into a potentially lucrative alternative fonn of seH-errployrrent. And indeed

the retULTlS fran the professional business of divining are far from insignificant .

. Moreover, once the business is successfully launched, there is nothing to prevent the

diviner from diversifying and expanding by investing in other capital ventures. In

rural KwaNgwanase, the divining profession provides on ideal platfonn for

entrepreneurial activity. In this vein, it is not too far-fetched to view divining

itself as a fonn of entrepreneurial activity. The diviner, however, and p;:rhaps rrore

acutely than other entrepreneurs, is caught up in the toils of the entrepreneurial

dilerrma, i.e. how to balance the ideal of public service with the pursuit of self

interest. This is a rratter that I will retULTl to in the final chapter of the thesis.
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1. Int:roducti.an

In this chapter, I wish to examine spirit possession in the context of divining

practice, to investigate the relationship between diviner and the divining spirit and,

in particular, to explore the aspect of divining agency within this phenorrenon.

There are n1.lr"!erous ways of explaining spirit possession, both from an emic and

etic point of view. The folk-explanation, one that is current arrong diviners

themselves, is that a divining spirit settles upon a diviner, taking over the body of

the practitioner and acting through him/her. In short, the spirit possesses and

controls the diviner. Yet, even here, there are distinctions to be drawn, depending

upon whether the divining spirit is an ngorra. or ndawo spirit. As will becorre clear,

possession by ndawo spirit is deerred to be rrnlch rrore corrplete than that of ngoIffi

spirit, in that the diviner becorres a pure rrediun whose consciousness is apparently

suppressed under ndaWJ possession, while an ngorra. spirit gives insight to, andinfonns,

the diviner who consciously applies this revelation to the rranipulation of a divining

apparatus and of client responses. The diviner is either the passive instr1.lr"!ent, or is

receptive to the control, of the divining spirit.

The rrore scholarly accounts vary in their interpretation of spirit possession.

Sone errploy a frankly psychological approach, interpreting possession to be no rrore

than a particular expression of a fonn of rrental disturbance (Buhrrrann, 1984: 19ff; Lee,

1969:128-156). others, such as Lewis, relate it to the broader social context and

attribute it to sone breakdown or disparity in the social order. Thus, Lewis (1966,

1970; Wilson, 1967) places spirit possession within the context of a 'war of gender'

and unqerstands possession by Zar spirits to be an effectively mystical tool, by rreans

of which worren collectively seek to redress their disadvantaged position within a

social structure dominated by Iren. Much the sane explanation is resorted to by van

Niewenhuizen (1974:28-31) to account for the alleged preponderance of female diviners
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~n Zulu society. Yet others invoke a ccrnbination of psychological and social conditions

to account for possession by seeing in it an expression of mental distress that

erranates from an experience of severe strain inposed by the social order. There is in

all of these explanations an unavoidable elerrent of compulsion. Either the person's own

inner constitution, or the alignrrent of outside forces beyond his/her control, irrpels

him/her to recognise possession as an expression of, or an escape fran, or at any rate

a rreans of, dealing with an intolerable condition.

2. ca.lliD1 and Spirit Possessicn, a Definiticn

A) ca.lliD1, a ~tica1 event a.."'Cri'bed £:ran above

Now, the previous staterrent may very well serve to make sense of the 'calling'

to becorre a diviner. But is the 'calling' a fonn of possession; does it confonn to what

is rreant by spirit possession? Virtually all writers on the subject take it for granted

that the two are synonyrrous and fail to examine possession in its own right. For

instance, Lee (1969) categorises the process of ukuthwasa as spirit possession, the

synptoms of which correspond to the nature of calling. Krige also describes the

symptoms of possession as 'causing him to dream constantly and [by] making him ill'

(1974:302), the very synptoms that Berglund (1976:136-150) unerringly identifies as

those of a 'calling'. This identification, though misleading, is not entirely without

foundation. That the 'calling' tends to be rendered as spirit possession is based on a

thread of cormonality, on the cormon understanding that both phenorrena entail mystical

involverrent with extra-corporeal human beings. However, it is my contention that this

cormonality between them is greatly outweighed by the nurrerous features that set them

apart.

My approach, therefore, is to carefully contrast the 'calling' to spirit possession

in order to highlight what is distinctive about the diviner 'undergoing possession' in

the course of consultation. callaway has provided the earliest Stmmary of the classical

pattern of 'calling' arrong the Zulu:

At first he is apparently robust; but in process of tirre
be begins to be delicate, not having any real disease, but
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being very delicate. He begins to be particular about food,
and abstains from sane kinds... [H] e is continually
conplaihing of pains in different parts of his body. And he
tells them that he has dreamt that he was being carried away
by a river. He dreams of many things, and his body is
muddled and he becanes a house of dreams (1870:259-260)

Lee's rrore recent description (1969: 140) corroborates this:

Physical synptans which include avoidance of food and
consequent emaciation, behavioural synptoms of fugue states,
belching and yawning; and psychological events which include
hallucinations and the dreaming of stereotyped dreams of
rivers, snakes, etc.

My own research arrply confirms that this pattern has scarcely changed, the case

of Lindiwe, a female diviner in Thandizwe, being fairly typical of it. At the age of

eleven, while at school, Lindiwe experienced bouts of dizziness and blurred eyesight, a

condition that steadily worsened to the point where she had to quit school. Aged twelve

and at hare, she saw herself caught up in a great fire without being burnt and this

experience was repeated a nurrber of tines. Thereafter, she began to suffer headaches

and she felt sarething rroving up and dawn within her chest. She was subject to nausea

and vomiting. She began to retreat from all social relationships and avoided speaking

to others. One day an old man appeared to her (she insists that it was not a dream) and

she realised that he was an idlozi (ancestral spirit); he told her where she should go

to receive ukuthwasa. Yet she allowed an interval of six or rrore years to pass before

she followed his instructions, which took her to Kv-.raNgwanase. Still UI1ffi3.rried at the

age of 27, she has been a diviner for the past eight years. Rayrrond, a young male

diviner in eNgozini, recalls a similar experience;

While I was in standard 2, I became sick. Initially I
suffered from headache. My feet were heavily swollen. [At
school] I couldn't read on the blackboard. I told my problem
to my teacher and my parents. My parents reported to
ancestors with a white cloth and traditional beer. But the
condition didn't inprove. I wanted to study and I went back
to the school. The very first day of returning to school, I
felt a terrible headache and soreness in my eyes.

From such literary and field sources it is pO$sible to cull the distinctive

features of the 'calling'.

(1) Indivictuals who were once nomal and healthy becone physically weak and

rrentally fragile. Their bodies becane a bed of pain, pain that is variously localised

in the head, in the eyes, on the shoulders, back and sides, and on feet and anus. This
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cumulative suffering and discomfort arrounts to physical disablarent so that they are

forced to abandon nornal everyday activities. That attendance at school is often,

nowadays, the first casualty of such physical degeneration, since school and education

are the gateway to career paths that lead away from divining, is not so su:rprising.

(2) Individuals afflicted in this way gradually retreat from a nomal social

life, withdrawing frcm social relationships into a social void, becoming restless,

somet.Ures aggressive and violent, and wandering aimlessly about. They beccxre strange

and asocial beings.

(3) The person who is called by divining spirits becorres a 'house of dreams' .

Recurring dreams display carrron syrrbolic patterns: inrrersion in rivers or the sea,

flying through the air, conversing with snakes, wandering in the bush and collecting

herbs, journeying to a strange place later to be identified as the hare of a senior

diviner.

(4) Not everybody heeds the call, at least initially. Mmy delay and try to

put it off, by ignoring, deflecting or bargaining their way out of it. The 'calling' is

a burden that is generally not welcorred. Sibusiso, my one time inte:rpreter, was

errphatic that ''people, particularly ymmg guys like me, do not like ukuthwasa. We

regard the calling as an outdated traditional belief and practice. It is boring".

Cabangane, a young fEm3.le inforrrant, has a horror of taking ukuthwasa. "I don't like

it. If I am doing ukuthwasa, I have to drink blood and do vomiting. It's disgusting. I

can't do that". Others go in search of alternative escape routes. Namsonto received

the first intirrations of a calling only after producing her second child in marriage.

Consulting a doctor and sl,lbsequently visiting a clinic, followed by a period in

hospital, all failed to diagnose her problem. Diagnosis and treat::rrent by a traditional

herbalist also failed to produce results. Eventually, a Zionist prophet told her "you

have got an ancestor" and gave her a medicated stick to mystically fend off divining

spirits. In many cases, this leads to Zionist inco:rporation as a healer but, sine: it

did not solve Norrasonto's problem, she was finally directed to Aldina's hcrrestead for

ukuthwasa. There are also recognised traditional rituals designed to block the calling,

an offering of traditional beer, scrre food and white cloth might be deerred sufficient

to pacify the demanding spirit, or chickens or a goat may be sacrificed as an
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additional inducem=nt. In fact, Aldina herself admitted that she had errp10yed such

delaying tactics to defer her own calling. However, such placatory rituals may not

always be evasive but could also be read as promissory notes for entering upon

ukuthwasa at sane later date, particularly when the person singled out is too young and

inmature to train as a diviner.

Now these distinctive features may well serve to make sense of calling. It will

be quite apparent fran the foregoing that the calling is not the equivalent of spirit

possession. If, by possession, we mean the indwelling, or occupation of, the individual

body by the spirit, then this is clearly absent fran the repertoire of knowledge that

we have about the 'calling'. There is no invasion or take-over, as such, of the

afflicted person, though the data might bear the weight of claiming that such an

invasion is atterrpted or, at least, intended. Visitations there are aplenty, in dreams

and visions, but these are episodic manifestatioI].S of short duration, fleeting,

transitory and well spaced out. They are no rrore than visits, oomings and goings, on

the part of spirits having a separate existence fran those they have chosen. It WJuld

be rrore correct to say that the spirit is hounding, nagging and harassing the patient,

laying siege to him/her fran without, inportuning them to be let in to establish an

operational base within the living body. But 'getting in' is the long-tenn project of

the spirit. The rrore imrediate objective is to wound, and this again inplies physical

and social distance between victim and assailant. MJreover, the reaction of the victim

is rrost often construed as holding off and keeping at bay an unwelcorre intruder. It

conjures up images of battling to beat off a hostile takeover bid in the boardroan or,

in a naval idian, to repel a boarding party. All the indications point to the fending

off of external forces. So, no merging of spirit ahd patient takes place that might be

categorised as possession.

B) Spirit possession: diviner's c:bDi.ni.on to divi.nin] spirit

When we a:>rrpare calling with the 'diviner-in-possession', facing on audience of

paying clients and exhibiting all the authentic signs of being possessed by a guiding

spirit, the contrast is startling. A diviner is physically fit and energetic, mentally

well-adjusted and incisive, socially confident and self-assured in the oorrpany of
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others. (S)he may still be subject to extravagant dreaming, but (s)he will have learned

how to master such dreams and to read significance into them, so that, instead of

producing confusion and anxiety, they are welcorred as a positive reinforcem:mt of the

divining role.

The diviner is at peace and in hanrony with the divining spirit. Instead of a

struggle and tug-war between them, there is cormn.mion. But the rrost significant

difference lies within the nature of this ccmrn.mion, when it is periodically expressed

in the form of spirit possession. In this context, the term "possession" is

intrinsically arrbiguous. Does it rrean that the diviner is possessed eY the spirit or

that the diviner has possession of the spirit? If it carries both rreanings, we rrnst ask

still another salient question: where lies the initiative and hence the control, with

the spirit or with the diviner? The evidence would seem to point to control by the

diviner, and carparison with the "calling" again helps to make this point.

Although the 'calling' does not qualify as possession, it is a condition in

which the spirit makes the running, 'calls the shots' and makes all the rroves. The

helpless patient either accepts or responds to the goading of the spirit. Clearly, the

chosen individual is continually at the rrercy of the spirit; this is how calling is

understood. In the case of possession, it is the diviner who holds the initiative and

it is the spirit that responds when its services are required. The diviner possesses

rrore than (s) he is possessed; the spirit is the diviner's possession to do his/her

bidding. The timing of possession is curtailed to consultations which, generally, are

neither scheduled nor pre-arranged. The diviner IIUlst be prepared to enter into trance

without rruch in the way of prior notice, for the exigencies of patients, who may travel

long distances, do not wait on the pleasure of the spirit. The professional demands of

the divining office clearly dictate the manifestation of spirit possession and not the

other way round. Clearly, the diviner is in full control of the divining spirit.

Moreover, this state of affairs is what is airred at in the course of divining training

and its accorrplishment is explicitly confinned in the final rites of ukuthwasa (chapter

5. p. 92 ff-). In the divining idicm, the fledgling diviner has learned how to exercise

control over his/her divining spirit and has dem:mstrated this to the satisfaction of a

discerning audience. In rrore concrete terms, it rreans that the diviner has acquired
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rrastery over the technique of going into trance at will, and trance is the outward

behavioural sign of possession. Again and again, my field observation of consultations

have shown that without a doubt spirit possession is activated, executed and controlled

by the diviner. It does not happen to the diviner; the diviner rrakes it happen. As

Aldina once infonred ne, "arrathwasa (novices) cannot easily bring forth their ancestral

divining spirits. They even cannot see ancestral divining spirits who reside deeply

inside them. What I do for them (in the process of divining training) is to help

(teach) them (to) bring out their spirits rrore easily". Possession-trance is thus a

technical skill that is acquired by practice under supervision, totally unlike the

travails endured in the 'calling'.

As a technical device, possession trance is the rrost precious professional

resource that the diviner can conm:md. Without it, the divining consultation would be

reduced to a purely hmran transaction, losing nuch of its force and mystique; the

diviner would be like the erperor without his clothes. It is ccmnand of the possession

state, which visibly conmmicates a control of the divining spirit, that rrore than

anything else (e.g. the sifting of the bones) errpowers the diviner in dealing with a

client and gives hiro/her the ascendancy in the consultation. Only by this rreans" is the

client assured that the light of powerful supernatural insight is being focused on the

hidden recesses of his problem. Only in this way can the client be convinced of the

credibility of the diviner's verdict. Derronstrable possession is, therefore, the very

foundation of the divining art. To control the consultation, the diviner nust be seen

to be in control of his/her divining spirit. In other words, the diviner cultivates

divining spirits.

Granted that the diviner has a vested interest in exhibiting control over the

divining spirit through continual rrastery of the technique of possession trance,

diviners are understandably concerned at the possibility of losing carrnand pf this

pri.rre resource. This anxiety is expressed in the belief that the divining spirit,

particularly ngana spirit, is not entirely docile but is 'prone to die out', Le. to

slip the leash of the diviner's control; ironic, when one considers the extremes to

which the spirit is believed to have gone to in order to enter into close corrmunal

cooperation with the diviner. Recourse is had to this belief, if a diviner should fail
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to attract clients. Logically, this can only be because clients find the diviner to be

less than convincing, are no longer irrpressed by the adequacy of his/her possession

perforrrance, and that the diviner is therefore losing his/her grip upon the divining

spirit. Explanations are, therefore, sought to account for the diviner's lack of

control.

The first line of reasoning is that the Ukuthwasa cererronies were irrproperly

carrpleted and the rerrEdy therefore is to undergo the rites again. In fact, a diviner

often takes a second divining training and not always with the same senior diviner, for

the second explanation points to the deficiency of his/her training and his/her

incorrpetence. Kahla, a man in his late fifties, having endured the tribulations of a

'calling', went back to his hone place in Greytown to be trained as a 'whistling'

diviner. But after crnpletion of divining training, not a single client consulted him.

He suspected the insufficiency of his parent diviner as the reason for this.

SubseqUently, he underwent retraining at Nongorra and, 'as a result', he acquired

clients. Later, Kahla suffered a relapse, that is, the syrrptorns of 'calling', though

differently registered, recurred. In a dream, his ancestors told him to 'go to eNgozini

and get training there" (for the third time) and there the diagnosis of the consulting

diviner (Aldina) was that his ancestors wished him to becorre an urmdawo diviner. And

this brings into play the third line of defense against loss of control over a divining

spirit, which is to acccmrodate a ndawo spirit. "Without ndawo", stressed Jabulani,

"ngorna is prone to run away, or even to die but". Whereas, Rosalin, a female diviner,

confidently asserts "but ndawo never die out". It would seem, therefore, that ndawo

spirits subordinate and keep a tight lid on ngorra divining spirits. Curiously, Kahla

does not subscribe to this view. He ccrcplains that Aldina has failed to cure him by

this rrethod. His explanation is that "Aldina is not familiar with umlozi. That is why

she failed to correct :rre".

This is a convenient point at which to rrake a slight digression on the subject

of ndawo possession. While I have claiJred that diviners are thought to be rrore in

possession of their divining spirits than to be possessed by them, thus requires sone

m:x:lification. There are two parts to the claim; (1) possession is a learned technique

and (2) in possession states, the diviner is in control of his/her divining spirit. The
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first holds gocrl for both ngoma and ndawo attributed possession, but not the second.

When a ndawo diviner goes into trance during a consultation, all the indications are

that (s)he is oarnpletely taken over by the ndawo spirit and is fully possessed by it.

His/her personality is stifled and suppressed by the divining spirit, which

corrrmmicates not with but through the diviner. The diviner becares a pure rredium for

the words and voice of the spirit, and cannot him/herself recollect afterwards or speak

about what has transpired without being independently inform:d of it. What is exhibited

is spirit control of the diviner, in contrast to diviner control of an ngarm spirit,

and in close correspondence to mhondoro rrediums in Zimbabwe (Lan, 1985) and unbanda

rrediums in Rio de Janeiro (Goodman et al., 1974: 196). Moreover, besides corrmmicating

in its own right, the ndawo spirit acts like a master of cererronies, ushering in other

spirits and giving them the floor in turn. In the seance, therefore, the ndawo divining

spirit derronstrates control, not only over the diviner, but also over other spirits,

ancestral or otherwise55
• This is entirely consonant with the clam that an ndawo spirit

is there to stay and is pow=rful enough to keep a ngarm spirit in place.

While incorrpetent training diviners are adjudged to be the main culprits for a

failure to win clients, then source of an enfeebled divining practice is deerred to lie

in the carpetitiveness of the market place and in the Itijstical forces that are at play

within it. It is, axianatic that diviners corrpete with one another for custarers and it

is a cormonly held belief that a competitor will not be averse to stealing away one's

divining spirit in order to boost his/her own divining trade. This may well account in

part for a widespread reluctance arrong diviners to join rnxiem associations of

traditional healers, which uphold the virtue of sharing knowledge and techniques, but

in many minds is alrrost tantarrount to sharing divining spirits. Sharing of knowledge

and techniques is presurred to operate within each divining sodality; skills are passed

on to novices entering the sodality by its senior rrerrbers. It is outside of and

between sodalities that cut-throat corrpetition and the rustling of divining spirits is

believed to take place and it is usually well established and rrore powerful diviners

who are accused of such unfair practice. However, it is not unknown for unsuccessful

diviners, or even novices where divining training is not going well, to accuse their

'rraster' diviner of having stolen their divining spirits, thus defining themselves as
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no longer belonging to that sodality and effectively severing their ties to it.

3. Possess; on as Transaction and Event

I have argued that possession is a critical device for errpowering the diviner in

his/her dealings with clients, but it is nore than that. Many anthropologists perceive

spirit possession in terms of a transaction between two parties, the spirit and the

hurran rredium. Basically, spirit possession is a "ccmnunicatibn" (Firth, 1959:141) or

"negotiation" (Bock:l.y, 1994:407) between the spirits and the hurran host, or

alternatively it is the expression of "standardized cultural rreanings" (Crapanzano,

1977). Firth further stresses that "the actions and words of the rredium m..lSt be

translatable" (1959:141). Without the proper translation of spirit possession, the

esoteric incident delivers a rreaningless ccrmun.ication. To be effective, possession

nust produce social rreanings and values. In this respect, spirit possession may be

defried in Crapanzano's terms as an articulation. Crapanzano e2q)lains 'articulation'

as:

The act of . . . constructing an event to render it
rreaningful. The act of articulation is nore than a passive
representation of the event; it is in essence the creation
of an event. It separates the events from the flow of
experience . . . gives the event structure . . . relates to
other similarly constructed events, and evaluates the event
along both idiosyncratic and (culturally) standardized
lines. Once the experience is articulated, once it is
rendered an event, it is cast within the world of rreaning
and may provide a basis for action (1977a: 10) .

Thus Boddy maintains that "spirit possession in Hofriyat is an idiom for the

articulation of a certain range of experience" (1986: 166). By articulating particular

events out of the flow of experience, a possessed person is able to shape his/her own

inexplicable experience the better to take further actions. In the course of

articulating such experience, the number and status of possessing spirits can often be

nodified or replaced, i. e. during ukuthwasa. Ascendancy in possession may be shifted

from one particular spirit to another, particularly oscillating between paternal and

maternal ancestors.

Gugu's case
56

shows that the power of the ngoma divining spirit was transferred
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from a group of rratemal spirits to a group of patemal spirits. It is clear that the

passage of possession to paternal spirits was a.way of reconstituting the pattern of

her kinship experience from identification with her matemal lineage to incorporation

into her father's lineage. That this articulation provided the grounds for further

action might be gauged from the fact that her father began to rrake lobola payrrents

shortly after her patemal ancestors had derranded a change in her surnarre. Nor is

Gugu' s case an exception, when such articulation involves the waxing and waning of

possessing spirits, as will becone clear from the case-history of Isabel, who struggled

to keep her possessing spirits under control.

About forty years of age, Isabel is one of many failed izangcrna in KwaNgwanase,

whose divining spirits are virtually closed and incorrmmicative, because nobody corres

to consult them. Our first neeting was rather a strange affair. One afternoon, just a

few days after my arrival in the area, I was chatting to Mrs. Busisiw= in her

horrestead, where I had found lodgings. In the middle of our conversation, a tall and

slender w::.man entered, without any of the conventional politeness, and squatted in

front of us. She greeted my landlady, then turned to ne and greeted ne in Zulu. When I

responded in kind, she laughed and said "very good" (i.e. my Zulu). Whereupon, she

imnediately left. Mrs. Busisiwe inforned ne that her narre was Isabel and that she was a

diviner who lived nearby. Ten days later, I paid a call on Isabel. She lived in a

poorly constructed hcmestead, with her pensioner husband and her children. We retired

to her divining hut, an equally shabby construction, to conduct an interview.

Isabel had experienced illness from an early age that forced her to leave

school. She now thinks her affliction was the onset of her 'calling', though nobody

suspected this at the tirre (possibly because her rrajor syrrptoms were swollen ears and

feet). At any rate, she led a reasonably nomal life, got rrarried and bore two

children. She then fell seriously ill, but still nobody associated this with a

'calling' until, after a visit from her rrother, she had a dream of her rrother's father,

forrrerly a diviner. She followed his instruction to seek out a particular isangcrna who,

having cured her, took her under instruction and acquainted her with rredi.cines and the

art of divining. During this first interview she insisted that, although her father's

sister (a deceased isangorna) also assisted her in divination, it was her rrother's
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father who was the dcminant and decisive possessing spirit.

I rret Isabel subsequently on several occasions and built a good rapport with

her. She perfomed divining (ukubhula) for me and ITrj personal irrpression was that she

was quite skilled at the task. When I interviewed her again two years after our first

encounter, it was to find that she was no longer perfonning divining. She clairred that

her divining spirits had run away and abandoned her, as evidenced by the fact that no

patients cane to consult her. What she desperately required was to raise up a ndawo

spirit, for possession by a ndawo is the best guarantee of retaining the fickle ngama

spirits. Unfortunately, she was unable to rreet the expenses of another session of

divining training to rouse her tWJ known arrandawo spirits, narrely her rrother's brother

and her paternal grandfather's brother's wife. In the earlier interview, she had

confided that her divining spirits had been stolen by her father diviner. But when I

questioned Jabulani, a diviner friend, about this, he scornfully dismissed it. He told

rre that Isabel 'had cbne mmy bad things, including witchcraft, to other people', and

that was why her divining spirits had deserted her. While being financially disbarred

from undergoing a second divining training, Isabel clairred to have had a dream in which

her ndawo instructed her to go to the sea to collect sorre herbal rredicine along the

shore. She would see what WJuld happen after that.

The point, however, is that, although Isabel had not fonnally been invested with

ndawo spirits, she was already anticipating such a possession, should it becorre

affordable, by taking the rreasure of alternatives. In the interval between the tWJ

interviews, a shift in the identity of her ndawo spirits had taken place. Of the two

previously designated ndawo spirits, that of the agnatic great-grandfather had been

replaced by the spirit of her rrother's brother. When I pointed out this shift to

Isabel, she defended it by saying that she was not yet quite sure of her ndawo spirits,

irrplying that the natter was not settled by any rreans and that further displacerrents

might take place. She did not claim that her first choice was rather ananalous, in that

an agnatic ancestor scarcely fits the character of a foreign ndawo spirit. Ideally, the

identity of an ndawo spirit is much rrore negotiable than in Isabel's case, since its

very foreignness nakes the choice virtually limitless. What advantage might occur from

choosing a known over an unknown (corrpletely foreign) ndawo spirit, or from favouring
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one known sprit over another (in Isabel' $ case), is not entirely clear. The known

advantage of acquiring possession by an ndawo spirit is that of having a kind of

spiritual bailiff to repossess her errant ngama spirits and to act as their warder. The

quest for ndawo possession, as well as the process of refining ndawo identity,

indicates that an act of articulation is well under way. Once finalised, possession by

one or rrore ndawo spirits will re-order and rrake sense of her experience of failure in

her profession, will re-situate her as a practising diviner and will give her the

irrpetus to rrake a fresh start. Possession is thus a purposive activity designed to give

order, rreaning and value to deranged or confusing experience. It is a way of

articulating what is inchoate.

A couple of instances will serve to show the technical aspects of spirit

possession. cere in her 50s, being asked for an interview, demanded twenty rands for

'bringing out' her divining spirits to me. I placed rroney under the diviping rrat and

she used spirit possession to frame the content of the interview - turning it into an

authoritative account of her life that was placed beyond interrogation, beyond

questioning - a statarent, not an interview or eXchange57
• Also while Gugu was

explaining about yawning which was the signal of spirit possession, a senior novice

sitting beside Gugu corrected her yawn. This shows that spirit possession is carefully

learnt. Clearly, cele and Gugu show, possession is a tap which can be turned on at

will, a professional technique that was for hire.

So far, I have rrade two points so far about possession: (1) it is an acquired

technique, (2) it is a corrmmicative device that serves to articulate experience that

is out of joint/out of place. To this ~ can now add that is a professional resource.

It is undeniable that, in the act of possession, the diviner rray indeed rrove to a

different plane of consciousness. But this is neither necessary to the objective of

dazzling the client with a display of power nor is it altogether likely in the light of

what has already been said. It has been shown that possession during consultations is a

learned perforrrance and tl+at it is a willful, purposive activity aimed at reworking

experience. It is essentially a piece of theatre, in which the divine:!; is the principal

actor, even (but especially in ukuferrba) playing rrany parts. To the extent that an

actor can enter into the roles he perfoIIllS, he might undergo serne transfo.nration of
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consciousness, but we would not credit him with being 'possessed' by the characters he

assl.lIres. A good perfomance, or a convincing possession, is the key to everything else.

A corrmanding perfomance is provided with both a mystical and an objective inpress,

such as, 'this diviner exhibits corrplete control over the divining spirits', 'this

diviner attracts many clients'. of course, the clientele is the real test and

touchstone of success on every other level. Having many clients rrnst rrean that they are

convinced of the authenticity of the possession which, in turn, can be translated into

the mystical idiom of spirit control. lID. altered state of consciousness is not a

necessary link in this chain.

To the extent that a diviner rray experience sorre degree of cognitive

dissociation from his/her surroundings, it is artificially provoked by such rreasures as

fasting, herbal stirrnlants, both ingested and inhaled, insistent drurrming, unrestrained

rroverrent, and, of course, candidates in training are instructed in the use of these

techniques. There is a fair degree of deliberation and stage rranag~t in producing a

state of possession on the part of a diviner. This is not to deny that spirit

possession in other non-divining contexts can be rrore spontaneous and unrehearsed. But

in the context of divination, at least, spirit possession is well learnt technicque and

this is articulated in the course of divining training.

4.~ Spirits arx:l Kin-structm:e

A) Kin classification of~ divining spirits

I have interviewed tw=nty-six diviners and have collected infomation about

their divining spirits. Arrong them, ferrale diviners (15) outmmbered rrale diviners

(ll). There were no particular principles, such as, age, gender, ethnic identity and so

on, in selecting diviner infomants. They were randomly selected. The total nurrber of

divining spirits is eighty two (46 ngorra spirits and 36 ndawo spirits). This figure

shows that each diviner has on average three divining spirits. As I have mentioned

earlier, diviners in KwaNgwanase have two categories of divining spirits, ngorra and

ndawo. The corrparison and nature of these spirits will be dealt in the following

chapter. In this chapter, my aim is to single out ngorra spirits in order to analyse
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them (See Table-I) .

AJ.though diviners in KwaNgwanase specify divining spirits into ~, tnnlozi,

and indurtba58
, they are collectively tenred ngana spirits. My survey casts sane light on

the nature of ngoma spirits and on the gender corrposition of divinership. Firstly, the

gender ccrrposition of diviners may be controversial. Arrong anthropologists, there has

been a kind of conprcrnise about the gender of the divining profession. "Divination is a

woman's thing" (Ngubane, 1977: 142) or as Berglund notes, "in theory anybody can beCOIre

a diviner, but in practice the overwhelming majority are women" (1976:136). My data

also shows that ferrale diviners outnumber male diviners (fifteen to eleven). However,

it is too rigid and uncomfortable premise to argue that divination is an exclusively

woman's business. It seems to Ire, according to my data, that the gender corrposition of

divinership in KwaNgwanase is likely to be rrore balanced than the conventional concept

of ferrale dominance in divinership.

In fact, there is a continual change of the gender conposition in the tradition

of Zulu divinership. van Nieuwenhuijsen's study on diviners in Nyuswa land (1974) shows

how the gender conposition of Zulu diviners has been affected by the political

situation in Zulu society. By quoting Stuart, van Nieuwenhuijsen suggests that when the

Zulu kingdom was a mighty military power, the diviners were exarpt from military

services. At the tinE of Mpande's rule (1840-1872), however, it seems that too many men

wanted to skulk away from conpulsory military service by turning themselves into

diviners. Mpande eventually collected them together to form a special regirrent (28).

Ritter (1978:369) states that there wer~ only a few ferrale diviners at work during

Shaka's period. Later, under the apartheid reginE, people who becarre diviners were no

longer allowed to work for the whites, and "because labour outside the reserve has at

present become an economic necessity, rrost men nowadays refuse to obey an ancestral

call to become an isangona" (van Nieuwenhuijsen, 1974:28).

The above episode suggests that Zulu divinership is not a possession of

particular gender, rather it is a socially structured. Today, I cautiously suggest,

Zulu male tend to rrove into the realm of divinership, once known as the field of

ferrale, in order to benefit themselves from it59 •

Also the rigidity of gender based premise, i.e. divination is ferrale's
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profession, soon confronts with a dilerrrra when an incorrpatible figure is presented of

ngorra divining spirits. The nurrber of male divining spirits (in paternal and rraternal

line) far exceeds ferrale divining spirits (t~ty-nine to seventeen). In spiritual

realm of ngama, male divining spirits outnurrber feuale divining spirits. Male dominance

is particularly prominent in the realm of paternal divining spirits, all t~ty ngama

spirits, are male spirits. If divination is ferrale's business and at least the rrajority

of diviners are feuale, then how can this inconpatilile d;J.ta, male divining spirits

outnumber female divining spirits, be explained? Is this an exceptional phenomenon in

KwaNgwanase? Or is there any structural transfo.on;ttion of gender ration arrong diviners?

Unfortunately, there is no corrparative data available, however, these two figures show

that there are n\.I!YErical and gender balance between paternal and rratenla1 kin of ngorra

spirits. It will be quite interesting if any other ngama genealogy would be provided to

carrpare with this figure. If accept the premise that divination is waran's thing, at

least today in KwaNgwanase, the gravity of divination is on the gender shift: fran

feuale to male. Or, at least, fact explanation shows ferrale dominance in the field 6f

divining but spiritually male dominates the divining world.

The changing social structure and environment induce rrale into the world of

divining profession. Of cqurse, feualeness of diviner is at least syrrbolically

expressed in the world of divinership, i.e. the novice is called a daughter to the

senior isangama, but in social reality, there seems to be a tendency of gender

transfomation.

B) Affinal dcmi..nanoe in~ possessic:n

Another significant figure of ngana kinship is that affinal (rratrilateral)

spirits outnurrber patrilineal ngana spirits by 26 (56.5%) to 20 (43.4%). Is there any

reason to expect rrore dead diviners outside rather than within one's patriline? Ngama

is indisputably a lineage divining spirit which rray reflect the patrilineal social

structure in KwaNgwanase. Nevertheless, in KwaNgwanase, the affinal dominance of ngorra

spirit might be explained in terms of relatively strong position endorsed to

rratrilineal ancestors. Same might insist that it has sorrething to do with the rrodem

decline of the patrilineage in societies, which can no longer provide for all one's



Table 1: Ngana spirits and kin relationship

DivinerS ~ spirits

NAME GENDER AGE PATERNAL Al!'FINAL NtM3ER
(D;U Ferrale 26 FF MMM 2

AIDINA Ferrale 32 FM 1
JA'BUIANI Male 38 MF 1

IJEI.MilI Male 32 FFF 1
SIBIYA Ferrale 52 FF 1

'IHABIIE Female 62 MM, MMM 2
SOFINA Female 50S FFF 1

IW1IEL Male 42 FF MM 2
NDmNE Male 50S MM 1
lSABEL Female 38 FZ,MF 2
KtJNSI Male 38 FF 1

RAYM:N:) Male 19 FFF 1
R:>SALIN Ferrale 60S FF MF, MM, MVIF, 5

MMM

R:>SALINA Ferrale 70S FF FM 2
~ Ferrale 60S F M, MM 3

GE'1RUDE Ferrale 50S MF,MM 2
llHILIP Male 38 MMB 1
LINDIWE Female 27 FF, F 2

IEVAS Male 57 MMM 1
~ Female 63

I
F, FB, FB, FM,MF 7

FF, FFF
mANK Male 19 FF 1
MSIBI Male 50S FF 1

MZW'A1QMINI Male 28 FM 1
KABl:IA Ferrale ? MFF, MFFF 2
ELIZA Ferrale 50S FM 1

ElOPIWE Female 49 FFF 1
20 26 46

F (Father), B (Brother), H (Husband), M (Mother), Z (Sister), W (Wife)
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needs. In the past and even today, father and brothers are used to away looking for

errployrnent while leaving all their duties behind at home. Hence the tendency other

family rrarbers look other ways to survive and cast their safety - the inportance of

maternal relatives may rise against paternal relatives. If it is the transfometion of

social reality, why not similarly travel for divinatory power. I have already

illustrated in the CHAPTER THREE that the patrilineal and patrilocal principle is

weakened by rrost of male rrarbers are away or uneconomic, hence they contribute less

than they used to. Under this changing social conditions, lineal descent may still play

a cardinal role, particularly the principle of inheritance, but it no longer plays an

elerrentary social principle.

Furtherrrore, the diagram shows that there is a tendency of female dominance

arrong affinal ngoma spirit (63%). It is again against the general tendency of ngana

possession: a male divining spirit dominates in both patrilineal and matrilineal

principle. How could it be explained? A structural-fLmctionalism may provide

conventional explanation on this. Childhood illness may recur rrore seriously when a

woman is subjected to the strain of an exogarrous marriage and has children of her own.

Marriage may be a rife recruiting ground for diviners. And when they cast about for a

guiding spirit, Le. identifying it, they choose sareone in their own backgrounds who

had been diviners for possibly similar reasons. As we can see from the table, there is

a clear-cut contrast between male dominance in patrilineage and ferrale dominance in

matrilineage which might reflect an ideological context between patrilineal and

matrilineal principle in KwaNgwanase. It may also reflect the changing trend of social

structure and practice in KwaNgwanase.

van Nieuw:nhuijsen's data shows a sharp contrast to my data (1974). krong thirty

ngama (arrathongo) spirits can Van Nieuw:mh.uijsen had collected, male spirits corrprises

of twenty (66.6%) and patrilineal spirits are nineteen (63.3%) (1974:10). Affinal

spirits only consist of five (16.6%). What is the reason? Or what this figure

signifies? It might be the because of social and cultural difference between Nyuswa

land and KwaNgwanase. Nyuswa land is the one of places which maintain hardcore Zulu

cultural heritages and strong Zulu nonns and values: patriarchy. Patriliny and

patrilocality are strong working ptinciples. In contrast, KwaNgwanase, a margin of Zulu
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cultural influence, tradition allows Irore affinal influence in the carrmmity and

therefore Irore affinal divining spirits are also allowed to activate in the divining

world.

There is another significance of the table. The nurrber of divining spirits

possessed by an individual diviner varies greatly. Is it an advantage to have multiple

possession spirits? Is a diviner's mystical power drawn from Irore divining spirits?

Sorre diviners might be led into thinking and even claiming this. For instance,

Themelina, a farale isangarra in eNgozini, has the greatest number of divining spirits:

seven ngarra and two ndawo. She is quite well-mmaging diviner ...no successfully builds

up her divining practice. However, Frank, a young rrale isangarra from Mozarrbique, has

only a single ngorra spirit, but his po~rful divining practice draws rrany local people

to consult him. It is hard to corrpare ...no is Irore powerful diviner between Themelina

and Frank. Both are quite powerful and draw rrany clients. Aldina, Irostly known diviner,

has only two divining spirits, one ngorra and one ndawo. Jabulani, Pfospering diviner,

also has only two divining spirits. On the contrary, Isabel, whose divining spirits are

actually dying out claims five divining spirits. And it would appear that clients and

novices are Irore irrpressed by perfonnance and results than with Irore claims of

spiritual potency.

5. Stmoa:ly

This chapter begins with a definitional problem of calling and spirit possession

which has been naively ignored by anthropologists with unknGwn reasons. calling is a

mystically ridden revelation assigned from ancestral (divining) spirits. calling

entails a series of misfortunes and affliction, both physical and mystical level.

Ideally, a person cannot stand against calling; only the way of easing these

misfortunes and affliction are to accept the calling.

On the contrary, spirit possession is further linked with diviner's purposeful

alteration of oonsciousness in order to carry on his/her divining practice. Therefore,

divining spirits are said to be 'cultured' and 'artfully rranipulated' by the diviner to
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srrooth his/her divining in the world of divining business.

The literature on spirit possession has changed direction from behavioural and

psychological rationalisation of the possessed to increased attention to local

contexts, personal ezperience, cultural logic and creativity. And whether central or

peripheral, possession has been shown to be about rrorality, kinship, ethnicity,

history, and social rrarory - the touchstone of social existence. If we focus on ...nat

the diviners do, rather than what they cannot, we find them working in the spiritual

realm on behalf of 'themselves' (Boddy, 1994:416).

Spirit possession might, as psychological explanation asserts, be an indigenous

pattern of 'altered state of consciousness'. For it is undeniable that, in the act of

possession, the diviner nay indeed rrove to a different plane of consciousness. But this

is neither necessary to the objective of dazzling the client with a display of pcMer

nor is it altogether likely in the light of ...nat has already been said. It has been

shown that possession during consultations is a learned perfomance and that it is

willful pm:posive activity aiIrEd at reworking experience. It is essentially a piece of

theatre, in which the diviner is a principal actor, even (but especially in ukufaoba)

playing rrany parts. To the extent that the actor can enter into the roles he performs,

(s)he might undergo S<JIre transformation of consciousness, but we would not credit him

with being 'possessed' by the characters he assurres. A good perfomance, a convincing

possession, is the key to everything else. A corrrranding perfomance is provided with

both a mystical and a subjective irrpress, such as, this diviner exhibits carplete

control over the divining spirits, this diviner attracts rrany clients. Of course, the

clientele is the real test and touchstone of success on every other level. Having rrany

clients must rrean that they are convinced of the authenticity of the possession which,

in turn, can be translated into the mystical idiom of spirit control. lID altered state

of consciousness is not a necessary link in this chain.

To the extent that a diviner nay experience S<JIre degree of cognitive

dissociation from his/her surroundings, it is artificially provokes by such rreasures as

fasting, herbal stirrnlants both ingested and inhaled, insistent drurrming, unrestrained

rrovement, and, of course, candidates in training are instructed in the use of these

techniques. There is a fair degree of deliberation and stage rranagerrent in producing a
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state of possession on the part of a diviner. This is not to deny that spirit

possession in other non-divining context can be rrore spontaneous and unrehearsed.

However, spirit possession is used calculatedly to articulate the patients' predicament

by cr~ating an evenly the seance. It separates a piece of experience for special

attention that structures and frarres it by subjecting it to mystical intervention and

review. It renders rreaning within the client's cultural understanding and leads the way

to a satisfactory course of action. It lifts the patient's experience to the level of

mystical agency and restructures it by subordinating it to unchallengible esoteric

knowledge. Possession on the part of the diviner is an inescapable part of healing,

where healing is essentially the refomation of experience.

In sum, the state of possession is an acquired technique. Presumably this

applies to all cases of diviners going into trance for consultation, i.e. both ngClUE.

and ndawc fonns of possession. They are deliberately initiated by a diviner when the

need arises. Hence, the diviner possesses the spirit in that (s)he calls it up at will.

The diviner is in control of the situation, i.e. the principal actor.
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As already stated in previous chapters, most of the diviners in KwaNgwanase try

to combine ngorre and ndawo spirits in their spiritual anroury. Diviners thEmSelves

attest to the desirability of acquiring the ndawo spirit for its disciplinary function

of keeping the ngorre spirits in place. Sufficient attention was devoted in the previous

chapter to the ngoma spirit and its possession to allow us to concentrate here on the

significance of the ndawo spirit and, even more pertinently, to explore the nature of

the connection between the two kinds of divining spirit.

Anthropologists have noted the prominence of ndawo spirits among the

neighbouring Thonga-speaking people (Junod, 1927; Harries, 1983, 1984) and reference is

rrede to them in earlier ethnographic accounts of the Zulu (Sundkler, 1961; Lee, 1969;

N~ane, 1977) and Sotho (Hammond-Tooke, 1981). In all of these writings, arrendawo (or

their equivalent arrendawe) are unifonnly described as 'malevolent foreign spirits' that

indiscriminately attack the unwary and unprotected, and for whcm worren are a favoured

target. The earliest account of ndawo origins appears in Junod

As regards the Ba-Ndjao spirits they are sorretimes called
arrendiki, and are said to have followed the Thonga and Ngoni
soldiers of Gungunyana, who established thEmSelves for sc:xre
years at Mosapa, right in the middle of the Ndjao country,
to the North of the Sabie, and who, later on, carte down
again frcm that mountainous region into the fertile plain of
Bilene. On the other hand, when the war of 1894 to 1895
compelled the Northern Ba-Ronga, those from Mabota, Zihlahla
and Nondwane to flee, they took with them, so the story
goes, the gods who had possesed them, and "scattered" them
so thoroughly in the countries of the North that (1927,
11:480)

The general area of origin would therefore seem to be the basin of the Pongola

river in Swaziland and Thongaland (Lee, 1969:130-131). As Junod points out (1927:480),

the Ba-ndjao spirits were the "names of strangers, not of the people of the country,

and they frequently attack Thongas who happen to be travelling in such countries and

follow them in their further migrations", hence Ngubane's opinion that "arrendawo seEmS

to be a term related to the Ndjao people who live in Rhodesia" (1977:142f).
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Regarding the incidence of ndawo among the Zulu, we are told that these spirits

"are less indigenous to the Zulu than to neighbouring tribes" (Lee, 1969: 133) and

"quite recently ... appeared in Zululand" (Sundkler, 1961:23). Both Lee (130) and Ngubane

(142f) identify amandawo with amandiki spirits, understandably enough since they both

fall into the category of troublesome foreign spirit. In none of these sources,

however, from Junod onwards, Lee being the sole exception, is there any reference to

such spirits functioning as divining spirits, so we may assume this to be a fairly

recent novel developrrent.

Local diviners in KwaNgwanase introduce some refinEments on the 'malevolent

foreign spirit' therre, when describing ndawo. They specify the spirit as that of a

deceased white person, whose place of origin is not known beyond saying that it came

from overseas. Thus, according to Rosalin, "ndawo is a white spirit and it comes across

the sea", and Jabulani stated that "ndawo is originally a foreign spirit who came

across the sea with a white face and body". Frank, a young diviner from Mozambique, put

it slightly differently: "ndawo is a foreign spirit. It has long hair." It is corrmon

knowledge among all the diviners of my acquaintance that ndawo is a white foreign

spirit. The spiritual influence of the white foreigner is by no means unique to

northern Zululand and Mozarrbique. Middleton noted among the Lugbara that divination is

a power given to a person, usually a wcm:m, under possession by Adro, who takes the

"form of a tall white-skinned man" (1969:224). A second specification that carries

local consensus is that ndawo is the spirit of a homicide or of a warrior whose life

was cut short in battle. Thus Rosalin again: "ndawo is a person who was killed long ago

as a warrior. It is a white spirit." And rrost diviners agree with Rosalin's explicit

depiction of ndawo as the spirit of a slain Portuguese doldier serving in a colonial

era. I do not strain the meaning by claiming that one strand of identity worn by ndawo

is that of colonial enforcer, though at the same time a victim of violence. Stoller has

elsewhere noted the spirit legacy of the colonial presence, by observing that Hauka

spirits are conceptualised as white colonial officials, while their hosts have a local

history and experience of colonial domination (1995:38-45).

Hloza, Jabulani's father diviner from Soweto and therefore an outsider to

KwaNgwanase, registered a "black consciousness", revisionary dissent against the corpus
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of local knowledge regarding the whiteness of ndawo. He reverses the dominant local

description of ndawo as white victim of black killers, at least to same extent.

Ndawo is a black spirit. It is not a white spirit. There
is a land (place) for ndawo people called Beira. Ndawo
people are black and have short hair. It was during wars,
rrany white people killed ndawo people. The dead ndawo with
anger caught white soldiers who killed them. They remained
inside the White soldiers' bodies until the possessed died.
The soldiers' spirits wandered around after his death to
substitute or transform ndawo spirit into somebody else.
That is why people see nda'WO spirit as a white. But ndawo is
originally black people who lived in Beira and were killed
by white soldiers during wars.

This brings us to a third local specification of ndawo, narrely, that it is a

vengeful spirit. The prototype of the slain colonial soldier fits into the general

African conception of the dislocated wandering spirit. Cut off in the prirre of life,

far from home, with little possibility of resettlerrEIlt in its home place by means of a

proper funeral and family rrourning, it becomes an unrequited vagabond spirit intent on

indiscriminately harming those who cross its path. This equally applies to black

migrant 'WOrkers, whose whereabouts are unknown to their families when they die in the

city, but in their case such 'lost souls' can be recovered and resettled by means of an

ukubuyisa (to bring home) ritual. The displaced white soldier spirit is all the rrore

dangerous, and equally all the rrore powerful, because it has no hope of return and is

unconstrained by proper structural bonds. However, thwarted in its expectation of a

return, the soldier spirit is driven by a rrore powerful mission of revenge. This places

it in an African frarrework of understanding that the literature labels as the feud. A

killing calls out for revenge or some form of redress; a life for a life or a form of

equivalent corrpensation for the life that was violently taken. Diviners in KwaNgwanase

believe that they have found a way of requiting the ndawo thirst for revenge, of

capturing and domiciling it, of harnessing its exceptional rralevolent power and

converting it to the achievement of socially beneficial ends in a spectacular form of

divination. It should be noted that Hloza's reinterpretation does not easily fit into

this design of satisfying the ndawo's pursuit of revenge. If the nda'WO was originally a

black victim, its revenge 'WOuld have been achieved by indwelling the white soldier and

its satisfaction, thus achieved, would not cancel out the white spirits yearning for

redress.
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It will be clear from the foregoing that the character of ndawo differs

considerably from that of ngoma and that, in many respects, they stand as opposites to

one another. The rrost obvious of these oppositions is that the ngoma is a known kin

relative of the diviner, whereas the ndawo is a foreigner, utterly unknown to the

diviner. Secondly, the ancestral spirit is a fonner diviner, unlike the foreign spirit

who is a complete outsider to the profession. This may explain the belief that the

ngoma passes on skills and techniques to the diviner-in-training and corrmunicates with

him/her in dreams, but no attention is given to the transmission of knowledge from the

ndawo. Possession by the ngoma spirit is curmlative over time; possession by an ndawo

spirit is instant and complete. Thirdly, ngoma spirits are African and black by

definition. Ndawo spirits, on the other hand are believed to represent white colonists

from over the sea, hence they are associated with water and with the bright shining

surfaces of western technology. Fourthly, the ngoma belongs to the category of

ancestral spirit that is central and pivotal to African religion; it is an established

tenet of the carmunity belief system. By contrast, the ndawo spirit is marginal and

peripheral, suspended in a vacuum between nature and culture. Its marginality is the

source of its fearsome illegitimate power (Kiernan, 1997:244). The ngoma spirit is

secured within the legitimate social structure, while ndawo inhabits a realm of

unstructure and disorder and, as Douglas (1978) has argued, the power inherent in the

margins and emanating from disorder is considered to be rrore dangerous than that

exercised by the legitimate order. The way in which these contrasting powers are

exercised brings a fifth difference to light. Structurally anchored, the ngoma spirit

acts in a socially responsible manner, upholding and prorroting corrmmal nonns and

values, detecting deviance and conflict, providing the means for healing and well

being. Structurally adrift, the ndawo in its raw state is profoundly anti-social and

anarchic. It is indiscriminately invasive, devouring those whom it happens to possess

and causing havoc around them. The ngoma can visit suffering on those it has chosen,

only to draw attention to their obligations, but no rrore than to any ancestral spirit

would a death be attributed to it. The ndawo is especially feared because it can kill,

and kill without reason, in keeping with the death of its original owner which, in

Rosalin's words, was "killed without reason in a war", an abnonnal death. Gugu and
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Jabulani make explicit this belief that ndawo ''will kill some family Ire.IIbers of the

person it possesses". Ac=rding to Rosalin, "if there is ndawo at home, pecple will die

one by one. But if you do not check with an isangorra, you can sirrply say it is

umthakathi (a witch). NO, it is not. It is ndawo." A sixth difference, though it may

only be a variation on the foregoing, is that the ngoma spirit is benign and

beneficent, whereas ndawo is restless and vengeful, seeking satisfaction and justice

for a wrongful death and, ultimately, rest from its ceaseless wandering. It is this

last quality that leaves ndawo open to appeasement by local diviners. There are further

differences, descent against affinity and inferior to superior, which become manifest

only when the ndawo spirit is drawn into the divinatory function, and these will be

held over for later discussion. SUffice it to say that ngorra and ndaw::> stand in a

relationship of complementary opposition and that this forms the basis of their

emengent partnership in the divining profession.

The character of ndaw::>, as conveyed by diviners in kwaNgwanase, is rrnlti-

layered; a spirit that is foreign, white, structurally loose and vengeful. But this is

essentially an ideal type only. In its actual "realisation", in the more explicit

identification of ndawo spirits carried out by individual diviners, seldom do all the

facets of its ideal characterisation come together. It can be a foreign vengeful spirit

that is not white but black. Or it might not be a foreign spirit at all, but be a

deceased kin-person who is not in the least vengeful and as often as not they are

ferra1e rather than male. To understand these variations on the ideal, it is necessary

first to =nsider how an ndawo spirit is acquired.

Ngubane regards the ndawo spirit among the Zulu as an alien evil spirit, not to

be acquired but to be rejected. The possessed person undergoes a short period of

treatrrent to "exorcise the alien spirit" and to have it "superseded by the good

I
ancestral spirits." The possessed (woman) has "no intention of becoming a fully-fledged

diviner for the rest of her life" (1977:143). Clearly, she is unaware of the

alternative process of acccmoodating a ndawo spirit within the divining function. But

Lee is fully aware of it and states unarrbiguously that "arnandaw::> ... have pow=rs of

divination" that are "directed at curing some illness." Possession is followed by

"initiation into the cult.. as a curing agency" (1969:130-131). For Lee then, possession
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precedes initiation as a diviner. However, diviners in KwaNgwanase hold to a different

persuasion. They are of the opinion that no ordinary person or novice could safely

accorrroodate an ndawo; only an already initiated ngata diviner is capable of handling

its formidable power and hence controlled ndawo possession takes place on the very last

day of the Ukuthwasa ritual. Nevertheless, its identity is revealed some tine earlier

in the course of training. However, it does not declare itself to the initiate, to whom

it is not known, unlike the ngata spirit. It is always announced by the master diviner

and it comes enveloped in a legend concerning its past. Isabel's tentative

identification of her ndaV'K) spirits, cmpletely divorced from any initiation procedure,

may be regarded as exceptional and born of her desperate situation. But our attenpts to

inpose order on such a fluid corrpetitive field of adjustrrent and innovation will always

rreet with exceptions. certainly no novice during my period of fieldwork ever cla.irred to

have an ndawo spirit, much less to know its identity, before this was revealed by the

diviner who was coaching him/her. I once asked Kunzi, for exanple, if he knew of (had

been allotted) an ndawo and, when he said "yes", I asked him for its narre and its

relationship to him. He was visibly sturrped until Rosalin, his instructor, broke into

tfie conversation to say "his ndaV'K) is his great-grandrrother" (on his rrother's side, as

it turned out). Johannes was not supplied with this kind of infoIm3.tion in advance of

the final day of Ukuthwasa, when under ndawo possession it was expected that it V'K)uld

reveal its identity, but the narre was inaudiable and again it was the father diviner,

Jabulani, who filled the breach by announcing "this ndawo is Lillian." Nobody had a

clue who this Lillian was and all were left in ignorance for the rest of the cerffiOny.

It was several days later when Jabulani provided a "story" that situated Lillian in

relation to Johannes.

It is the father diviner, then, who creates and constructs the legend that

situates the ndawo in tiJre and place and that sPells out its connection to the

candidate diviner. Legends are IIDre or less elaborate, depending on the inventiveness

of the narrator. And not all are rrodelled on the premise of the slain foreigner casting

about for vengeance. The core of the rrodel legend is sinple enough. The candidate is

told: 'one or rrore of your fore-fathers were responsible for the death of a white

soldier in some long forgotten war', or 'they killed a Sotho he.rbalist out of envy and
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stole his rredicines.' In the idian of the b100dfeud, they thus incurred a debt. The

debt was never paid off and it has been passed down to the candidate. This ndawo is now

laying claim to the candidate in satisfaction of the debt. The candidate can settle the

debt by providing this wandering spirit with a horre from which it can play a

respectable and constructive role in society. But there a further gloss on the

transaction. In terms of the blood-feud metaphor that is being invoked, the claim being

staked is for a life, a life restored for a life destroyed. And in the conventions of

the feud, one of the approved forms taken by this restitution is the giving of a wife,

who will generate new life (Gluckman, 1955:1-26). Hence, the bond that is ritually

established between diviner and ndawo, rrost intensely during possession, is

conceptualised as a narriage in which, irrespective of the gender identity of spirit

and host, the diviner is the bride and the ndawo is the husband (See APPENDIX 5). The

diviner is thus caught up in a web of ~stica1 relationships in which (s)he is cast as

a wc:mm. To 'her' ngana ancestral spirits 'she' is a 'daughter'. 'She' is a 'daughter

in-law' to the seniors, and a 'sister' to 'her' peers, in the psendo-descent groups of

diviners that 'she' joins, and to 'her' ndawo spirit or spirits 'she' is a 'wife'.

Being a 'rrother' is the only female role that is left out of the equation and it might

be stretching the metaphor too far to regard the client as a child. In any case, we

have already shown that to novices 'she' becernes a 'father'. Only one elerrent of this

corrplex, that of a host being the 'bride' of a possessing spirit, has been recorded by

anthropologists in serne African societies, e. g. Lewis (1991: 3) and Bastian (1997).

The ~stical marriage between diviner and ndawo has further inplications,

notably the construction of an affinal alliance between ngana and ndawo. The spirit

husband has to be introduced to the 'bride's' ancestral spirits and, being by

definition a herneless spirit, it is induced to settle in and cohabit with the ngana

ancestral spirits in the diviner's horrestead, through for the sake of harrrony they

reside in separate huts. It is conceived as an uxorilocal narriage. The ritual

enactment and the visible signs of the integration and alliance of ngana with ndawo

spirits does not corrplete our understanding of the relationship between thEm, for it is

considered to be an unequal relationship. Nomally, wife-receivers are regarded and

treated as inferior to wife-givers, in which case ngana ought to be the superiors of



Table 2: Divining spirits and kin-structure

Divinars

!W£ GEiIlER lItE ~ AJ!EllW., PMmUU. AJ!EllW., REE!af
L

Gl;p. Fatale 26 FF MJM Male (Sotho)

Aldi.na. Fatale 32 FM Male
(M:>zarrbique)

Jabulan:i Male 38 MF Fatale

Del.ani. Ma;le 32 FFF MM1

s:ibi.ya Fatale 52 FF MF,M1
'lbabile Fatale 62 MM, WM FM

So£ina. Fatale 50s FFF FFFF FM, Fm
Dan:iel. Male 42 FF MM EM

Ng\i:)arE Male 50S MM FZ Fm
lsabe1 Fatale 38 FZ, MF E'E'fW,

MB,FM
Kimsi. Male 38 FF FEW

~ Male 19 FFF EMS,
MMFF

Rosalin Fatale 60S FF MF, M1, EMS
MMF,
MfvM

Rosaljna. Fatale 70S FF EM FF EM

~ Fatale 60S F M, MM FEW
Get:rt.d9 Fatale 50S MF,M1 FM11
Philip Male 38 MMB Male

(Northelll
part of SA)

Lindi.\e Fatale 27 FF, F FFF, F MM
Ievas Male 57 MJM FF,FB

'I1eJpljna Fatale 63 F, FB, FM,MF FFFF MM1
FB, FF,

FFF
Frank Male 19 FF
Ms:ihi Male 50S FF MZ

MzwaJd:mini. Male 28 EM ?
Kapi1.a. Fatale ? MFF, Male

MFFF (Portuguise)
El.:i2a Fatale 50S FM MM

BcP.we Fatale 49 FFF FF's friend
'lbtal. (82) 20 26 8 22 6 (16.6%)

(43.4%) (56.5%) (19.4%) (64%)

F (Father), B (Brother), H (Husband), M (Mother), Z (Sister), W (Wife)
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ndawo. Yet diviners in KwaNgwanase hold to the exact opposite viewpoint. Ndawo spirits

are highly regarded and are especially valued precisely because they lord it over ngorra

spirits; they are rrore powerful than ngorra, they control them and keep them in their

place. This reversal may be explained by reference to the unusual circumstances of an

alliance that is the outcorre of a supposed feud. The injured party (ndawo) is not a

supplicant for a bride as in a normal marriage transaction and is not indebted to the

wife-givers for the gift of a bride. He claims a wife as a matter of right and the

exercise of that right leaves no outstanding debt. By demanding a bride, he asserts his

superiority and control over the wife-givers. In this conception, the ndawo is

manifestly dominant and the ngorra is the subordinate. But there is yet another way of

looking at it. The ideal depiction of ndawo as the ghost of a fallen white soldier

brings colonial relationships into the frame of neaning. The image invoked by the white

soldier is that of the colonial enforcer, the real power behind the administrator and

the ultimate deterrent against revolt by the subject people. Ironically, this

relationship of foreign masters to local subjects is contained and placed upon the

ngorra-ndawo alliance. That it is not speculation on my part, but is indeed a strand of

neaning inplied by the alliance and that serves to explain the conmon conviction that

ndawo keeps ngara in line, is supported by the fact that diviners in KwaNgwanase all

confirm the ideal ndawo spirit as a white avenger, both in conversations with ne and in

the conduct of the finishing rituals.

Yet, despite this prevailing orthodoxy regarding the conceptualisation of ndawo,

tine and again master diviners allocate to their novices an ndawo of quite different

provenance. And these diviners admit that their own ndawo spirits, acquired via their

own father diviners, are often oddly at variance with the approved m:xlel. The

'realisation' thus departs considerably from the entrenched conceptualisation. Of the

thirty -six ndawo spirits identified in my survey (See Table-2), only six (a nere

16.6%) belong to the category of unambiguous foreigner. The other 83.4% are identified

as deceased kin of the diviner or candidate diviner; sixty four percent (64%) are

matrilateral and affinal relatives and an inpressive 19.4% are recruited from the

descent line of the diviner. This is a major discrepancy; that the ideal category of

foreign spirit should have the lowest representation. Can the discrepancy be explained
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away? Is there some sense in whidl ma.trilateral and descent-group kin, at the spirit

level, can be regarded as foreigners?

It is easier to contemplate this possibility in the case of ma.trilateral kin,

those connected to the diviner through past ma.rriages . Given the rule of exogarrous

ma.rriage, affines can safely be regarded as 'outsiders' to the descent groups, if not

as outright foreigners. But further, given the culturally plural corrposition of the

population of KwaNgwanase, and the gradual assimilation of ma.ny Thonga-speaking

migrants through inter-ma.rriage, there are sufficient grounds for assuming that affinal

connections set up in the past were indeed with foreigners, and thus that ma.trilateral

spirits could qualify as foreign ndawo spirits. This line of reasoning would be

strengthened, if ndawo affines were predominantly identified as genealogically rerote

kin, such that an incoming spouse could be safely conjectured to be foreign without

rrnch risk of contradiction. However, this subterfuge is not sustained by the data. A

similar proportion of ngoama. (74%) and ndawo (63%) is drawn fran the first two

ascending generations, at the parental and grand-parental level where they are likely

to be known. The argurrent, therefore, retrains plausible but not conclusive.

It is virtually inpossible to regard own lineage ancestors as in any sense

foreign, unless by exception one's whole line of forebears originated in Mozarrbique, as

is the case with Aldina and Rosalin. However the issue here is prima.rily cultural

rather than geographical foreigness. Rosalin provided an ingenious solution to this

irrpasse, by explaining how deceased kin (both agnatic and ma.trilateral) can ma.nifest

themselves as ndawo spirits. She claims a FMB as her ndaw:) spirit. Although this was

originally a foreigner, at some point in the distant past it had been appeased by her

forebears (presuma.bly by possessing a diviner) and had thus bec:orre incorporated with

her ancestral kin. Thus an ndawo spirit is not necessarily a free-floating outsider

when it enters a diviner, but having infiltrated the ranks of the genealogical

ancestors two or rrore generations back, in the guise of a genealogical ancestor it is

inherited by the diviner in rrnch the same ma.nner as an ngoma spirit. This secondary

elaboration of Rosalin's enjoys some currencyarrong other diviners. Nevertheless, while

'solving' one aspect of the problem, it sacrifices the power that the diviner attains
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by haI11essing the raw, foreign, vengeful potency of the essential nclawo and weakens the

distinction between ngorra and nclawo.

The fact remrins that, increasingly, there is a tendency to recruit both types

of divining spirit from the sarre pool of agnatic and matrilateral ancestors. In SCIre

respects and for certain purposes, the sarre kind of ancestral spirit can be called upon

to function either as an ngorra or as an nclawo divining force. This should not entirely

surprise us. Religion or any other social institution reflects the kind of society in

which it is inbedded. Following Webster (1991), it can be said that KwaNgwanase is a

rich mix of Zulu and Thonga identities. Situationally, depending on where they see an

advantage to lie, they may choose to assert their Zulu identity at one point and, at

another, to stress their Thongan identity. Diviners are behaving no differently and are

playing with different aspects of ancestorhood. Depending on their particular purpose

in divining, practitioners in KwaNgwanase may recognise the 'insider' status of

ancestral spirits (ngorra) or, alteI11atively, may errphasise their status as 'insider

augrrented by powerful outsider ally' (ndawo). In the course of tine, we may expect to

see a further rapproachrrent between ngcrra and nclawo, in that a new nclawo diviner will

be seen to succeed to the office of an ancestral diviner, previously credited with the

taming of an unruly foreign spirit.

Furthenrore, in KwaNgwanase, the distinction between agnates and matrilateral

kin may be wearing thin and this can account for the tendency among diviners to draw

indiscriminately upon agnatic and matrilateral ancestors in the selection of both ngoma

and nclawo spirits. As Harrm:md-Tooke has pointed out:

n[t]hese 'pure' patrilineal descent groups of the Nguni were not
found among Sotho, Vencla and Tsonga. Although, among these peoples,
the patrilineal principle was indeed fundarrental, lineages were either
absent or of very shallow depth, or the wider group also contained
other, non-agnatic, kin, thus 'contaminating' an exclusively
patrilineal recruitmentH (1998:10).

The influx of Thongan irrmigrants into KwaNgwanase, bringing with them the looser

conception of lineage organisation, has certainly contaminated, to SCIre extent, the

purity of the patrilineal descent structure so that it is no longer as rigidly adhered

to as in other Zulu clusters. Moreover, the self-sufficient agrarian economy on which

it rested has been transfo.med by rrodeI11 influences, thus further eroding the
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patrilineal principle. The result is that the distinction between agnatic and

matrilateral kin is no longer as significant or relevant as it once was.

Whatever the provenance of an ndawo spirit, whether through filiation, alliance

or a corrbination of both, once the spirit has possessed the diviner and has ritually

settled in his/her separate divining hut, it joins the ngorna. spirit (s) in the divining

repertoire. Fran that point on, the corrplementary opposition inherent in the alliance

is given additional expression. Their natural habitat is said to be very different.

Like descent-group ancestors, ngcrna is located in air and earth (underground), hence in

the rafters and floor of the divining hut. Ndawo's natural elerrent is water,

specifically the river and the ocean, as ideally it is a foreigner who crossed the

seas. In this vein, Lee reports that a scarcely different category of foreign spirit

(amandiki) "carre into Zululand after Dinuzulu's return from overseas" (1969: 131). The

second distinction that is ritually observed is to be seen in the kind of offerings

that are rendered to these spirits, offerings of meat and drink. The ngorna. spirit

favours goat meat. "Irrbuzi (goat) is ngorna.' s favourite animal. We slaughter a goat and

hang it on the back wall of the divining hut overnight, so ngoma can lick on it",

stated Aldina. The goat does not wander far from the horrestead and is therefore classed

as a dorrestic animal. Not so chickens. "Chickens are like birds. They can flyaway or

go skittering about in the bush. Ndawo likes chickens" (Aldina). In addition to the

domestic-outside divide being expressed here, it ImlSt be borne in mind that ndawo is

ideally a white spirit. Hence, Frank argues, "as whites like everything neat, spotless

and clean, ndawo likes the flesh of chicken which has no bad srrell and is white in

colour." While also ngorna. is honoured with horne-brewed beer (utshwala), Jabulani

prepares "Black Label, brandy and soft drinks" for his ndawo, refreshrrent from the

world of white carrrrerce. Ndawo is also beguiled by western items that glitter and

shine, such as coins or the blade of a knife.

A third difference errerges from the manner of possessing the diviner, how it is

said to be experienced. The ngorna. spirit does not enter the diviner's body for each

episode of possession. It is already there and need only be aroused. Ngoma possession

is therefore an intrinsic phenorrenon, proceeding from within and manifesting its active

state by outward expulsion (explosion) of breath in yawning, belching, hica.Jpping. It
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can also give rise to a frenetic form of dancing. Ndawo, on the other hand, co:rres each

tiTre from outside the body of the diviner and is first experienced like a cold breeze

or a drop in tarperature. I have observed a number of such occurrences. The diviner

sits quietly in the hut facing out the open door. After a while she begins to shiver

with cold. The shivering beco:rres rrore energetic, leading to convulsive rrovarent, heavy

breathing, occasional belching. Lee was led to describe this state as being like an

epileptic seizure (1969:131). The possessed diviner never stands up or otherwise rroves

from the spot, until after about fifteen minutes, the activity subsides and the spirit

leaves. "As Aldina explained the experience, the spirit from the sea enters the body

cool and inactive through the feet and makes its way into the head, becoming hot (a

burning sensation) and active (registering sate of the syrrptoms of ngoma possession) .

Nevertheless, a clear distinction is drawn between possession by an insider and by an

outsider; the one spirit is in occupation of the diviner's body, the other "breezes

in". And when the diviner dances under possession, the dance proper to the ngoma sprit

is perforrred upright on the feet, while that of the ndawo spirit is perfor:rred kneeling.

When the diviner is dealing with a client, the kind of participation attributed

to each kind of spirit is quite different. Although the interaction with clients will

be pursued in greater detail in the following chapter, one or two points may be made

briefly here. The ngana spirit is never heard by the client. It is said to whisper to

the diviner or silently to relay:rressages through the configurations of the bones. In

contrast, the ndawo spirit cuts the diviner out of the ccmnunication and speaks

directly to the client. Secondly, the mien and language of the ngoma diviner is

consonant with showing respect to a senior (ancestor), whereas the ndawo diviner takes

a back seat, which represents to expected subnission of a wife to her husband. A

further point of opposition between ngana and ndawo has to do with the syrrbo1ic colour

that is appropriate to each. The triad of colour, that has had ritual and healing

significance for the Zulu, is white, red and black. And elsewhere in Africa (Turner,

1967: 69-71), white is the colour of ancestors, the colour of light, life, health and

wellbeing and all that is in the gift of the ancestors. The distinctive ganrent worn by

an ndawo diviner is the inzithi cloth, the predominant colour of which is a dark rich

purple. I was told that this was a corrbination of red and black (though in fact it is
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intenrediate between red and blue). At any rate, there is a strong element of red in

it, the colour of the triad that conveys transition, power and danger, but here it is

red subdued to indicate a transition accomplished and a danger that is past. Finally,

the alliance is trenchantly expressed by the cohabitation of both kinds of spirit

within the diviner's basket. Each has a distinctive piece of the diviner's enserrble

that represents it alone. As expected there are sone variations to be found but,

generally, the ngoma spirit itself is represented by a prominent astragalus (ankle

bone) fran a dorresticated animal, while the nda1NO spirit is syrrbolised by a large oliva

shell taken fran the sea-shore, a shell that has dark purple spots on its surface. What

is of special interest here is that the ndawo spirit is inactively and instrurrentally

present in the divining syrrbolic apparatus of the ngoma diviner, the nearest approach

to a synthesis that I have cone across between t1NO otherwise separate divining

performmces.

In conclusion, we nay point to a mmber of purposes, or at least consequences,

realised by this alliance between complementary opposites. It is firstly a way of

legitirrating the therapeutic use of a foreign spirit, by the attachrrent of a very

potent mystical force. Secondly, it represents a fonn of assimilation of foreign

influences at the syrrbolic level. It elaborates a cultural integration of the foreign

with the indigenous, that is syrrptonatic of a process that is taking place on the

ground. Thirdly, it upholds the principle of granting corrpensation for past offences,

real or irraginary, the assuaging of guilt and the value of forgiveness, and it carries

within it an oblique condermation of conflict and war. Fourthly, it represents a fonn

of re=nciliation between indigenous Africans and their fonner colonial oppressors,

between those who were fonrerly opposed as enemies but who can now cooperate to achieve

socially constructive goals. Kwenda has drawn attention (1999) to a similar process at

work when diviners treat Christian patients. There is an arerging tendency in diagnoses

to claim that the patient's suffering is inflicted by his/her own Christian forebears,

who are dissatisfied with their artificial religious estrangement fran their non _

Christian counterparts, both in life and, rrore significantly, in death. Therapy takes

place by ritually reconciling and joining the estranged Christian ancestors to the body

of African ancestors. In much the same fashion, the ngoma-ndawo alliance points the way
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to overccme and repair the an.:iIrosities of the past, and both developrrents in divining

may be seen as prototypes for the rrore secular efforts of the Corrmission for Peace and

Reconciliation in South Africa. lastly, the cementing of the mystical alliance may be

viewed as a means of rnaxiroising economic opportunities, by adding another string to the

diviners bow, thereby increasing the range of susceptible clients, a point that will be

developed in a later chapter.
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CHAP'1ER EIGHT

'!HE DIVn£:R AT~

1. Int1:oducti.on

We have seen how, in Ingwavurra, certain ordeals or persistent illness are taken

to be indicative of a selection process, whereby candidates are called to be diviners

by antecedent relatives in the profession. So identified, candidates are schooled in

the skills and techniques of divining, the IIDst crucial of which is the art of spirit

possession. How=ver, much the content of such training may differ fran one diviner

group (family) to another, the carm::m goal is the combination and reconciliation of two

different kinds of possessing spirit, ngarra and ndawo, as described in the previous

chapter. But do the techniques work? Hcwever w=ll-learnt the lessons in technique, will

they translate into a genuine possession? Sorre uncertainty is conceded to surround this

transition, at least in so far as it concerns possession by an ngoma spirit. So the

candidate's technical proficiency, and the efficacy of the corresponding possession, is

put to the test, the test of achieving tangible results. The search for hidden objects

(imfihlo) serves this purpose and, if successful, allays initial uncertainty regarding

the candidate's capacity to divine.

However, overcaning this hurdle only serves to introduce fresh uncertainty. Now

that the fledgeling diviner is licensed to practise on his/her own, will (s)he be

successful? Will the business thrive? Will it attract clients whose satisfaction will

build the diviner's reputation and lead to an increased rate of consultation? This is

the ultirrate test facing the diviner, the wooing of clients as a source of incorre.

Normal logic would dictate that nobody can become an overnight success, particularly in

such a highly corrpetitive business environrrent; that like the analogy of the acorn and

the tree, small beginnings have to be carefully tended and nourished to eventually grow

into scmething substantial. Clients are not a given and a reputation has to be earned,

and the process takes time and requires patience (probably also a good measure of

luck). In all likelihood, there are too many practising diviners in KwaNgwanase, for

all of them to make an easy living from the local population. Yet such realistic
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assessrrents of the conditions unfavourable to success are not easily reached by rrost

diviners, and particularly not by those entering the profession.

In the mystical idiom of divining, a different logic prevails. In this

discourse, the diviner's skills or personality has no bearing whatever on the success

or failure of his/her practice. It is not the diviner who attracts paying customers.

Rather, it is the possessing ngorra spirit that is credited with influencing would-be

clients in trouble and with guiding them to the diviner's horrestead. In this way of

thinking, possession of a powerful ngona spirit alrrost guarantees a plentiful supply of

customers. As a consequence of this belief, it is not unusual for diviners, fresh out

of training, to entertain unrealistic expectations of instant and even spectacular

success. When the reality of the situation does not rreasure up to this expectation, the

diviner is prorrpted to look for the reason on the mystical plane. Are there obstacles

cluttering up the mystical field and arresting the free flow of the divining spirit's

influence and, if so, can the con:li.tion be reversed by ritual rreans? Is there a

possibility of strengthening the mystical field and giving a boost to one's mystical

endowrent? Ultimately, the diviner's dilerrma nay be expressed in the chronic fear that

the divining spirit nay be on the point of abandoning him/her and of escaping his/her

control.

However nuch diviners nay view the rate of client consultation as a barorreter of

the potency of their intrinsic spirit agents, the reverse also applies, in that clients

tend to regard the satisfactory resolution of their problems as an index of the

inherent power of the diviner. The proof of mystical corrpetence is a satisfied client

and, in a way, every consultation is a test of that corrpetence. From remarks often made

to rre by ordinary people, it is clear that a fair rreasure of scepticism is harboured by

the rural population regarding the powers of rrany, if not rrost, divining practitioners.

It would follow that rrost clients approach their first consultation with a particular

diviner, with a disposition of watchful scepticism rather than one of naive credulity.

It is up to the diviner to convince the client otherwise, to dispel the initial doubt

and to replace it with trust and confidence in the diviner's ability. The rranagerrent of

the diviner-client relationship in the context of the seance is, therefore, critical in
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achieving a desirable outcare for both parties. Each satisfied client redounds to the

diviner's reputation and popularity.

There are a nurrber of crucial determinants of a successful consultation, narrely,

perfomance, cooperation, truth and rerredial action. The diviner's perfomance of

entrancerrent is the initial and even the rrost lasting ircpact made upon the client, who

must be persuaded, or shocked, into believing that (s) he is in the presence of a

genuine spirit manifestation. The rrore dramatic the perfomance the better, and its

irrpact is the greater when accorrpanied by a stunning delivery of a revelation of the

patient's problem. A good perfomance should dazzle the client with a derronstration of

extraordinary power and superior intelligence and it serves to redefine a mmdane

occasion as a mystical event. The rrore established diviners can rely on a supporting

cast of assistants to enhance their perfomance. Secondly, the diviner must entice the

client into voluntary cooperation and self-revelation. It would be an admission of

incorrpetence to try to extract information by interrogating the patient, as rredical

doctors do. Instead, the diviner has to lead the patient into affirmations of the

diviner's questing assertions. The trick is to find a path that the client is willing

to follow and to gradually draw him/her into a rrore discursive foun of exchange

wherein, while confirming the diviner's leads, the client voluntarily or illlwittingly

adds to the diviner's store of knowledge and to a rrore ccmprehensive mutual

understanding of the situation. Thirdly, the diviner must extract the truth from the

situation by divining the definitive source of the problem. More correctly, (s)he

constructs a version of events that is "the truth", i.e. it makes sense to the patient

and addresses his/her concerns. If the client's interests are not served, and the

diviner's verdict is carried into the corrm..mity as an irrplausible version of what

really happened, the diviner's aura of 'truthfulness' and credibility is darraged, or at

least is not vindicated. Finally, the consultation should yield a course of remedial

action that is acceptable to the client and that proves to be in some sense beneficial.

Here, the diviner has the benefit of time, in the course of which the efficaciousness

of the recorrrrended action can be theoretically nullified by adverse influences beyond

the diviner's control. Here, the diviner's ccmpetence is not as much on trial as it is

in the performative and truth-making phases of the consultation.
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These elements on which hinge the success or failure of the divining practice

are more lltmediately apparent in the ukubhula fonn of divination, in which truth is

negotiated bet~en diviner and client and in which, consequently, the diviner must be

particularly sensitive to the client's needs. They receive a sc:m=what different

emphasis in the more confrontational style of ukufemba, in which ndawo spirits are

engaged. The contrast between the two will be better appreciated by drawing on case

material relating to each, beginning with the more interactional discourse of bone

throwing divination (ukubhula), bearing in mind that most diviners in KwaNgwanase are

equipped to conduct both types of seance.

2. Consult.:i.nq the~ (uku1::hula amathaDbo)

Since the more established and successful diviners are most likely to have

gained an appreciation of the importance of satisfying the client and a allaying

his/her anxieties within the compass of known mystical parameters and structural

principles, and since furthermore it is these diviners who tend to attract neophytes to

their horresteads to undergo training, it might be expected that a crash course in

'customer services' would fonn an essential part of such training. Far from this being

the case, I detected no inclination on the part of instructing diviners to inpart such

skills to their novices, no atterrpt to coach them in how to empathise with patients and

how to find the path that they are willing to follow. Instead the whole thrust of

training is concentrated on throwing the bones, learning their meanings and

interpreting the patterns that they fonn on the divining mat. There may be good reason

for this skewed emphasis. As indicated earlier, the belief system credits the divining

spirit, whose counsel is conveyed through the configuration of the divining bones, with

all aspects of the diviner's success. The acquisition and deployment of purely hurran

skills are discountenanced within the belief system. Furthermore, although each

corrpleted training adds a subordinate diviner or follower to the carrp of the

instructing diviner, there is also a sense in which it creates a potential corrpetitor

who may ~an away clients. Why inpart hard-won knowledge and skill that the recipient
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can use to your disadvantage? Let them learn these things for themselves, if they are

capable of it.

So, novices are left to their own devices in this regard, to pick up whatever

they can from observing their tutor in action with his/her patients. And senior novices

are given the opportunity to put what they learn into practise, when they are allowed

to conduct the opening sequence of a consultation, consisting of a series of staterrents

that elicit customised responses from the client (s). Such delegation of the opening

exchanges to a novice carries certain advantages for the presiding diviner, at least in

theory if not always in practice. The novice acts as a foil to the diviner. Without

patting his/her reputation at risk, the diviner can assess from the sidelines the

responses of the clients who, knowing that they are dealing with an untried initiate,

may let their guard slip and reveal more than they intended. Any 'false trails' laid by

the novice and getting a lukewann reception from the client can be attributed to the

fumbling inexperience of the initiate, while narrowing the range of possibilities to be

pursued by the diviner in the search for a palatable 'truth'. Zionist prophets pursue

the same technique to good effect while training their junior colleagues (Kiernan,

1990:61, 175).

What the novice learns from such limited experience is difficult to ascertain.

Certainly no guidance is given and it would take a very mature and astute novice to

feel his/her way into the mind of a patient in such circumstances. Instead, the novice

typically tends to approach the case in very broad general teIIIlS, along the lines of

the following exarrple (each statarent being punctuated by the clients' "we agree") .

Wake up. Get well so that we can see you. Get well. We can see
you.
We say agree, so we hear.
You are not well physically.
There is darkness (Le. misfortune).
Which looks like an animal.
Which looks like a snake
It looks like a white cloth (both snake and white cloth are
syrrbols of ancestors)
It looks like an animal

It appears that your feet are stinging (i.e. an obvious fact).
I see there is a small girl crying

The old people (i.e. ancestors) take pity on their servant
Asleep or awake, you don't feel well
You are dreaming in the waters
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Even when you are seated, there is sorreone knocking at the
door

If sorre of these references seem vague and obscure, it is because

they have been lifted from a different context, fran an earlier

consultation conducted by the tutoring diviner for a patient diagnosed as

resisting an ancestral 'calling'. The novice had rrarorised a passage from

this consultation and had provided, rerrarkably, an a.1.rrost verbatim

rendition of it. This would seem to indicate that the rrost that can be

attained by novices through their participation in actual consultations is

a fonn of rote learning and mechanical reproduction. Any acquisition of

insight into how a patient is thinking about his/her condition Imlst be

achieved. through practice and experience as an accredited diviner,

dependent upon individual disposition and personal acumen. While sorre

diviners undoubtedly develop a capacity to establish an easy rapport with

their clients so as to work out a Imltually acceptable version of the

'truth', the assurrption that rrost diviners operate with a special gift of

being able to read the minds of patients ImlSt be held in question.

3. '!he structw:e of the Consultation

In the course of my fieldwork, I attended a total of twenty three (23) bone

throwing consultations, which enabled me to personally witness the activities of seven

different diviners. Ivbst frequently observed in action was Rosalin (8 consultations),

followed by Jabulani (6) and Aldina (4). These were the diviners with whom I

established greatest rapport and who, on the basis of the Imltual trust that errerged

between us, allowed me to rrake full veLbatim recordings of some ten of these

consultations towards the end of the fieldwork. On the basis of this evidence, it

became clear to me that, although not rigidly structured, the process of consultation

derronstrates a corrroon three-stage pattern. I refer to these stages sequentially as, I}

errpowerment, 2) revelation and 3) authentication.
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The first stage of errpoweIJTEnt follows a set procedure, the objective of which

is to enpower both the diviner and her instrurrents with ancestral authority. After

initially greeting the client, the diviner tries to establish his/her social background

by conversationally enquiring as to horre place, clan or lineage narre, age, narital

status and perhaps sorre other general cirClHTlStance as nay occur to her. Of these, hone

place and narre fo.rrn the crucial elerrents of her opening intelligence, for they

ostensibly equip her to identify, locate and invoke the client's ancestors to play

their essential role in the divination. She then shakes the divining basket, "While

invoking by narre her own divining spirit and the spirits of the client's ancestors.

Opening the basket, she breathes into it and invites the client to do likewise. The

te.rrn urroya encarpasses air, breath and spirit, thus asserting the equivalence of breath

and spirit. Hence, this action by client and diviner signifies the transmission of

ancestral spirits into the divining basket. It is a syrrbolic staterrent of the mingling

and fusion betw=en tWJ sets of spirit, and of corrrmmication between them, achieved

through a ritual act of blending the life force of their living representatives.

Finally, the diviner adds rredicinal pow=r to the container of divining bones by chewing

a piece of irrphepho (incense) and spitting into the baskets. The bones have now been

ritually errpowered for the consultation proper, "Which follllS the second stage.

Whereas the errpowering phase lasts ten minutes at lIDst, the dispensing of

revelation nay take up to thirty minutes or lIDre. The truth accredited to the presiding

ancestors is revealed in the configuration of the bones thrown on the nat and is

presented piecerreal to the client in a number of assertions to which he is expected to

voice agreerrent. It is not unusual for a diviner to throw the bones twice in pursuit of

further refinerrent of the truth, and indeed I have on occasion seen the bones cast

three or four tines in a single consultation. The first throw and reading of the bones

nay be entrusted to a novice, who would also be given the task of collecting the bones

between throws and returning them to the basket. It should be noted that the diviner is

already in a state of spirit possession before throwing the bones. In fact, (s)he goes

quietly into possession m:x:ie during the errpow=:t:rrEnt stage, when shaking the basket and

addressing the ancestors, and does so without benefit of drLrrrrning or dancing or any

other fo.rrn of excitation. Besides ancestral revelation delivered through possessed
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diviner and errpowered bones, there is a further fonn of revelation that contributes to

the emerging truth and that is often overlooked, i.e. a degree of self-revelation on

the part of the client. Invariably, by the second or third throwing, clients are

induced to reveal rrore of themselves and of their predicarrent and, in this way, to

collaborate with the diviner in producing a rrore satisfying diagnosis.

How the process of revelation is negotiated is best illustrated by describing

and examining an actual case, that of "The Sick Infant". A woman carre unaccorrpanied to

consult Aldina (the diviner). The facts of the case, related to me afterwards, were not

given to Aldina in advance of the consultation. She was a married worran in her

thirties, whose only son (3 years old) was languishing at hare corrplaining of stanach

pain and being unable to keep any food down. After two weeks of this, she had taken him

to the hospital but had corre way without any clear idea of what ailed him. And so, she

had corre to Aldina's harestead to get a clear understanding of his condition, a

distance of sare 3 km fran her village on the other side of Manguzi to that of Aldina.

In my account of the colloquy that followed the first throwing of the bones, I

shall record the client's responses in brackets and the routine "we agree" with an (A)

for agreerrent.

Arrong the MaThenza family, there is no life but sickness
only. (A). Sorrebody who stays at home, a male, is sick. (A).
A male is sick and does not eat food. He suffers from
headache. Sarething has seized him on the shoulders, the
back and the feet. (Yes, it is so.) ... The male baby is sick.
He is still breastfed. Whenever she tries to feed him, his
rrother' s breasts are painful because there is an evil spirit
that feeds itself fran her. If the womm is not cured, the
baby will die. Agree. (A). A narre is given to the baby. The
ancestors corrplain that this baby was not reported to them.
You IIU.lSt buy a white cloth and chickens. The narre of the
baby will be strengthened by taking your grandfather's narre.
And report the baby. This worran sleeps with an evil spirit,
thus she normally quarrels with her husband. At night cats
cry and the warran's ancestors afflict him. Thus, he is also
unhealthy. Some are jealous and did not want you to marry.
They wanted you to give birth at hare like your sisters. You
Imlst thank your ancestors because they protect you. Are
there any ancestral huts? (Yes. There are). A certain
sacrifice should have been made. I don't know if you
performed it. You Imlst collect your child and do that
sacrifice. Somebody who was a diviner died. Who has taken
over to continue his activities? That person corrplains that
nobody is attending to his activities. Get the white cloth,
two chickens, and then report the baby.
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Despite the density, corrplexity and occasional obscurantism of the diagnosis,

its elements are clear enough. First of all, the child was ill because an evil spirit

had invaded the woman and had stolen the child's sustenance. The unstated implication

was that the mystical usurper was the emissary of a witch. Though no witch was

identified, 'sc:me people' Vlere envious ('jealous') of her ffi3.rriage and it was subtly

hinted that these might be her 1.ll1ffi3.rried sisters, who bore children at hc:me, the

parental horre. Secondly, the child was ill because the wanan had displeased her own

ancestors by failing to observe the custom of ritually introducing a new-born child to

them at her parental hc:mestead, by way of reassurance that their side of the ffi3.rriage

contract was being honoured. In addition, her ancestors had punished her husband for

his presumed carplicity in her offence. While these fomed the two ffi3.jor strands of the

'truth' of her situation, a third theme was slipped in 'in minor key' towards the end.

There was a possibility, no rrore than that, that she was being headhunted by a deceased

diviner of her ancestry who was actively seeking a successor. This was not entered by

way of explaining her present predicarrent. It was no rrore than an idea being planted

for future exploitation, should the need arise, i.e. should the rreasures prescribed

fail to restore the child to health.

It is noticeable that the proposed rerredy concentrated exclusively on the

ancestral strand of the analysis. The WOID3.n was told to rrend her relationship with her

ancestors by presenting her child at her parents' horre and identifying it by narre with

her paternal grandfather, by sacrificing two chickens there and donating a white

(ancestral colour) cloth. She was given no advice whatever on how to rid herself of the

debilitating suckling spirit of witchcraft origin that was starving her child. Was

Aldina then remiss, or her divining deficient, in not addressing this source of the

affliction? Only if vexed ancestors and envious witches are seen as separate causal

factors. But this is not the case; they are closely interlinked. In the logic of the

occult, you cannot have the one without the other. It is axioffi3.tic that people are

being continually borrbarded by witchcraft or sorcery by disaffected others in their

range of associates. It is equally axiomatic that protective ancestors are vigilant in

deflecting such mystical attacks away from their progeny. If, hOVlever, ancestors are
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aggrieved at being neglected, they will 'turn away' in anger, relax their protective

cordon and thus allow witchcraft to reach its intended target. In this way of thinking,

therefore, having an irate ancestor irrplies damage scored by a witch/sorcerer and,

conversely, an illness induced by witchcraft presupposes a discontented ancestor. The

two are intertwined strands of a single explanation. If the mother repairs her

ancestral relationship in the manner prescribed, the protective mantle will be restored

and the invasive spirit will be closed out. On the other hand, the affliction of her

husband was attributed to his wife's (affinal) ancestors, who have no protective

obligation towards him. They are, however, the guardians of the marriage contract and

can directly punish him for non-observance of its clauses.

Unlike Aldina (as in this particular case), most diviners prefer to lead their

diagnosis with a reference to ancestors. Neglect of ancestors is always a successful

opening gambit and can hardly be questioned. A person would have to be a paragon of

filial piety to disagree with it, whereas (s}he would be reluctant to rreet the expense

of an ancestral sacrifice unless or until forced by adverse circmnstances to do so.

Once that has been established, the door is open to explore the operation of

witchcraft. This can be adumbrated by referring to the activity of an animal familiar

or evil spirit (the distinction between them is not too clearly drawn) that is sent to

execute the witch's intentions. That leaves the identity of the witch to be determined.

The initial stab at this is extrerely vague and i.rrpersonal, e.g. 'there is darkness

(i.e. evil/misfortune) in your family' or 'she has an evil spirit.' Even a novice can

come up with this, as we have seen. Progress can be made by subsequent throwings

towards a less irrprecise and more personal characterisation of the witch, often in

conjunction with a pointed reference to an animal familiar. The following exarrples are

from my case records.

"There is a woman who hates your family... a cat cries." "You were bewitched by

two worren who live near you ... two cats cry. "At horre you feel there is an animal

walking on two feet ... he is a friend of your family." "The darkness ... it is from your

family and from your uncle's family fron which your mother corres." In subsequent

arrendm=nts, 'a woman' may become 'a man and a woman', or 'people who are jealous'

becorre 'your sisters.' Such shifts, occurring in a single case, may be seen in the
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following section on authentication. Suffice it to say, at this point, that the

divination never unarrbiguously yields an explicit individual identity. The diviner

lacks the client's knowledge of his/her own cirCillIlStances and unless (s)he reveals this

to the diviner, the diviner has to work with categories only, for the bones carry only

categorical meanings of persons, anirrals and things. The divination can only point in

certain general directions, such as family, kinship, neighbours, thus leaving the

client to make a final discrimination on the basis of cirCillIlStantial evidence. It is

not that the diviner balks at fingering an individual for fear of recrimination in

action, legal or otherwise. The truth of the matter is that these diviners lack the

capacity to go beyond the categorical.

The final state of divination is that of authentication. The purpose of the

divination, as we have seen, is not for the diviner to uncover the witch in his/her

individual identity. Rather, it is to construct a mutually agreeable version of 1Nhat

really happened and to give a human face, among the living and the dead, to personal

suffering. Once this narrative has been corrpleted, it requires the starrp of

authenticity, by having the client consent to, accept and express satisfaction with the

outcome. This is accarplished in several ways. The diviner puts the question (no longer

under possession) and the client verbally expresses satisfaction. An additional token

of consent is for the client to request umuthi (medicinal preparation). None of the

diviners known to me would prescribe medicine unless explicitly asked to do so at the

end of the consultation. It is the client's prerogative to express or withhold this

kind of confidence in the diviner's diagnosis and expertise. Finally, the seal of

satisfaction is given by placing money under the divining mat. This is the consultation

fee only. There is no i.rrrrediate charge for any medicines that might be supplied. Such

payment is deferred and is conditional upon the medicine achieving its intended

benefits.

Consent in any or all of these fonns is in most cases readily forthccming, but

it is far from being a foregone conclusion and may on occasion be withheld, the

following case of the vengeful father will serve to illustrate client dissatisfaction,

among other things. I will reproduce only relevant excepts fran this consultation.
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A mm (Victor) acconpanied by three of his sons arrived from Mtubatuba to

consult Aldina but, in her absence, engaged FDsalin's services. His other son had been

shot dead two w=eks previously and his mission was to identify the killer and avenge

the homicide. FDsalin began by diagnosing his trouble as 'a rrale who is sick' and

'misfortunes and conflicts.'

Even your ancestors stand from you and there is a harmful
woman in your house. There is an evil spirit. Sorreone at
home envies you your job. She wants to do something bad to
you. All along she has been jealous of your rroney. There is
a terrible evil spirit that is so dangerous because it kills
a person without any sickness.

There is an aniIral of darkness and there is a mm and
woman who let darkness into your house. It is difficult to
live and there is no happiness (there is truly no happiness
indeed). There is a ferrale person who died as a child (Yes.
There is). Those who care for her never let her in, but she
is within you and your luck is being closed. You must open
your luck and let her into the house. What is her name?
(Uthulisile). It is you, Thulisile, who is chasing out luck
for your brother. Did you perform ritual for her? (No, we
didn't). You must perform ritual for her. Even if I give you
medicine, it wont work, because the darkness corres from her.
Is there a boy and a girl that passed away? (The boy passed
away recently). They are the ones who keep luck away from
you ... and annoy the great ancestor. You TIU.lst do the ritual
(sacrifice) of a chicken and a goat. Is your father a
polygamist? (No, only grandfather). You need a white chicken
and a white cloth to restore your luck. If you don't have
rroney (for these things), you should buy a lucky charm and
pray "look at me, god. I am poor and there is nothing going
well for me."

Ultimately, Rosalin pronounced that the death of the boy was caused by a

thokolosh (a spirit sent by a witch in the form of a hairy dwarf) .

Several points are worth noting about this consultation. First of all, the three

sons displayed no interest in what was happening, leaving all the responses to be rrade

by Victor alone. Not only was it unusual for sons to fail to support their father, but

their general demeanour and body language scarcely concealed their scepticism of the

mystical claims of a diviner to deal with this problem. To them, the death of their

brother was not a mystical event, but a politically rrotivated physical attack requiring

direct political retaliation. Secondly, the shifts of focus in the diviner's exposition

can be clearly discerned. Her first diagnostic remark was that a son was ill, not dead.

Then she pointed to the usual conjunction of offended ancestors and a rralicious witch,

in this case, an envious female in Victor's household. Later, she added a mm as co-
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conspirator. Then, in a major twist, she exposed a failure in ritual obligations towards

a female child, whereby she had been excluded from the canpany of her ancestors. This

disgruntled hannful spirit was joined by a boy child in similar circumstances, though

Victor may have been led to see this as a reference to his murdered son. However, it

soon becarre clear that the boy's spirit, along with that of the girl, was the alleged

source of Victor's troubles and not a victim of aggression, whose death he wanted to

redress. He was urged to provide sacrifices for these restless spirits but, in another

shift, if he was unable to meet the expense of this he was advised to pray to God

instead for relief. Although uncarrron, it is not entirely exceptional to have a diviner

asking a client to reach out to the Christian God. An increasing nmnber of diviners are

seeking to augrrent their spiritual base by drawing upon an amalgam of mystical sources.

Not only do they corrbine different divining styles, but they also convert to Zionism to

take up the role of Zionist prophet. Rosalin was such a diviner who boosted her divining

power and hence her customer appeal by claiming to draw on ngorra, ndawo spirits and the

Holy spirit. Her earlier rrention of the 'great ancestor' was sufficiently ambiguous to

include a veiled Zionist reference to God. Eventually, reverting to her earlier arphasis

on witchcraft, she attributed the sickness of the boy, which had now been judged to be

fatal, to a thokolosh (witch's familiar).

Thirdly, Rosalin unsurprisingly failed to win Victor's approval, much less that

of his sons, for her verdict. The all knew that no witch's familiar toted a gun that

fired real bullets. They were looking for a physical aggressor. Instead of accepting the

verdict, Victor put the record straight. His son, an ANC supporter, was shot dead as he

returned home from the garage where he worked. Victor was convinced that his son was a

victim of the ongoing violent struggle that was being conducted in certain areas between

supporters of the rival political parties, ANC and IFP. He would not be satisfied with

less than vengeance. Having expressed his dissatisfaction, he then went on to request

from Rosalin a medicine (umuthi) sufficiently strong to kill the man who had pulled the

trigger. While the medicine was being prepared, it was considered prudent to ask me, the

observer, to withdraw. As I was leaving, I noticed Rosalin's husband scratching some

rust from the blade of a short knife into the medicine. A destructive medicine was being

'armed' with shavings from a weapon, the part clearly syrrbolising the whole. The
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presumption was that the rredicine could be directed or instDlcted to track down and kill

the killer.

From this discussion of the procedural stDlcture of the divining consultation,

it becomes clear that the ultimate objective is to satisfy the client. To attain this

end, divination is a fishing expedition. It is a fonn of experilrentation in which a

variety of possibilities are floated to see which will be engaged. Each throwing of the

bones opens up a new vista, a fresh version of the tDlth, which may differ radically or

only in degree from others. Not one single narrative, therefore, but several. So long as

the client can strongly identify with one, or IIDre, of these and finds that it clearly

matches her concerns and her particular circumstances, she will accept it as the tDle

version of what must have happened. In selecting the 'tDlthful' narrative, she will

thereby dismiss and disregard the 'false' turnings in the consultation. It is

significant that the diviner does not know, independently, whether or when she has

produced the tDlth of the matter unless and until the client has pronounced himself

satisfied. That Victor could not be satisfied had much to do with the limited repertoire

of mystical influences in the field of reference of the diviner and that they are of

local, daninantly domestic, scope only. The fact is that these forces are mystical and

of restricted scope. There is nothing in the asserrblage of bones and their meanings to

encorrpass political infighting between parties of national scope or aspiration. While

Rosalin is a very old lady and possibly not very informed of current political events,

it is difficult to conceive that, given their training and their instDlIrelltal capacity,

any of the diviners of my acquaintance would have done any better.

4. '!be Diviner as Patient

It is all too easily overlooked in studies of divination that diviners

themselves must on occasion cross the floor and beccrne patients. On the universally

accepted principle that ideally no physician should atterrpt to heal himself and on the

IIDre local asst.llTption that diviners believe in the efficacy of their art, it follows

that they do not prescribe for their own maladies, but call upon the expertise of a

fellow professional. What happens when one diviner consults another diviner? There has
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to be a qualitative difference in the role of patient when played by a trained and

experienced diviner. He or she is more knowledgeable than the cormon patient about what

is happening and of what to expect. He or she will be more alert to the nuances of what

the consultant is revealing. Above all, with this knowledge and insight, will the

diviner as patient tend to take a more active part in the exchanges and, in this way,

seek to influence the outcare to a greater degree? On the contrary, will he or she be

more critical of the consultants perfomance and more highly to challenge the result of

the consultation? Similarly, the consultant, faced with a patient who is more than a

patient, nay experience pressure to resist or succumb to rranipulation and nay, at the

very least, be constrained from conducting a nomal consultation. In short, there is a

strong possibility that the boundary between patient and practitioner nay be

considerably blurred.

In practice, the possibility of this occurring is greatly diminished by the

protocol governing the choice of consultant. A diviner would not consider approaching a

junior or sorreone of equal standing in the profession for a consultation. It would

always be a lightly reputable, more established and more experienced, diviner whose

seniority would guarantee an neasure of respect and deference on the part of the

diviner-patient. Secondly, the diviner sought out for consultation would be of the same

diviner family or sodality of the patient, thus eliminating potential friction between

the two. Indeed, a senior diviner of a different sodality would also be reluctant to

provide his/her services, in order to prevent disclosure of jealously-guarded

techniques. Thirdly, wherever possible, the chosen consultant WJuld be the father

diviner, the person from whom one received guidance, training and qualification. In

other words, one would trade on an established relationship of IlUltual trust and support

and, since this would always be the consultation of choice, each subsequent

consultation would serve to strengthen and build upon that relationship of

interdependence. In a sense, therefore, the diviner as patient is but a continuation of

the role of novice under tutelage. I was able to follow Jabulani through a series of

such consultations with his father diviner.

Jabulani was scarcely two years out of training, yet he averaged three to four

clients a week and had a novice under his instruction. By local standards, he was doing
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reasonably well. But he was far from satisfied. He continually carrpared his lot

unfavourably with that of Aldina, whose flourishing practice set the standard for the

area. Jabulani was irrpatiently anbitious to reach Aldina's scale of success. Never mind

that Aldina had the support of a family network, in which her rrother (Rosalin) and her

brothers were diviners, and her father a herbalist. In the esoteric logic of

divination, that was of little consequence weighed against the power of their

respective divining spirits to attract clients to Jabulani and Aldina. In "The case of

the Arribitious Diviner", Jabulani wanted to know why his own divining spirit (Nyoni by

narre) was not pulling his weight, so to speak. His own account of the first

consultation about this follows.

When I went to see my father, she threw the bones. She
told Ire: "There are no witches. You have problems with your
dreams". I agreed. She continued; "The problem is your
ancestor. Do you know the problem?" Nyoni does not know
about my wife. He was not inside Ire (possession) when I
married Sibongile. That is the problem. Nyoni is confused
about my wife.

Therefore, I have to take my wife back to her family (her
elder brother and sister-in-law will stand in for her dead
parents). I have to infonn Nyoni: "Here is your wife corre
back home". I have to tell Nyoni. After that, I will
slaughter a goat and wear the isipandla (a thin wristlet of
goat's skin). My daughter and son will place an isipandla on
their anns. Now, Nyoni will recognise them as my children.
Now, Nyoni can see that "Oh, this is my wife". After that
everything will be alright.

Another problem concerns my father. I don't know my father
(genitor). The problem is that my father just Iret my rrother
and, after my birth, he ran away. The problem is that I have
many surnarres. SOIre call Ire Khumalo (a stepfather); it is
not my real surnarre. Others call Ire Ngomezulu (another
stepfather). My father who bore IrE is Shabalala. Shabalala
is crying about his child. I am Shabalala. When pecple call
Ire Khumalo, Shabalala is carplaining6o • I have to show
Shabalala that I am going to build a (divining) hut for him.
When I go back home, I have to tell him: "here, Shabalala,
this is your house." So Shabalala is going to come inside
and be together with Nyoni. You see, Nyoni is from my
rrother' s side and Shabalala is my father. Next day, I am
going to sacrifice to Nyoni and tell him: "Be together with
Mthenbu and Shabalala."

After that, my father diviner said: "I have not finished.
I'm going to give you another problem because your wife has
got a divining spirit. If you want to be a big diviner, your
wife should have divining training." My wife's divining
spirit is crying. Now I am happy because I saw all the
problems.
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It would seem that Jabulani significantly collaborated with the consultant

diviner in laying bare at lea$t so~ of his problems. He had to rrend his ,relationship

with his divining spirit (Nyoni), first of all by fourally reporting his marriage.

Because of the identification of divining spirit and diviner, Jabulani's wife

(Sibongile) becorres Nyoni' s wife as well. Secondly, he had to bring his father's

spirit hane to co-reside in hanmny with Nyoni. '!he irrplication of Shabalala having a

divining hut would seem to be that of giving Jabulani a second divining spirit, but

this is not made explicit. Thirdly, Nyoni's powers would be augrrented by the

acquisition by Sibongile (Jabulani and Nyoni's wife) of her own divining spirit. '!hese

restorations and augrrentation would make Jabulani a 'big diviner.' It should be added

that the revelation concerning Sibongile's "calling" did not cane out of the blue. For

quite sane tirre before, Jabulani lost no occasion of publicly announcing that his wife

would one day undertake diviner training. Furthenmre, the fact that his mother was a

Zionist could also be used at sane stage to give him access to yet another mystical

resource. '!he gathering of all of these forces under his control might indeed

transform him into a formidable diviner.

'!he prescribed rituals arising from the consultation were duly carried out, as

I can personally attest fran my attendance at them. Afterwards, Jabulani confided in

Ire the nurrber of clients caning to consult him had dramatically increased. But not

sufficiently to satisfy his ambition. Ivbreover, his personal crisis had taken another

turn. '!hree months later he went for another consultation, this tirre not to his father

diviner in Johannesburg but to a female diviner sane fifty kilanetres away, who was a

close friend of his 'grandfather' diviner. On this occasion he was accorrpanied by his

wife, his mother and myself. Jabulani, and his mother, took an active part in the

consultation.

Jabulani's first response to the consultant's probing was as follows:

J (Jabulani): Mngorra, I have learned from you indeed. I am
not happy. It is true when you say that I am always angry,
but that anger disappears sanetirres. That there is no
friendship between Ire and my wife is also true. I am working
and healing people, that is true.



M (IIDther): Yes, you are right. 'Ihere is anger IIDst of the
time but it is he who sees that there is a problem. When
this thing starts, everyone wishes him to die or disappear.

C (Consultant): He is about to be killed (bewitched) by an
old wom:m within the family. There is jealousy in his
family. 'Ihey wanted him to be mad and helpless at home, but
«ncestors protected him <iIld ffiiide him a diviner. They were
disappointed that he becarre helpful at home.

M : (weeping) When he was « chHd, he denied me .as his
IIDther. He said that I hated him and he was always angry
about the family {circumstances). I cane from Johannesburg
with these children. Their father had left them. Now, I have
no kin relations here at KwaNgwanase. He (Jabulani) wanted
to kill himself.

I want to mow who you are telling about. Maybe it is that
woman I cane down frem Joh~esburgwith (i .€. her IIDther
in-law, when she married Khumalo, her second husband). I
cane with thr€e boys and I noticed that she envied me becaue
of them.

C: I am talking of the people you stayed with before
(Khumalos). They plarmed bad things for your son, so that he

would become a murderer and remain in jail all his life. But.
he was helped by his ancestor.

J: I hear you clearly now. I did not want to corrmit myself
by saying 'y€s' or 'no' without understanding, because I
have suffered for a long time.

C: Th.t old womm (step-granclrrother) did not want to make
a home for you and your IIDther. She wished to separate your
IIDther from her childr€n. She b€witched you with the
powerful bone of a thokoloshe.

J: Most people feared me, but I becarre an isangoma and
things inproved.

C: It is nice that a killer died (Le. Jabulani was no
longer a potential murder€r but a healer) and that what
caused his madness was not his ancestor. They mixed his hair
{Jabulani's) with thokoloshe bone. Did you try an inyanga to
help you?

J: I tried Mafumbuka and Rasta, but they failed.

C: That is because they thought there w:iS something wrong
aIIDng the ancestors. The person who helps you must use parts
of elephant, lion, tiger <iIld of Sffi3.11 anirral {ipulo).

M: Sangarra, I do not want any person other than you. I
want you to help my son.

C: There is no problem with me (doing that). But I just
want two hundred rands now. vfuen he is well, you will give
me a cow. If you have no CCM, I want one thousand two
hundred rands.

168
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J: Thank you, Mungoma. I believe that god will help and
the devil is not as powerful as god. Thanks also to my
idlozi (ancestor) for protecting me.

Unlike the previous consultation, in which Jabulani strongly influenced the

construction of the truth concerning his rrodest client base, on this occasion he

himself constituted the prcblem (I'm not happy with myself) and it was his rrother who

steered the consultation in the direction of her for:rrer rrother-in-law as the source of

the problem (the worran who accorrpanied me fran Johannesburg). Clearly, Jabulani had

experienced a very unsettled childhood, abandoned at a young age by his father and

brought up as an unwelcorre outsider in a family of affines. His pent-up resentment and

bitterness periodically exploded into bouts of irrational anger, in which he became a

danger to those around him. To sane extent, his becoming a diviner had rrD..lted his

destructive and self-destructive tendencies and channelled his energy into the service

of others. But his resentrnent resurfaced in unrealistic arrbition, while his family

continued to bear the brunt of his outbursts of anger. He had ritually arranged a

reconciliation with his father~ rrortem, but the revelation of his for:rrer affines

as the true source of his anger and resentrnent (in his eyes his rrother was not without

guilt) re-fuelled rather than alleviated the problem, as he was intent on procuring

medicines to use against them.

What becanes clear fram a review of the three cases considered thus far (The

Sick Infant, The Vengeful Father, The Arrbitious Diviner) is that the extent of client

participation in the consultation varies considerably fram rote acceptance of the

diviner's version by the child's rrother, to Victor's rejection of a faulty and

inadequate construct, to the strong guiding influence exercised by Jabulani or by his

rrother. The degree of client participation in the construction of the truth about a

particular problem, from ccrrpliance to manipulation to rej ection, will depend on the

relative strength or weakness that the client brings to the confrontation with the

diviner. Strength of character and strong rrotives, such as revenge, can play their

part. So too can relative status and economic security. Above all, insider knowledge

and familiarity with the diviner and the process of divination, can be a crucial

factor that facilitates client input. Meaningful participation is, therefore, not a
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given but rather an opportunity that perhaps only a minority of clients are in a

position to take advantage of. The diviner needs all the help (s)he can get from the

client in order to produce a palatable truth and is, therefore, willing to act upon

any cues supplied by the client. This w::>rks best when the client is well known to the

diviner as, for instance, when Jabulani consulted the diviner who had guided him

through rronths of training.

5. '!be seance of the N:hwo Spirit

Most of this chapter has been devoted to an examination of the divination

process, in which the mystical source is an ngoma spirit (deceased diviner) and in

which the instrurrental rredium is the throwing of bones. We turn now to consider the

other kind of divination perforrr:ed. in KwaNgwanase (called ukufemba), in which the

spiritual agent is an ndawo spirit without any recourse to an instrurrental rredium.

Relatively less attention (spatially) is to be given to this second form of divination

because I was unable to gain as nuch access to it as I enjoyed for ngoma divination

(ukubhula). During my period of field w::>rk, I witnessed only three sessions of

ukufemba as opposed to 23 performances of bone throwing divination (ukubhula). This

is but a reflection of the fact that its performance (ukufemba) is a relatively

infrequent occurrence.

The relatively high cost of ukufemba makes it too expensive for the poor of

KwaNgwanase to be able to afford it. Of the three observed instances, two were

requested by clients from outside the area, the third being for a diviner who was

returning to it. furthenrore, although rrost local diviners are qualified to perform

this service, by possession of an ndawo spirit, only two actually do so, Le. Aldina

on her travels and Rosalin at hone. Hence, all three sessions that I witnessed were

conducted by Rosalin. Apprentice diviners receive no schooling whatever in the

practice of ukufemba and, apart from watching Rosalin at work, have no means of

acquiring the special techniques involved. In fact, ukufemba demmds a protracted,

draining, highly dramatic virtuoso performance from the rredium. The ngoma diviner

reads the bones according to standardised rules. The ukufemba rredium displays a level
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of acting and inpersonating skills that are beyond the terperarrent of rrost diviners,

who are therefore understandably reluctant to risk failure in a first attenpt. It is

much rrore of an art than a transmitted skill.

This will become clear from the following case, which space does not pennit me

to reproduce in full. The "case of the Errant Husband" began when a mm, accorrpanied

by a male corrpanion, turned up at Rosalin's home one rrorning, while I was there, to

request ukufenba. He was placed in the centre of the divining hut, wearing only his

trousers rolled up to the knee, sitting upright, legs outstretched, palms resting upon

his knees, and facing the entrance. Seated behind him, the horre-asserrbled attendants

sang to the rhythm of calabash rattles "ndiyophija IIlUzi rnakukunhi ..." (I am going to

heal all in the house). The rredium, flanked by two ferrale assistants (candidate

diviners), knelt to the side in her ferrba regalia. In this case, Rosalin had three

inzithi (violet cloths) bound around her chest, to indicate that she could be

possessed by any of three ndawo spirits. She began to chew sorre incense and anointed

herself with black and white rredicine on the forehead, ears, neck and heels. She then

inhaled the srroke of burning incense, placed just outside the threshold of the hut,

whereupon she began to shiver and snort until she fell insensible to the ground.

Brought to by her assistants, she began to speak with the measured deep-toned voice of

an old mm, clearly indicating that she was in the grip of an ndawo spirit.

The patient's condition was diagnosed as bodily pain spreading from his chest,

caused by his wife and one of his kinsmen, who both wished him harm. "Why?", asked the

patient. "Because you have another girlfriend." This had led him to withhold support

from his own farnily. The patient's initial denials were overcome by the insistence of

the ndawo spirit and he eventually admitted having a girlfriend. Dipping her switch in

water, the rredium scnlbbed the patient's body with it and then began to sniff

aggressively at his body, in so violent a rnarmer that she had to be pulled away by her

assistant. Again she fell on the floor and apparently passed out. When she was

revived, she was possessed by a \!>Omm and was weeping. The woman's voice carplained

that the patient had neglected her (his wife apparently). She knew of his girlfriend,

had becorre jealous and had placed a curse upon him.
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This sequence was repeated several tines in order to introduce additional

conplainants. The medium would go outside to inhale incense, return to scrub the

patient and breathe in from his body another agent of affliction, whereupon she lost

consciousness only to recover under a different persona. The first of these was a man,

who would not reveal his name in response to the patient's enquiry, whereupon the

patient and his corrpanion nodded knowingly to one another. The unidentified man

supported the wife's grievance. He was followed by a little girl (the patient's

daughter), who stated "when I needed rroney and a5ke::i for it you refused. 11 A succession

of animals (witch farniliars) were then manifested in the medium's behaviour, baboon,

snakes, dog and cat. Each was in turn identified by the audience, e.g. "It is a

baboon. 11 That these were the sharp end of the patient's suffering was corrmunicated by

the assistant 05tentatiously shielding him from their rrenacing intent mimed by the

medium.

They, in turn, were replace::i by two ance5tral spirits. The patient's paternal

grandfather accused him of failing in his duty to offer sacrifices to his ancestors.

Because of this neglect, they had withdrawn their protection and he had been exposed

to witchcraft. The patient protested that he could not have known his grandfather, who

had passed away before he was born. That made no difference, he was sternly told. He

was to build an ancestral hut, sacrifice a goat before beginning, another goat several

days into the building operation and, men ccmpleted, sacrifice two chickens and

provide clothing and traditional beer for his ancestors. He was to take igobo (erretic)

for purification and wear the isipandla (strip of goat skin) on his wrist. Then his

father's sister had her say. She had brought him up as a child, only to suffer his

neglect now. She was wandering in the forest without a hut or clothes to wear, exposed

to wet and cold. She demanded a hut from him.

Finally, the ndawo spirit returned to ask the patient if he was satisfied with

the seance. He professed crnplete satisfaction and promised to provide an ancestral

hut. In the unfolding of this drama, the spirits never identify themselves. It is

technically up to the patient to recognise them, often prorrpted by those mo acccmpany

him/her. Failing that, the audience (Le. carrp followers of the medium) will do it for

them, e.g. "Hayi, a child comes to see her Trother." Of course, the patient may choose
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not to follow this lead. The Errant Husband found Rosalin's perfomance so convincing

'that he allowed hlmself to be led on. But on another occasion, two female clients from

Durban consistently rejected the cues supplied by the audience and persisted in

challenging each spirit rranifestation to reveal its identity. "Who are you?", they

asked again and again. Cbviously, if no relationship can be established or

acknowledged between patient and spirit, the pronouncerrents emanating from the spirit

world nay be repudiated. The seance for the two warren dragged on for rrore than five

hours without any satisfactory outcome.

I do not presurre to fully understand, rruch less to explain away, the

clairvoyance exhibited by Rosalin in the case of 'The Errant Husband'. However, there

nay have been a number of visible pointers in the situation sufficient to give her a

basis on which to build, in the absence of any foreknowledge of the patient's

circumstances. The rrost pertinent of these was the rranner in which the patient

presented himself. He was dressed in the blue overalls that have becare the signal

unifonn of the urban workplace but, in contrast to his carpanion, similarly attired,

the patient's outfit was faded and worn. It could fairly safely be assurred that he had

been in urban enployrrent for quite some time, with the inplication of prolonged

absence from the rural homestead and, in the minds of country people, the alrrost

inevitable consequence of succumbing to the wiles of 'loose' townswaren. The rran was

of an age at which it would be considered shameful to be unmarried, yet he was not

accorrpanied by his wife, or even by a kinsman, but by a fellow migrant worker. This

supplied slender but sufficient evidence on which to rest a supposition of the

existence of darestic conflict. J.ldroitly putting the two possibilities together, an

urban liaison and a resentful rural wife, Rosalin (under the influence of her ndawo

spirit) pushed the patient hard until she had wrung from him an admission of guilt. At

that point, the scene was set and she could draw upon her creative irragination to

narshall a supporting cast to convince him of the error of his ways.
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6. Contrastinq FoJ:ms of Divinaticn

It will be clear from the separate treat:rrent of ngara and ndawo divining that

they have a great deal in comron in that they both draw upon the sarn= basic repertoire

of causative agents, narn=ly, affronted ancestors and ill-disposed witches or

sorcerers, and presuppose a tacit connection between their operations. But beyond

that, there are significant differences of errphasis and substance between the ngana

consultation and the ukuferrba seance. The difference of Emphasis emerges in the

relationship between the patient and his/her purported mystical assailant. The

ukuferrba proceedings corrpletely invert the relationship between wicked witch and

hapless victim that holds sway in the ngoma narrative. Instead of being regarded as a

victim for whom retaliation is a desirable recourse, the patient is recast as a rroral

miscreant requiring a refomation or of a conversion to nomative rectitude. He is

arraigned before his accusers and pressure is exerted upon him to rrend his ways. And

instead of an anonyrrous antagonist, the witch or sorcerer is transforrred into an

injured party, who justifiably strikes back under provocation; not so rrnch a

gratuitously malicious person as someone who has been sinned against. The assailant is

cast as a figure deserving syrrpathy and understanding, whereas in the case of the

patient, a presumption of guilt replaces a presumption of innocence.

The second difference derives frc:m the contrast between diviner and rredium,

that makes ukuferrba an entirely different kind of event frc:m a ngoma consultation; a

difference of substance, therefore. Bone throwing divination (ukubhula) is not unlike

a session with tarot cards. The procedure is to read certain signs from a random

arrangement of images, to enter into a rreaningful discourse provoked by these signs

and, from it, to weave a narrative that will satisfy the client's search for the truth

concerning his/her condition and prospects. Essentially, divination is an

experiIrentation and negotiation between two interested, but often unequal, parties

(diviner and patient), by rreans of the manipulation of a limited store of referents,

to reach SOIre rrntually acceptable accorrrnxlation. Ukufemba, on the other hand, is rrore

of a confrontation than a fonn of negotiation. It is played out as a dramatic

confrontation between the patient and his tonrentors, turned accusers. Instead of a
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narrative being constructed about these relationships, the relationships are rendered

present and vividly enacted to produce a kind of virtual reality. Fran one point of

view, it can be seen as a theatrical perfonnance, in which the self-effacing medium

assurres a succession of different roles and identities. She rrnst exhibit the

dramaturgical flair of an actress and mimic of sorre merit although, in indigenous

thinking, she is not doing anything at all but is totally unconscious of the

irrpersonations. She passively undergoes. Hence, at another level, the medium is but

the tractable vehicle of spirit (ndawo) activity. It is the ndawo spirit that opens

and closes the seance and introduces, or calls into being, the spirits of other

relevant agents in the patient's melodrama. From this perspective, the rrodel of the

courtroom nay be rrore appropriate than that of the theatre. In this legal metaphor,

the ndawo spirit appears to act in the role of counsel for the prosecution who, having

stated the case against the accused (patient), proceeds to present a series of

witnesses to attest to his misconduct. But which ever the rrodel resorted to, theatre

or courtroom, the salient difference between bone throwing divination and ukufemba

remains unchanged. The diviner constructs a story about an event in the patient's

life. The medium creates a tableau of the event itself.

7. SUrrmazy

It is clear that, apart fran the healing services of medical doctors and

Zionist prophets, two forms of indigenous divination co-exist in KwaNgwanase. It is

equally clear that both bone throwing divination and ukufemba, and even Zionist

prophetic intervention, can on different occasions be provided by the same healing

specialist. Does this point to sane degree of religious syncretism anong divinatory

practitioners? The proposition nay be upheld in one sense, but not in another.

Certainly, sane synthesis between the two systems has been achieved in the domain of

belief concerning ancestors and spirits. It is believed that ndawo (foreign) spirits

can be incorporated into, or grafted on to, existing genealogical structures of

agnatic ancestors by way of the affinal connection, and w= have seen how local
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div~ners are at pains to ritually and spatially accorrrrcaate ndawo spirits at their

hOIllesteads, in.tegrating them wit.l-:l family a..'1cestors and expressing the wish that they

should cohabit in ha1lOC>ny. A furt.l-:ler strand of integration and synthesis at this level

is the professed belief that ndawo spirits are required to exercise dornii"lance and

control over curiously more fickle ngorra divining spirits. As one diviner puts it:

"Ndawo is the master of masters in the divining world." !Vbreover, if the foreign ndawo

is accepted as an affine, the identification of ndawo and affine may be taken a step

further to the point where a dead affine may qualify as an ndawo spirit. If so, this

would account for the apparent aberration, on the part of many diviners, of citing

deceased relatives by marriage arrong their ndawo spirits. This would take the

transition of foreign (spirit) to affine to its ultimate conclusion, by fotmding it

upon an actual marriage. In which case, the synthesis would be an accorrplished fact,

rather than a matter to be ritually negotiated. Yet, however much evidence there is of

syncretism occurring at the cognitive level of belief, there is no indication of any

synthesis emerging at the level of practice, where diviners ply their trade. Nor can

there be, if our analysis of bone throwing divination and ukufarba as very different

and contrasting fonns of procedure is correct. While we have witnessed some elerrents

of Zionist prophetisrn, though not very marked, finding their way into ngorna divining

(bone throwing divination), any such fusion with features of ukufernba would be

difficult to contemplate.

In any case, one family, namely Aldina and her mother Rosalin, retains a

monopoly of the practice of ukufarba and it is very much in their interests to

maintain its distinctiveness. Virtually all other diviners in the area have the

spiritual capacity to function as ndawo mediums but none put it into practice. Rosalin

and her daughter are irrmigrants from Mozambique who introduced this rnediumistic type

of divining into a Zulu-speaking corrmunity. Such imnigrants have tended to stress

features of integration with the local population or distinguishing features,

depending on which favoured them the most in particular situations. Aldina and Rosalin

emphasise their Zultmess by becoming ngorna diviners, but it is to their advantage to

be able to assert cClUm3Ild over a more spectacularly powerful m::xie of "non-Zulu"

divining and to create a derrand for it among local practitioners. Noreover, they have
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devised an ingenious way of integrating the two on the level of belief, by

constructing legends of a conflicting past giving rise to mystical feuds between

killed foreigner and Zulu killer. As with the settlement of recorded feuds in central

Africa, in which a wife is given in corrpensation for the loss of a life, the solution

to the fictional feud is the mystical rrarriage bet~en diviner and vengeful ndawo

spirit. By this convention, foreign ndawo spirits are firmly affiliated to ancestral

ngoma divining spirits.

However, it is a rrajor socio-economic advantage to Rosalin and Aldina to keep

the pEgGtiGe Glf l,;llillf~g tGl thffilQe:l-ve~ g§ the:i,f <;;li§UnGtive sp~Gii,:t1i~~tiGn, Wffi,le

showing others how an ndawo spirit can be acquired, they withhold information on how

i-t mk~nt ~ RG1;ivatoo' tor t~ C:9nduct of a s&tl1Ge. ~'lithout any guidance in the IT.iltt~I;,

neitheb' wtel9.ge nob' tr9.ining, no pb'9.CUGe of tri9.1 <md eHOb' \IDdeb' supemsion as

w:U;:h bone thfow:i,ng divination, others are too unc~.r;t~;Ln ~o~t:: how to go about it to

even atterpt it. In the meantime, Aldina goes on her travels to Durban, Johannesburg

@d points in between, advertising the potl;;nt;;y 9:t ~f~~ I;~W~ring <;:lll;;n-t~ Q~<;k

to her- rrother at home. As long as this reTffiins the basis of their unchallengoo.

I;~pu,t?-4on o~ ):le;j,.ng th~ rtp~t PO~f~U,J. anc;i we?-J.W~~t ci:Lv;j,.ffi.ng ~J.y ;j,.n ~ ?-fea, no

p.rocess of hyb.ridis9.tion will ocog between bone: wowing divirntion <md \.!ktJferrPa.
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CHAP.IER NINE

'!HE DIVINER AS~

1. Intrcd1cti.on

A corrparison between the vocation of diviner and that of entrepreneur seems to

be an uncorrpromising subject. Initially, they seem to be less cxxrparable than

antithetical. For, according to conventional definitions, there is an ideological

discrepancy between being a diviner and being an entrepreneur. The diviner is known as

a religious professional who operates divination and rituals in mystically charged

environrrents, serving the corrmunal good and providing benefits to all corrers. F.s

ancestors are essentially benevolent to their descendants and wish to preserve carmunal

hamony, the diviner, the IIDuthpiece of ancestors, Imlst also strive for cormn.mal unity.

When (s)he fails to serve this good pu.rpose, the diviner is often accused of being a

witch. The diviner therefore presents him/herself as a social benefactor. On the

contrary, the concept of entrepreneur, a concept developed in rrercantile and industrial

societies, is that of a self-oriented and economic individual. The ultirrate goal of the

entrepreneur is to acCUImllate rrax:i.rm.Jm benefits for personal gratification. Unlike the

diviner, the entrepreneur is generally free from ccnmmal regulations and restraints.

At tirres, the community itself serves as a vital resource in entrepreneurial ventures.

In tenns of these contrasting perceptions, then, the diviner and the entrepreneur would

seem to have nothing in corrmon.

This discrepancy is rooted in a biased scholarly conception of African

societies. African societies are IIDst often viewed as 'collective' entities in which

rrembers are encased in social nonns and afforded little freedom of action. Social

rren'bers are expected to play assigned roles within the social structure. FUrthemore,

African societies are traditionally viewed as 'closed corrmmities' which regulate the

IIDverrent and m::x:ie of behaviour of individuals throughout their lives. The presurrption

of such prescriptive and restrictive control leaves little room for entertaining
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entrepreneurial tendencies in everyday social relationships and particularly in the

economic sphere of activity. In this conception of a horrogeneous camunity, diviners no

less than others must orient their activities to the attairlrrent of collective goals.

Another discrepancy between diviner and entrepreneur can be focused on their

natures of role-playing. A diviner, as religious professional, is generally featured as

a magician whose perfonnance is duly restricted within a non-rational and TI¥'stical

rrode. On the contrary, the industrial entrepreneur is a beacon of rational and frugal

activity. This definitional discrepancy is rooted in a ,biased scholarly conception of

African societies. As Weber (1976) argues, capitalism is a unique product of the West

which is based on historically developed rationalism and frugality; the rrerits of

Protestantism. The West is well ordered, systemised and rrechanised. The other part of

the world is the antithesis of the West.

Regulated by various rules and sanctions of a horrogeneous corrmunity, the diviner

no less than others is highly expected to attain collective goals (a social

benefactor). A greedy diviner is always condEmned by the local people and often

categorised as a "witch". As the nature of the witch is always negatively projected,

the greedy diviner is rejected (a swindler). In fact, the diviner has a dual character,

a social benefactor and a 'swindler' (self-serving). This question is what Keith Hart

tackled when he dealt with Frafra entrepreneurs in Ghana (1975). Hart argues that an

"individual entrepreneur, if he is to retain effective links with his corrmmity, has to

maintain a balance in his career between private acct.mlU1ation and corrmmity

constmption" (1975: 9) .

Western-oriented intellectual dualism sees the diviner and the entrepreneur as

the representatives of an opposition between non-rational and rational rrodes of

behaviours. For instance, entrepreneurship is a rational and calculating activity,

whilst divinership is a TI¥'stically generated non-rational rrode of practice. This

western biased dualistic rrode of thought and practice has been criticiSed by many

anthropologists (e.g. Levi-Strauss, 1976; Peek, 1991) and it cannot be denied that

there is an indigenous rrode of logic developed in non-Western societies, which is

parallel to the logic of Western societies. The aim of this chapter is to explore the

rationality of the diviner's behaviour and divining practice its own contexts. In fact
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it combines the rational and non-rationality, as indeed mlch of so called economic

rationality tends to do.

The study of diviners has been largely confined to the drnain of religious

activities, although some political and juridical irrplications have been atterrpted.

Some other crucial aspects of divinership, notably the economic, have been ruled out of

scholarly attention. Even nulti-disciplinary approaches, i. e. praxeological approaches,

have failed so far to scrutinise the economic meaning of divining practice. Therefore,

the role of diviners has been projected upon the religious field and far raroved from

engagement in economic activities. On the other hand, entrepreneurial activity is

treated as being confined to the dorrain of economic relationships. But the narrow

identification of diviner with religion and entrepreneur with economics can no longer

be sustained.

The advent of colonialism followed by industrialism and rrodernisation has meant

that religious practices, in Africa and elsewhere, have becorre incorporated into the

economic sphere, and that ritual knowledge and practices have been largely comrodified

(Boyd, 1985; Canaroff, 1998; Gregory, 1980). Capitalism is a meta-discourse which

embraces all spheres of African life.

This chapter has a nurrber of aims to pursue. The first is to examine the

entrepreneurial nature of divining in KwaNgwanase. A principal therre in this chapter is

that the diviner is an indigenous entrepreneur. This is not to deny that the principal

role of religious agents is to mediate between two realms of worlds, the living and the

dead. But I want to show that the diviner is a rational being who tries to strike a

balance between personal accurrnlation and corrrn...mal service.

The second is to examine the relationship of mltual reliance that exists arrong

diviners. The profession of divination in KwaNgwanase is competitive: it is a

carpetition arrong diviners themselves, between diviners and other traditional and

religious healers, and bet~en diviners and rredical doctors. To survive in this

competition, a diviner fonns or enters into an alliance with sare fellow diviners in

opposition to yet others similarly arranged in their own alliances.

Thirdly, I will examine the way in whidl the diviner consciously utilise the

divining niche and its special resources, i.e. divining spirits, traditional medicines
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and divining techniques. Particularly, the utilisation of divining spirits by diviners

is striking: it strongly provides evidence that rrost diviners in KwaNgwanase are in

business. My field naterials will enrich the entrepreneurial aspects of divining.

2. '!be Rational Divinar

A) Mystical assigment arxi rational choice of father (senior) divinar

The relationship between novices and father-diviners (instructing diviners) is

said to be mystical in origin. The choice of the instructing diviner is not credited to

the novice, but is inposed on hirn/her by divining spirits and corrmunicated in a

mystical meditnn. The following case will derronstrate how this is understood.

Mzwandemini is a nale novice. His divining training under Rosalin follows a

mystical instruction from his divining spirit. "I dreamt of a particular divining hut

(diviner's hut) that I had never seen before. My naternal grandrrother came in my dreams

and showed me the divining hut. It was while I was W)rking in Johannesburg. When I came

back to my home from Johannesburg, I tried to find out the divining hut I had seen

before in my dreams. I took a taxi. The taxi driver took me to eNgozini. He dropped me

in a place I didn't know. I walked and walked. I didn I t know where to go. But all of a

sudden I saw the very divining hut I had seen in the dream. I walked over to the

divining hut." That divining hut belonged to Rosalin, his instructing diviner.

Mzwandemini stressed that he had no prior knowledge of Rosalin and her horrestead, or

even of eNgozini. He just took a taxi as his divining spirit had instructed and

happened upon the same divining hut which his divining spirit had shown him.

The illustration accentuates the absence of a personal choice. The father

(senior) diviner is assigned by divining spirits. No resistance or deviation is allowed

in the face of this prescription. The novice has no predilection for a particular

father (senior) diviner and blindly follows the divining spirits' instruction. This is

the strongly held emic standpoint, given by Mziwandernini's own account which is

probably a well-refined story to irrpress others: to show he has a mystical calling, a

bona fide to becorre a diviner.
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However, the novice has a rational mind and is able to consider the economic

aspects of the situation given to him/her in which to choose a father (senior) diviner.

In reality, the novice often consults several diviners before (s)he finally choose one

of them as the father diviner. For instance, Johannes consulted at least four different

diviners before coming to Jabulani's harestead in eNgozini. He clearly stated, "I

decided to care to Jabulani, because I like his divining style and his gida (divining

dance)". Obviously he had foreknowledge of Jabulani and had evaluated his technique

vis-a.-vis others. The novice nomally pays more than three thousand rands for divining

training. This is a huge investrrent considering the local economic standard.

Furthenrore, the novice and his/her family have to spend an extra thousand rands to

prepare the coming-out cererrony, to buy divining bones (amatharrbo), a divining switch

(ishova) and other divining apparatus. And the novice and family have to provide a cow

and a nurrber of goats and chickens for the occasion.

A total investrrent of some RSOOO for undergoing divining training gives reason

enough for exercising some discretion in carefully selecting a father diviner.

Therefore it may be naive to accept the story that the novice blindly pursues the

instruction of divining spirits given in dreams to find the father diviner. Rather, it

is prudent to carefully check the capacity of known diviners in the field. As with

western physician's news of who's who, the story of diviners is widely circulating and

the novice and family are alert to this folk-knowledge. No novice would go to a diviner

whose power is inactive or otherwise inpaired. No divining spirit will instruct a

descendant to go to such a diviner.

In fact, I have shown in previous chapters that the choice of divining spirits

is also within the grasp of the novice. Logically speaking, all local people have a

nunber of divining spirits in the structure of their family genealogies, either

paternal kin or maternal kin. And in fact the choice is wide open to the novice. Gugu's

changing of her divining spirit from maternal ancestor to paternal ancestor61 is thus

possible, given the amipresence of divining spirits in her family tree. And Gugu is by

no rreans exceptional. Tracing diviner's genealogies, most of them have number of

divining spirits (ancestors who were diviners in their life tirre) in both the

patrilineal and matrilateral structure.
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The novice will likely prefer to join a 'big name' diviner, who may have a dozen

novices as evidence of a powerful reputation. Also, thriving diviners are rrore

beneficial to novices, for they offer them more extensive experience of the divining

seance and more of an opportunity to observe patients in consultations. Exposed to a

larger clientele, an intelligent trainee may quickly pattern and classify the patients

and their problems. Therefore, the initial choice of a father (senior) diviner is a

crucial first step for a future career and in most cases presupposes deliberation,

assessment and the exercise of rational judgemenL

From the father diviner's perspective, if (s)he t:as a sound capacity for

recruiting novices, the shorter the duration of divining training the better for

economic purposes. The training diviner needs to process and replace trainees as

quickly as possible in order to rraximise profits from divining training income. My

observation shows that the average duration of divining training is about one year62
•

Aldina and Rosalin, successful mother and daughter diviners in eNgozini, had four

female novices, Gugu, MaNgubane, Nomasonto, an unidentified novice, and one male

novice, M3nzini, in July, 1977. Four of them apart from Gugu were alrrost at the end of

divining training. When I visited them in June, 1998, four novices was left and there

was new recruitment of four male novices, Kunsi, Mzwandemini, Bhewula, Philip, and one

female novice, Thabile. Each novice pays about three thousand rands for raising up

ngoma and ndawo spirits. Therefore, in 1997-1998, Aldina and Rosalin gained 30,000

rands tax free63
• Still, novices have to give Aldina and Rosalin some further incorre.

Towards the end of divining training, the novice has to buy sorre basic requirements for

divining practice, i.e. divining bones, switch and some divining clothes. The purchase

of divining apparatus often causes sorre tension between Rosalin and the novices.

Philip, who corrpleted his divining training in September of 1999, accused Rosalin of

"ripping him off". He argued that Rosalin charged him more money for divining bones

(Rl,SOO) and switch (Rl,OOO) than his colleague novice, Mzwandemini, who paid less than

half of that price. "She (Rosalin) knew that I am a Zulu and I have rroney. So she

cheated rre". This incident shows that Aldina and Rosalin make sorre profit from selling

divining apparatus to novices. A fledgling diviner becomes an infonnant to the father

diviner. If the father diviner has many inter-regional novices, it is easier to build a
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divining network. Aldina utilises this network roore skilfully than other diviners:

whenever she travels for divination, she stays at one of her novices' homes.

B) Beocmi..nq a diviner, self-chosen J::usiness

Although taking divining training is still feared and refused by roost of the

people, there are always challengers to take divination up as a real vocation. Philip

is the best exarrple of this challenge. Philip is a male novice, in his early forties,

who has an arribitious dream to become a great diviner. When I first met him in October

of 1998, he was Aldina's new novice. He was squatting beside Aldina in her divining hut

while she was reading divining bones. After bone throwing divination (ukubhula

ngatharribo), Aldina introduced him to me. He was good in English and showed interest in

the purpose of my study. We soon got close to each other. The following is a narrative

given by Philip about his calling (15th
, September, 1998).

I am from Mtwalume which is the South Coast (of Durban). I
couldn't come right with rooney even though I was working.
Let me say, I'm now forty-four years old. I found that the
way of those younger than me, they finish school, and they
started lNOrking, they got cars, and beautiful houses. I've
got none of these. Then sorrebody in 1989 said I rrnlst go to
another herbalist who can help me solve the problem, which
is the down by Kosi Bay. I went there; I couldn't get any
help. It carried on. I was suffering until last year (1997).
In the meanwhile, I was losing my cattle. Cows were dying
out one by one, goats were too. Sometimes I simply lost cows
and goats without particular reasons. Then last year, I
happened to see a bus driver, Mr. Dlamini (he drives a bus
from Durban to Manguzi). He said, 'there's scrnebody in
Manguzi by the name of Aldina. She can solve your problems' .
On one weekend, I came down with Mr. Dlamini to see Aldina
only to find she was in Duman. Then I went back to Durban.
Mr. Dlarnini said me, I ITUlst phone Mr. Khumalo (he also is a
bus driver). He would know the whereabouts of Aldina. Then I
phoned Mr. Khumalo and found that Aldina left Durban for
Manguzi. Then I explained to Khumalo why I'm looking for
Aldina. Then Khumalo said, 'look. She'll be back in Durban
next week. Then you rrnlst take Aldina to your house where she
was going to fernba.

The following 1rJeek I went to Clerront to see Aldina. She
threw bones and she told me that somebody in my family
wanted me to be a diviner. I said I don't rerrember anyone in
my family. She said, 'No. It doesn't mean your relatives.
Anyone even sorrebody not related to your family can want you
to be a diviner.' Then I said, '1rJe can arrange the day, so I
can take Aldina to my farm (Mtwalume). I We went to the farm,
then she started her process (ferrba). The first man was my
grandfather. I had never seen my grandfather. I asked,
'who're you?' Said the grandfather, 'where's my son?' ...
Meaning my father. I said, 'he's fast asleep.' Somebody 1rJent



to wake him up. Then he asked ne about my elder sister. I
told him that she's earning.

Then my grandfather said, 'Look. I'm happy. I've got
everything. You've slaughtered cows and goats for asking.' I
said, 'can you give ne please rroney?' Then he said, 'No.
There'll be a rran at the end of the ferrba. Then we'll speak
to you.' I asked, 'who's that rran?' He said, 'You'll ask
him.'

Then it was my rrother. She said the very sane thing. She
can't help ne financially. Then it carried on until the last
rran. The last rran told Ire that his nane is Mavunduru. I
said, 'how can you came here?' He said, 'your great-great
great grandfather killed Ire. And took all my herbal rredicine
with him'. That's why, from the day he was killed, he has
stayed at my hame. 'Because I couldn't go back hone without
herbal rredicine', that man said. 'Now you have no
alternative. Because I am staying in your family now, I want
you to take it. You're going to take it over.' I said,
'Yes.' Then I said, 'can you please give ne rroney?' He said,
, I '11 give you rroney. When the tirre is all right.' I 'm the
one who has done all these dirty things (killing cattle)' .
My cows were dying. My goats. .. everyday. Sametirres cows
will just disappear. We even never find bones of them. Then
this rran claims to be responsible for that. Then I said, 'OK
I'll do it.' That was the first tirre that I agree to take
the job of a diviner64

, •

At the tirre, I was still working. I carried on working,
working until April this year. I used to get my salary
through the Bank. I went to the bank, I drew rroney. I bought
groceries for my family. Then my rroney will disappear. Just
like that. April, May and June. Then in the middle of July,
Aldina carre to Durban. Then she throws bones. She said, 'No.
This man said that it's late. You must go and take his job' .
Then I realise that I've got nothing. Then I went to see
another diviner in Point Road. She carre from Mozambique. (I
asked Phillip that whether that diviner and Aldina knew each
other. He said that he doesn't think so. That Mozanbican
diviner was introduced by his friend' working at the sane
place. 65) She told Ire the very sane thing. 'Look. There's
nothing I'll tell you. You had somebody three days ago. That
person told you everything. That is true what that person
said.' Then I decided to resign from my work. And I'm now
here. 66

"

When he resigned from his post, he had SOIre obstructions
from his girl friend and the boss in his departrrent67

• They
said that Phillip' s rrad. He said to his boss (urnlungu),
"Look. You'll see whether I'm mad or not after one year."

"I realised that I'm coming here and then I wouldn't have
any incame. I'm going to stay here roughly one year. I have
no incone. I decided to take my rroney from the city police
and buy a minibus. So I'll have an incame. I'm not being
paid because I'm here. My sister's rranaging that taxi ...
Yes. I married. Oh... I've been married several tirres. I
married in 1978. I divorced. I married again in 1982. In
1987, that wife passed away. And I married again in 1990.
From the first wife, I've got one daughter. From the second
wife, I got three, oh, one died with her rrother. My second
wife died while she was issuing the last baby. Then with the
1990 rrarriage, I've got two boys and a girl. But on the
other hand, with my girl friend now, I also got three kids.

185
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...My financial problem came in 1980s. [The rroney just
disappears.] I went to see a diviner in Mkhuze named
Ngamane. But he couldn't help Ire. I don't have any physical
problem, expect losing my wife. That's all.

I began to dream especially after I met Aldina. In dreams,
sc::m=body used to show Ire what I s going on at my fann. Or I
was told what I am going to do which before that never
happened to me. They were rrostly my ancestors. Sorre of them
I knew. Like my rrother. Sorre of them, I never see them but
heard of them. Then secondly, this guy who wants me take Ire

up his job. I never see him. But I've seen him in my dream.
I know how he looks like.

Because of my financial problems. Whoever sorrebody told Ire

there's sorreone good in this, I used to tell my father, "I'm
going there to get help. "Until this tine, sorrebody told Ire

about Aldina. Then when Aldina came to my house and started
femba, that is the way the urmdaW) started talking to Ire.

Generations between the urmdaW) and Ire, no one could have
picked that urmdawo, until I came to Aldina and Aldina
picked him up. So I end up. He wanted to pass his job over,
but there was no diviner picking, knowing about this urmdawo
until I'm here."

Philip has not suffered fran any physical affliction: an exceptional calling

from divining spirits. However, Philip is not the only exception. I obtained interview

infomation fran a nurrber of diviners and novices which show that they have not

suffered any calling affliction. Philip's prine concern was to be a fanous diviner and

nake considerable rroney out of the practice of divination. "After I finish divining

training", Philip ambitiously proclaims, "I will go over to Mozarrbique and in that

place I will learn rrore about the power of ndawo. I also W)uld like to go overseas to

learn the technique of diviners in other countries6s ".

To Philip, and naybe rrany other novices, the choice of the divining profession

is far from being a mystical natter. Rather, an entrepreneurial investment is obviously

related to the choice. From the beginning, his calling was exceptional. He got to know

about his instructing diviner from a bus driver. It was obvious that Philip was

fascinated with Aldina's divining skill, as he later admitted to me. He was especially

astonished with Aldina's femba, which was fairly new to him. His boss and family

objected to his taking divining training and even accused him of being ''mad''. But he

responded with "you'll see later". This is a strong carrrnitment, a carrrnitment which

kicks off his prosperous job once he enjoyed and depart for a new career.
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C) Diviner an::l. pzq:het, taki.nq an alteJ:native pl:Ofession

Some scholars in African religious studies have noted sane interesting role

connections between the diviner and the Zionist prophet (Kiernan, 1992; Sundkler, 1961;

West, 1975). While Sundkler and West admit that there are epistemological similarities

between these two healing patterns, i.e. an afflictive calling, the pursuit of witches,

leadership of a group, sacred songs, water rituals, white symbolism, compatibility of

powers, family links, and female dominance (Sundlker, 1961:109; West, 1975:191ff),

Kiernan focuses more on the difference of sociological roles between them. To Sundkler

and West, the diviner and the prophet are a 'mirror irrage' of each other, although each

party may deny it. Kiernan, however, approaches fron sarre different angle to show the

sociological difference between them. The diviner tends to maintain the status quo by

reinstating individuals and by restoring them to their social relationships, and the

Zionist prophet is more like a rustler who picks up individuals who have strayed from

their social relationships (1992:241).

It is not my intention here to argue the similarity and difference between the

diviner and the prophet's appearances and social roles. Pather my intention in this

chapter is to point out one more phenorrenon which relates the diviner and the prophet.

One interesting phenomenon in divining practice in KwaNgwanase is that SOIre diviners

practise prophecy and SOIre prophets conduct divination. This is no surprise if we

understand that the diviner and the prophet share a functional comronality, i.e.

healing with the help of mystical forces.

Prophecy by a diviner was briefly dealt with by Fernandez (1967). He argues that

recent social change urges the change of diviner's function. Industrialised and cash

oriented economic system, the Zulu people have more interest on future events, i. e. ,

predicting the result of horse racing, lottery and garrbling, etc. Facing with the

demanding increase of prophecy in everyday life of the people, the diviner had to e<:llre

to Ireet people's wishes by undertaking prophecy. Then how about the prophet turns into

a diviner? What is the reason and gain of the prophet by doing this? No scholarly

research seems to satisfy this question. I am going to try to solve this question out

by presenting two cases of prophets turn into diviners:
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I<unsi, 38 years old rrale novice, was a Zionist prophet. He was stout and healthy

lad. Last year (1998), he had a dream on whim his grandfather cane to see him and used

to say, "I want you to work for people who can pay you." He believed in himself

possessing a healing power and used it to cure his murch congregate but without any

forrral charge. Since the first dream about his grandfather, he used to visit Klillsi on

dream and demmd the sane thing, "work for people who can pay you." Kunsi regarded this

as a calling to becorre a diviner. Therefore, following grandfather's instruction, he

came to Rosalin's horrestead for divining training. Klillsi had caning out divining

training in OCtober and spent well over R4,000 for the cererrony, both ng0ffi3. and ndawo.

However, his rather poor perforrrance of ngara cererrony did not satisfy his father

(senior) diviner and cost further R2,000 for another rOlilld of cererrony a month later.

Bhewula was a middle-aged prophet in Jozini before he cane to Rosalin' s inpande.

For couple of years, rrany people (patients) asked him to do ukuferrba for them, but he

had no knowledge of it and, therefore, could not help them. Instead, he used to take

his patients to Manguzi where ukufemba practice is popular and famous. After helping

sare people, he began to wonder why so rrany people cane to ask him to do ukuferrba,

despite his lack of knowleck:Je about ukufemba. So he cane to Manguzi to consult an ferrba

diviner (umfenbi) October or Novenber last year. The femba diviner was possessed by

Bhewula's rratemal grandrrother, and she appeared to him and said that she wanted him to

be a diviner umndawo. Bhewula's grandrrother wanted him to rrake money by doing ukuferrba.

She added that those people who cane to ask him about ukuferrba were actually people who

she had sent. Corrpare to Kunsi, Bhewula corrpleted his divining training economicqlly.

He only perfonred ndawo cererrony (There seemed to be a negotiation between Bhewula and

a father (senior) diviner, Rosalin, about this) which coasted about R2,000 only.

Kunsi and Bhewula are now installed as diviners and it is no surprise to do

so. West once convincingly remarked, "if prophets had corrmanded the required

financial resources, they W)uld have becorre diviner" (1975: 185). This is a very

relevant staterrent to show why Kunsi and Bhewula determined thEroSelves (or as

instructed by their ancestors) to be a diviner and lilldertook divining training.

Although they both would deny it, it might be convincingly said that they wanted to

be diviners, being fascinated by highly valued divining techniques, particularly,
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ukuferrba. Unlike prophecy, ukuferrba will guarantee them high incorre. Kunsi and

Bhewula did not suffer any divining affliction before divining training: they were

both healthy and stout men. Even Bhewula's case is an exceptional: he had no

frequent dreams about ancestors. His grandrrother only paid to visit him on the

seance of ukuferrba. Bhewula might be rrost welcorred by Rosalin. He himself cane to

Rosalin's place and asked about the possibility of becorrring diviner. No diviner

would reject him. But Bhewula had done divining training in cleaver way: less than

six rronths and only ukuferrba with minimum cost. Therefore, he invested minimum

capital, about R2,000, and created maximum result, becoIIE an fffiba diviner in very

short term.

Conversely, the aim of the diviner turns into the prophet is not only aiIIEd

to rn=et people's demand for future, but it is quite rational choice: one for

opening up divining network to the church fellows and the other to incorporate the

power of Jesus into divining practice. The latter has already been applied by many

diviners in KwaNgwanase. There is no evidence to show that the power of Jesus

involves directly in the divining seance, however, sorre sirrply place the Bible in

an divining hut. other deliberately prays for Jesus before opening up the divining

seance. But rrore possibility is on the first reason: to expand divining network by

becoming a rrember (not only a merrber, but also a leader) of an independent church.

Philip, Kunsi and Bhewula corrrronly show that the choice of divination is based

on self-interest pursuing rrore profitable way of profession. They all share a basic

qualification of entrepreneur: an innovative rrrind and risk taking. They eventually

engaged in divining training during which they mastered divining skills and turn

mystical raw resources (calling spirits) into phantom capital (divining spirits) .

However, once a novice becares an established diviner, it is the only the phase

garn= begins. There is a high corrpetition arrong traditional healers, including diviners,

traditional heLbalists and other healing agents (prophets of independent churches). It

is a garn= of survival or dead. To survive, a diviner needs a support from other

diviners. Therefore, particular group of diviners (often an instructing diviner and

novices) constructs a divining association, so called irrpande.
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3. Exploitinq Divinin] Niche

A) Inpan:E69, a B¥Stical scxIality of diviners

The iIrpande (a mystical genealogy of a diviners) to which the fledgling diviner

is admitted, particularly if it is a strong divining school, is a safe launching pad

for securing his/her business take-off. If the newly established diviner builds a tight

and Imltually supportive network around him/her based on the divining family, (s)he will

rrore easily manage the divining business. The reciprocal relationship between the newly

established diviner and the father (senior) diviner on the one hand, and between

'sister' diviners on the other is established only after the carpletion of divining

training. Anyone who atterrpts to cut the tie with the divining family and sever loyalty

to the father (senior) diviner should therefore expect himself/herself to be thrown

back on his/her own slim resources and to nake little headway.

By placing novice's divining spirits into the father (senior) diviner's family,

the novice is able to secure his/her place in the network of diviners (therefore can

expect a support from father (senior) diviner and sister diviners). Conversely, the

novice ImlSt show royalty to the father (senior) diviner in order to benefit from

him/her. Often diviners of the same divining family join together to undertake a

particular function: coming-out divining training cererrony of a father (senior)

diviner's new novice is the rrost favoured occasion. At divining training ceremony,

senior diviners congratulate and build acknowledgerrent with him/her. If novices cone

from all different places, there is Imlch rapport and co-operation than corrpetition.

Otherwise, there nay be a potential tension arrong them. Even the father (senior)

diviner is a potential corrpetitor to the pledging diviner. Therefore, there is a

potential co-operation in competition.

The corrparison between a social family (urnndeni) and a divining family (irrpande)

would shed interesting aspects. There are more differences than contronalties between

these two associations. The social family bases on at first based on a blood

relationship. Reproduction is a key elerrent of recruiting merrbership. Of course, in

traditional societies, a stranger was often adapted into a particular family and
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enjoyed the right and duty of the family. However, It was rather an exception than a

rule. On the contrary, divining family is rrore based on contract. It priIrarily founded

on the principle of transaction between the diviner and the novice. The relationship

rray last until both parties have still som::: interest on each other. otherwise, it tends

to be de-structured. This is to say that divining family is rrore fragile and one can

easily breaks off fron the divining family. To secure the structure of divining family,

the father diviner need to recruit as rrany novices as possible, which will secure the

network of divining family.

B) Patron-cl.i.entileship, exploiting soft :resc:m:ces and resistance

However, in reality, the relationship between father (senior) diviners and

novices is best described and understood as a patron-client relationship. During

training, novices pay labour tribute to their father (senior) diviner. Novices under

divining training take on rrultiple tasks, besides getting a professional training. The

condition of trainees is often described as harsh and miserable to bear, in fact an

ordeal, similar in harshness to that undergone in the regime of the initiation schools.

First of all, novices undertake various fonns dom:::stic work. The burden falls

particularly heavily on ferrale initiates, who have to engage in agricultural

activities, cleaning father (senior) diviner's clothes, preparing food, fetching water

and etc. Often novices are ill-treated by father (senior) diviner and family rrerrbers.

Jabulani had this to say about his divining training: "They (father (senior) diviner

and his wife) treated me like a paper bag. They often asked me to do som:::thing which

had nothing to do with divining training". However, no protest is allowed! Therefore

conplaints are always voiced behind the instructor's back. Delani similarly chatted

under Jabulani's tutelage saying "He treats me like a son" (meaning is given no freedom

and is carpletely subordinate). When he began divining training, Delani refused to call

Jabulani "father (senior)" and was reluctant to do his bidding in IPatters not directly

related to the process. Jabulani, frustrated with Delani's attitude, infonred Delani's

rrother that he would not teach his son, if he continued to show defiance. Of course,

Delani's attitude was irmediately transformed by this threat and he soon mended ,his

behaviour.
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Philip was another novice unhappy with his father (senior) diviner, Rosalin and

her husband. He often accused thEm abusing of novices. Phillip has a car when he cares

for divining training. Rosalin and her husband expect and demand the use of that car

anytirre they need it. Of course, for scme rronths, Philip has to drive all the way. But

after SOIre rronths, Philip begins to feel that it is not the way. Philip said, "they

(Rosalin and her husband) don't pay even a cent for that (driving). They even don't

think of it". Philip said that he does not going to take it anymore. "If they want to

do shopping they should go on foot", he grumbles.

Philip is also unhappy with Rosalin and her husband about their irresponsibility

for the hospitalisation of Thabile, another senior novice of Rosalin. Thabile had been

hospitalised for a week. She was in a taxi with Rosalin, which was hired by the later.

The taxi collided into another car while they were visiting in a neighbouring village;

her knees were hurt but the treatment she received at the local hospital was poor and

unsatisfactory in their eyes. The problem occurred during Thabile's divining training

in the following week during which Rosalin' s husband then applied caba (incisions) on

Thabile's hurt, but the incision becarre badly infected. Soon her knee was swollen.

Rosalin's husband tried to correct it, but the condition only VlDrsened. She finally

went to the hospital and was hospitalised. Philip took her to the hospital and saw a

doctor cut the infected part releasing a lot of water. While Thabile remained

hospitalised, Philip told Ire that Rosalin and her husband had not visited her. "They

don't seEm to want to visit her", Philip said to Ire. When Philip and one other novice

visited Thabile, she gave Philip her sister's telephone number and asked to phone her

sister. But before Philip could phone, the other novice told the story to Rosalin and

her husband. Rosalin' s husband called Philip and said, "you are not call her sister".

Philip told me; "Gago (Rosalin) and her husband are full of shit." Rosalin's

husband one day told Philip that he ITUlSt remove Thabile from the hospital. Philip

refused to do so. He described the situation as follows: "he (Rosalin's husband) told

me that I have to go to the hospital and take Thabile out of there. But I refused it

because I'm not responsible for that. I told him, 'Look. If I go to the hospital and

take Thabile out, I have to sign on the paper. But if sOIrething went wrong to Thabile

afterwards, it's me who is responsible for that, because I sign on the paper. I can't
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do that. If you want her out of the hospital, you go and sign on the paper. And then

you take her out of the hospital". This arrounted to a rebellion, admittedly on a small

scale.

Normally novices cannot do anything against their father diviners's wishes. The

alternative to submitting to maltreatment is to run away from father diviner's hcme.

Jabulani once rejected his father (senior) diviner. He was sent for training to Soweto.

But his father (senior) diviner felt too old to teach him and him to one of his junior

diviners, Hloza, elsewhere in Soweto. But Jabulani stayed there no rrore than a couple

of months before returning to father (senior) diviner. Jabu1ani told ne that he could

not tolerate the maltreatment of Hloza. "Hloza asked ne gida (divining dance) and when

I couldn't do that, he blarred ne, 'do you want to do divining training here?' But I was

a new novice. How could he expect ne to gida? Even his wife was cruel to ne. I used to

have his meal on the floor, behind kitchen door. Fully aware of this, Hloza's wife used

to push the door hard and hit ne. I sirrply could not bear this maltreatrrent any longer.

So one day I just packed up my luggage and left Hloza's house." But Philip and

Jabulani's cases recounted to ne are exceptional. Contrary, my observation shows that

no novice saying "no" to the father (senior) diviner.

Novices are not well treated in Aldina and Rosalin' s honesteads where Philip was

training and I think the situation is alrrost the same elsewhere. The regirre is

particularly harsh and demanding, particularly on ferrales. They are treated just like

donestic workers and agricultural labourers: the difference being that they pay huge

sum of rroney for this 'privilege'. In fact they do not learn Imlch of the divining craft

from father diviners. Philip told me that he did not learn anything from Rosalin. It

was rather his divining spirits who would cone in his dream and teach him everything

about divinership. Novices are expected to do whatever their father diviners asks of

them, and it would seem that they are there as Imlch to maintain the household economy

of their instructor as to develop their divining skills. Novices are to the senior

diviner to employ cheap labour, labours who pay high fees for the transfer of skills

which they may poorly receive or may not receive. Mter all, novices are a source of

soft inccme to the instructing diviner as well as a source of free labour.
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Patron-client relationship is primarily based on mutual interests: patron

protects his clients and in return clients show royalty, to the patron. If one party

fails to fulfil this duty, the relationship will be broken. Although the diviner - the

novice is a patron-client relationship, it differs its context from Barthian

transactional paradigm. The novice is being short dlarged on the rewards. During

divining training, the novice shows full royalty to the diviner, but the return is

generally poor. Therefore, divining training is a one-sided deal, i.e. economic

exploration of the father (senior) diviner, milking the expectation of the novice's

reward. It is rather a weak patron-client relationship, for the client cannot easily

break away from the patron. It happens, of course, but often with a great expense.

Furthermore, the patron (a senior diviner) strengthens his/her position by creating a

mystical kin-relationship whidl is dlarged by divining spirits, not human beings.

Therefore, once problems have been taken to the senior diviner and it is identified as

calling (or divining affliction), the afflict becorres an novice and enters into a

diviner network, as the afflict is taken on by a senior diviner. (Janzen, 1995: 146) .

C) Divininq spirits and other divininq technologies

Divining spirits are exclusive and prirre resources to diviners. No other

diviners have power or capacity to deal with these divining spirits: even other sort of

traditional healers have no such authorities. "As Kunsi and Bhewula's case show, on

other diviners who wishes to possess divining spirits must learn them through the

initiation ceremony. Enjoying the monopoly of divining spirits, therefore, the

conpetition is arrong them. Diviners tend to conpete eadl other to boost their divining

powers by rreny rreans, especially, by developing the capacity of control over divining

spirits. "As a capital is crucial rreans to the entrepreneur, so does divining spirit to

the diviner, i.e. divining spirits are phantom capitals whidl are invisible and

mystically operates, and they construct unique features of divining spirits.

First of all, the nurrber of divining power hardly influences over and detennines

the power of diviners. For instance, a renowned diviner, Aldina, has only elerrentary

number of divining spirit, one ngorra and one ndawo, but she is the one of powerful

diviners in KwaNgwanase. Isabel, on the contrary, has total four divining spirits, two
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ngorra and two ndawo respectively, but she is known as a just "diviner by narre".

Jabulani, one of confident diviner I ever met, told me that earn diviner has a two

naster (leading) divining spirit. That is ndawo. Although ngorra is a lineage divining

spirit, it is under the guidance of ndawo. Kahla, a whistle diviner, told me that

"ngona is like a child of ndawo. If a diviner has no ndawo spirit, then ngorra spirit

will disappear soon. You need ndawo spirit in order to keep ngorra." In the similar

vein, Isabel, during my field research, tried to invite ndawo spirits into her divining

realm, for she knew her ngcroa spirits w=re already run away. She needed to ndawo

spirit (s) to reinstall ngorra spirits. Jabulani argues that no diviner needs rrore than

two divining spirits, one ngorra and one ndawo. More than these, "they are sirrply

decoration to show off to people".

There is a quite interesting cona:pt about divining spirits which can be

analogous to the concept of econcrnic ccnm:x:lity. It is now safe to say that divining

spirits are resources to the diviner. The divining spirit as resource contains very

irrportant and interesting aspects of the divining practice. As a resource, a divining

spirit can be stolen, restored, purchased and sold out. A diviner does not welcome

other diviner to come to the hC>ID2stead. The reason is rather sirrple. The visiting

diviner nay harm the host diviner's divining spirits or even steal them. The

transaction of divining spirit is a corrrnon practice in KwaNgwanase. Of course, the

typical case is ndawo spirit. This foreign spirit has no root in local ccrrmmityand

this remrins as a prime divining resource. In divining world, this is a luxury resource

to be utilised. This is a free capital floating all over the place. The experienced

diviner catches it, mystifies it and put it into the novice's genealogy and of course

the novia: should pay a great amount of rroney for it.

D) M:xiaJ:n technology and. divine%s

The development of m:xiern technology, i. e. electronic-corrmunication, newspaper

and advanced transportation, has apparently influenced over the practice of diviners in

sC>ID2 ways. Janzen elsewhere (1995) nakes this point clear. The release of the

Associated Press in Septerrber of 1992 shows that "the rrost frequent users of the new

South African caller-charge telephone system - TIM Service ... were the clients of
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diviner" (1995:2). It is no surprise to the diviner seizes this advanced opportunity of

utilising the new technology to enhance his/her divining business. People confront on

everyday newspaper advertiserrent of divining business. Diviners have a quicker rreans of

transportation as the transportation is developed and move swiftly carpare than the

past diviners. It seems curious to corrpare the diviner, a seemingly last string of

tradition in, African corrmunities, and modem technology, nevertheless, it is not

deniable to say that the diviner is the one of greatest benefactors of it.

When I :rret Aldina in 1999, after about a year break, her appearance has changed

a bit. The most significant change was that she prcxrptly boastfully hanged a cellular

phone on the belt. It was VDrking! (I have heard a joke that some local people carry no

charged cellular phones to potrp up). A frequent ringing of the cellular phone rrade our

discourse difficult. I have quickly learnt that most of the cases were from her

clients. Aldina consulted her diary and rrade an appoint:rrent. In few years ti:rre since I

first put my step on the field area, number of diviners and traditional herbalists who

use this modem technology is in increase.

The developrent of public transportation is another rrajor reason of some

diviners expanding their divining rrarkets out VDrld. KwaNgwanase is unknown to outside

prior to 1980s. This area was influenced by Mbzambican civil war during 1970s and 80s.

Local people confi.rrred that it would be easier to go to Maputo than Johannesburg.

Besides number of dreadful restrictive regulations irrposed by apartheid regime

practically harrpered the free moverrent of African population, particularly urban areas.

Therefore in those days the expansion of diviners was restricted and confined within a

local rrarket. The ethic of capitalism, rrass consurrption and cash oriented economy, is

introduced and money becomes an anblern of economic exchange. The boundary of divination

becomes unlimited.

4. Co-operation in <:arpetition in the Iealm of Divining

A successful diviner tends to have a strong divining net1rJOrk and further try to

strength it. The divining network is inportant to the diviner, for it is a rrajor line
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through which (s)he draws clients from diverse areas. To be successful in the realm of

divining practice, the diviner might need to possess sare outstanding personalities,

i.e., charisma, clairvoyance, generosity and altruism. Nevertheless, these personal

qualities are not the only elerrents of contributing to build up the divining network.

The diviner also elaborates on other social resources in order to naintain the divining

network. Two rrain resources, novices and clients, are seaningly to be utilised for

diviner's networking. Once ritually incorporated into a divining world, a novice

socially rerrains as a tout to the senior diviner. A general rule is that a newly

established diviner must keep a regular contact with the senior diviner and rerrains as

a tout to the senior diviner. More novices the senior diviner has, rrore opportunity the

diviner is given to build up a strong divining network.

Here I am going to present two diviners, one prosperous diviner of eNgozini and

the other miserable diviner of ThandiZVle. Their contrasting cases reveal how social

networking is crucial for naintaining divining business.

A) A Successful story: Aldina

Aldina is a young and unrrarried female diviner. She is a Shangaan diviner, but

since in the early 1980s she rroved into South Africa, and now she holds a South African

citizenship. She is one of thriving diviners in KwaNgwanase. Local people know of

Aldina, although they actually do not know who she is. If you ask any taxi driver in

Manguzi about Aldina's horrestead, he would pick you up right to Aldina's harestead. But

unfortunately clients nay not find her out at her hOIrestead, for she spends rrore than

half a rronth outside KwaNgwanase. Her divining narkets are nainly scxre cities in

KwaZulu-Natal: ~angeni, Durban, New Castle and Greytown. Aldina's main divining

perforrrance is ukuferrba. I have not observed a single seance of ukuferrba perforrred by

Aldina, for she seldan perfonn ukufernba at hare. Aldina's rrother, Rosalin, is also

specialised in ukuferrba and at hare she is in charge of ukuferrba.

My first account of Aldina was in July, 1996. She was well-established diviner

by then. Even II¥ interpreter, Sibusiso who was indifference to diviners, knew well of

her (In fact, it was Sibusiso who led Ire to Aldina). She was srrall but had charisma to

rule over novices and clients. Aldina was farrous for ukuferrba, although her ukubhula is
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no less famous than ukufernba. She is also a Zionist prophet. Unfortunately, no detailed

information was available when and how she began to gain farre in KwaNgwanase, but, if

considering the limited social movement of the Black in the past, 1.lllder Apartheid

regirre, in urban areas, she might have difficulties to expand her divining business

before 1990. She told rre that her divining power is derived from her divining spirit,

one ngowa and one ndawo spirit. This is the way of expanding Aldina her divining

business. Once people are being cured, they WJuld recorrmend anybody suffer from similar

problem to Aldina. This explanation is, however, not enough to figure out that how

Aldina becorres so farnous and successful diviner. Most of Aldina's novices confirm that

they were shown to Aldina's horrestead by 'sorrebody'. This suggests that Aldina may have

'tout' and utilise them as infomants. Bus drivers between Durban and Manguzi,

information given by Philip, are typical of tout for Aldina. Mr. Khumalo, in fact,

seems to know the detailed schedule of Aldina. So he actually arranged Aldina to go to

Philip's homestead and perform ukufemba. She was reluctant to give more details on her

business. Whenever I asked further deep questions about her business, she sinply laughs

away.

Aldina's another major infomants are her novices. She has many novices from

some places of KwaZulu-Natal, mainly, in Greytown, New Castle, Durban and

Pietermaritzburg. They create a firm network over KwaZulu-Natal. Aldina's novices are

like evangelists of new divining techniques, Le. ukufemba. Aldina normally spends two

to three weeks a rronth in those places. Demands are high. Once a client gets inpression

from Aldina' s perfomance, the client becorres another infomant to publicise Aldina's

divining capacity.

Along with Aldina's personal entrepreneurial mind, she also knows how to deal

with her environments. And patients who wish to consult Aldina always f01.llld an

alternative one, a very skilful diviner and mother of Aldina, Rosalin, at Aldina's

homestead, although Aldina is absent. Aldina's family is the house of traditional

healers. Her father is a traditional herbalist and rrother is a diviner, farnous for

ukufemba. Two of her rrother's brother is a diviner in Johannesburg. Aldina's two

brothers are diviners as well. And Aldina's grandmother (maternal) is a diviner.
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Aldina's business mind has launched some entrepreneurial projects. She has a

tuckshop, which initially provide breads and milk to patients v.mo stay at Aldina's

horrestead for treatment. But as the tuckshop was the only one around Aldina' s

horrestead, neighbours also rely their everyday foodstuffs at Aldina' s tuckshop. In

1998, Aldina's rrother separated from Aldina, rroving next to Aldina's harrestead. In new

house carrpound, Aldina's rrother also opened up a tuckshop. In this tuckshop, Aldina's

rrother began to brew ritual beer. The purpose is as Aldina once reco:rmended to her

clients, "you can also buy ritual beer, if you are in difficulty of finding out a

proper tirre for brewing beer." Aldina's is planning to marry to a businessman from

Mpangeni. Her boyfriend is currently building a tourist guesthouse at Manguzi. Also

Aldina' s rrother purchased a piece of land on which she planted gum trees for corrrrercial

purpose. Recently Aldina got to acquaintance with a man v.mo has been divorced. He was

from eMpangeni and run a small business in there. Aldina's boyfriend was expanding his

business in Manguzi. He was constructing a small guesthouse on the roadside which will,

Aldina said, attract tourists coming this area.

B) lsabel's stz.uggle over divininq J::usiness

Isabel is a destitute diviner. I can say that she does not perfonn divination at

all. In rrore accurate terms, no clients corre to consult her. She was my neighbour and I

quite often peep into her harrestead. But each tirre, I had not observed a single client

to corre to her. Even she agreed on this. One of her statarent struck rre was, "I have no

clients. My ngana ran away." She has a piece of small fann. I am not sure that this

piece of land will support her family. Her husband is a pensioner and a breadwinner.

His pension, five hundred rand, is the only incorre to Isabel's horrestead.

The first encounter with Isabel was in 1996 and v.men I returned to my field area

in 1998, she was in rrore desperate situation. She was looking for another divining

training. This tirre, she wished to rise up ndawo spirit7o • But until I leave the field

area in early 1999, Isabel's wish was in dismay. Here is an illustration I have

observed last year.

Since I returned to the field area in 1999, I have made very close contact with

one young diviner, Jabulani, and paid everyday visit to him. One sunny day in
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Septerrber, I went to Jabulani's homestead early in the rrorning, as a part of my routine

of the day. Jabulani and Delani were pounding rred.ical herbs into pow::l.er under the shade

of tree. After greeting each other, we were talking about routine. Jabulani asked Ire to

accorrpany him to go to Manguzi and I agreed to him. Jabulani retreated to his house to

change his clothes. I was enjoying cool shade for the norrent and then I saw Isabel

approached to Jabulani's homestead. At about a rronth ago, Jabulani told Ire about a

mystical encounter with Isabel. It was during we talking about who's who of diviners in

the area. "I remember her", Jabulani recalled about Isabel, "A tall mmgona. I dreamt

on her one day. On the dream, I stabbed (gwaze) her with a knife. It was Nyoni

(Jabulani's divining spirit)' swish. Nyoni was punishing her bad nagical perfoIIPaIlce,

bewitching people. The following day, Isabel cane to my place and corrplained 'you

stabbed ne last night. I am in great pain. So I need herbal rred.icine from you to heal

the pain.'" Jabulani refused it, as he told ne, because it was a punishrrent for her

wrongdoing. I do not exactly know what in fact Isabel has conmitted wrong things.

What was Isabel's purpose to come to Jabulani's homestead again? Jabulani

already had finnly refused to help her. Delani, who sat beside with ne, looked also

puzzled with Isabel's appearance. In fact, a diviner in KwaNgwanase seldom visits

another diviner unless they belong to the SanE divining family, for the diviner is

generally suspicious against another diviner. Isabel, also looked stunned when she saw

Ire (she nay not expect Ire to present at Jabulani's homestead). But Isabel approached

towards us and greeted. I felt a bit uncomfortable with Isabel's groaning face. Isabel

sat on an a reed nat (icansi) which was laid down on the ground beside my chair. She

talked to Delani that she wanted to see Jabulani. D=lani irmediately retreated to

Jabulani's house to deliver Isabel's rressage. I briefly greeted to Isabel and she

responded. She told ne, "I have nothing. I am doing nothing. Things are not going all

right to Ire. I need UllU1daWO." This was not the first tine to hear that she needed

UllU1dawo spirit. I asked her, "so you want to do divining training for UllU1daWO?" Isabel

replied, "Yes. I need help from Jabulani. I need my UllU1daWO spirit. Jabulani can help

ne. But the problem is that I have no rroney (for divining training). (So) I don't know

Jabulani can help ne."
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Couple of minutes later, Delani cane out of the house. He informed Isabel that

Jabulani would see her, but only couple of minutes, for he had to go out to see

sorrebody. Even Jabulani did not come out i.rrrrecIiately. About five minutes later,

Jabulani cane out of the house, not looking at Isabel, and strode tOW3.rds us. As he

cane to us, he sat on a chair and for the first tine he stared at Isabel. They

exchanged polite greetings each other. Isabel explained to Jabulani about the reason of

her visiting. She also needed to have some traditional rredicine but she had no rroney.

The conversation was short lived. Jabulani unconditionally refused, "No. If you have a

problem, you can ask help from your father (senior) diviner. Not me. When I have a

problem, I ask help from my divining family. I go to see my father (senior) diviner and

she always gives me help." And then Jabulani stood up and asked me to go. I asked

Jabulani on the way to Cabangane that why he gave the cold shoulder to Isabel. "I told

you before", he replied, "She came to check me. If I gave her rredicine, she would use

it to kill me. Then I am going to (be) finished. No way. Why she is not go to see her

father diviner." That was the end of conversation about Isabel. Later, when Jabulani

and I back to his home, Delani told me that Isabel wept after we left. She wept for

couple of minutes and then left.

Sane days later, I visited Isabel's homestead. She was with her husband and

brother-in-law. They were drinking, and Isabel looked tipsy. I asked Isabel, "why don't

you go to seek help from your father (senior) diviner?" She did not answer to my

question, but I knew that she neither is able to go to ask help from her father

(senior) diviner, nor is not intend to do so. It is actually, according to Isabel, her

father (senior) diviner, who deprived of Isabel's divining spirits. Isabel blamed her

father (senior) diviner that he stolen Isabel's divining spirits during divining

training. She is like an errpty bottle without divining spirits.

Towards the end of field research and during occasional visits to KwaNgwanase, I

have not observed Isabel irrproving her divining condition. And with her poor economic

condition, I do not expect she can have another chance of divining training. Poor

diviners have every aspects of disadvantages in conpetition. Bad reputation, lack of

access to rrarket, poor economic condition blocks to renovate divining resources and
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etc. Poor diviners become poorer, while the rich one fortifies his wealth by various

means.

5. Diviners, Entrep:z:eneurs or Swindlers

AA entrepreneur is, in the tradition of anthropology, defined as a rational

agent who pursues profits by making a decision under uncertain social conditions which

often turns out to be innovative to conmunity (Earth, 1972:7-8; Hart, 1976:5).

Theoretically, entrepreneurship is purely an individual activity, nevertheless, this

purely theoretical definition of entrepreneurship irrm=di.ately confronts with a puzzle

when considering social environments the entrepreneur engages in. It is the central

interest of Hart who sees entrepreneurship as a matter of balancing in bet~

individual accurmlation and corrmunal welfare (1976) particularly in a small and rrore

co-operative society. AccoIding to Hart, studying Frafra people in Ghana, an individual

entrepreneur may be an ascetic, hard worker and innovative investor enough to

accumulate material profits. In this context, entrepreneurship stresses an individual

achievement. Nevertheless, the entrepreneur always confronts with various regulations,

i.e. kin obligation, neighbouring and corrmmity as a whole. This means that the

entrepreneur, although an individual achievernent is crucial, is not free from corrmmal

relationships: the entrepreneur is expected to contribute to the corrm.m.ity somehow.

Thus the entrepreneur remains as a social benefactor in the corrmmity. If the

entrepreneur fails to satisfy this service, (s)he will be accused as a swindler. One

might try to run away from these sanctions to where less sanctions will be irrposed upon

(ibid:4) .

But this is not an ideal solution, for the entrepreneur, as a solid social

rrerrber, has to build and maintain any level of social relationship anywhere: although

the entrepreneur is a hard working people, he inevitably utilises or manipulates social

milieu sore degree or another. Earth correctly describes it by saying that there is a

"differences between actors pursuing entrepreneurial activity, and the incurrbents of

traditional statuses who act in accordance with institutionalized patterns" (Earth,

1972:7). Therefore, Barth continues, entrepreneur career is a ''process, as a chain of
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transactions between the entrepreneur and his (social) environrrent" (ibid:7). The

dilerrrra of the entrepreneur lies on this point that he is the being who should take a

balance between his personal achieverrent and contribution to the cormunity.

In fact, both diviners and entrepreneurs have negative and positive nature to a

corrmunity. They alike pursue IPaXimal benefits from social environrrents, Le. cormunity,

however, they have to pres1.lrre a kind of contribution to the cormnmity at the sarre tine.

Rosalin has built a school building with two classrooms for local children in 1997. She

invested seven thousand rand for building and the local governrrent has provided all the

school facilities and teachers. By providing school building, she might claim that she

has contributed to the local corrmmity. But her son, Sirron, inforned Ire that she is

waiting for a governrrent payrrent. Sirron told Ire that her rrother spent seven thousand

rand for two classroans. But the local governrrent will pay her back fourteen thousand

rand for the school building (seven thousand rand for each room). Therefore, even

contributing to the local corrrm.mity by providing the school building, she did not lose

her investrrent: she got reputation from the local people and she got material rewards,

double pay back.

Rosalin gave a good exarrple again. It was one day toward the first term of my

field research. I was learning about divining bones at Rosalin's divining hut. Towards

the end of teaching, one of novices cane to Rosalin to inform that "a man cane to see

her". Rosalin looked like waiting for him. She hurriedly stood up and asked Ire to

accorrpany with her. I glad to do that because what would be going to happen. We walked

toward a single building which was roughly built in bricks neaLby Rosalin's homestead.

The single building was divided into two rooms. The man examined carefully the

building, window frarre, the condition of floor and bricks and so on. Then he looked

satisfied with the building. He promised to report back soon. After the man left us, I

asked Rosalin about the man and the reason the man examine the building. Rosalin

inforned that she had built a school, and she reported it to the educational departrrent

of Ingwavuma district that she would like to donate the building. The man was an

inspector dispatched by the departrrent to check over the school. I was quite irrpressed

at the rrarent. Rosalin was a renowned diviner in the area, although some neighbours did
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not like her. She rrade a good incorre out of her divining practice, and she would like

to return sarre of it in the fonn of social donation, i.e. a school building.

One day last year, when I engaged in another session of field research, I

chatted with Sirron, Rosalin's son. We talked to each other about this and that without

any particular topic and I turn the topic about how South African administrative

process is badly organised. He totally agreed with Ire, to my surprise, by saying that,

"my rrother hasn't got any rroney from educational departrrent yet. They are too slow". I

asked "what rroney? Does your rrother lend rroney to educational departrrent?/I Then he

reminded Ire about the school building Which I had corrpletely forgot since the day of

inspection. Sirron gave Ire interesting information: "well. My rrother built a school with

two classrooms.

The educational departrrent should pay R7, 000 each classroom. /I Which Ireans that

Rosalin has to receive Rl4,000 from the educational departrrent once it accepted

Rosalin' s building as a school. It was interesting. So I asked Sirron how much did

Rosalin cost to build a school. The response was a fairly econanic 'R3,OOO'. Indeed,

the donation was a business, very profitable business. Rosalin could earn corrrnunal

recognition that she has donated a school building for local children. But she still

rrade well good profit out of donation. In doing so, Rosalin catches two goals, social

contribution and personal profit.

6. Surrmuy

We have seen that the diviner in KwaNgwanase is an indigenous entrepreneur. At

look, the sole function of diviner seems to engage in a various mystical tasks in

conjunction with supernatural beings. And this function often stereotypes the diviner

as a mystical agent to serve various unexplainable phenarrena in the corrrnunity. In

particular, the process of becoming a diviner has been invariably described from a

mystical point of view, a fact-explanation from the diviner. Initially, a person is

called by a divining spirit with various mystical syrrptorns, i.e. misfortune and

affliction, and the divining spirit would rrake frequent visitation. Then (s)he goes
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into initiation process in order to pursue the divining spirit's instruction, i.e. the

place and the tiIre of initiation. And the descendancy of divining profession is often

understood as the succession of vacant divining profession regardless the possessed's

will. General irrpression of this fact-explanation, so far accepted without any critical

overview, is that divining profession is a mystically errbedded therefore irrational

activity.

But on a close look, it is not difficult to observe that the divining activity

is rational enough to make sense and produce a meaning. We have seen this by the

diviner utilising mystical environrrents, i.e. divining spirits, by turning them up into

phantom capitals. Even a conventional fact-explanation of becoming a diviner is in

other sense a w=ll-planned personal adventure looking for a viability to errbark a new

business.

Most of calling comes in early childhood, conpels the person drops off from the

school, 1rtrich is crucial element to him/her relies on divining business later in

his/her life. But final acceptance of initiation generally comes after grown-up. In the

rrean tiIre, the person might venture all the other rreans to live up. Nevertheless, no

education provides less chance to secure a job. And finally, the person might resort on

divining business. In this sense, the person who is believed to be called does not

blindly follow mystical instruction.

Therefore, a nurrber of similarities can be drawn from the entrepreneur and the

diviner. First of all, they both pursue benefits out of their environrrents. The content

of benefits is not necessarily material rewards, such as, cash, but it also includes

intangible social products, such as, prestige, social status, political supports and

etc. Secondly, they corrmonly utilise social and cultural milieu to maximise benefits.

This includes not only material resources, Le. capital, but also, intangible social

prestige, social status and political royalty. Thirdly, they are corrmunal brokers, who

have contributed to the developrrent of corrmunity. For this reason, they are different

from swindlers. The last point is extrernely irrportant so long as the diviner is a

rrember of commmity. (S)he has to produce a positive meaning to the corrmunity. The

individual diviner, if (s)he is to retain effective links with his/her corrmmity, "has

to maintain a balance in his career between private accurrulation and corrmunity
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consumption" (Hart, 1976: 9). Whether a diviner rerrains as a social benefactor or a

swindler rerrains in how the diviner balances in between these two poles of economic

activities.

Taking divining profession is to realise a personal oppression, i.e. physical

affliction and social tensions, and the will to act against it. Thus an individual

takes interpretation and action toward misfortune, and subsequently seeks to articulate

the situation in order to produce benevolent social rreanings. One of articulation has

been stressed in this chapter is to culture capricious divining spirits into rrore

technical tenns by enculturing them. Enculturing divining spirits is a crucial rreans to

a diviner to manage his/her divining profession. Ngorra-ndawo alliance becorres a phantcm

capital.
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Giving an activity a narre, such as divination, does not .irrrrediately categorise

it as a single univocal thing. In sociological terms, divination is simultaneously rrany

things, a rwlti-dilrensional rranifold activity serving several sociological purposes,

rrost of which have been addressed in this thesis. While it is possible, and desirable,

to consider divination frcm such different perspectives, what w= are dealing with are

nevertheless varied facets of a whole, each of which interacts and interpenetrates

others, feeding off them and supporting them at the sarre t~.

First and forerrost, divination is a foun of mystical errpowernent. It plucks

individuals out of the mainstream of social life, narks them out for special treat:ment

and processes them into vessels of ancestral authority. A patient in the presence of a

practising diviner, implicitly knows that (s)he is confronting a person of

extraordinary pow=r and vision, and not a mere professional, however w=ll-trained,

otherwise she w:>Uld not be there. There are two aspects to this errpow=rnent. There is

the mystical endowment itself, the personal identification with one or rrore ancestral

spirits, and there is the social transformation that accompanies it. Each of these

changes is accarplished by the ritual process of Ukuthwasa.

The diviner is errpowered by being 'possessed by' or 'in possession of' an ngorra

ancestral spirit or spirits. The ngorra is not just any ancestor, but one who in life

had been a practising diviner and who continues to function through the chosen

successor. And since that ngorra spirit was in turn the voice of a previous ngorra, in

theory a long chain of divining power and experience is being relayed to the living

practitioner. In this respect, each diviner is but the spearhead of a long tradition

spanning t~ inIrerrorial. In self-belief, (s)he is a mystical heavyweight. The guiding

spirit, it is believed, takes possession of the diviner and controls his/her actions

and utterances. Yet there is sufficient evidence to show that, in practice, it is the

diviner who exercises control over, and is in possession of, the divining ngorra spirit,

and this in several ways. Far frcm being grabbed by an unrelenting ancestor, the
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neophyte diviner frequently designates the spirit of his/her choice; the rranipulation

of the divining device is less inspired by an ngoma spirit and is sedulously acquired

by hum:m training; and the diviner calls the divining spirit into service at will.

There are groWlds, therefore, for claiming that the rhetoric of errpo~nrent is but a

convention, the purpose of which is to augrrent the authority of the diviner's verdict.

Again, in conceding that their control over ngoma spirits is frail at best, and that

the divining spirits can for no good reason abandon their host, diviners inplicitly

admit that they do exercise such control and seek ways of naking it less transitory.

Paradoxically, the appropriation of a foreign ndawo spirit is credited with tying down

the wayward ngara spirits.

Secondly, in being ritually errpo~red, the diviner also undergoes radical social

transfomation. The diviner acquires a new identity, particularly narked by a change of

name, no longer that of pre-ukuthwasa existence, e.g. Johannes, but that of the guiding

divining spirit, e. g., Delani. (in much the sane way as m::mks and nuns acquired the

name of a long deceased saint). In addition, the errergent diviner is incorporated into

a new family circle of diviners, acknowledging his tutor-diviner as his 'father',

though rrore correctly his father-in-law since he is deerred to enter the family as a

bride, a daughter-in-law. In KwaNgwanase, the process is capped by the acquisition of a

foreign husband in a mystical narriage to an ndawo spirit, who corrpletely dominates his

spiritual affines, the ngoma spirits. MJreover, by the fact of her official

accreditation as a diviner, (s)he automatically ass1..meS a higher social standing in

his/her conmunity. His/her professional attire narks her out as a person of special

rank, worthy of respect for his/her extraordinary power, his/her superior knowledge and

acquired skills, and towards whom others adopt an attitude bordering on a~, though

this can at tirres be tinged with a degree of scepticism.

Elrpowennent and accreditation introduce the second najor dirrension of

divination, narrely its functions. In general, the function of divination is to provide

therapy to individuals in distress. Many diviners are said to corrbine divination with

herbal treatments or natural cures, and thus to encroach on the function of the inyanga

(a traditional herbalist). I could find no evidence of this in my observations of the

training given .to diviners; no specialised knowledge of herbal rEm:dies was irrparted to
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novices by their supervisor, and we know from other sources that such lore is closely

guarded and passed from one generation to the next within traditional herbalist

families. Rather, the diviners that I knew acted in consort with traditional

herbalists; for instance, Rosalin's husband was a reputable herbalist and rrany diviners

and their apprentices could count herbalists arrong their kin, living or deceased.

Nevertheless, there is a heavy errphasis placed during the apprenticeship on the

preparation of rredicines (irnithi), but the acquisition of this knowledge is not for the

attainment of natural healing, but rather equips the diviner to provide spiritual or

mystical relief to the sufferer. These rredicines are designed to achieve mystical

cleansing, protection or retaliation. Though the latter is never reccrrrrended by the

diviner, it is readily provided at the specific request of the patient. In any case,

the provision of rredicine is regarded as an ancillary extra and costed as such.

The main burden of therapy falls, therefore, not on the rredicines, but on the

knowledge inparted to the patient. The patient requires a 'reading' of his/her

condition and its origins, that is beyond the rreans of all but the ancestrally

errpowered. By way of explanation, the diviner is expected to narrate a version of what

really happened, a truth that is at once authentic because it has the force of

ancestral revelation and is at the sane tine appropriate to the patient's situation.

The first cannot be questioned, but the second can, at least in the context of ngorra

divination. In the ndawo seance, the patient is cast as an aggressor, dranatically

confronted in person by his accusers, his misdeeds laid bare and denounced, and he is

left with no space for rranoevre or cormentary. On the contrary, in the ngorra

consultation, the truth gradually emerges by distillation or refinerrent from successive

throwings of the bones and a process of interrogation, the direction of which can be

influenced by the patient's responses. It would seen then that the diviner brokers on

agreement between revealed knowledge, of which (s)he is the repository, and the

patient's own mmdane knowledge of her predicarrent. It ImlSt follow then that the

patient is on active participant in the negotiation of the truth.

This, however, is not necessarily the case. My experience has shown ne that

there are degrees of corrpliance or resistance exhibited by patients. In rrost cases,

there is a power irrbalance between patient and diviner, so that the ordinary supplicant
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is too t.iJnid and overawed by the situation to attenpt to steer the diviner in one

direction or another, though (s)he may come to harbour misgivings about the explanation

Iillch later. Clients seldom deal with the diviner from a position of strength and are at

a disadvantage regarding using the opportunity for rreaningful participation, that is

inherent in the divining process. Only clients of substance or social standing, rren

rrore than warren, or those with prior knowledge or experience of the divining role, have

the capacity to press the consulting diviner towards the fashioning of a truth that

they themselves have pre-determined, e. g. the designation of an enemy.

The provision of therapy borders upon the third dirrension of divination, that of

public service. One can scarcely dispute the claim, corrrronly made by the diviners of

KwaNgwanase, that they are irrbued with a service ethic; that in giving rreaning to the

problems of individuals, they are indeed rendering an invaluable public service. But is

there any sense in 1Nhich they are contributing to the stability or upliftment or

cultural enlightenrrent of the corrmunity as a whole? This is a question that also has

irrplications for the fourth dirrension, as we shall see. It is part of the remit of

diviners to act, on behalf of the ancestral spirits, as the guardians of the corrmmal

rrorality and, to this end, they convey in their consultations the desirability of

conformity to cultural nonns and values. Exarrples of such norros and values that

diviners in this study tend to uphold are the honouring of ancestors, the rendering of

sacrifice, the obligations of kinship, the stability of marriage and the support of the

family. By irrplication, they also condem the social damage resulting from the

prevalence of anti-social tendencies expressed in envy, jealousy and rivalry. In all of

these ways, they act as a conservative force for the preservation of a shared culture.

More problerratic is their supply of retaliatory rredicines on request 1Nhich, from one

point of view, might be seen as an endorserrent of sorcery. However, from a different

point of view, it can equally be seen as upholding a cultural insistence on justice.

Once a social malefactor has been sufficiently identified by rreans of a respected

cultural procedure, i.e. divination, is it not legitimate to seek redress by hitting

back at him/her? At the level of mystical engagerrent, vengeance is justifiable as the

only available recourse, 1Nhile in rrore objective enpirical terms no real hann results
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from it. It slirply reassures the patient that justice has been achieved and the balance

of right and wrong restored.

Granted that these rural diviners do perform a service to their ccmro.mity, by

reaffinning and conserving m:>ral and cultural standards, are they no m:>re than

defenders of the status quo and resistant to social and cultural change? KwaNgwanase is

a border cormn.mity with a long history of cross-border traffic and cultural

intenningling between a dominant Zulu-speaking population and foreign migrants, who are

mainly Shangaans and to a much lesser extent Swazis. Some of these migrants are birds

of passage, destined to m:>ve on in search of a better life style, but many of thEm view

KwaNgwanase as a place of refuge in which they hope to settle. In either case, they are

marginalized in the corrrnunity and invidious distinctions are constantly drawn between

hosts and foreigners, insiders and outsiders, la~abiding citizens and anti-social

elements. The host carrmmity uniformly regards these foreign lirplants as inferior

scavengers, despises and criminalises them, but at the same t.iIre fears their superior

mystical powers employed in sorcery, not least because of the unfamiliar and potent

medicines (imithi) that they are assumed to have irrported with them.

It can be argued that divination in KwaNgwanase flies in the face of corrmmal

trends and sets the pace in cultural assimilation. In this respect, diviners seem to

emerge as the agents of acculturation. The mystical alliance, that is ritually re

iterated between ngorra and ndawo divining spirits, holds up a mxiel, in which the

fearsorre foreigner belatedly marries into the diviner lineage group, cohabits with the

lineage ancestors, receives their deference and respect and, in the course of t.iIre, is

deemed itself to becare a lineage ancestor. Yet in this relationship, the outsider is

considered to be of superior force and status. In this m::x:iel, the terrplate of

assimilation is inter-marriage, the nomal means of incorporating foreigners into the

local cormn.mity, as is arrply derronstrated by the numerous genealogies that I have

collected in KwaNgwanase. Local diviners are regarded as being all the m:>re fonnidable

for having wedded indigenous and foreign powers, all the m:>re so in those few cases of

having succeeded in adding the Holy Spirit of European Christianity (Zionist) to their

mystical repertoire. These diviners would SeEm, therefore, to be blazing a trail in

upholding the desirability of cultural assimilation.
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Where diviners lead, the carmunity must surely follow. No so. However

progressive the divining model appears to be, it scarcely serves as an educational

resource to lead the corrrmmity towards greater cultural equanimity, for the sinple

reason that very few local people are ever exposed to it. It has very limited inpact,

therefore, upon the local corrmunity. There are several reasons for this. With few

exceptions, the local people settle for ngoma consultations only and thus never

encounter the diviner in his/her ndawo guise. They continue to invest the foreign with

superior mystical pow=r, but never experience the purging and therapeutic deployrrent of

that power. Being so much rrore expensive, the ndawo seance is beyond the rreans of the

majority and is effectively out of their reach. Moreover, it is seldan perfonned in the

corrrmmity and then only by one of two diviners in the sarre family who actually practise

it. For reasons that can only be speculated, all other diviners, equipped with the

mystical alliance, keep it locked in their cupboards as it is were and never put it on

public display. A corrbination of lack of provision and lack of demand rreans that any

lessons that might be drawn from the model are not diffused in the countryside but are

largely restricted to divining circles. Diviners, on the whole, are not enlightened

educators. It 1i;Duld seem that the model enjoys greater popularity and exposure arrong

more distant urban populations, where it is rrore affordable. Whether the rressage of

cultural interbreeding finds more fertile ground there is beyond the corrpass of this

enquiry.

Quite at variance with the ethic of public service professed by diviners is the

further dirrension to be considered, that of self-interest. While divining is primarily

regarded as a vocation, it is also inescapably a business occupation. Arguably, these

two aspects are mutually supportive. The purpose and fulfilrrent of the 'call' is to

minister to a plentiful clientele of people in distress, to do good on the widest

possible scale. Doing good, however, is not the sarre as altruism. In this case, it has

its price and is ultimately a profitable activity. There is evidence in this

dissertation that at least some of these who respond to the call are motivated less by

a religious conviction, arising from chronic illness, than by a rational economic

calculation of the material rewards. Payment for a consultation is, in terms of

prevailing rural incCX"res, substantial and a fee is added for dispensing rredicine.
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Apprentice diviners pay hanclsonely, and are a source of free labour, in return for

professional knowledge, skills and accreditation. With only one exception, all the

diviners in this study admitted to being comfortably well-off and several of them,

those with flourishing 'schools' of aspirant diviners frcm far afield, had acCUlTll.l1ated

sufficient wealth for capital investrrent and economic diversification. In short, these

last were running corrmercial enterprises, devoting aJ.rrost as Imlch tirre to the

managerrent of their econcmic assets as to the business of divining. They can certainly

be classed as local entrepreneurs, acquiring extra land for cultivation, setting up

trading outlets and, in one case, establishing a rnxlest rrotel for transient truckers.

However, unlike the typical entrepreneur, they were not burdened with any expectation

that they should plough back sone of their profits into the conmunity. Their self

interest was not adulterated by any need to 'buy' the goodwill of the corrmunity in

which they resided, since they would argue with sone justification that they already

serviced the needs of the commmity by divination. They might also have argued that

payrrent for their services was an offering to ancestors and, as such, a sacrifice with

no further obligation of a return, but this was never asserted.

Forerrost among these diviner-entrepreneurs was Aldina, whose economic base

rested upon her reputation of being the leading exponent of ukuferrba, divination by

ndawo spirit. She and her rrother were the only local diviners to put this technique

into practice, in conjunction with ngoma divination, but nowadays Aldina spends a great

deal of her tirre providing her specialised services for city clients, her

correspondingly augrrented earnings being the envy of her local corrpetitors. Each of

these diviners acquire the mystical corrbination of lineage and foreign spirit, in the

belief that it adds strings to the bow, that it confers upon them an advantage in the

corrpetition for clients. But the arena of corrpetition is shifting - has shifted - and

is no longer centred on KwaNgwanase, on the stay-at-horres, but is to be fOW1d

increasingly in the urban populace, particularly arrong rural-uman migrants.

The ngoma-ndawo alliance, so desirable among diviners, is not a prototype, that

sets the standard for cultural change in the local cOrrrnunity. Rather it is rnxlelled

upon and provides a mirror-image of what is happening on the local terrain of a border

region, i.e. gradual cultural assimilation at however slow a pace. It is a divinatory
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recipe and resource that is horrespun within KwaNgwanase, but that sells well beyond its

boundaries, and as such proves to be a profitable export for its successful exponents.

For the rrorrent, Aldina is blazing the trail, while others, e.g. Jabulani, lie

frustrated in her wake, with neither the corrpetence to errploy their ndawo derived

powers nor the entrepreneurial aCl.ll'rel1 to read the rrarket possibilities. It is no longer

a situation of vying for a larger slice of a limited good. In garre-theory tenninology,

it has rroved from a zero-sum to a positive-sum situation, of which Aldina alone has the

capacity to take advantage.

Paradoxically, in her self-seeking exploitation of the lucrative pickings of an

expanded market, Aldina is doing her fellow diviners a service. The rrore she succeeds

in exhibiting her divining prowess abroad, the rrore she directs attention to

KwaNgwanase as a locus of extraordinary mystical power. As a result, there is a steady

flow of aspirant neophytes into the area, seeking instruction in its esoteric lore, to

the benefit of many of her rivals. Alrrost single-handedly, she has established

KwaNgwanase as a thriving WJrkshop of innovative divining practice.
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NOTES

1 Henry Fynn, once a consultant for Shaka, left a negative inpression of the
Thonga. He described the Thonga: "corrpare(d) with the Zulus, they are a stupid,
ignorant people" (1985:48). Fynn, who had a strong attachment to the Zulu, rray have
expressed the Zulu's general attitudes towards Thonga.
2 Nevertheless, the influence was not so strong as to convert the overall Thonga
identity into the Zulu one. The people had enjoyed rrore freedom and autonomy than
other subjects in the Zulu errpire.
3 Excellent historical illustration and analysis of Mozarrbican migratory labourers
are given by Harries (1982; 1994) and Pevenne (1995).
4 As the rrajority of migrant labourers w=re rrale, the Zulu errphasis on rrasculine
cultural elements might have been attractive to thEm.
5 There is, however, another version or interpretation of umhlaba uyalingana.
Zakhele, a young KwaNgwanase, interprets the rreaning of umhlaba uyalingana as 'the
centre for everywhere' . According to him, the distance from here to Maputo,
Johannesburg and Dw:ban is exactly the sane. Therefore it is the land of saneness.
Although this interpretation does not have any support, and even other local
inforrrants laugh when they hear that interpretation, it is an interesting
inversion.
6 Ngubane (1991) classifies this spoken Zulu as one of several Zulu dialects. He
lists three rrajor Zulu dialects, Terrbe, Ngwavuma and Gonde, found in Ingwavuma
(Ibid:2ff). These three dialects are all together terrred "nyakatho" (the northern
dialect) which is strongly distinguished from the standard Zulu.
7 These vegetables and plants are grown throughout the year. And sarre of thEm,
particularly purrpkin, arradurnbe and cassava, are regarded as crucial for tiding
people over the hungry season between July and Septerrber.
8 Drawn from personal conm..mication with the director of Manguzi Conm..mity
Prograrrrre in 1997.
9 Manguzi general hospital arploys health workers for advertising the danger of
AIDS, Tuberculosis and other epidemic diseases. In eNgozini township alone, four
health workers are errployed. Six health workers are working in Thandizwe and four
in Manguzi. These health workers are said to take care of 150 households
respectively. Therefore the total households in three wards are approxirrately
2,100. Based on my observation each household has the average nurrber of 6 or 7
family rrernbers. Hence, the estirrated population of three wards will be 12,600
14,700.
10 The taxi industry is about to care under state regulations, instead of the
degree of self-regulation. Local taxi owners organised an association which
regulates taxi operation. A rrernber has to pay a R3,000 deposit to the association
and is allowed access to a taxi rank. Otherwise, a person is not 'allowed' to run a
private taxi.
11 Injem:mi is sap extraction from the leaves of the date palm. Date palm is
abundant all over southern Mozarrbique and it is easy to extract the sap. One just
needs to slit the leaf and to arrange a reed in such a way that sap drips along it
into a bottle.
12 I have been in KwaPhuza once with Mr. Mterrbu. It is about 20 km from Manguzi,
but it takes about one hour to get there, driving all the way through bush and
sandy hills. Tw:::> lines of barbed wire run through the centre of KwaPhuza rrarket.
Most clients pass through a gate on the South African side to negotiate with
Mozarrbican suppliers on the other side of the fence under the watchful eye of
heavily arrred South African Defence Force patrols. Nonnallya 25 litre container of
injem:mi sap is sold at R30, but when the rrarket is winding down (at about five
0' clock), the price goes down. Suppliers seEm to have their own clients. Injemani
is the rrain trading stuff, but rrany other things, such as Pao (Portuguese style
bread), peanuts, clothes, wild anirral rreats, corrmercial beer and fried fish, are to
be had.
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13 Although 'pirate' taxis are illegal, Mtembu pays a refundable deposit of ro,ooo
to a 'pirate' taxi association in return for which he is able to use the taxi rank
without harassment.
14 Zakile, my neighbour infonnant, gave Ire rrore information about this. He has a
friend who runs a 'pirate' taxi that he used to transport illegal imnigrants to
Johannesburg.
15 On one occasion, MtErtbu inforrred Ire, he and other bakkie owners were found by
patrolling soldiers. Mterrbu and the others had to lock their cars and run away. '!he
soldiers irrrrobilised the vehicles by shooting out the tyres.
16 Fake Ids are available to illegal inmigrants. I have a Shangaan infonnant who
showed Ire his new South African ID one-day. I asked how he got it and he answered
that "it is easy. You pay Rl50 and sc:m=body gives you South African citizenship".
On the new ID, his Mozarnbican narre and surnarre had disappeared and a South African
nane and surnane (Mthembu) were registered.
17 No incidents of this actually cane to my attention.
18 There were only six doctors in 1998 taking care of patients. All these rredical
doctors are, however, working as contracted doctors for two to three years.
'!herefore, rrost doctors do not seem to have rrnch knowledge of the local corrmmity.
There is also a regular supplerrent to the rredical staff in the presence of rredical
students.
19 The evil intrusion is expressed in tenns of various bodily affliction and
unbearable misfortune.
20 The full textual analysis and interpretation will be dealt with in the following
chapter.
21 Urnlozi (the spirit) is supposed to whistle on behalf of ancestors. Whistling is
regarded as a voice of ancestors in the divining seance.
22 callaway (1970:323-336) further mentions stick divination (ukubhula yezinithi) .
Stick divination is probably the oldest type of divination. Patients are given
sticks with which they strike the ground or an anirral hide to respond to the
diviner's questions. If patients agree with a diviner, they strike fiercely on the
ground; if not, they strike gently signifying that the diviner's response is not
correct (Berglund, 1976:186-187). The original Ireaning of Zulu divination, ukubhula
(to beat), might be derived from this practice. In addition, there is isanusi whose

main duty is to detect witches. '!he divinatory rrethod of an isanusi is to "SIrell
out" (Krige, 1985:299) witches. This is regarded as having been the principal
divination of the past. This type of divination is, however, hardly ever practised
in KwaNgwanase today. Junod also recorded six different kinds divination arrong the
Thonga-speaking people of D=lagoa Bay and the adjoining areas (1927, vol. II: 537ff) .
Arrong them two distinctive types of divination, hakata and ukubhula, are still
practised in KwaNgwanase.
23 The Zulu tenn is ukubhula ngatharrbo (Le. to throw the bones) .
24 The narre of hakata is not used in the sane way arrong Southern African societies.
For instance, to Thonga-speaking people, hakata (or ihakathi) is the narre given to
the stone of a fruit, known as rrnngorre, growing in the desert (Junod, 1927,
vol.II:539). Gelfand's ethnography shows that rmmgorre and hakata are different
styles of divining apparatus arrong Shona-speaking people in Zinbabwe. Mungane is
corrprised of three rrnngorre seeds which are halved for use. Hakata consists of four
pieces of wooden or ivory tablets. In KwaNgwanase, however, these two distinctive
divining sets are both enployed as ihakathi.
25 Ukubhula ngatharrbo is shortened into, ukubhula or rrore sinply -bhula, arrong the
KwaNgwanase. --

26. '!he analytical corrparison between ngcroa and ndawo will be elaborated in the
following chapters. -- --

27 Janzen classifies them as "thokoza" style, which is corrrron in Swaziland (1992)
28 It is known as Thokoza in KwaNgwanase.
29 They are rrostly the rrerrbers of Zionist churches in KwaNgwanase. Other churches
do not accept the status of diviners nor do all Zionists. In particular another
powerful African Independent Church, the Nazareth Baptist Church (Sherrbe Church),
does not accept the role and function of the diviner.
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30 ef. Janzen for a fuller rrore detailed account of ukufemba in Swaziland
(1992:45ff) .

31 See also Janzen (1995) for another exarrple of ukufernba in Swaziland.
32 Foreign spirit possession is comron in Northeast Africa, particularly in
Ethiopia and Sudan (Lewis, 1967; Boddy, 1989). The white spirits of colonial times
are arrong the major spirits who possess the local people in West Africa
(Stoller, 1995) .

33 For rrore detailed illustration of amathambo, see appendix I.
34 I am going to categorise this group of ancestors as "divining spirits" which can
be distinguished from lineage ancestors in general.
35 Most of the afflicted are not, however, willing to take ukuthwasa for various
reasons. SOIre sirrply fear of divining spirits. Other feels disgusting on blood-shed
ukuthwasa rituals. Others regard divination as traditional and out-dated.
Particularly, young people do not like it for the last reason.
36 The afflict's dream is inportant. Divining spirits often visit the afflict on
dreams and gives the manual instruction of what the afflict ImlSt to do. The afflict
also often dreams about swinming in the sea or river with a big snake; flying in
the sky; wanders around a strange places. These are all syrrbolic indication to the
afflict of taking ukuthwasa.
37 This does not match with a previous sentence. He thought that he would hang
himself. But he packed his luggage and some rroney. He did not give the reason of
it.
38 Tamy showed an extraordinary personality during his short stay at Rosalin (a
renowned female diviner in eNgozini)' s homestead. He definitely failed to harrronise
with Rosalin and her husband, two chief figures on corrmanding novices. Tamy was a
habitual drunkard and often engaged in verbal assaults with Rosalin. He felt
Rosalin's homestead couple of days after the interview. He told Ire that he was
going to report to his family about ukuthwasa. But he never corre back.
39 A literal Ireaning of ukuhlehla is to "retire and withdraw", which probably
signifies the novice being retired from social activities and relations and
retreats to divining training. Ideally it takes for three to four rronths. During
this period, the novice is not expected to do anything, but waiting for 'stirring
up' .
40 In fact, the novice undertakes various domestic works at the father diviner's
hOIrestead. The period of 'retirerrent' is rather syrrbolic than 6rpirical.
41 The tirre when ndawo spirit comes out is not fixed. It varies according to
novices and divining schools. In case of Mapewa divining school, ndawo Emerges even
before the novice fomally takes divining training. On the contrary, in Majoy
divining school, ndawo spirit conceals until the very last rrorrent of divining
training.
42 I know one novice from DuIban whose behaviours are all against these rules. He
visits his home in Durban every rronth. He sits on a chair, srroking and eats rreal
with a senior diviner. He enjoys a great deal of self-authority. He even refuses
some instruction from senior diviners.
43 Fish is avoided as well because of its bad srrell.
44 This song is sung in Shangaan. "ShikwiIrbu shanzuza" is known as the alternative
narre of ndawo spirit in Shangaan. Water is a favourite place of ndawo spirit.
45 Delani's rrother later told Ndawo's identity. Lilian Ngubane is a great
grandrrother of Delani. She did not, however, make clear about ndawo, whether she is
paternal GQ\1 or maternal GQ\1. Strange thing is that Delani's surnarre is Manzini and
his rrother's surnarre is Sibiya. There is nobody at Delani's lineage who has a
surnarre, Ngubane.

46 Two observations were made for coming out rituals. One is from Delani of Majoy
divining school and the other was Kunsi Ndlovu of Mapewa divining school. The
origins of these two divining schools are fran Mozarrbique. Therefore these two
divining schools have rrore similarities than differences, however, sorne details
show variety of divining ritual. My main illustration derived from Delani's
cererrony. Kunsi Ndlovu's case is put in footnotes when it is necessary to be
introduced.
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47 In the M3.joy division (irrpande), the out-coming diviner ITUlst foot the bill for
these items, about Rl500 for the bone set and about RSOO for the switch. The M3.pewa
divining school charges only for the switch.
48 The cost of rrounting such support is fomri.dable, especially in terms of slender
family resources. Johannes has no incorre, apart fran a rronthly pension of R359 for
the corrpany that had previously arployed him and his rrother's pension was RSOO.
Clearly, they w;)uld have to rely on financial input from other kiDs.
49 At this point in the Mapewe service, Rosalin led the diviners and novices to
five divining huts to infonn her divining spirits of the initiation of Kunsi and
Thabile.
50 Rosalin's method was to transfix the goat's neck with a spear and to swing it
about until dead, while praising the divining spirits. Kunsi was not splattered
with the goat's blood, having already been drenched in the blood of ty.K) decapitated
chickens, but he did suck its bleeding neck, being washed with medicated water on
each occasion.
51 The Mapewa division (inpande) deploy the meat in a somewhat different fashion,
dividing the palpitating flesh into two lots. One portion is destined to be
cons1.llTlred in the manner described above. The other is placed in a pot with other
herb medicines set on the fire to burn and its srroke is inhaled by other novices
through hollow reeds to help them to cultivate their spirits.
52 Kunsi's concealment trial was not so successful and caused sorre controversy.
After rrore than an hour of fruitless discourse, Kunsi was none the wiser about the
object of his search or its whereabouts; Rosalin eventually showed him that it was
concealed under his brother's arrrpit. She nevertheless pronounced his concealment
trial to be successful. Despite the applause that greeted this, rrost of the
attendants were of the opinion that he had failed the test. Controversy arose, when
Rosalin subsequently announced a second 'coming out' ritual for Kunsi, on the
grounds that he had another ngorna spirit to be introduce. It is well known that one
cererrony is sufficient to endow a new diviner with several ngana spirits. I was
told that Kunsi succeeded at the second attenpt.
53 The Mapewa procedure is scmewhat different. While Rosalin prefers to hold the
ritual by the sea or at a river, she allows herself to symbolically create these
conditions at her horrestead, by digging a large hole before dark and filling it
with tap water overnight. Kunsi underwent two full imrersion in this water, once
before being splattered with the blood of a single chicken and once afterwards.
Fran these, he crawled on hands and knees to the hcmestead boundary (gate) where he
went through the rrotions of vomiting, indicating the expulsion of evil spirits.
Back at the hole, he suffered the approved incisions, and then waited in the
divining hut while other initiate took her turn. When he was brought out again, he
was possessed by his ndawo spirit and perfonred a brief ukufemba divination in
which his powers were put to the test, the audience egging him on alternately with
rrockery and encouragement. Having succeeded in his quest, his 'coming out' rituals
was brought to a close.
54 Ibaso is a ball-shaped medicine, made fran animal fat and various herbs, that is
used not only to induce possession but also to hold evil spirits at bay.
55 Nevertheless, even an ndaw;) possessed medium shows normative patterns during
divining. These patterns, needless to say, are technically acquired in the course
of divining training.
56 See chapter five for the detail of the transformation of Gugu's divining
spirits.
57 My personal assistant's irrpression was that Cele was a "crook", only looking for
rroney.

58 It is a rare divining spirit. Only one isangoma infonred me that she has an
indumba spirit. The indumba is the spirit of a person who had not corrpleted
ukuthwasa properly. But it is said to have a divining power. Mangubane, in her 60s,
claims that her great grandfather was an indumba. However, in this chapter, I
categorise all these divining spirits under ngana, as local diviners do not specify
arrong them.

59 This will be dealt rrore fully in the last chapter of the dissertation.
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60 One day, I was walking about with Jabulani, when sorre children playing in the
bush began to chant 'Khurralo. Khurralo'. Jabulani was visibly upset and shouted
back: "I'm going to tell the police that you corre from Mozambique. I knew you COI'lE

from Mozambique." The children shut up and ran away.
61 See Chapter Seven for the detail.
62 The duration is set between the formal acceptance of an novice and the
corrpletion of the divining training ceremony. The novice often stays long periods
after divining training. This is due to the outstanding balance of divining
training payrrent, which the family of the novice has still to pay. The novice has
to remain at the father (senior) diviner's harestead, until the family pays the
balance of divining training fees.
63 The novice can pay for divining training with two cows which is equivalent to
3,000 rand. But I have not heard of anybody paid in cows. Novices still have to pay
of all expenditure for coming out divining training cererrony which nornally costs
rrore than several thousands rand.
64. After Aldina I s femba, he claims that the nurrber of his cattle continuously
increases.
65. His friend told him that there is a diviner from Mozambique. "I must go and try
there. See whether Aldina has been told rre is rratching with that diviner. And I
found that that lady, before even he can say that, it rratched. She said that I've
been to sorrebody (Aldina) and what Aldina said was correct."
66. Philip's career. He corrpleted rratric in 1973. He joined at SAP training oollege
in 1975 for six rronth. Then he went to down to Umlazi. He was there for two years.
Then he was transferred to Urrbilo SAP. He resigned SAP in 1979. He joined [Urban
City Police which is traffic departrrent. He t s worked in there for 18 years until
this year.
67. His salary was around RS,OOO but after tax and all kinds of deduction, he got
around Rl, 500.
68 He said that he is quite interested in Chinese traditional rredicines and Chinese
diviners.
69 The word irrpande is difficult to interpret. Literally, it rreans the "root of
tree". But in divining context, the rreaning varies in different situations. Here in
this chapter, irrpande generally signifies a 'category' such as divining family,
divining genealogy and divining school.
70 See Chapter Five for the detailed illustration of Isabel's Ndawo possession.
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APBlN)IX 1: '!be classification of divining bones (Jlma:t:banbo)

I. Aldina's divininq bones (Infomation collected a1 14th/Marobl1997)

1. Astragalus bones

1) A big and a dark coloured astragalus bone from a sacrificed goat umngoma
kaAldina (Aldina's ngoma spirit)
2) A big and a dark coloured astragalus bone from a sacrificed goat ugedla (a
kind of inyanga, an herb healer) .
Fran 3) to 6) axe middle size and 9U!Y ool.ouzed. astragalus bones fran sacrificed
goats.
3) indoda ishonelwe unkoskazi ... a rran whose wife is died.
4) Urnama osheyashona indoda . . . A rrother whose husband is died.
5) Urnama osheyashona -.-.-.-A rrother who passed away.
6) Indoda esheyashona ... A rran who passed away.
7) A middle size and a dark coloured astragalus fram a sacrificed goat ... (umngoma)
an isangoma (represents either a wale or a ferale according to divining contexts) .
8) A middle size and a grey coloured astragalus fram a sacrificed goat (indoda
ehalala norrpaphi) . . . A rran who can stay anywhere.
9) A middle size and a grey coloured astragalus fram a sacrificed goat (Ugedla
ashona) ... A kind of an inyanga who passed away.
10) A srrall size and a dark coloured astragalus fram a sacrificed goat
(itshothsi) •.. a gangster.
11) ? (Iqolo lamuntu wesifazane) . . . The srrall back of a ferale.
12) ? (Iqolo lamuntu wesinisa) . . . The srrall back of a male.
13) Urmdawo ... Aldina's umndawo.

2. Wild animal banes

1) A piece of a lion bone (isilwane)
2) A piece of a lion bone (isilwane)

3. Seashells

an animal of any kind.
A familiar (animal) of umthakathi (a witch)

1) A big oliva which as dark purple spots on convex side (ihlona) ... umndawo or a
indurrba.
2) An oliva with brown colour (urmdawo umkhulu) ... a big male ndaw::> spirit.
3) An oliva in small size and bright grey colour (ndawo isifazana-)-.-. . a female
ndawo. --

4) A small and white cypraes (inyoka) . . . a snake.
5) An oliva with a bright grey colour (umndaw::> wesifazana umkhulu/inyamkwabe) ... An
old female ancestor (ndawo).
6) An oliva with a dark brown colour (Idlozi elimndawo elafelemanzini/umfana
isishirrane) ... An ancestor (ndaow) who is staying in water/a rran without a girl.
7) A brown cypraes (umfana isishirrane ophilayo) ... A rran without a girl/a living
people.

8) A white cypraes (ukhokho ugadikhaya) ... An oldest female idlozi of the patient.
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9) A bright white oliva (inc:iwamgu emhlophe) . . . A white cloth.
10) A white oliva (urmgane umfana engasekho) ... A boy who is not present.
11) A piece of white seashell (intorrbi engasekho) ... A girl who is not present.
12) ? (irnbiza) ... calling.
13) A piece of white seashell (inkhuku) ... a chicken.
14) A piece of tortoise shell (ufudu yendoda) a male.
15) A piece of tortoise shell (ufudu wesifazana) a ferrale.
16) A piece of tortoise shell (Inkhosi) . . . a chief/king.

4. Non-bc:nes

1) A black stone (urmyama) ... darkness/misfortune.
2) A reddish seed (igazi/indwangevuma) ... blood/red.
3) A dark stone (in~ermyama) . . . A black cloth.
4) A calabash shaped stone (umuthi) ... Medicine.
S) A piece of white tile (indlu yesitini) .. A block house.
6) A small piece of tile (indwange ipalo) A kind of cloth.
7) A white and small stone (indwange enhlope) a white cloth.
8) A piece of V-shaped wood with white sport on one side (inhlanhla) ... luck

n. Gets%Ude's classification of amathaab:> (Infomation oollecte:i on 06th/Clctc:ber/1998)

[Getsrude is conducting divination in 1'1:>angeni. But she was born in Ekuthukuweni and
trained as a isangoma in Swaziland.]

1. Astragalus bones

1) A big astragalus bone (about Sx2 an), which is taken from a sacrificed cow. The
bone has a string of white beads tied around the bone ... urmgoma and urmdawo.
2-3) Two pieces of a big and dark coloured astragalus bones frem
a sacrificed goat . . . an old man/woman
4) A middle size (about 3xl.S On) and a white coloured astragalus bone from a
sacrificed goat . . . a young lady
5) A small size (about 2x1.5. an) and a white coloured astragalus bone frem a
sacrificed goat .. . a boy
6) A middle size and a dark coloured astragalus bone from a sacrificed goat . . . a
young man.
7) A big and a dark coloured astragalus bone frem a sacrificed goat . . . an old man
(mainly grandfather) .
8) A middle size and a dark coloured astragalus bone frem a sacrificed goat ... a
young man.
9) A middle size and a white coloured astragalus bone fran a sacrificed goat ... a
wife.
Fran 10) to 15) cue mi.d:ile size and 9J:eY ooloured astragalus bones with sale shapes on
their backs
10) A single line (artificial) on back ... this is a kind of sickness.
11) A 'X' shape on back . . . curse
12) A horizontal line (artificial) on the middle
13) A horizontal line (artificial) on the bottom
back)
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14) A vertical crack (natural) on the back ... ikhanda (headache) and a problem on a
spinal cord.
15) A vertical line (artificial) line on the back ... a kidney problem.

2. seashells

1) A big seashell (oliva) with white and yellow lines on convex side ndiki
spirit.
2) A big seashell (oliva) with white and yellow lines on convex side ndawo
spirit
3) A big seashell (oliva) with yellow spots ... umlozi.
4-8) Small cypraes with white colour ... young ladies.
9-21) Various shape and srrell seashells . . . men and ladies.
22) A broken piece of a seashell (in flat shape) ... ancestor's demmd.

3. Wild animal banes

1) A piece of an elephant's tusk ... toothache

4. Non-l:::lales

1) A tip of a bullet ... A gun

2) A white coin ... An affliction which runs up and down in a stowach.
3) A dice . . . win or loss
4) A piece of a tablet with Chinese scripts on it ... a stroke (ikhanda)
5) A piece of a tiger stone . . . IIDney.
6) A pink coloured stone ... Luck
7) coins . . . IIDney.
8) A piece of an iron in folk shaped . . . irroto (a car) .
9) A plastic item . . . the possibility of having cows, goats and other domestic
aniIPals.
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APmIDIX 2: Imfihlo oerem::ny (12th!June/1999)
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APPENDIX 4: M:x:li.fi.cation of Gugu's divining spirit

'!be first interview with Gugu (13th/Marchl1998)
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'!he second Interview with Gugu (22th/August/1999)
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APPENDIX 5 : Divining lineage and soclaJ.ity
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(ngoma-ndawo alliance)
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